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Insight

Ann art object - Christian Boltanski's Une boite d'épingles (Box of Pins) - moved me to conceptualize
aa crucial aspect of traumatization: traumatic pain. Admittedly, the photograph of this work
functionedd as a trigger because, at the moment of viewing, I was in a state of heightened
vulnerabilityy to such "pain." At the time I could not even bear the sight of this picture: when I was
leafingg through Didier Semin's book on Boltanski's work (1988), the image took me by surprise and
frightenedd me beyond recognition. I held my breath, shut the book, and did not look at it again for a
longg time. Now, having taken temporal and mental distance from this event, I can read Boltanski's
BoxBox of Pins as an attempt to embody the pain of traumatized, wounded (inter) subjectivity. It is a
three-dimensionall figuration that also emphatically addresses the sense of touch. My interpretation
iss an integration of my physical and affective reaction to this picture - a reaction of strong fear of
"pain"" - and my thinking about trauma. The act of looking at a cultural object thus mediated
betweenn undifferentiated feeling and articulated understanding.1
Thee photograph shows a box, pierced with pins that are driven into it from the outside.
Becausee the box is covered with cloth of a faintly pink color, I see it as a body with a skin, or a
subjectt wounded by piercing pins. By referring to the etymological meaning of the word trauma aa wound resulting from piercing - the object connects trauma with both subjective feeling and
externall violence. The pain is indexically signified through the acts of piercing that are suggested
too have resulted in the pierced box. This pain is accentuated by the sharp points of the pins
themselvess and the chaotic intercrossing of these pin-points inside the box. There is no room for
anythingg other than pain in this inside. The open lid facilitates the view of this painful chaos, and

9

i.. Boltanski made Une bofte d'épingles in 1969. See the illustration in Semin 1988: 27
andd the cover of the present study. Boltanski is explicitly concerned with his position
ass an artist who lives "after" the Holocaust I will address this aspect of Boltanski's
workk in the final chapter.

indicatess that the closure of autonomous subjectivity is opened into intersubjectivity. However,
withh the lid open to reveal this intersubjective aspect, the piercing pins direct their sharp, wounding
pointss to the outside. Consequently the box cannot be handled without causing pain to the one who
wantss to touch it. Intersubjectivity is made impossible. The traumatized subject is locked in her
painful,, fearful inside and cannot make any contact without hurting others. Traumatic pain is
figuredd here in its destructive quality, but significantly, the fact that it has been made visible and
hass triggered my embodied imagination, makes this pain into an element in the interaction
betweenn art object and reader. As I will argue, my reading puts this text in a potential space,
creatingg a sharable site for traumatic pain. It connects this pain to the framework of lived reality minee and yours.
AA moment of searing insight, then, made me acknowledge the traumatic pain of the
subjectss involved in my investigation of the relationship between childhood and trauma. The phrase
"searingg insight" clarifies (affective) feeling in terms of physical pain. According to philosopher
Susann Feagin the term refers to the as yet unnamed feeling that accompanies the apprehension of
aa sentence, striking the reader as utterly apt and "right." Significantly, the moment of insight is
describedd as "recognition":
[it]] pierces with its insight, and the mind is affected by the perspicacity and just the
"Tightness"" of it all. It's a shudder of recognition of its uncompromising, forthright Tightness.
(1996:: 200)

Itt is a moment of integration, when a thought makes a connection with the feeling body in such
aa way that the insight strikes one as right because it amplifies - gives meaning to - what is bodily
felt.. More precisely, the thought "feels real" because it enables further action: releasing a vital force,
itit motivates thought as well as action. At such moments I tend to cry out or curse or jump up or
slapp my hand on the table: the force of the impact of insight seems to provoke an outburst of
11 O

physical energy and joy that is expressed in bodily signals. These are the moments when I truly
experiencee myself as a happy intellectual.
Paradoxically,, the specific moment of happy insight was a (belated) reaction to a very
painfull and distressing period of my life. This paradox made me understand that the productivity of
thee notion of traumatic pain is not so much directed to the discovery of the "content" of traumatic
events,, as it is to the understanding of the vital powers that are at stake in traumatization and,

hence,, in the attempts to survive the subject-annihilating forces of trauma. It was a quantum leap
too make this pain and, consequently, the affective aspect of subjectivity, the center of my study.
Itt took me another leap to make this unnamable, yet existing, pain more concrete and accessible
throughh the concept of potential space, while turning traumatic pain into a mutual concern,
withoutt underestimating subjective suffering. The potential space I have in mind is first and
foremostt a relational space. At the same time defining and defined by its constitutive participants,
itt is the space where relational subjectivity or (inter)subjectivity has its place. Traumatic pain is a
manifestationn of the disruption or absence of this space.2

TraumaTrauma as Breach

Byy presenting potential space as the heart of this study, I can characterize traumatized people as
subjectss who are deprived of their relational basis. Hence, I conceive them as amputees. Being left
withoutt their relational dimension, they are severely handicapped. In the following chapters I will
alsoo refer to the discursive death implied in traumatization. As the words "pain," "amputation," and
"death"" suggest, I use terms indicating physical suffering in my attempt to give empty words like
trauma,, semiotic crisis, or discursive silence their necessary weight. Boltanski's Box of Pins shows
howw a figuration of a material process - piercing pins - stimulates the imagination of unnamable
painn by addressing the dimension of physical pain. The "image" of physical pain, then, can be
helpfull for gaining insight into traumatic pain.
InIn her seminal study about physical pain as occurring in torture and war, Elaine Scarry
statess that physical pain "resists objectification in language" and that "its undeniable, subjectively
feltt presence" has "no referential content" (1985: 5-6). Physical pain is only experienced in a bodily
way:: it is known by being felt. Thus, as subjective, bodily sensation per se, it cannot be shared with
others.. This brings Scarry to the conclusion that physical pain has "a language-destroying capacity"
(19-20).. By suggesting that a body in pain loses subjectivity because there can be no speaking -

2.. Psychoanalyst D.W. wïnnicott introduced the concept of potential space to
delineatee the intermediate area between fantasy and reality (Abram 1996, Ogden
1990,, and Winnicott 1996a [1971]). I will elaborate on Winnicott's ideas in Chapter 5.
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communicatingg - subject of pain, Scarry underscores the importance of the interactive, relational
aspectt of {the subject of) language.
Inn my argument it becomes important that severe bodily pain can be communicated in
aa nonverbal way, for example, in the form of a reflex of screaming. Hence, although the bodily
sensationn of the pain may not have referential content, the affective charge of the pain, its alarming,
fearful,, hurting, and threatening unbearability, can be communicated by means of various bodily
enactments,, thus producing indexical signs.3 In reaction to this enactment of pain a further
processs of meaning production can take place. If the symptoms of excruciating pain are heard,
seen,, and understood by others as signs that signal pain, those other people can try to eliminate the
possiblee tormenting cause, to relieve the suffering with palliatives or other aids, or to give emotional
supportt and comfort. The expression of pain can thus affect another person, who then can initiate
appropriatee action. Hence, pain can be seen as an urgent request for a caring relationship. In this
respectt the difference between expressions of physical and psychic pain is not relevant.
Paradoxically,, the urgency of this relational, affective address becomes clear at the moment
thee addressee realizes that she cannot be of help. The powerlessness of a witness observing severe
painn that cannot be lessened produces an almost unbearable situation for this witness: it is a
confrontationn with one's own powerlessness and one's incapacity to make a relationship effective
andd meaningful exactly at a moment that seems to be of vital importance for the powerless other.
Thee other's agony and her own loss of control attack the subjective stability of the witness,
aa situation that entails the disruption of potential space. The loss of the ability to relate thus
endangerss subjects. No wonder that witnesses of such de-subjectifying, excruciating pain often
resortt to flight, denial, or distanced abstraction in order to rescue their threatened selves.
However,, it is not only the powerlessness of witnesses that denies the possibility of an
invigoratingg relationship; as Scarry points out with respect to the victims of torture, the act of
consciouslyy ignoring expressions of pain can be especially devastating. If their screams for help are
ignored,, tortured subjects become mere passive bodies of pain. The body in pain, then, is not only
11 2

deprived of its language-producing function, but also of the sound of its affecting voice. Overridden

3.. An indexical sign or Peircean index conveys meaning through the "ground" (rule
orr code) of indexicality. If a sign functions as an index, there is an existential
relationshipp of contiguity between a sign and what it stands for - its meaning; think
forr instance of the relation between smoke and fire. Likewise, iconicity (icon) and
symbolicityy (symbol) point to analogy and conventionality respectively as the basis
(ground)) of signification. See Chapter 4 for further discussion of Peircean semiotics.

byy a totalitarian and overwhelming force, the body is reduced to utter powerlessness and isolation.
Thee de-subjèctifying effects of severe physical pain are reinforced by the objectifying effects of the
interpersonall (social) denial of the expression of agonizing pain. Importantly, "disempowerment
andd disconnection from others" are exactly what Judith Herman presents as the "core experiences
off psychological trauma" (1992: 133)- She summarizes here the general feelings of distress that
resultt from the violent action of traumatization. I would like to address those psychic feelings, that
is,, the affective load of traumatization, as manifestation of traumatic pain.
Thee neglect of the affected subject of traumatization cuts in trauma theory like a doubleedgedd knife. On the one hand, it simplifies the semiotic problems of traumatized people by
ignoringg a specific aspect of their disablement, that is, the presence of a bodily response that cannot
bee dealt with; traumatized people are disabled above all with respect to their affectively defined
copingg mechanisms. Because of the central role played by affects in the traumatic endangering of
subjectivity,, traumatic pain indicates a need for relationships that can (re)constitute a basic feeling
off trust and subjective agency.^
Onn the other hand, the neglect of these primary needs also entails the risk of
re-traumatization.. The danger of re-traumatization is overlooked when the telling of traumatizing
eventss is seen as the starting point of a process of recovery or social (re) integration. The social
re-integrationn of the survivor starts instead with the (re)-gaining of one's affective, adaptive abilities.
Thee shift of emphasis caused by the introduction of the affective dimension of subjectivity not only
openss up a new potential for semiotic interaction; it also marks the very fragile borderline between
livingg creatively and (re-) traumatization. Traumatic pain marks this border.
However,, because traumatic pain is not the same as physical pain, it cannot be concretely
andd automatically expressed: it cannot be "screamed out." On the contrary, it can be disguised in
severall ways and is, therefore, difficult to trace. When it is acted out unconsciously through, for
instance,, physical illness or violent behavior, it is uncontrollable for the one who is enacting it as
welll as averse to social understandability for possible witnesses. Furthermore, the numbing effect
off the dissociation of affective feelings - the splitting between an observant and a feeling subject -

4.. In Herman's words: "Recovery can take place only within the context of
relationships;; it cannot occur in isolation. In her renewed connections with other
people,, the survivor re-creates the (...) basic capacities for trust, autonomy,
initiative,, competence, identity, and, intimacy. Just as these capabilities are
originallyy formed in relationships with other people, they must be reformed in such
relationships"" (1992:133).
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makess it especially difficult to recognize and deal with traumatic pain. That is to say, traumatic pain
iss silenced through dissociation. As a consequence, this study emphasizes the explanatory value of
thee concept of dissociation and the meta-theory of structural dissociation^
Manyy studies concerning trauma implicitly speak about the psychic pain of traumatization
byy using the metaphors "wounding" and "wound." Wound, a term that signifies pain indexically,
iss the original meaning of the Greek word trauma, which derives from a verb that means "piercing"
[off the skin].6 In Chapter 4 I use "skin" as a metaphor to clarify the affective dimension of
subjectivity,, calling feelings "the skin of the subject" Traumatic pain thus becomes the piercing of
thee affective skin. In this way, the use of the words "wound," "skin," and "pain" not only dissolves
thee mind-body split into embodied experience, but these words also make concrete the interrelation
betweenn subjectivity and intersubjectivity. Let me explain.
Althoughh a wound implies pain, it is not the same as pain. A wound of the skin seems
too indicate a visible mark that can be localized and qualified. However, as a sign of traumatized
subjectivity,, the word "wound" loses the strength of its concrete place. It is nevertheless a useful
termm to the extent that it points to the result of violent actions, be they natural disasters or
man-madee atrocities, single instances, or ongoing, more hidden processes. As Herman phrases it:
"Traumaticc events overwhelm the ordinary systems of care that give people a sense of control,
connectionn and meaning" (1992: 33). A traumatic wound makes clear that the violent roots of
traumaticc pain do not reside in the events per se, but in their aspect of overwhelming danger, their
inherentt affliction of "the ordinary systems of care." Most importantly, violence is about force and
powerr relationships.7
Ass the notion of wound makes understandable that violating forces are involved in every
traumatization,, the notion of skin can elucidate the complexity of traumatized (inter)subjectivity.
Thee skin as physical surface and protection of the body marks the external border of an embodied
subjectt as well as the interface between self and other. Hence, the skin can be read both as a sign
forr the separate aspect of subjectivity - the (intra)subjective condition - and for the relational aspect
1 44

°f (inter)subjectivity - the intersubjective condition. The skin simultaneously refers to the body as

5.. See for example Nijenhuis et al. 2001 and Steele et al. 2001. The authors also
underscoree Herman's view mentioned in the previous note by proposing what they

broken as a consequence of external violence; and the effects of such an injury upon
the organism as a whole" (1973: 465; emphasis added).

calll a "phase-oriented treatment of dependency in dissociative patients" (Steele

7. The phrase "ordinary systems of care" hints at what I will clarify later with the help

ett al. 2001: 94-106).

of the affective dimension of subjectivity, namely, the intertwinement of caring

6.. According to Laplanche &. Pontalis the term "trauma" comes from the Greek verb

relationships, affect regulation, and the production of meaning.

titrooskoo,titrooskoo, which means, "to pierce. It generally means any injury where the skin is

containerr of an independent agency and to the extended body: the body-in-relation. Moreover, as the
doublee meaning of "touch" indicates, the skin suggests that these aspects are based on sensations
ass well as feelings. The connection between a physical and an affective skin appears to be inherent
inn the interdependence of separatedness and relationality of (inter)subjectivity.8
Whenn this double-sided, sensing, and feeling skin is pierced or wounded and, hence, loses
itss protective function, the traumatized subject is attacked in her (inter)subjectivity, that is, in both
herr capacity to integrate inner experience and her capacity to relate to others. Consequently, she
losess contact with reality, a loss that is substantiated in a specific way: while not being physically
dead,, she nevertheless suffers from the incapacity of feeling alive and feeling in control of her life
history.. I claim that in the overwhelming, life-threatening attack on the "protective skin" a very
basicc vitality is involved, which makes it plausible to interpret the terror resulting from this subject
annihilationn in terms of fear of death or agony. Such agony is the core of traumatic pain, the
breakingg point around which the incapacity to relate is centered. Because the alarming force of
thatt agony cannot be countered by adequate action, it becomes unbearable: it has to be stopped or
silenced.. If there is no adequate help, the traumatized subject will - unconsciously, automatically doo everything to escape from that agony: she will dissociate. This is why in the present study
"trauma"" refers to a "breach," an intrasubjective disintegration that cannot be understood without
itss relational complement, the disruption of potential space.

Afftcth*Afftcth* Skills
Ass I can see in retrospect, my initial reaction to Boltanski's Box of Pins - shutting the book - was
onee of self-defense; I was protecting myself intuitively against re-traumatization. In this particular
case,, my behavior appeared to be partly instigated by fear of a repetition of an agony from infancy.
Thiss disruptive feeling had been caused by the loss of a primary caregiver, a loss that was,
moreover,, framed by the massive threat and specific dangers of World War II. In the last chapters,

8.. The fact that in addition to the sense of touch alt receptors for sensory perception
aree situated on the skin, enhanced my preference for this trope (Montagu 1986).
Moreover,, the metaphor skin for affective feelings resonates with Didier Anzieu's
notionn of the "skin-ego" (1989 [1985]).

withh the help of Winnicott's fear of breakdown, I will explain what nearly re-occurred in the
confrontationn with Boltanski's Box of Pins. In addition, there was the wish to protect myself against
thee danger that my view of the world - my desires and beliefs - would be permanently damaged.
II feared being overwhelmed by the seemingly unbridgeable discrepancy between the huge extent
andd severity of other people's traumatization with which my study faced me and my wish that life
mightt retain a meaningful option for people. In other words, I also protected myself against
vicariouss traumatization. The two aspects of my self-defense foreground the interdependence of a
losss of control over affective feelings, the loss of positive desires and beliefs, and the loss of trust inn oneself and others.
II have also learned that an object can cause strong feelings, here distress. My state of
hyperarousall apparently made me so sensitive to the figured suggestion of threatening pain, that
seeingg piercing pins triggered an embodied imagination that came close to bodily simulation:
II feared real "pain." My encounter with near re-living revealed an area of experience in which it is
difficultt to distinguish imagination, simulation and re-living. Retrospectively, I even think that had
itt not been for my personal experience at the time, I might have overlooked the affective dimension
off Boltanski's object. In other words, my temporary hypersensitivity prevented me from my
commonn neglect - my dissociation - of the bodily felt aspect of affective knowledge, at least as far
ass fearful events are concerned. And here surfaces a final insight from this experience: the affective
capacityy need not be automatically available; its development requires conscious attention and
training.. It needs to be effectuated in affective skills and "affective flexibility." This study can be
seenn as an exploration of the relevance of those skills for cultural analysis.9
Becausee traumatized people cannot take the first step towards a potential space, the choice
betweenn being silenced and feeling alive is in the hands of others. The latter fact, in particular,
turnss traumatic pain into a notion with social, ethical, and political consequences. Realizing those
implications,, I decided to write this study while allowing myself to become touched, moved, and
oftenn dejected when I felt and imagined the "pain" in and through texts. Accordingly, I have tried to
11 6

make my feelings - ranging from helplessness, confusion, fear, and disgust, to distress, aloneness,

9.. For affective flexibility see Feagirt 1996:17-18 and 239-254.

rage,, and despair - intellectually productive. I did not put these feelings aside as a disturbing
factor,, but struggled to make that disturbance part of my argument, using my feelings to motivate
imaginationn and to evaluate through analytic thought. The present text thus makes a case for a
practicee of cultural analysis that combines the readiness for cognitive challenge with the awareness
off interpersonal and intergroup vulnerability.

AA Transptrsonal Spact

II invite you here to enter into a potential space. However, my proposal to share this space does
nott imply that it already exists. As the word "potential" indicates, the space merely has a virtual
existencee that has yet to become actual.10 Its reality depends on your willingness to accept the
invitation;; only if you respond affirmatively can the space come into being. I like to call it a space
off touching, because "touching" both emphasizes the physical base of the subject implied in this
interactionn and highlights a subject who is moved and motivated by feelings. Consequently, this
potentiall space cannot be shared in a noncommittal way. If you accept the invitation, you assent to
aa relationship that will affect you, as I must be open to be affected by your reading. Performing an
invitationn through my writing, I remind you of the interactive quality of writing and reading, of the
doingg and being done to implied in interpretation.
Moreover,, as propositioning T - a pronoun that does not necessarily coincide with my
alll and only self - I need you as reader, for without semiotic interactions with a reader this text
willl "die."11 This obvious statement should help you bear in mind that the implied readers written
intoo my text need the resonance of actual, living readers in order to become meaningful signs.
Accordingly,, the word "resonance" is used here in the sense of both affective vibration and cognitive
responsiveness,, the parameters of empathy. Despite my use of the pronouns "I" and "you,"
however,, the relationship between "me" and "you" cannot take place in one and the same potential
space.. In the production of this text, for example, the potential space is shifted from one place of

10.. Gilles Deleuze has conceptualized the relationship between "virtual" and

11. Frans Willem Korsten coined the term "propositioner" to distinguish the agent

"actual"" - inspired by the work of Bergson - to indicate a potentiality that already

that makes the argument from a narrator, the enunciator of a narrative. The term

existss in reality but requires actualization to become significant and effective. See

thus makes it possible to differentiate between two modes of semiotic behavior:

Massumii 1996, Deleuze 1997, and Pisters 1998: 66-80.

arguing and narrating (1998). See also Bal 1997.
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meaningg production - the space of writing - to another - the space of reading. The space of writing
referss to the semiotic interaction between a writer and her "pre-texts" and is manifested in the
resultingg text; the space of reading refers to the semiotic interaction between the text and its reader
andd is manifested in the interpretation, often manifested in another text (Van Alphen 1988: 235).
Nevertheless,, a living interpreter - be it writer or reader - is always needed to signify a (pre)text.12
Readingg can change a reader. This rebounding is expressed in my use of the pronouns T
andd "you." By means of these words I give my introduction the status of an utterance, positioning
"you"" in relation to "me." Besides making you a participant of a mutual relationship, I also try to
transferr that relationship into the here and now. For it is in the live moment of both my writing and
yourr reading that the reality of affective impact - or its denial - takes place. Because being affected
iss being liable to the dynamics of change, taking part in an affective relationship cannot but involve
"riskingg who one is."^
Althoughh there is risk involved in such interaction, it is also a productive resource.
Ass my reference to the "death" of a non-read text already suggests, the fact that signifying acts
off addressees are indispensable for the "life" of texts reveals that existential concerns going beyond
aa single reader are at stake. Since subjects are the effect of all kinds of semiotic, subject-forming
interactionss framed by manifold discursive practices, and since the production and interpretation
off cultural objects or texts are common discursive practices, they play an important role in the
formationn of subjectivity.H
However,, because the reality of subjects is also dependent on those signifying interactions
withh texts, that reality can be threatened when these interactions fail to occur. By mediating and
facilitatingg the social space that makes subjects into (inter)subjects, texts can both consolidate and
changee the symbolic order. Hence, texts can also silence and be silenced, and this silencing through
textss can harm. Consequently, the existential concerns at stake in the making and interpreting of
semioticc objects become urgent, particularly when traumatized subjects are at issue.
Thee latter remark not only implies that my position of cultural analyst as well as your
11 o

position of reader should enact the live moment of interpretation; this interpretive act can also be

12.. I will not restrict the term "text" to literature and the term "cultural object" to

14. Starting from the idea that subjectivity is the effect of semiotic events, the

artt objects, because both terms refer to semiotic objects. They both indicate a

present study points up that the discursive practices that frame these semiotic

structured,, meaningful and delineated interplay of signs.

processes are not solely based on linguistically mediated interaction and reflection.

13.. Susan Suleiman uses Risking Who One Is as a book title (1994)- I will come back

A semiotic view requires what Bal calls "a 'multimedialization' of the concept of

too her study, in particular to her practice of "mediated autobiography," in my last

discourse itself." In her formulation, "discourse implies a set of semiotic and

twoo chapters.

epistemological habits that enables and prescribes ways of communicating and

thee moment that textual figurations of traumatization are explicitly connected with the framework
off real lifers This entails a focus on the motivation of the production of these figurations and brings
thee producers of texts that deal with trauma into the picture. These producers, above all those
makingg use of autobiographical material, are concerned with real problems of real people. They
tryy to make these problems communicable, using their own traumatized lives or understanding
off trauma as points of connection for those of others. Moreover, as traumatization generally
problematizess the notion of meaning as articulable content, these producers do not merely convey
constativee meaning; rather, they address: they substantiate the need of response.
"Theorizingg trauma through the visual arts," art historian Jill Bennett argues in favor of
thee inclusion of the bodily, subjectively sensed and felt experience of both the producers of artifacts
thatt deal with traumatization and their viewers. She presents visual art as the basis for a "poetics of
sensee memory" (2000: 87), ascribing the relevance of visual images to a specific "allegiance of sight
too affective memory" (84). Supporting the idea of a separate register of bodily experience, Bennett
alsoo draws attention to the role of visual art in the late Middle Ages as "facilitating an empathetic
imitationn of Christ" (85; emphasis added). Her conclusion that "images have the capacity to address
thee spectator's own bodily memory, to touch the viewer who feels rather than simply sees the event,
drawnn into the image by affective contagion" is helpful for my theorization of the intertwinement
off embodied imagination and empathie understanding (85; emphasis in text). The analysis of
Boltanski'ss Box of Pins has set this process in motion.
Nevertheless,, the present study demonstrates that not only visual images but also written
accountss can trigger in the viewer a "memory" that embodies her imagination and fleshes out her
interpretation.. I am especially interested in the way in which all kinds of text figure bodily traces of
traumaa as manifested in traumatic pain. Likewise, I am interested in the way in which these traces
cann function as pointers for reading, facilitating the articulation of a mode of reading that sensitizes
thee imagination of an interpreter - mine as well as yours - to these traces. The difficulty is,
however,, that we are dealing with traces of "silence."
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thinkingg that others who participate in the discourse can also use. (...) Language

15. The term figuration distinguishes the subjective process of mental imagination

cann be part of the media used in discourse, not the other way around" (1999c: 7).

from the result of that process as manifested in texts. Significantly, in both

Hence,, in my argument the term "discursive" also refers to nonverbally mediated

imagination and figuration there is more at stake than visual imagery,

thoughtt and communication. Put in Lacanian terms, the differential means of
representationn offered by the symbolic order, which enable a subject to consciously
experiencee - to tell (about) a life story - are mediated by words as well as images.

TheThe Cours* of the Argument

Focusingg on the relationship between childhood and trauma, this study proposes an insight into
children'ss vulnerability to trauma and the failures of experience that early-traumatized subjects have
too cope with - both as children and adults. The primary thesis is that early traumatization can result
inn a prolonged and cumulative process. Because childhood as well as trauma can be seen as border
areass of (inter)subjectivity, I draw particular attention to the knot where the initial limits and critical
limitss of (inter) subjectivity interface. The articulation of a developmental view of traumatization
bringss about another border area, a transitional area of experience that requires a child's ability to
integrate. .
Thee integrative moment of children's development that interests me pertains to an infant's
transitionn from (nonverbal) affective communication (body language) to verbal communication (a
languagee that makes use of arbitrary, conventional symbols).16 This developmental accomplishment
iss best explained with the help of different registers of experience and the notion of embodied
(inter)subjectivity.. Consequently, it brings in the issues of embodied imagination and empathie
reading.. My argument starts with bringing these theoretical points into view in Part I (Chapters i
too 3) and ends with their elaboration in Part II (Chapters 5 to 7). The two parts are connected by a
theoreticall intermezzo concerning the affective dimension of (inter)subjectivity, which leads to
aa radical turn towards relational (inter)subjectivity (Chapter 4). This integrative move leads to the
explanationn of trauma as a disruption or absence of potential space and makes traumatic pain into
aa relational concept.
Too make my case, I deploy the imaginative and theoretical potential of different cultural
objects:: a literary text, a documentary film, a photographic picture book, and an art installation.
Thee method of cultural analysis I practice includes an interaction of detailed interpretation and
theorizing,, substantiated in the "case studies" of the following chapters. My starting point is the
discursivee approach to trauma as articulated by Ernst van Alphen, who explains trauma as a failure
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of experience (1997; 1999b). The first part of the argument is based on W ou le souvenir d'enfance

16.. When I refer to verbal language and communication other differential, lexicogrammaticall sign systems comparable to verbal languages are included, such as
Americann Sign Language or ASL This is the language for deaf people that is based
onn a spatial syntax and makes use of nonverbal (arbitrary) signs or signifiers. See
Oliverr Sacks, Seeing Voices (1989).

(W(W or The Memory of Childhood), a redt (account) by Georges Perec of his childhood in World War II
(1975).. The use of Perec's book to set my inquiry in motion reflects the fact that his text also models
aa developmental structure: W pivots around a breach that drastically re-structures the narrator's
lifee story.
Inn Chapter 1, Le réseau qu'ils tissent - Gaps and Connections, the focus is on the use of two
parallell texts, a fictional and an autobiographical tale, in alternating chapters. My reading conjures
upp a "child of war" who suffers from a complex traumatization, a process in which (first-hand)
personall losses interact with the (second-hand) violence of war and concentration camps.
Thee difference between the tales highlights the predicament of this child: the connection between
thee death of the parents and the war, which is possible in the fictional tale, fails to occur in the
autobiographicc tale. Narrative and rhetorical strategies perform this predicament, hovering between
connectingg and keeping separate. In order to make the discursive problems involved in the child's
cumulativee traumatization analyzable, I propose a distinction between specific and structural
traumatogenicc aspects of this process. The distinction takes into account that primary caregivers
(specificc persons) and the symbolic order (structure) play different mediating roles in the genesis of
(inter)subjectivity.. The possibility of different lands of discursive disablement is addressed in a way
thatt accounts for the layered, development-dependent structure of children's vulnerability to trauma.
Inn Chapter 2, (...) - Deaf-Mute or Gagged?, the point at issue is the "breach" in Perec's book
thatt is signified as "(...)." It indicates the moment in which the disappearance of the mother is
(cannott be) connected with her death in a concentration camp. The sign suggests how the
interactionn of specific and structural traumatogenic factors has resulted in the breach that
substantiatess Perec's trauma. Through the textual strategy of personality doubling, the connection
betweenn this trauma and dissociation becomes visible. Moreover, images of children and childhood
inn the fictional tale further clarify the distinction between specific and structural discursive
disabilities.. The deaf-mute child in Part One figures a specific disablement as an internal
shortcoming,, while bringing the absence of primary relationships into the picture. The gagged
childrenn in Part Two figure a structural disablement as a violent action, underlining that structural
exclusionss and repressions of the dominant symbolic order result in powerlessness. It is the
autobiographicall tale, however, that figures a disablement - a child with the arm in a sling referringg simultaneously to the impossibility of feeling the "pain" implied in the breach and to the
bodilyy base of experience. Thus a tension surfaces between an embodied "telling from within" a
livedd experience, and a disembodied "telling about."

Inn Chapter 3, Living to Tell or Telling to Live?, the relationship between traumatized subjectivity and
livedd experience is further explored by means of Perec's autobiographical tale. Three examples of
Perec'ss "memories" make clear that Perec's autohistory hints at the nonverbally mediated, bodily
basee of experience that predates verbally mediated experience, an issue addressed, above all,
byy Perec's "earliest memory." Seen as a text that "mirrors" W's attempt to make a cumulative
traumatizationn representable, this memory fragment puts forward the problem of infantile
memories,, the constructive nature of all (childhood) memories, the narrative construction of
subjectivity,, the idea of (non)verbal discursivity, and the possibility of retrospective traumatization.
Moreover,, the memory points to a potential space. The second analysis concerns a (screen)
memory,, in which Perec explicitly appeals to the embodied imagination of the reader, thereby
assumingg that the performative power of language is heightened when body-based experience is
takenn into account. The last memory indicates the problem of thee absence of affective feelings.
Itt entails an elaboration of the function of dissociation as reaction to inadaptable occurrences and
thee role of fear implied in this process. The text fragment also raises the issue of a hidden potential
forr reactive violence.
Thee first part of this study leads to the understanding of traumatized subjectivity in terms
off disintegration and disembodied telling. Because relationships with primary caregivers appear
too play a decisive part in these impairments, an elaboration of specific traumatogenic factors and
thee specific discursive (dis) ability is required. The analysis of the last memory and the function of
dissociationn suggest that an inquiry into the subject-constituting function of affects and emotions
mightt be productive for this elaboration. The next chapter responds to this suggestion with a
semioticc account of the relational, affectively defined genesis of (inter)subjectivity. It is the only
chapterr in which theorizing does not interact with literature or art.
Inn Chapter 4, Infancy Revisited - Without Words, Peircean semiotics makes thinkable how
subjectss (unconsciously) share meaning through feeling and doing before they (consciously) share
meaningg with the help of (verbal) telling about. The issue is a semiotic competence that does not
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make use of a sign system structured by arbitrary or conventional linguistic symbols, although it is
framedd by cultural conventions. This competence implies that a nonverbal affective communication
basedd on discursively defined semiotic practices simultaneously "grounds" subjects in their bodies
andd in the interpersonal, social, and cultural environment. Through the approach of affects as the
skinskin of the subject, the idea of piercing this skin yields an insight into the trauma of affective and
emotionall deprivation.1 ?

Thee argument involves four steps. Firstly, the function of affects and emotions is addressed with
thee help of developmental psychology, an approach that presents their differentiation and regulation
ass a developmental achievement (Sroufe 1996). Foregrounding the relevance of "attachment,"
thiss view makes it possible to relate the capacity to form an emotional relationship to the genesis
off (inter)subjectivity. This implies that primary relationships, successful or not, set the tone for
alll interactions with the world, including the relationship with others and the self. Secondly,
aa psychoanalytical approach to early infancy sheds light on the issue of affective contagion, that is,
thee unconscious, concrete sharing of affective states or moods, which does not remain restricted
too early childhood (Kumin 1996). Thirdly, the work of a psychoanalyst and semiotician explains
developmentt as a layered learning process, which can be approached as an integrative sequence
off different forms of semiotic communication - iconic, indexical, and symbolic (Muller 1996,
2000).. Besides emphasizing the cultural embeddedness of these interactions, John Muller also
underscoress the importance of Peirce's notion of interpretant for subject-constitution. He turns
thee sequence of emotional, energetic, and logical interpretant into a developmental hierarchy.
Togetherr these views point out three relevant issues, beginning with the formation of the
relationall intersubject (at about the age of nine months), who makes use of (unconscious) emotion
schemas.. With the help of Teresa de Lauretis' use of Peirce's theorizing (1984,1994, 2000), I will
explainn these schemas as Peircean "habits." Further, infancy surfaces as a transitional period,
inn which the transposition from the affective register of experience to the linguistic register of
experiencee takes place. Finally, emotional availability is the precondition for every "telling about"
thatt incorporates a "telling from within." The affective dimension of (inter)subjectivity, then, makes
clearr that emotional isolation adds to the social exclusion inherent in traumatization. Consequently,
emotionall isolation, which is caused by affective and emotional deprivation, is the focal point of
thee last part of this study, which centers around the way art objects make traces of this specific
discursivee silence or traumatic pain visible.
Inn Chapter 5, The Silent One, the cultural object is a film: Thorn Verheul's documentary
DeDe ontkenning (Denial), made in 1992. The analysis of this story of a woman who tries to cope with

17.. Throughout this study I use the term "affect" for the nonverbal - felt and enacted
-- aspect of affective communication, while the term "emotion" implies an affect
thatt is amplified by verbal (izable) content.

aa past of severe sexual abuse is based on the work of psychoanalyst D.W. Winnicott. His theorizing
makess it possible to specify emotional availability and empathie response in terms of "holding,"
aa specification that leads to an elaboration of the concept of potential space. The film not merely
thematizess Winnicott's holding environment but also enacts it through the holding gestures of
thee filmmaker, who is both the external "presenter" of the film narrative and a character-bound
interlocutorr of Brigitte. By turning into an inter-viewer who simultaneously gives room to Brigitte's
predicamentt and sets the tone for the film's reception, Verheul mediates between an interpersonal
andd transpersonal potential space. In this facilitating function the viewers are emphatically engaged.
Thee need for holding is especially embodied by the Silent One, Brigitte's most elusive
dissociatedd "alter," which is easily overlooked in the narrative. She is the enactor of traumatic
pain,, an interpretation that is clarified by the theory of structural dissociation. This theory also
contributess to the understanding of the most moving scene of the film: a therapy session in which
Brigittee overcomes traumatic anxiety thanks to the holding capacities of her therapists. This film
fragmentt demonstrates the subjectifying force of affective communication through facial expression
{bodyy language).
Inn Chapter 6, My First Picture Book - Realizing Who I "Am", and Chapter 7, In the Frame
ofof the Family, I discuss mijn eerste prentenboek (My First Picture Book). This photographic picture
bookk (1988) is an autohistorical text concerning my own acculturation. It highlights a trauma
instigatedd by the loss of a primary caregiver during infancy, which is best understood as affective
non-attunement.. Because an infant was involved who could not yet "tell about" her distress, the
resultingg traumatic pain seems unavailable by definition to consciousness and verbal, symbolic
thought.. As autohistory the picture book thus hints at the developmental problem of "linking
feelingss and words," i.e. the "referential process" concerning the integration of different registers
off experience (Bucci 1997).
Ass art object the picture book addresses the problem of the textual figuration of these
impossiblee traces. Hence, My First Picture Book raises the issue of a nonverbal, symbolic "imagery"
thatt has its roots in the affective register of experience. This imagery is investigated by means of
emotionn schemas - and their possible dissociation - as elaborated by Daniel Stern (1985) and
Wilmaa Bucci (1997). Winnicott's "fear of breakdown" is especially applicable to pinpoint the
affectivee load - the agony - implied in these images of an affective deprivation and a vital attack on
thee motivation to live. All photographs picture variations on the general theme of the "irremediable
aloneness"" inherent in this trauma.

Myy triple involvement in this cultural object, as living frame of reference, producer of an art object,
andd cultural analyst, is guided by the relational reading attitude introduced by Susan Suleiman,
whichh she terms "mediated autobiography" and "autobiographical resonance" (1994). Moreover,
twoo different frameworks structure my argument. The children's picture book frames Chapter 6,
stressingg the issue of imagination and figuration through the image called huisje (little house).
Thee family album frames Chapter 7, emphasizing autobiographical memory through the pictures
vader,vader, moeder, and kindje (father, mother, and little child). Little House elucidates the way in which
feelingss can be enacted by forms, while addressing the difference between the sensorimotor aspect
off experience (house as material space) and the affective aspect of experience (house as home).
Hirsch'ss notion of familial look (1997) helps to elaborate on the absence of looking presented by
thee pictures of the family members. Although My First Picture Book can function as a critique of
thee ideology of the happy (nuclear) family, its last image also points to the potential space as room
forr playing.
Thee concluding chapter, Children in Search of Their Parents, a title that quotes Boltanski's
multiplee installation in Cologne (1993-1994)» involves a shift to the social function of cultural
analysis.. A social environment in which the sensitivity to traumatic pain can become productive
entailss a specific way of dealing with a past. Using primary caregivers - parents - as parameters
forr an attempt to make new connections possible, Boltanski hints at an alternative conception of
history-making.. In line with his suggestion I propose to use the notion of cultural memory as
modell for social action. Hence, my plea for a construction of history that emphatically takes place
inn the present and between people. The social function of cultural objects is put in a potential space,
inn which (inter)personal and rranspersonal concerns interact.
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1014.. Name: tmbekannt, Voraame:
unbekannt,, geb. 3. 2. 45 (gesdiaiït)
Auqen:: blau, Haare: blond. Der
Knabee wurde Marz 1945 in Mannheimm auictefunden
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Le réseau q u ' i l s tissent
Gapss and C o n n e c t i o n s

U n ee f o i s de p l u s , je f u s c o m m e u n e n f a n t q u i j o u e a c a c h e - c a c h e et qui ne sait pas ce q u ' i l c r a i n t
o uu d é s i r e le p l u s : r e s t e r c a c h e , ê t r e d é c o u v e r t .

WeavingWeaving
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Perec1
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Despitee the interpretative furor instigated by George Perec's oeuvre, W ou le souvenir d'enfance
(W(W or the Memory of Childhood) has not been systematically read in interaction with the theories
concerningg trauma, memory, and experience that began to emerge in the 1980s. Such a connection
providess fertile ground for the interpretation of Perec's book as well as for the development of this
theorization.. My aim in the first three chapters of this study is to demonstrate the interaction
betweenn this literary text and trauma theory.
WW concerns the traumatization of a child who lost his parents and his home due to World
Warr II. The book gives meaning to the phrase "a child of war," in which the words "child of' may
referr to either a child or an adult. The choice of this terminology indicates that effects of the
traumatizationn of the child in Perec's text have persisted into adulthood. This child of war was
overwhelmedd by a violating environment in a complex, cumulative, and enduring process. W is
ann account of a subject's growing awareness of the traumatic traversal of war.
Thiss interpretation is based on the idea that the act of writing was motivated by, and gives
formm to, a subject's painful and paradoxical process of becoming conscious of this overwhelming
experience.. The pain of acknowledging the broken connection with one's own life story has to
bee countered by another pain: a deliberate confrontation with the historical reality of war and

1.. Once again I was like a child playing hide and seek, who doesn't know what he

moree specifically to the island "W," whereas the designation "A" refers to the

fearss or wants more: to stay hidden, or to be found - Wou le souvenir d'enfance. For

autobiographicall tale. The terms "imaginary" and "autobiographical" are borrowed

myy analyses I used the French edition (1975) and the Dutch translation (1991). The

fromm Perec's description of the (his)tory on the French cover. The two tales are

Englishh edition (1989) only served as a translation of the quotations into English. In

distinguishedd typographically by an italic and a roman letter style respectively. This

thiss study Perec's book in its entirety will be referred to as W. Because W consists

distinctionn will be maintained in all quotations from the book. The thirty-seven

off two alternating tales, the designation "W" relates only to the imaginary tale or

chapterss of W are numbered consecutively by means of Roman numerals. I will

concentrationn camps. W is both text and meta-text, imaginative and theoretical: it is a way of
rememberingg and writing history, as well as a text disclosing the (im)possibilities of both, reflecting
onn them and allowing for further reflection.
Thee book is constructed around the elliptical mark "(...)" on an otherwise blank page.
Thesee points de suspension separate Part One from Part Two.2 Signifying ellipsis, interruption or
substitutionn of a text, the sign emphasizes a text's absence. The French denomination of the sign,
moreover,, generates the notions of points of suspension and points of delay. As I will argue, this
condensationn of meanings discloses what lies at the heart of Perec's book: the identification of a
discursivee vacuum and the attempt to penetrate it.
WW consists of two parallel texts written in alternating chapters: an adventure story,
henceforthh referred to as "W," and an autobiographical tale, referred to as "A." The former is the
rewritingg of a youthful fantasy about a nation entirely devoted to athletics. The latter is an amalgam
off (re)constructed memories and their interpretations, additional notes, biographical data from oral
andd other traditions, newspaper clippings, a text written when Perec was a teenager, descriptions of
boyhoodd photos, and reflections on childhood, writing and memory. This catalogue should not give
thee impression that Perec harbors illusions about being able to chart his childhood in full. On the
contrary,, even on the cover of his book, he stresses the incompleteness and lack of historical facts
andd figures, describing his autobiographical tale as:
Iee récit fragmentaire d'une vie d'enfant pendant la guerre, un réctt pauvre d'exploits et de
souvenirs,, fait de bribes éparses, d'absences, d'oublis, de doutes, d'hypothèses, d'anecdotes
maigres. .
aa fragmentary tale of a wartime childhood, a tale lacking in exploits and memories, made up
off scattered oddments, gaps, lapses, doubts, guesses and meagre anecdotes.

Inn the book's first part, the key figure of both texts - a hidden character - is a child who has lost
hiss parents and his home. The epigraph taken from Queneau, "Cette brume insensée oü s'agitent

referr to the primary narrator of the autobiographical tale "A" as Perec, to
differentiatee him from the narrator(s) of "W." For a thorough study of Perec's
poeticss in general and a bibliography see Montfrans 1999.
2.. The term points de suspension also occurs in Perec's text on the French cover.
Thee separation between Part One and Part Two concerns the entire text Wand does
nott coincide with the alternation of tales "W" and "A."
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desdes ombres, comment pourrais-je l'éclaircir?" (7) {That mindless mist where shadows swirl, how could I
piercepierce it? 1), is a hint that the child - and therefore the adult who develops from that child - is in a
shadowyy state that borders on insanity. In Part One of "W" this crisis takes the shape of Gaspard
Winckler,, an eight-year-old, deaf-mute boy, who is lost in a shipwreck. Winckler is also the name
off the adult narrator, who eventually decides to go off in search of the boy. It is suggested that he
setss off for Tierra del Fuego and that this search leads to the discovery of a mysterious island
calledd "W."
Inn Part One of "A" Perec uses the various means listed above to give a fragmentary sketch
off his childhood up to the time he departs from the Gare de Lyon for the mountain village in the
Vercorss where he will stay for the rest of the war. Hence this text too ends with a departure. It is
alsoo the last time he sees his mother, who is believed to have died in Auschwitz. His father, a
soldier,, had already been killed at the beginning of the war, when Georges was four years old.3
Thee book's second part, after the sign "(...)," is again introduced by an epigraph taken from
Queneau.. This time there is a possible connection with the future: "cette brume insensée oü s'agitent
desdes ombres - est~ce done la mon avenir?" (87} (This mindless mist where shadows swirl - is this my future?
63).. The future turns out to depend on the gradually emerging contours of what would come to be
thee overpowering image of World War II; the concentration camps. The two texts finally lead to a
confrontationn with this inescapable reality.
Inn this Part Two, "W" contains a description of a community living on the island of "W."
Thee character-bound narrator, the "I" in the story, has stepped aside and an external narrator writes
aa detached, meticulous, nearly ethnographic report. According to this report, the society of "W"
goess through an almost imperceptible metamorphosis. At first it seems to be a society based on
Olympicc ideals with body culture and competition as its main features. Its structure, however,
irrevocablyy leads to ruthless relationships and a division into a class of masters and a class of slaves.
Ultimately,, the portrait that emerges is one of a society equivalent to a concentration camp: in the
lastt paragraph "W" is described using the images of the remains of a concentration camp as these
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are known from photographs.

3.. In chapter VIII Perec quotes an autobiographical text dating from more than
fifteenn years earlier, the time "the idea of writing" came to him. In this text he
mentionss that his mother "was interned at Drancy (France) on 23 January 1943, and
thenn deported on 11 February following, destination Auschwitz" (1989: 33). In two
additionall notes Perec gives more information: "It may be that they were deported

Thee "A" tale of Part Two also provides a gradual disclosure of the Holocaust, though in a manner
differentt from that of "W." Perec evokes his childhood in Villard-de-Lans, where he lived for the rest
off the war with various relatives and in several children's homes. One conspicuous gap in the text is
thee absence of Perec's mother. He does not question this absence, which suggests that as a boy he
didd not make an explicit connection between his mother's death and the Holocaust. Even in his last
memoryy of childhood in which a visit to an exhibition on concentration camps is mentioned, there
iss no more than an indirect reference to her death. The last chapter confirms that it was not until
hee was an adult - "des années et des années plus tard" (219) (years and years later, 163) - that Perec
definitivelyy faced the reality of the extermination camps.
Perecc wrote W oule souvenir d'enfance between 1970 and 1974. He was thirty-seven when
hee finished it, and the book has thirty-seven chapters, an indication that Perec's life and writing
weree tightly related. Another indication is Perec's decision to weave a crisscross web of a fictional
andd an autobiographical tale, tales that are inextricably bound together, so that what cannot be said
iss said "seulement dans leur fragile intersection" (only in their fragile overlapping), as Perec's text
onn the cover has it Reflecting on his writing process, Perec also brings up the structure of his text.
Ass an introduction to the following analysis I will dwell for a moment on this meta-textual
commentt and, in particular, on the two images or modeling principles that I will argue to be the
mostt significant: "the weaving of a net" and the letter "X."
Inn the last paragraph of chapter II, Perec calls the writing of his book a "gradual
deciphering":: "j'entreprends de mettre un terme - je veux tout autant dire par la 'tracer des limites'
quee 'donner un nom' - a ce lent déchiffrement" (14) (I propose to bring to term - by which I
meann just as much 'to mark the end of as 'to give a name to' - this gradual unraveling
[modification:: deciphering], 7). By using the word "deciphering" Perec draws attention to the
problematicc and enigmatic, the still unknown, almost secret character of the subject of his research,
thatt is, his childhood. At the same time he is indicating that vestiges of that period do exist, since he
undertakess to bring them to term, an act that implies "delimitation" (marking the end of), "naming"
andd "bearing to fruition" (as in pregnancy).

towardss Auschwitz [on 11 Februa7 1943] and then diverted to another camp; it is
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armistice. "My father was taken prisoner after being wounded in the abdomen by

alsoo possible that their entire trainload was gassed on arrival" (40). In a later note

machine-gun fire or a shell splinter" (37). Because the provisional war hospital -

Perecc comments that in 1958 his mother was officially declared to have died on

a church - was too crammed, he "lost all his blood and died for France before they

nn February in Drancy (41). In the same chapter Perec describes the death of his

could operate" (37).

fatherr as "slow" and "stupid" (29). He died on 16 June 1940, the day of the

Thee term "delimit" - fixing the limits - includes the two notions of limit and completion that are
alsoo implied in the meaning of the French "tracer les limites." For my argument, this double
meaningg is especially relevant as it characterizes Perec's deciphering as a semiotic process.
Thee plural meanings of "mettre un terme" and "tracer les limites" together reflect the essence of
suchh a process: meaning is generated through a naming that implies delimitation and completion
att the same time. Meaning is to be understood as a short moment of standstill within the
continuouss process of semiosis.
Inn the same paragraph Perec also makes it clear that "mettre un terme" is not based on
aa mimetic principle. The weaving of a net - an image leaving room for gaps in the text but
alsoo showing the connecting threads - emphasizes contiguity rather than similarity as the principle
conducivee to meaning. By means of that metaphor Perec makes two important points about his
writing.. There is not only a complex, interactive relationship between the two texts, but that
relationshipp is enacted in the act of weaving. This act is implied in writing two tales, producing
meaningg in two different ways. Perec sees his history as the result of weaving and interpreting,
or,, weaving as interpreting:
WW ne ressemble pas plus a mon fantasme olympique que ce fantasme olympique ne ressemblait
èè mon enfance. Mais dans Ie réseau qu'ils tissent comme dans la lecture que j'en fais, je sais
quee se trouve inscrit et décrit Ie chemin que j'ai parcouru, le chem'mement de mon histoire et
I'histoiree de mon cheminement. (14)
WW is no more like my Olympic fantasy than that Olympic fantasy was like my childhood.
Butt in the crisscross web they weave as in my reading of them I know there is to be found the
inscriptionn and the description of the path I have taken, the itinerary of my history and the story
off my itinerary. (7)4

Inn this quotation Perec suggests a link between childhood and adulthood as well as between fiction
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and historical reality. In addition, he explicitly connects historical reality and the writing process by

4.. I modified Bellos' translation by using "itinerary" instead of "passage." I thank
Miekee Bal for this suggestion. Whereas "passage" indicates transition to another
(adult)) state, itinerary comes closer to the French "cheminement" as referring to an
eternallyy itinerant person.

indicatingg that "the path he has followed" has been "inscribed" and "described" in the netting of
texts.. His specification of thee followed path as "the itinerary of my history" as well as "the story of
myy itinerary" equates the two.
Enactingg his indebtedness to language as well as acknowledging it on a meta-level, Perec
realizess that the integration of his childhood into the history of life is a discursive undertaking.
Thiss realization also implies that Perec knows that his childhood is a retrospective, textual
(re)construction:: the product of the narrative and rhetorical strategies of an adult. However, the way
off writing - the way in which the primary narrator has organized his entire text - also underscores
thatt a traumatized life cannot be resolved without the active, interpretive moves of another person,
aa reader in this case. Presenting a text as a complex puzzle constitutes an appeal to puzzlers.
Itt is not by accident that the figure of chiasmus plays a crucial part in this textual fabric.
Thiss stylistic figure, based on the Greek letter chi (X), connects two mirroring word pairs. Perec
makess ample use of it. As I will argue below, the assumption that the two texts are about the same
parentss is confirmed by a chiasmic connection of the ages of four and six related to the deaths of
thee parents. The position of two childhood fragments that present the puzzle of these numbers, at
thee end and at the beginning of their respective chapters, can also be understood as a chiasmus.
Inn chapter XV, belonging to "A," the choice and the importance of this figure are explained
inn one of Perec's reflective comments. He considers the X as "the starting point of a phantasmal
geometry,"" pointing, through the intermediary basic figure V, to the major symbols of his childhood
history:: the swastika and the Star of David (106). The X is therefore a sign connecting the different
poless of Perec's history. Moreover, the childhood fragments I mentioned, and around which the rest
off this chapter pivots, are connected through another meaning of the X as well. In the same chapter
XV,, Perec also designates X as the unknown factor in mathematics. The reasoning that, from the
chiasmicc connection of the ages of four and six with the deaths of the parents, it follows that the
numberr four corresponds with the unnamed mother, is basically the solution of a mathematical
equationn with one unknown.
Finally,, and again in chapter XV, the X is inextricably linked by Perec to the letter V, which
hee calls the basic figure in the X. In his phantasmal geometry he describes the X as:
[signe]] de l'inconnu mathématique, point de depart enfin d'une geometrie fantasmatique dont
lele V dédoublé constitue la figure de base et dont les enchevêtrements multiples tracent les
symboless majeurs de I'histoire de mon enfance (...). (106, emphasis added)

[sign]] of the mathematical unknown, and, finally, the starting point for a geometrical fantasy,
whosee basic figure is the double V [sic], and whose complex convolutions trace out the major
symbolss of the story of my childhood (...). (77; emphasis added)

Accordingg to Le nouveau Petit Robert, "dédoubler," besides its usual meaning of "dividing into
halves"" also has the meaning of "défaire (ce qui est double) en ramenant a 1'unité," in other
words:: to reduce duplication to a single element. The latter (untranslatable) meaning seems to be
suggestedd here. However, I see the explicit use of the word "dédoublé" not only as a reference to
thee letter X being composed of two Vs, but also as a reference to the "double-vé," the French name
forr the W and the title of Perec's book. Through this reference, the dual character of the letter W
iss highlighted, generating, in its turn, a meaning for the title.
II consider the W in its guise of "double-vé" as an invitation to read Perec's book as a
"double-texte,"" consisting of two "textes dédoublés," of which "the complex convolutions" trace
outt the history of his childhood. Correspondingly, I see Perec in his function of narrator of "A" as
aa "personne dédoublée," who only acquires full meaning when combined with his other half, the
narratorr of "W."
Inn addition to its meaning as duplication, the letter W also has the connotation of a foreign
language:: it is the only letter of the French alphabet that pertains exclusively to foreign words.
Itt does not belong to Perec's mother tongue. Warren Motte has also pointed out this fact in an essay
inn which he attributes to Perec a "poetics of the letter" (1984:120). Motte calls the W, among
otherr things, a "lettre marginale, lettre en exil" and reads it as a reference to Perec's Jewishness.
Withinn the framework of trauma I interpret the W first and foremost as a sign of strangeness,
incomprehensibilityy and even confusion of tongues. This foreign sign again stresses the discursive
characterr of Perec's semiotic struggle: it is a fight about the discursive frontiers that delimit the
productionn of meaning.
Perec'ss textual enactments and meta-textual comments are not only pointers that might
directt the process of interpretation, but also "points of suspension" onto which a discursive
approachh to trauma can be hooked. Accordingly, I read W as a text through which a doubled
narratorr tries to make his traumatized, dissociated life representable.

AnAn (Im)posslbl* Testimony

Thee first chapter of the book - the initial chapter of "W" - begins as an adventure story.
Thee character-bound narrator "I" declares his intention to divulge his joumey to " W after a long
periodd of hesitation, secrecy and oblivion. He even alleges that he is driven by compulsion. Yet, in
thee course of this introduction, he does not supply any concrete data about his mission, but
confusess the reader with vague and contradictory information.5
Forr instance, this character-bound narrator and focalizor does not define the status of the
eventss that are basic to his story. On the one hand, he presents them as true, autobiographical facts:
"les"les événements dontj'ai été Ie témoin" {9) (the events to which I was witness, 3); he describes them as
takingg possession of his dreams: "Mais mes rêves sepeuplaient de ces villes fantomes" (9) (But those
ghostghost towns came back to live in my dreams, 3). On the other hand, the narrator claims that he has not
foundd any external facts confirming the events, while he questions the true value of nightmares:
"Je"Je n'ai Hen trouvé et il me semblait parfois quej'avais rêvé, qu'il n'y avait eu qu'un inoubliable
cauchemar"cauchemar" (10) (I found nothing, and it sometimes seemed as though I had dreamt, that there had been
onlyonly an unforgettable nightmare, 3). The phrase "ces souvenirs sans fond" (9) (the bottomless pit of those
memories,memories, 3) confirms this ambiguity: the primary meaning of "bottomless" is infinite, but the
wordd also includes the connotation unfounded. Both meanings, moreover, indicate the absence of
borderss and emphasize the lack of holding ground. The metaphorical meaning of "fond," substance
orr content, once again intensifies the elusive character of the events.
Becausee of this ambiguity the reader is left in the dark about "W" itself. The narrator
providess only sparse, cryptic information; it is even unclear whether this is an actual, living world
orr one that is extinct. For example, in his dreams he sees "us courses sanglantes dontje croyais encore
entendreentendre les mille clameurs" (9) [those bloody contests (I believed I could still hear the shouting), 3],
imagess that evoke athletic competitions. But using such words as "le silence glacial" (10) (this icy
silence,silence, 4) and "ce monde engXouti" (10) (this sunken world, 4), he also describes a ruin overgrown by
vegetationn and a dead, extinguished world that is explicitly undreamed of.

5.. Bal's introduction to the theory of narrative (1997) offers the tools through which

visions of which particular actions or events respectively. Defining narrativity as a

thee layered structure of the narrative aspect of a text can be analyzed. With respect

particular cultural mode of expression or semiotic behavior, Bal also demonstrates

too a written text the different narcological agents enable the cultural analyst to

the relevance of narratology for the analysis of narrative in visual art.

distinguishh between the level of the words (narrator), the level of the story
(focalizor),, and the level of the fabula (actor). The narrator, focalizor, and actor make
itt possible to analyze which words or sentences are used to tell which specific
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Finally,, he problematizes his position as a witness of the events. He declares that nobody could
survivee "W": "II ne pouvait pas y avoir de survivant" (10) (There could be no survivor, 4), while
accountingg for his decision to tell his story by saying that he is the only one able to do so: "j'étais le
seulseul dépositaire, la seule mémoire vivante, seul vestige de et mondt" (10) (I was the sole depository, the only
livingliving memory, the only vestige of that world, 4). This contradiction seems to undermine his credibility.
Laterr on, however, he specifies that he was only a witness of the events, not a participant: "jefus
témoin,témoin, et non acteur" (10) (I was a witness and not an actor, 4). His position as a non-credible, or at
leastt mysterious witness turns out to be the result of his restricted position as an outsider. This
limitedd perspective is also related to his position as narrator when he adds, in the present tense:
"Je"Je ne suis pas le héros de mon histoire" {10) (I am not the hero of my tale, 4). This remark once again
confirmss his position on the sidelines. But at the same time, he is speaking about his history.
Hee feels involved in the events - they are said to have changed his life dramatically, but also implies
thatt he is powerless to influence their course.
Thee distinction between "witness" and "actor" raises the question whether or not an
individuall can be in control of her or his (life) history. Within the framework of the trauma theory
developedd in the humanities this problem can be approached as the difference between the
consciouss experience of an event and non-conscious participation in it. This difference is the central
premisee of the trauma theory that forms the starting point of my study. A traumatic event is, by
definition,, one that cannot be experienced in full consciousness at the moment it occurs. However,
itt is not only the nature of the event as such that causes the trauma. An event is traumatic when
itt does not let itself be molded into an experience at the moment of its occurrence: "The event is
nott assimilated or experienced fully at the time, but only belatedly, in its repeated possession of the
onee who experiences it" (Caruth 1995: 4). In Caruth's view "being possessed" means that the
traumatizedd person has no control over impressions left by the events: she cannot consciously
evokee or remember them, but is inescapably haunted by them in the form of traumatic dreams,
hallucinations,, flashbacks, and other undesired physical reactions.
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Ernst van Alphen defines this inability to consciously participate in events as a discursive

6.. The so-called episodic or autobiographical memories refer to that part of the

distance oneself from the event. Van Alphen specifies this as having means of

memoryy system that specifically pertains to the storing and retrieving - integration

representation at one's disposal, representation implying distance. The traumatic

andd recollection - of a subject's life history. This "normal" memory, as it is usually

event prohibits one from acting as a witness, the traumatized person being a

called,, is only one part of a complex memory system. See also Chapter 3: note 24.

captive within the event. This kind of captivity implies having no control over an

7.. I refer here to Dori Laub, who uses the notion of witness in the conventional

event. Perec exemplifies the loss of control through the image of the witness as an

sensee (Felman & Laub 1992: 80-82). For Laub, being a witness means being able to

outsider. His use of the word witness is opposed to that of Laub, because for Perec

problem,, because experience itself is the result of a discursive process (1997: 42-45). Explaining
traumaa as a failure of experience, he argues that there is a "split between the living of an event and
thee availability of forms of representation with which the event can be (re)experienced" (44). It is
impossiblee to bridge the gap inherent in being traumatized because "[being] part of an event or of a
historyy as an object of its happening is not the same as experiencing it as a subject" (44). This short
circuitt prevents the generation of normal - episodic or autobiographical - recollections and, thus,
thee assimilation of traumatic occurrences. Since these events are as yet beyond discursively defined
organizationn and thus beyond understanding, they cannot be integrated into an autobiography.6
Thiss view of trauma offers an explanation for the problematic relation between narrator
andd events in the first chapter of "W." The distinction made by the narrator between actor and
witnesss can be understood as the difference between a narrator whose story is compatible with
existingg representational means and a narrator for whom this is not the case. The latter struggles
withh the problem that the events that need to be told cannot be put into words and therefore
cannott be understood, just like traumatic events. "W" is about matters that cannot be told.
Becausee he is unable to testify, the narrator does not function as a witness in the
conventionall sense: the traumatic situation prevents him from creating a distance from the
eventss by means of testimony. He is "inside the event."7 Despite this inherent impediment, his
involvementt is made manifest by creating the witness who qualifies as "the only depository [keeper],
thethe only living memory and the only vestige of this world."9 Ass a person who keeps something, as the
personificationn of a memory, and as a person turned into a vestige, the only physical evidence of
thee events is the narrator himself. As a witness he becomes the index of the events in "W." This fact
eventuallyy prompts him to write.
Thee notion of a witness who is dead as well as alive is matched by the ambiguity of the
events,, which are dreamlike and real at the same time. In his capacity as a witness, as a "vestige," the
narratorr knows that these events took place in reality, but he is nonetheless unable to give voice to
them.. They are merely revived in his dreams; reality only provides the sight of "a swallowed world."
Nevertheless,, the narrator gives in to his urge to narrate, thereby taking an active and creative
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thee witness has no means of representation to experience the event, and for Laub

8. The Dutch translation uses the word "ingewijde" (initiate), the figurative meaning

thee witness does have means of representation, hence access to experience. As I

of "dépositaire" (depository), someone to whom a secret is confided, a confidant,

willl argue in the next chapter, Perec was also a witness at one remove, since he

The Dutch term "bewaarder" and its English equivalent "keeper" stay closer to the

himselff was never interned in a camp, a position that further complicates the

literal first meaning of Le Petit Robert: "Personne a qui Ton confie un depot,"

problemm of (not) being able to experience what happened.

someone who is put in charge of something. The term "keeper" creates a greater
distancee between the person and the object in the person's charge than does the

decisionn that depends on two conditions: narrating assumes the presence of a listener as well as a
connectionn with the symbolic order. In other words, the intention to recount indicates that he is
reachingg for a relationship and an (inter)subjective space in which this relationship can operate.
Bothh indicate how isolation can be breached.9
AA listener plays a decisive part in the attempt of a traumatized subject to break the
discursivee silence in which she is caught. In the case of a written story the implied reader and the
reall reader may perform the function of listener. Both can have a formative function. The implied
readerr can represent an internalized "you" for whom the writer - the primary narrator - writes his
testimonyy or story: "The testimony is, therefore, the process by which the narrator (...) reconstitutes
thee internal 'thou' and thus the possibility of a witness or a listener inside himself (Felman & Laub
1992:: 85; emphasis added). As far as the internalized listener or implied reader can be said to
"hold"" the writing by his willingness to lend an ear, the writer creates his own "holding
environment."" A real reader functions more indirectly in this process: her interpretation, that is,
herr understanding of the text confirms the connection between the text and the symbolic order.
For,, if the reader understands the story, the isolation of thee writer is broken. The position of a
readerr who attempts to understand is comparable to the basic function of a therapist in an actual
therapeuticc situation.10
Thee narrator's active involvement in his telling is presented as a compulsion in the second
sentencee of the book, where the narrator speaks of an imperative necessity to reveal apparent
secrets:: "poussé par une nécessité impérieust, persuade que les événements (...) doivent tire révues et mis
enen lumière" (9) (impelled by a commanding necessity and convinced that the events to which I was witness
mustmust be revealed and brought to light, 3). The act of telling is motivated by an urge to bring certain
eventss to light. This emphasis on events helps a reader bear in mind that narrating normally
involvess more than a relationship: one tells something to someone. Although the narrator does not
sayy whether the revelations to come are told solely in his own interest or in the common interest as
well,, there might be more at stake than the narrator's existential urge to be able to experience.
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The suggestion is that the need to tell is not exclusively related to the ineffable events in a

termm "initiate," and thus emphasizes the limited influence the person exerts on the
object.. This is a more adequate translation within the framework of trauma theory.

9- T n e word "space" indicates the connection between the "world" of the symbolic
order and the potential space, seen as relational space of (inter)subjectivity.
10.. On the importance of the listener with regard to'the attempt to relate traumatic
events,, see Laub 1992. On the role of the therapist, see Herman 1992, chapter 7 in
particular,, and Steele et al. 2001. Van Alphen demonstrates that the performative
aspectt of language is foregrounded by the testimony (1997 and 1998).

personall history, but that a traumatic history with a broader impact is involved. I will elaborate on
thiss suggestion by means of the following analysis of the two first fragments of Perec's text that
explicitlyy address childhood as a theme: the fragments that summarize the childhood of the narrator
off " W and the narrator of "A," respectively.

AA Rhetoric of Caps
Thee narrator introduces the fragment of "W," the penultimate paragraph of chapter I, by saying that
hee is following a general rule that he does not want to dispute. He wants to be as brief as possible
aboutt it, only giving "quelques indications sur mon existence et, plus précisément, sur les circonstances qui
décidèrentdécidèrent de mon voyage" (n) {certain features of my existence and, more particularly, the circumstances
whichwhich prompted my voyage, 4). The childhood he describes ends at the age of sixteen with his
departuree from the village of his birth, a departure that signifies his transition to adulthood.
Thee rule the narrator wants to follow presumably refers to the convention of introducing
aa personal history by way of recounting preceding events. In an autobiography this convention
impliess starting with childhood. The seemingly irrelevant remark about this rule initially reduces
thee following information to sheer compulsory matter: childhood is just one factor, nothing special.
Thiss subject is further trivialized when the narrator adds that he wants to be as brief as possible
aboutt it. It is the reference to this convention that puts the reader on guard: perhaps something is
wrongg with this childhood, or perhaps it is not really a matter of course to begin a life story by
recountingg birth and childhood. The formal nature of this beginning does nothing to reassure us:
JeJe suis né Ie 25 juin 19..., vers quatre heures, a R., petit hameau de troisfeux, non loin de A. Mon père
possédaitpossédait une petite exploitation agricole. Il mourut des suites d'une blessure, alors quej'allais avoir six
ans.ans. Il ne laissait guère que des dettes et tout mon heritage tint en quelques effets, un peu de linge,
troistrois ou quatre pieces de vaisselle. L'un des deux voisins de mon père s'qffrit ó m'adopter, je grandis au
milieumilieu des siens, moitié comme unfits, moitié comme un valet de ferme. (11)
// was born on 25 June 19.. around four o' clock, at R., a hamlet of three houses, not far from A. My
fatherfather owned a small farm. He died from complications arising from an injury when I was nearly six
yearsyears old. He left almost nothing but debts, and my whole inheritance came to a few possessions,
somesome linen, three or four pieces of crockery. One of my father's neighbours volunteered to adopt me;
II grew up amongst his people, half a son, half a farmhand. (4-5)

Thee fragment seems to be nothing more than a recitation of facts without emotional coloring. It is
unclearr whether these are personal memories or second-hand information. The T was born and
greww up - he makes no mention of activities. Apart from the descriptions there are two potential
narrativee events, the father's death and the adoption process, but it remains uncertain whether
thesee will function in the story.
Whatt strikes me most, however, are the "gaps" in the text, which are so extensive that I can
onlyy enumerate them:
i.. the omission of historical definitions of time and place,
2.. the omission of personal names,
3.. the silence concerning his mother,
4.. the lack of further data about the wounds that caused his father's death,
5.. the absence of other relatives.
Complementaryy to these lacunae there are some remarkable details:
1.. the mention of day, month and hour of birth,
2.. the hamlet of three "feux" (households),
3.. the mention of age: almost six,
4.. the generous attention paid to his humble inheritance, including "three or four pieces of crockery,"
5.. the offer of adoption (combined with growing up half as son, half as farmhand).
Apartt from the broad indication of "twentieth century," clues to the historical reality of time
andd place have been reduced to dots. As a result, the story clearly presents itself as fiction, or rather
ass a travel story in the picaresque tradition, invoking the genre of fantastic travel stories by such
authorss as Jules Verne, Daniel Defoe and Edgar Allan Poe. Curiously, while the narrator omits his
yearr of birth and the names of places, other details are given with more specificity than expected:
thee day, month and even the hour of his birth. In addition to the effect of the real they produce, they
stickk in the mind as potentially significant facts.11
Ass far as the lack of historical coordinates is concerned, there is another contrast between
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this fragment about childhood and the subsequent paragraph, which describes the transition to

11.. This intuition is confirmed by Magné 1988: 54, note 8. He relates the figure four
withh Perec's mother. "Effect of the real" is the rhetorical strategy introduced by
Barthess as effet de reel in an article with the same title (1968). This effect is produced
byy the connotation of a sign that contributes to the "vraisemblance" of a text, i.e.
whichh produces the meaning: "this is reality." The connotation "this is reality"
overruless the denotation. Hence, the effect of the real functions as a denotation.

adulthood.. Some outlines of historical reality are hinted at in the latter paragraph, which mentions
thee borders of France, Germany and Luxembourg. Here it is important that these countries are
mentionedd in connection with the narrator's enlistment in the army, his active participation in the
fightingfighting and his desertion. In other words, the war provides a connection between fiction and
historicall reality as well as a division between childhood and adulthood. As a result, childhood is
definedd as a period that lacks the support of historical coordinates. Childhood takes place
independentlyy of history in general and of war in particular.
Thee second omission, of personal names (either the narrator's or those of other people),
indicatess anonymity, that is, lack of specificity. This is also a lack of hold. It implies another attack
onn the narrator's identity. The child is not only deprived of a historical context, but also of his
primaryy frame of reference: a specifiable "I," distinguished from others. The greatest lacuna in the
personall history, however, is contained in the third omission: silence about the mother. A mother's
absencee from a child's life story is exceptional and puzzling. Obviously, something is the matter
withh the mother. The father's death, the fourth omission, is also mysterious: "He died from
complicationscomplications arising from an injury." It is unclear whether he died as the result of an accident, a
crime,, or a military action, whether he was an innocent victim or inflicted injury on himself. The
additionn "when I was nearly six years old," detail three, makes the loss of thee narrator's father all the
moree painful because it is connected with the child's birthday. Six, moreover, is the age at which
schooll begins; this links school years with being parentless. In two respects an end has come to the
worldd of childhood protected by parents. The absence of other relatives contributes to the image of
thee poor orphan becoming a lonely orphan as well.
Detaill two, "a hamlet of three feux," indicates a very small community, but the number
threee also refers to another, small and therefore vulnerable community: the nuclear family of father,
motherr and child. The narrator uses the word "feu" in the sense of hearth or household. Two other
meaningss offeu - fire and deceased - play important roles in Part One of Perec's book. "Fire" refers
too La Terre de Feu (Tierra del Fuego), which is close to the island of "W," and eventually leads to the
connotationn of concentration camp and the death of Perec's mother. "Deceased" applies both to
Perec'ss father and the father of the narrator of "W." The different meanings offeu connect the
threee losses Perec suffered as a small child: his father, his mother and his home. The same losses
aree shown to have occurred in the narrator's childhood. Hence, only in interaction with the
autobiographicall tale and only retrospectively can I conclude that Perec creates a double of himself
in"W." "
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Thee description in detail four of "three or four pieces of crockery" carries a remarkable tension. On
thee one hand, the naming of exact numbers points to a tendency toward precision that seems
incomprehensiblee in view of the many gaps in the text. On the other hand, the precision of the
numberss is undercut by the hesitation about the exact number, implied by "three or four." This
suggestss that the numbers have a specific meaning.12 I endorse Bernard Magné's interpretation of
thesee numbers and the word "vaisselle" as traces of (the death of) Perec's mother, thus connecting
thee text of "W" with the autobiographical text. Magné's analysis of the "sutures," i.e. the many literal
connectionss between the two texts, supports this view. For instance, he demonstrates that the
namingg of the humble inheritance creates a suture with the next chapter, the first chapter of the
autobiographicall text.13
Thee adoption, the final detail, is remarkable for three reasons. Firstly, it implies that the
motherr had already disappeared for good - was probably already dead - before the father died.
Secondly,, amidst the flagrant lack of frames, adoption offers some hold in the form of a legal
substitutee for the parents, although the remark "half as son, half as farmhand" reveals that the
narratorr paid for this legal position with hard labor. Thirdly, adoption also plays a role in the
autobiographicall text.
Thee components of the fabula of this particular childhood can be summed up in a few
lines.. A boy in a farming hamlet becomes an orphan at (nearly) six years of age and grows up as a
poor,, hard-working adopted child in a neighboring family. The way the fabula is formulated,
however,, makes it apparent that the losses of father, mother and home at a very young age were
traumatizingg events. The unnamed mother is the most conspicuous sign. In the framework of the
traumaa model this indicates that the mother's absence relates to an event that cannot be put into
words.. The remarkable vagueness about the father's death also hints at an unspeakable event. The
lackk of sequential ordering, affective aspects, and elements such as time, place, personal names and
otherr family relations conveys the impression of a child living in a vacuum. A rhetoric of gaps or
absencess thus surfaces in "W," invoking the image of a child without identity or history: the image
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of a traumatized child.

12.. The Dutch translation that offers "een paar borden en schotels" (11) (a few plates
andand saucers) does not preserve this specificity.
13.. The remark in chapter I: "tout mon heritage tint en quelques effets" (11) is linked
withh two lines in chapter II: "mon histoire tient en quelques lignes" (13) and "Tout ce
quee j'en savais tient en moins de deux lignes" (14; emphasis in text). The line in "W"
iss also linked to the other lines by its meta-textual connotation. Le Petit Robert gives

not only linen and clothing as the explanation of "effet," but also (aesthetic and
affective) effect. According to Magné the autobiographical text is woven secretly into
the text of "W" with the help of "sutures" (1988: 49-52).

Myy reading of the beginning of the first chapter is that the journey to "W" is linked to traumatic
events,, and that the absent mother is a key to this journey. Viewed in this way, the childhood
fragmentt is not some unimportant, compulsory matter at all - instead, it represents the core of
thiss chapter, disclosing the underlying reason for the journey. The fact that the fragment follows
thee rule suggests that the narrator's remarks about that rule were not gratuitous, but rather
disingenuous.. While the narrator does not dispute the convention, he adds his own deconstructive
rules,, as will become apparent in the following section.

ThtTht Plot of tht Lift Story
Accordingg to psychologist Mark Freeman, the autobiographical story conventionally adopts the
conceptt of development. The development from child to grown-up is presented as growth, a linear
progression,, with childhood as the starting point and adulthood as its logical end. Freeman argues,
however,, that development, as it takes form in autobiography, is a retrospective (re) construction
imposedd on the past from the present. As the title of his study indicates, Rewriting the Self is a
processs that always involves a posterior narrative ordering. Consequently, both the self and the
developmentt from childhood to adulthood are narrative constructions (1993: 9-10). Influenced by
developmentall thinking and the convention of unity, in traditional autobiography these narrative
constructionss tend to produce a coherent life story.
Thee idea that childhood is an adult construction problematizes the traditional notion of
autobiographyy in two ways. First, since childhood acquires meaning during adulthood, it does not
precedee adulthood but can be regarded as its product, its effect. In that respect childhood is not the
logicall beginning, but the end of a process. Second, since childhood is the result of selective and
narrativee strategies, a coherent life story is not necessarily the outcome. Breaches and gaps can be
justt as functional, especially in contrast to the ideal of coherent development.
Inn the fragment that is analyzed in the previous section, the narrator underscores the
latterr point. He even uses rhetorical strategies to demonstrate the impossibility of constructing a
coherentt story. This impossibility makes childhood both beginning and end: on the one hand, there
iss a childhood that demands a story and sets the story in motion. On the other hand, childhood is
theree only when it is recounted; as such it is the effect of narrating. As the target of a search,
childhoodd is not connected to adulthood in a unidirectional manner but, rather, by a two-way

street.HH Because the narrator of "W" appears to be in search of his childhood, he indicates that there
iss something wrong with the connection between childhood and adulthood, a problem he tries to
solvee by his act of writing.
Significantly,, the narrator's creative efforts entail a resolution of the problems that, as
Vann Alphen argues, are caused by the discrepancy between the means of representation provided
byy the symbolic order for experiencing and the kind of events and situations faced by victims of the
Holocaust.. Van Alphen distinguishes four basic representational problems "that can stand in the
wayy of experience":

twoo of which concern the survivor's position as subject and two of which concern the narrative
framess used to tell about the Holocaust. (...) 1. ambiguous actantial position; one is neither
subjectt nor object of the events, or one is both at the same time; 2. total negation of any
actantiall position or subjectivity; 3. lack of a plot or narrative frame by means of which the
eventss can be given meaningful coherence; 4. the plots or narrative frames that are available
{orr are inflicted) are unacceptable because they do not do justice to one's role in the events.
{Vann Alphen 1997: 45; emphasis in text)

Thee sketch of a child without identity or history indicates that the narrator of " W struggles with
thee issues enumerated in problems 2 and 3: the negation of an actantial position, and the lack of
plott and narrative frames. He tries to solve these problems by using the account of a conventional
adventuree journey as a structure and by giving himself the role of character-bound narrator in it.
Whilee the use of the first person puts the narrator in the position of an autobiographical subject,
thee genre supplies a framework for the plot: disappearances, travels and secrets. Moreover, this
narrativee structure allows him to bridge time gaps and geographical distance, or to find causal
connections.. Finally, by choosing this genre, the narrator arouses curiosity in the reader and
securess the continuous attention of the listener who, according to Laub, is indispensable in making
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traumatic events recountable.1* Thus, using the framework of the trauma model, I interpret the

14.. An observation made in chapter IV - t h e second chapter of the autobiographical
talee - supports this notion of two-way traffic. There Perec calls childhood "peut-être
horizon,, point de depart" (21) (maybe it is a horizon, a point of departure, 12).
15.. It is also significant in this context that the earlier version of "W" was originally
announcedd as a detective story and appeared as a serial: both are effective
strategiess to bind readers to a story.

journeyy to "W" as a search for self and (life)history, two notions that mutually define one another.16
Thee mother's disappearance plays a key role in this process. The parallels and differences with the
autobiographicall version of the summarized childhood fragment will be examined in more detail in
thee next section.

// Have No Childhood Mtmorits

Usingg consecutive Roman numerals, Perec emphasizes that the first chapter of his parallel text "A"
iss the continuation of the previous one: it is the actual second chapter. But he also creates a marked
differencee between the two texts by employing roman type in the autobiographical part, and italics
inn the story of "W." These peritextual signs are applied consistently throughout the book.17 This first
autobiographicall chapter can be characterized as the history of how Perec's book came to be written,
off the continuous as well as the alternating textual construction.
Thee first sentence is of crucial importance. It is the key to Perec's motivation and method
off working, and to the meaning of the entire book. At the same time it introduces a fragment about
hiss childhood. Through this sentence Perec links the book's genesis directly to a text about his
childhood.. He starts with a statement that appears to be a virtual paradox in an autobiography:
"Jee n'ai pas de souvenirs d'enfance" (13) {I have no childhood memories, 6).
Inn the framework of the trauma model this statement suggests that Perec's childhood was
dominatedd by traumas that stand in the way of a normal process of recollection and assimilation of
experience.. This dry observation is given additional impact by the subsequent dispassionate
summaryy of his childhood years, which are reduced to the most essential facts, his history "en
quelquess Hgnes" (13) (to barely a couple of lines, 6). It becomes immediately clear which traumatic
eventss are involved, i.e. the loss of both parents and the loss of a permanent home, all consequences
off the war:
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16.. "The idea of the self, as we have come to know it, and the idea of history are in
factt mutually constitutive" (Freeman 1993: 28).
17.. The "peritextual signs" of W include both everything that concerns the material
designn of this written text and the texts accompanying the presentation of the main
text:: the text as a book, arrangement, letter types and styles, epigraphs, jacket text,
andd the like.

Jee n'ai pas de souvenirs d'enfance. Jusqu'è ma douzième année è peu prés, mon histoire
tientt en quelques lignes: j'ai perdu mon père a quatre ans, ma mère è six; j'ai passé la guerre
danss diverses pensions de Villard-de-Lans. En 1945, la soeur de mon père et son mari
m'adoptèrent.. (13)
II have no childhood memories. Up to my twelfth year or therabouts, my story comes to barely
aa couple of lines: I lost my father at four, my mother at six; I spent the war in various boarding
housess at Villars-de-Lans. In 1945, my father's sister and her husband adopted me. (6)

Thee similarities between the situation of the child in the first chapter and that of Perec himself
aree striking: being orphaned at the age of about six, loss of the parental home and adoption. Also,
thee character-bound narrator of this fragment refrains from providing specific information about
hiss individual identity: name, place of residence, date of birth and other personal data are not
mentioned.. Without Perec's text on the cover, the reader would be still in the dark about this
person'ss identity. The similarity of the data reconfirms the connection between the texts of "W"
andd "A." But there are also differences.
FirstFirst of all, the fragment is placed at the beginning of this chapter, functioning as a point
off departure. In the previous chapter, the childhood period was placed at the end of the chapter,
functioningg as the aim of a search, a placement that, paradoxically, positions the fragments close
too each other. This placement imposes a comparison that provides a new confirmation of the
importancee of the intertwinement of the tales.
Thee main difference is that, in contrast to the narrator of "W," Perec refers to historical
reality.. Naming the town of Villard-de-Lans and the year 1945 introduces historical dimensions of
placee and time. As a consequence, "the war" means the Second World War, and explicitness about
thiss specific framework of his youth is another striking difference with the text of "W." Yet Perec
doess not openly relate the war to the loss of his parents. He leaves unsaid when and how he lost his
parents,, and describes his experience of the war years only in terms of "various boarding houses."
Perec,, thus, was twice homeless, in both senses of the word. One final, conspicuous difference is
thee way Perec refers to the loss of both parents, though he does not specify how he lost each.
Hee only mentions his age at the time of each loss. This detail is remarkable in that Perec is six
whenn he loses his mother, the age of the narrator of "W" when his father dies. I will return to this
crossover.. These differences are apparently significant, but I also interpret them as variations on
thee same theme. For example, in both chapters the theme of war is connected with historical reality

andd the world of adults, a subject I will illuminate by showing that in both fragments a line is
drawnn between childhood and adulthood.
Inn my consideration of the first childhood fragment, I remarked that any reference to
historicall reality in the representation of the narrator's childhood had been carefully avoided, an
avoidancee that emphasizes the fictive nature of the story of "W." War does not play a role in it at all.
Childhoodd comes to an end with the departure of the narrator at the age of sixteen from his native
village.. His entry into the adult world is related to his confrontation with the war: he becomes a
soldierr in France, participates actively in the fighting but eventually deserts. With the help of an
organizationn of conscientious objectors he escapes to Germany and settles near the Luxembourg
borderr (n-ia). The mention of these countries indicates a link with historical reality. The transition
fromfrom childhood to adulthood thus parallels the transition from fiction to historical reality. This
delineationn defines childhood as a period that is isolated from history and especially from war. At
thee same time, war is affirmed as an event explicitly connected with historical reality and adulthood.
InIn the paragraph about Perec's childhood quoted above there is also a breach between
childhoodd and adulthood and with the historical reality of World War II, but it is dealt with
differently.. Its nature is implied by the famous first sentence about the absence of childhood
memories.. As I argued before, this sentence indicates a short circuit between the occurrence of
traumaticc events and their conscious experience. In other words, Perec demonstrates that the
losss of his parents and the war period were not part of his personal history. In that respect, his
childhoodd was detached from reality. The distance between childhood and adulthood or war is not
measuredd in time, as it is in "W," but with regard to possibilities of experience and understanding.
Followingg Van Alphen, I see this distance as a discrepancy between experience and the available
meanss of representation.
Inn the next paragraphs Perec indicates that the absence of a personal history - he literally
callss it "cettê absence d'histoire" {13) - is related to the presence of "History with a capital H."
Thiss "History," general history, is substituted for his personal history. At first he found this
situationn reassuring rather than problematic: "J'en étais dispense: une autre histoire, la Grande,
1'Histoiree avec sa grande hache, avait déja répondu a ma place: la guerre, les camps" (13) (I was
excused:: a different history, History with a capital H, had answered the question in my stead: the
war,, the camps, 6).
Byy using the words "war" and "camps" after the last colon, Perec reduces "History" to
Worldd War II. I interpret the use of two different words in this regard as distinguishing between

i8.. The different ways in which Perec's parents died in World War II {one as an active
Frenchh combatant, the other as a victim in a German concentration camp) identify
Francee and Germany as the two parties in this war. It is no coincidence that in the
firstt chapter of "W" these countries and Luxembourg, which is both French- and
German-speaking,, are mentioned in connection with war. It is another confirmation
off the relation between "W" and "A," and I see here the first indication of the
complexityy of Perec's relationship to World War I).
19.. The combination of Venice and the prominence of a fictive story as the
expressionn of youthful memory can be seen as an allusion to Proust's A la recherche
dudu temps perdu (1954) and the role of the "mémoire involontaire" in it. A.S. Byatt
makess a comparison between the "Combray-madeleine and Venice-stones,"
becausee it was the tripping on an uneven paving stone that made the narrator
realizee that his "dazzling and indistinct vision" concerned "Venice" (...), (1998: 59).
Thee allusion emphasizes Proust's equivalent of the unconscious memory as a
literaryy means giving shape to memories outside the existing representational
frames.. I thank Mieke Bal for drawing my attention to this allusion.
20.. The age of thirteen is also the age at which the religious adulthood of a Jewish
boyy is celebrated, at his bar mitzvah. Although Perec was not brought up as a 18.
practicingg Jew, it may well be possible that he uses this age to refer to his
Jewishness.. In the first place, it is remarkable that he remembers next to nothing of
thee contents of his story, but does "recall" his exact age when he wrote it. That age
iss not precisely fixed, as appears from the last paragraph of the book, where he
connectss the genesis of "W" with his twelfth year: "J'ai oublié les raisons qui, a
douzee ans, m'ont fait choisir la Terre de Feu pour y installer W" (220) (I have
forgottenn what reasons I had at the age of twelve for choosing Tierra del Fuego
ass the site of W, 164). In the second place, Venice is also mentioned in the first
chapterr as a place where past and present, i.e. the childhood and adulthood of the
narrator,, seem to touch: in a cheap restaurant in the "Ciudecca" ("Jews' Quarter")
thee narrator thinks that he recognizes someone from the island of "W," (10) another
indicationn of the complex relationship between "W" and "A" and the subtle
interweavingg of fiction and reality, Jewishness is also connected to historical reality
throughh the historical city of Venice, the adult world and World War II. Venice can
bee related to Jewishness in yet two other ways. Proust (see the previous note) was
half-Jewish,, and there is the intertextual reference to The Merchant of Venice, in
whichh the JewShylock plays a prominent role. By mentioning this reference in a
footnotee I am mirroring the extremely veiled way in which Perec brings up his
Jewishnesss in this book.

twoo different aspects of this war: fighting, as in all wars, and genocide, an exceptional feature of
thiss war. The two words also indicate the different ways in which his parents met their deaths:
hiss father was killed as a French soldier, and his mother died in Auschwitz, as is later disclosed.
Thesee facts implicitly link both his parents' deaths to World War II. The discrepancy between
experiencee and means of representation may now be read as the result of the parents' warconnectedd deaths.18
Inn the fragment quoted above, Perec also suggests that a change takes place in his
childhoodd around the age of twelve. I relate this marker to the information given in the fourth
paragraphh of this chapter: that he wrote and drew a story called "W" when he was thirteen. "W,"
then,, signifies a turning point in his history. Its first version passed into oblivion, but years later,
whenn the memory of this invented story popped up again in his adult life, Perec realized that it
couldd be seen as a history of his childhood:
lll y a sept ans, un soir, a Venise, je me souvins tout a coup que cette histoire s'appelait "W"
ett qu'elle était, d'une certaine facon, sinon I'histoire, du moins une histoire de mon enfance.

04) )
Sevenn years ago, one evening, in Venice, I suddenly remembered that this story was called
"W"" and that it was, in a way, if not the story of my childhood, then at least a story of my
childhood.. (6)

Thee turn in Perec's history proves to be the result of an invented story, which he interprets
retrospectivelyy as a representation of his childhood.^ In other words, this turning point is related
too the after-the-fact modeling of his history. In the framework of the trauma model this means that
thee original version of "W" can be regarded as an initial attempt to find a resolution of the problem
off the incongruity between the traumatic events of his childhood and the representational means
availablee for experiencing them. It also means that this version of " W" can be seen as a connection
betweenn Perec's childhood and the adult world.20
Perecc remembers next to nothing of the contents of the first version of "W": it was about
aa small island near "la Terre du Feu" (Tierra del Vuego), where sports were the main activity. After
somee time, he recovered some of thee drawings and used them to reinvent - Perec's term - *W,"
Hee rewrote the story as a serial, which was published in La Quinzaine littéraire in 1969-1970 (14).
Fourr years later, Woule souvenir d'enfance appeared, a combination of the rewritten "W" and

autobiographicall texts about his childhood. Through this "memory of childhood," constructed from
ann adult position, Perec explicitly connects his childhood to his adulthood.
Ultimately,, the reinvented "W" turns out to have been brought in to link Perec's historylesss childhood with the "History with a capital H," that is, World War II. However, it does not
functionn merely to fill the gaps of "A." Considering the themes of childhood and war in their
relationshipp to fiction and historical reality, movements in opposing directions in the first two
chapterss of "W" and "A" may be observed. In the fictive story of "W" the transition from childhood
too adulthood points to historical reality and war. In the autobiographical text of "A," on the other
hand,, this transition points to a fictive story. Thus fiction - including inventive as well as narrative
componentss - and historical reality are presented as mutually dependent.

AA Child of War

Alll cross-connections and mutual references lead to the conclusion that both texts refer to the same
parents.. Together the texts can be read as an autobiographical account that tries to make
representablee the reality of one and the same person. Nevertheless, there are two tales. This doubletieredd recounting must have some function. The narrator of "W" functions as a split-off part of
Perec,, and each tale deals with the absence of his childhood memories in a different way.
Accordingly,, these differences could provide the reader with the clue to the semiotic and discursive
puzzlee offered by the book.
Thiss puzzle is exemplified by the differences between the two texts with regard to the
representationn of the parents' deaths. In "A" the narrator makes a simple statement on the loss of
hiss parents: "I lost my father at four, my mother at six." The word "death" is not used. Sounding
lesss definitive than death, and presented by the focalizor (here the left-behind "I"), the term "loss"
actuallyy diverts attention from death and especially from the way of dying. Because of this
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formulation it is all the more difficult to perceive the connection between the parents' deaths and
thee war, a problem I consider to be the core of the first paragraph, the key to the absence of
childhoodd memories. This consideration is supported by the implicit reference, in a later paragraph,
too the parents' deaths through the use of the words "war" and "camps."
Comparedd to the enumeration of facts in "A," the fragment of"W" has more narrative
moments.. To begin with, the death of the father is described as being the result of an injury.

Thiss not only establishes a causal, linear connection between the two events, but also raises the
questionn of the complete story about his death. Moreover, I consider the silence about the mother
ass narrative momentum, because this negative performative speech act yields a narrative effect.
II argued in the previous section that the silence about the mother is the underlying reason for
undertakingg the journey as well as for telling the story. In addition, the mother is not only left
unmentioned,, but disappears because she is experienced as a "gap" in the story. A gap is an
indexicall sign, however, referring to a state of absence as well as to the process of disappearing.
InIn other words, the narrator makes his mother actively disappear by means of passive silence.
Thiss rhetorical vanishing trick leaves hanging the question whether the mother is really
dead.. Though the adoption indicates that both parents are dead, the mother's death is "suspended"
becausee she remains unmentioned. In the framework of the trauma model this means that the
mother'ss death cannot (yet) be understood as an accomplished fact.
Alll things considered, with regard to the parents' deaths, the fragment in "A" principally
servess to formulate a problem: Perec's incapacity to connect the loss of his parents with the Second
Worldd War and to integrate them into his personal history. In " W there is more differentiation
thann in "A" concerning the parents and, hence, the disappearance of thee mother is foregrounded.
Moreover,, the narrative moments make the fragment fit within the frameworks of the travel story
andd the mystery story. As I suggested at the end of the previous section, these promising plots
offerr possibilities to restore the threads between Perec and his childhood. "W" seems to offer points
dede suspension to solve the problem of "A." Together "A" and "W" stage the predicament of being
"aa child of war."
Thee veiled way in which a connection is established between the (hidden) subjects in "A"
andd "W" indicates that a substantial problem is involved. The fragments I analyzed indicate that
thee problem has to do with relationships that are basic for a child: the relationship with primary
caregivers.. This leads me to the assumption that the problem pertains to the fact that a child aa subject in development - is involved and that this fact accounts for the complexity of the
traumatizationn that Perec's book, in its entirety, is trying to articulate.
Too unravel this developmental complexity I propose to differentiate between the first-hand
traumatizingg circumstances implied in Perec's familial life and the second-hand traumatizing
circumstancess implied in his later confrontation with World War II. I will argue that, in Perec's
case,, particular traumatogenic events - personal losses - and general, massive traumatogenic
violencee - the impersonal encounter with World War II and its concentration camps - have affected
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eachh other. To make this interaction analyzable and theoretically productive for the understanding
off traumatized subjectivity, I will differentiate between "specific" and "structural" aspects of Perec's
traumatization,, a differentiation that is directed at the articulation of specific and structural discursive
problemsproblems that can stand in the way of experience.

DoublyDoubly Handicapped

Althoughh the specific aspect of Perec's traumatization is related to his family life and the structural
aspectt to the social world, the distinction between specific and structural enables me, first and
foremost,, to draw attention to the complexity of the discursive problems that hamper a traumatized
subjectt in development. Hence, the terms specific and structural are not used to differentiate
between,, for instance, the death of Perec's mother or the phenomenon of World War II as events
differentt in nature; that is to say, the issue is not the difference between individual loss or social
violencee as such but the different kinds of disablements that prevent a child from transforming
thesee overwhelming occurrences into narratable memory and conscious experience. I will argue
thatt Perec's text makes understandable that development - learning to live - is a process in which
thee relationships with primary caregivers and the structure of the symbolic order play different,
mediatingg parts. In this view, "specific" can be understood as caregiver-induced and "structural" as
culture-induced.. W, then, provides an insight into the different kinds of components that contribute
too a child's vulnerability to trauma, which is manifested in different kinds of discursive problems.
Ass a consequence, W also demonstrates that traumatization can be (the result of) a durative and
cumulativee process. This possibility is the primary thesis of this study.
Shoshanaa Felman's attempt to redefine women as subjects of their own desire offers a
goodd starting point for the clarification of the multiple structural traumatogenic aspects of the
symbolicc order in general (1993: 13-16). Felman observes that women, by definition, have no access
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to their own autobiographies, because they have learned to see themselves as objects and as the

21.. Felman also argues that women, although lacking a story or autobiography, have
aa story that may become a stoty: "we have a story that by definition cannot be selfpresentt to us, a story that, in other words, is not a story, but must become a story"
(1993:14;; emphasis in text). This becomingofa story depends on what she calls the
"bondd of reading," i.e. depending on "the sto7 of the Other (the story read by other
women,, the story of other women, the story of women told by others)" (14).

Other.. Felman's formulation indicates that women's trauma is to be understood mainly in terms
off the traditional, repressive sexual difference, which prevents them from being the subjects of
theirr own histories and experience. Consequently, women have become alienated from themselves.
Thiss failure to experience is not the result of singular events, but results from structural processes
entailingg a structurally traumatic situation for women: "any feminine existence is in fact a
traumatizedd existence" (16). Such an existence is the result of a traumatizing insertion into the
symbolicc order. Hence, this existence is structurally set because each person has to go through that
insertion.21 1
Felmann highlights a symbolic order with considerable inherent shortcomings, which entail
aa high potential for trauma. However, she generalizes the situation of women and makes all women
objectss of traumatization. Such a generalization cannot do justice, for example, to the difference
betweenn women who have been raped and women who have not, or between life before rape and
lifee after rape, distinctions that make all the difference to the women involved. In other words,
Felman'ss argument does not take into consideration the fundamentally "different" quality of the
failuree of experience at stake in a traumatization that includes overwhelming and life-threatening
events.. Moreover, her focus on women obscures the situation of children, be they male or female.
Nevertheless,, stressing women's incapacity to have stories of their own and thereby
stressingg an aspect of the symbolic order that makes the world an overpowering and unsafe place,
Felmann draws attention to women's vulnerability to trauma. From this perspective, Felman rightly
pointss to the violating, hurting, and potentially traumatizing character of women's confrontation
withh the constraints implied in the representational means of the symbolic order. Felman's text
helpss me, therefore, to conceptualize structural traumatogenic components and processes, which may
alsoo involve groups other than women.22 For instance, in a footnote Felman refers to the problems
off the second generation in relation to the Holocaust (1993:16, note 20), thus hinting at the
inclusionn of children of both genders. Further, it can be argued that men's insertion into the
symbolicc order has a traumatogenic potential as well, and I propose that the structural neglect of
thee importance of affective interaction and the role of emotions is traumatogenic in general. Finally,

Felman'ss relational line of thought foregrounds the importance of the "listener" as
presentedd by Laub.
22.. With hindsight, I take some distance from the notion of "structural trauma" as
II used it in an earlier publication, in which I presented structural trauma as a crisis
off cultural semiosis (1997). As I will argue, the breach implied in trauma, the
breakdownn of a subject's integrative capacity, implies an "agony" that can only be

approached in terms of an experience in which the function of affects is
incorporated. In particular, the theory of structural dissociation helps to explain the
working of affects, or, more specifically, different affective subsystems.
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ass I will argue in the following chapter, Perec's text points to the traumatogenic nature of systems
off education.
Thee idea of a structural traumatogenic aspect of the constraints inherent in the symbolic
orderr has still other implications. Firstly, linking trauma to the insertion into the symbolic order
simultaneouslyy confirms the discursive aspects of traumatization, as proposed by Van Alphen, and
emphasizess that this insertion is a crucial moment. Secondly, trauma need not always be connected
too identifiable events, but can also be the result of a complex, more or less hidden process. This
impliess that the moment of breach is not always easily identifiable. Nevertheless, I will put forward
thatt there is a critical limit that defines the difference between being traumatized and not being
traumatized. .
Thee theoretical relevance of the structural traumatogenic components inherent in the
symbolicc order becomes clearer when they are distinguished from those traumatogenic components
thatt specifically pertain to children as subjects in becoming. The confrontation with the restrictive
andd potentially damaging elements of the symbolic order is based on a developmental process that
necessitatess the contribution of primary caregivers. Their personal communication, from within
thee symbolic order, plays a vital part in children's development of the discursive abilities that make
experiencee possible. This personal quality of communication is both verbal and nonverbal. The
latterr suggests the dimension of experiential, lived, affectively defined communication that I will
termm "embodied."
Inn this respect, the function of learning implied in the insertion into the symbolic order
shouldd not be overlooked. Development involves a temporal sequence of (holding) environments,
manifestedd in relationships of increasing complexity that I call "nested." Although the nested
qualityy of environments and the retrospective working of mental integration complicates this view,
aa temporal view makes intelligible that growth is always predicated upon certain preconditions.
Hence,, the lack of a precondition for further development can be seen as a traumatogenic
component.. With respect to the child, the affectively defined life within the family (or among other
primaryy caregivers) predates and conditions the more distant and more complex life in the wider
culturall and historical environment.
Becausee a child's entry into the symbolic order is mediated by familial relationships,
whichh are different for each individual, it is relevant to take into account the traumatogenic aspects
inherentt in these person-specific relationships. For simplicity's sake, I call these aspects specific.
Specificc traumatogenic aspects, then, differ from structural ones to the extent that they are not

structurallyy set: they are not to be endured by everyone. The articulation of specific traumatogenic
aspectss assumes that the short circuit inherent in trauma - the inability to integrate experience alsoo has an individual aspect, pertaining to personal circumstances and disposition. Put differently,
aa child's vulnerability to trauma is not only influenced by the structure of the symbolic order as
such,, but also by the specific way in which the insertion is facilitated and empowered by live
interactionss with adults. Anticipating a discussion to come, I contend that interaffectivity,
attachmentt and emotional intelligence play decisive roles in the success or the traumatogenic
failuree of these interactions. A specific discursive problem bears upon emotional development
andd the capacity to form emotionally mature relationships.
Forr this reason I contend that the insertion of children into the symbolic order is
potentiallyy traumatizing in a complex way. Because they are children, they can become doubly
discursivelyy handicapped: they are exposed to a process of subject-constituting that makes them
vulnerablee to specific as well as structural traumatogenic aspects. This vulnerability to trauma is
furtherr complicated by three factors. First, an inadequate mastering of nonverbal and verbal
signifyingg systems is inherent in childhood. Second, the capacity to care (teach) of primary
caregiverss and their style of caring (teaching), a function of the quality of their relational capacity,
aree crucial for the outcome. Third, because of the nested constellation and layered organization of
development,, specific and structural aspects are mutually constitutive.
However,, I will also argue that the sensitivity to trauma, that is, the discursive vulnerability
off children, depends mainly on the inequality of power between children and adults. Accordingly,
thee insertion into the symbolic order is not traumatizing until a relationship between adults and
childrenn has grown into a situation in which an overwhelmed, powerless child faces an actual,
life-threatening,, power-abusing adult or environment. I emphatically do not contend that every child
goess through a traumatizing development by definition. Neither do I claim that the insertion into
thee symbolic order is traumatizing by definition. I only claim that children have an increased risk of
beingg traumatized. As a consequence, early traumatization might make adults more vulnerable to a
confrontationn with traumatogenic circumstances in later life.
Inn view of this understanding of children's particular vulnerability to trauma, Perec's presentation
off being "a child of war" can be seen as a complex process in which the losses of his childhood
aree related to the massive violence of the war. He describes a traumatizing process that occurs in
stagess and can be explained in terms of an interaction of specific and structural disabilities. Initially,

thee child suffered the losses of parents and home, a sequence of singular traumatogenic events.
Eachh event could have traumatized him on its own, if the child had not been offered emotional
supportt sufficient to enable him to work through the loss of relationships and safety. The death of
parentss and the loss of home reveal the traumatogenic aspects that endanger the specific discursive
abilityy of children in general and Perec in particular. In line with this claim, Perec's capacity for
integratingg his experience - to transform it into a meaningful narrative - must have been seriously
endangered,, if not blocked.
Moreover,, after the war, when Perec - still a child — discovered that his mother's
disappearancee was related to the existence of concentration camps, the imagining of his
"autohistory,"" and the integration of the war in it above all, was hampered by the conflicting ways in
whichh his parents were involved in that war.23 His father died as a French soldier, which defined the
warr as a heroic fight. His mother, on the other hand, became an anonymous victim of
extermination.. This side of war could in no way be reconciled with a heroic epic. The Holocaust
eventuallyy determined his image of the war. I gather this from the gradual metamorphosis of the'
societyy in " W : there is a seamless transformation of a society apparently founded on Olympic
athleticc ideals - the image of war connected to the father - into the concentration camp at the end thee image of war belonging to the mother.
Thiss confusion caused by the different appearances of war, which seem to be at odds with
eachh other, highlights the structural component of Perec's trauma. The traumatic effect of Perec's
specificc losses was reinforced by a symbolic order that caused structural obstructions of his
subjectivee development and life story. Firstly, being a Jew, he was defined only as an object for
extermination.. This deprived him, by definition, of his right to exist and his identity. An indication
off the traumatic nature of this structural problem is that Perec does not explicitly call himself a Jew
anywheree in his book. Secondly, he was confronted with a society that, as a whole, struggled with
thee need to integrate the phenomenon of extermination camps into its history because of the
inadequacyy of the representational means of the existing symbolic order. This combination set him
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up as doubly handicapped indeed.

23.. Art historian Criselda Pollock coined the term "autohistory" for what she called
"aa politically sensitive project," which proposes a radically intersubjective
interpretationn of autobiography (1994: 69). As a text that articulates the history
off a "child of war," W is an autohistory par excellence.

AA Rhetoric of

Hidi-and-Sttk

Myy analysis of the two introductory childhood fragments was triggered by the puzzle quality of the
text.. I followed the rules of thee mystery story suggested by Perec's web of writing, and made more
manifestt by the plot of "W." My response thus highlights the plea implied in a doubled writing:
thee appeal to an active participation in making connections between the two texts. Hence, Perec's
wayy of writing not only serves his attempt to overcome his own predicament; the resolution of his
problemss concerns the reader as well. Through Perec's text the relational quality of reading and
writingg thus comes to the fore. Additionally, he involves his readers in the problem of integrating
warr and concentration camps into "History."
InIn my search for the threads of a traumatized life, several solutions presented themselves.
Too begin with, the idea that the difference between "A" and " W pertains to the difference between
historicall reality and fiction should be definitely abandoned. Instead another difference surfaces:
thatt between a narrating that temporally and causally aligns events (including subject positions and
plots)) and a fragmented narrating that seems to be reduced to the enumeration of loose facts and
events.. Together the tales demonstrate that the rhetoric of absence and gaps is as important as is
narrativee coherence. Nevertheless, the tension between making connections and keeping things
separatee is also maintained. Why? Why is the narrator of this autohistory playing hide-and-seek,
engagingg the readers in the game?
Thiss tension seems to stem from the critical difference foregrounded by the two tales,
thatt is, the way the death of both parents, and that of the mother in particular, is (not) or can (not)
bee connected to the war. "A" fails to make the integrative connection, while " W facilitates the
confrontation.. "W" offers the "words" to "experience" what is left out in "A." "W" sets the search
inn motion and suggests the key role of the mother in the entire story. Her disappearance, however,
highlightss not only her possible death, but also the harm and distress caused by the broken
connectionn between child and primary caregiver. Hence, the question arises how the two tales togetherr or separately - address that pain.
Inn the next chapter I will investigate that problem by focusing on the "(...)" between the
twoo parts of thee book. In the same move, I will test the productivity of the theoretical distinction
betweenn different traumatogenic components, by exploring the effects of the different kinds of
disablementt imaged in childhood fragments before and after the breach. In the process, the breach
itselff becomes affectively loaded.

(...) )
Deaf-Mutee or Gagged?

sasa surdimutité,

qui ne pouvait être imputée qu'ó un traumatisme

enfantin (,,,). G e o r g e s

Perec1

Inn this chapter, I expose how the tales of "A" and "W" are both interrupted by a blank page with
thee elliptical mark that Perec called points de suspension. As far as "W is concerned, the division
intoo a Part One and Part Two goes hand in hand with a transition from one narrator to another,
aa different style of narrating and a change of theme. This breach also parallels the transition from
thee specific to the structural aspects of Perec's traumatization, tied to the realization that the mother
diedd in a concentration camp. It will be demonstrated that each tale addresses that confrontation in
itss own way. The fragments of "W" clarify the nature of the different discursive disabilities, whereas
aa so-called memory from "A" helps to specify the (un)representability of the pain involved.
Thee fragment of Gaspard Winckler's childhood in the first part o f " W - before the
breachh - constitutes an image in which the nature of a specific disability is manifested, whereas
inn the second part of"W" - after the breach - a structural incapacitation is outlined. For the latter,
II selected the fragment about the "Quarantaine" (Quarantine) that, because it represents the
transitionn from childhood to adulthood in general, can be read as an insertion into the symbolic
orderr of "W." Accordingly, I interpret the description of the childhood that precedes this Quarantine
ass a reference to the structural vulnerability to trauma of thee children on "W." I find a relation with
trackk "A" through the analysis of the memory entitled "Le depart" (The Departure), Perec's account
off the last time he saw his mother. As the last version of this memory, The Departure plays an
importantt role in the transition from Part One to Part Two. It hints at the pain of separation from
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the mother, without explicitly connecting it with the cause of herr death.

i.. the boy being deaf and dumb; this could only be ascribed to some infantile trauma
(...)(...) - W.

CaspardCaspard Wincklir or tht Rhetoric of Doubling

Thee name of Gaspard Winckler is heard for the first time in chapter V, when a certain Otto
Apfelstahll addresses the character-bound narrator of"W" by this name. Apfelstahl took the
initiativee for the meeting between the two characters in order to discuss a matter of importance,
althoughh that matter primarily concerns the narrator. Apfelstahl also brings up the person who
hadd allegedly given the narrator his name, when he asks: "- Vous êtes-vous déja demandéce qu'il
étaitétait advenu de 1'individu qui vous a donné voire, nom? - Pardon?fis-je sans comprendre." (29) ("Did
youyou ever wonder what became of the person who gave you your name?" - "I beg your pardon?" I said not
grasping,grasping, 18).
Thiss reference to naming at the end of the chapter is ambiguous. Does Apfelstahl mean
thee father or the authority who helped the narrator to get a new name after his desertion? It is soon
followedd by another naming at the beginning of the next chapter, the autobiographical chapter VI:
"III me donna un unique prénom - Georges - et déclara que j'étais francais" (31) (He gave me only
onee forename - Georges - and declared me to be French, 19). This remark concerns Perec's birth
registrationn by his father. The parallelism of these acts of naming - an act that distinguishes
individualss - inconsistently confirms again the identification of Perec with Gaspard Winckler.
Inn chapter VII, however, Apfelstahl appears to have a completely different name-giver in
mind:: "(...) celui dont vousportez le nom!" (35) ["(...) the person whose name you have!" 22]. In this
wayy a second Gaspard Winckler, of whose existence the narrator was unaware, is introduced.
Apfelstahll wants to find out what happened to this second Winckler. However, when the first
Wincklerr declares that he cannot help him, Apfelstahl does not end the conversation, but continues
byy giving more information. Apparently, both Wincklers have something in common, which
impliess that the second Winckler is also of importance for Perec's autohistory. In this light, the
nexx fragment acquires additional significance, as it is the first, comprehensive description of a
childhood,, albeit focalized by an "outsider" and "imaginary":

CaspardCaspard Winckler était a l'époque un enfant de huit ans. il était sourdmuet. Sa mere, Caeciiia, était
uneune cantatrice autrichienne, mondialement connue, qui s'était réfugiée en Suisse pendant la guerre.
CaspardCaspard était un garcon malingre et rachitique, que son infirmité condamnait a un isolement presque
total.total. II passait la plupart de sesjournées accroupi dans un coin de sa chambre, négligeant lesfastueux
jouetsjouets que sa mere ou ses proches lui qffraient quotidiennement, refusant presque toujours de se

nourrir,nourrir, (...) tous les médecins consultés étaient formels surce point, aucune lésion interne, aucun
dérèglementdérèglement génétique, aucune malformation anatomique ou physiologique n'étaient responsables de
sasa surdimutité, qui ne pouvait être imputée qu'd un traumatisme enfantin dont, malheureusement,
lesles tenants et les aboutissants étaient encore inconnus, bien que l'enfant eut été montré a de
nombreuxnombreux psychiatres. (36)
AtAt the time, Caspard Winckler was a child of eight. He was deaf and dumb. His mother, Caecilia, was
aa world-famous Austrian singer who had escaped to Switzerland during the war. Caspard was a sickly,
punypuny boy, condemned by his disability to virtually total isolation. He spent most of his time crouching
inin a corner of his bedroom, ignoring the sumptuous toys and presents that his mother or family
acquaintancesacquaintances gave him day in day out, and almost always refusing to eat. (...) all the doctors they
hadhad consulted were quite clear on this point: there was no internal injury, no inherited disorder, no
anatomicalanatomical or physiological deformity to account for the boy being deaf and dumb; this could only be
ascribedascribed to some infantile trauma whose precise configuration unfortunately remained obscure despite
examinationsexaminations by numerous psychiatrists. (22-23)

Whatt immediately catches the eye is Apfelstahl's use of the words "infantile trauma" to invoke the
imagee of a physically weak and deaf-mute child. Although the deaf-mutism of the child seems to be
psychosomatic,, the terminology dating from 1975 cannot yet refer to the later elaborated meaning of
traumaa as developed after 1980 following the official recognition of post-traumatic stress disorder.2
Thee focalizor himself also mentions that this traumatisme enfantin defies the expertise of the many
psychiatristss consulted, because the "precise configuration unfortunately remained obscure." Therefore,
II keep to the general description of a traumatisme psychique in It nouveau Petit Robert (although the
developmentss of the notion of trauma may not have escaped the revised 1993 edition): "a complex
off syndromes caused by a violent emotional shock," which, according to the psychoanalytical
version,, "transgresses the tolerance limit of the mental apparatus." In short, the child is seriously
disturbedd and his condition is due to shocking events.
Becausee the combination of deaf-mutism and shocking events points to the idea of
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dissociation, I will address this phenomenon here briefly, in anticipation of later elaboration.

2.. Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) was officially acknowledged as a diagnosis

3. See Nijenhuis et al. 2001 and in press. From their clinical view of trauma the

inn 1980, when it was included as a new category in the American Psychiatric

authors present the theory of structural dissociation as "an integrative meta-theory

Association'ss Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM III). The

that integrates cognitive, behavioral (learning theory), psychodynamic, object-

revisedd edition, DSM IV, appeared in 1994. See Caruth 1995: 3 and 11.

relations, attachment theory, ethology (...), and affective neuroscience (...), in
additionn to trauma theory" (in press: 1; publication in German, English original by
thee authors). Because of the "traumatic origins and phobic maintenance" of

Dissociationn is a mental disintegration resulting from the activation of the innate, bodily defined,
affectivee subsystem that is directed at a subject's survival. If someone is confronted with (life-)
threateningg circumstances that cannot be coped with, a splitting of mental functions can ward off
thee failure of adaptive action and the overwhelming feelings implied in that failure. Generally
speaking,, a part of the subject remains fixated in the traumatic threat, while the major function
off the other part of the subject becomes to ward off the traumatized part. As a recently developed
theoryy of structural dissociation has it, the first part is the "emotional personality" (EP) and the
secondd part the so-called "apparently normal personality" (ANP). The latter "is fixated in extreme
phobicc avoidance of the trauma, manifesting in detachment, numbing, and partial or complete
amnesiaa for the trauma."3 This approach to trauma explicitly highlights affects, and especially fear,
thatt is, the fear of re-living the originating, bodily felt sense of being overwhelmed. This theory
suggestss that the image of the deaf-mute child might refer to a discursive problem that should
includee the affective aspect implied in the failure of experience. Hence, the "(...)" could also indicate
aa split between bodily feelings and verbal expression.
Accordingg to Apfelstahl's account the mental paralysis of the eight-year-old Gaspard cannot
bee explained. This absence of an explanation is all the more conspicuous amidst the presence of
physicianss and psychiatrists and the enumeration of physical ailments. The discrepancy stresses
thatt the infantile trauma at stake seems to defy discursive definition. For that reason, the absence
off a parent in this fragment is significant. This time, however, it is not the mother but the father
whoo disappears from a child's life by remaining unnamed. Once again the traumatic nature of a
disappearancee is presented - made representable - through the rhetoric of absence. It has to be
detectedd by the reader to become meaningful as absence. The relational nature of this absence
makess it a forceful pointer: not only the relationship with the reader is emphasized but also the
child'ss relationship with the absent parent and, hence, the dependency of the child.
Thiss parallel with the childhood story told by the adult Winckler (n) shows that the
personalityy duplication - the doubling - in Perec's book is twofold. The first duo, Perec/Gaspard
Winckler,, came to light in the previous chapter, where I argued that the person of Winckler was

dissociationn (2001), there is a relationship between the degree of traumatization -

confusing. The adjective "emotional" in the EP refers to the animal-like, automatic

severityy and duration - and the complexity of the dissociation. Consequently, the

reflexes that form the basis of the later affective and emotional development. The

authorss propose a differentiation between primary, secondary, and tertiary

innate, evolution-induced fear-system consists of several defensive subsystems,

dissociation;; this distinction indicates that both the emotional personality and the

which include "hypervigilance, flight, freezing, anesthesia/analgesia, fight, and total

apparentlyy normal person can further split into different sub-personalities or

submission" (in press b: 3). See further in Chapter 5.

functions.. Because the ANP need not be deprived of emotions, the term EP is rather
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neededd to create a narrator - an alter ego - who could write about the journey to "W" in order
too enter the confrontation with the traumatizing aspect of Perec's childhood. In the course of the
storyy a second doubling takes place, a disjunction of thee first one: since Perec lost both parents,
hiss history coincides with the childhood representations of both the adult Gaspard Winckler (in
whichh the mother is left unnamed) and the eight-year-old namesake (in which the father remains
unmentioned).. The two Wincklers together embody one person, and the tale of "W" concerns one
andd the same Gaspard Winckler. With these two "personnes dédoublées" the circle is closed.
Thee letter " W acquires yet another meaning as the initial letter of the name Winckler,
becomingg the sign of an additional doubling. The "double-vé" extends into "double-vie": Gaspard
Wincklerr is both a person who survived and a person who became deaf-mute and, consequently,
isolated.. This interpretation is in line with the dissociative defense I just mentioned and makes
clearr that the adult Winckler can no longer ward off his traumatized, dissociated childhood.
Winckler'ss doubling not only helps to turn the paradox of being simultaneously alive and dead into
aa narrative; the introduction of a deaf-mute child also tells something about the discursive nature
off the "failed experience." Dissociation suggests that traumatization not only affects the capacity to
speakk and be spoken to, to listen and to be listened to; this incapacitation of the relational aspect of
subjectivityy is fear-induced as well. A basic terror can render one speechless.
Too make the social isolation of the child complete, he is also burdened with a poor physical
condition:: "Gaspard was a sickly, puny boy, condemned by his disability [his deaf-mutism] to virtually
totaltotal isolation." The child does not play and refuses almost all food: "ignoring the sumptuous toys
andand presents (...) and almost always refusing to eat." An image is created of a child who cannot make
contact,, although the people around him try very hard to bring about a change. This image of the
youngg Gaspard fills in the faint outlines of the childhood summarized by the adult Winckler and
Perecc in the fragments I analyzed in the previous chapter. What remained unmentioned then,
noww acquires the form of the hopeless passivity of a seriously infirm, mentally mutilated child.
Itt is a child that is fully thrown upon his own insufficient resources.
Thee ambiguity of the child's position becomes yet more complex by the allusions to the war
andd a possibly Jewish identity - the mother fled to Switzerland during the war - in combination
withh the name Gaspard Winckler, a French first name linked to a German family name. This name
nott only makes the child's nationality unclear, but it also connects his existence to two different
partiess in the theater of war. As a consequence, the positions of victim and aggressor become fused.
Inn relation to the utterly indirect reference to the loss of the parents, the bilingualism of the name

acquiress a painful connotation: both France and Germany have played a role in the deaths of the
parents.. Furthermore, the notion of orphan is intensified into that of an abandoned and socially
completelyy isolated child through the connection to the name of Gaspard Hauser, a famous 19thcenturyy abandoned child, who allegedly was locked away in a cellar for a long time - another hint of
aa dissociated existence.* All in all, the child is not only socially handicapped and isolated, but he also
hass an uncertain status: Where is his home? Does he have a home at all? Does he have a father?
Hass he been abandoned?
Thee discovery of the isolated, disabled child as well as his transition from hidden character
too visible participant of the story brings the child to life: both the adult Winckler/Perec and the
readerss are made aware of his existence. However, it is not the adult Gaspard himself who launches
thee gradual process of awakening that lasts the entire first part of the book. Another person, an
assistant,, is needed. This is Apfelstahl, who acts as an intermediary by drawing the adult Winckler's
attentionn to his young predecessor or name-giver. Working for a "Société de secours aux naufragés"
(63)) (Shipwreck Victims' Relief Society, 44). Apfelstahl himself becomes a name-giver, just as he is the
onee who introduces the name of Gaspard Winckler in the book. Apfelstahl can thus be regarded as
thee (implied) listener who is needed in order to release the testimony of the traumatized person.
Hee is the one who is on the track of the alter ego, because he knows about the existence of a deafmutee child. He knows where the search should start.5

Lost Lost
Apfelstahll also knows that such a search is a complicated undertaking, because the child is lost in
aa shipwreck. In my argument the link between deaf-mutism and shipwreck is highly important as
ann attempt to figure a transitional moment, the moment that brings the traumatized boy Perec
intoo confrontation with the structural traumatogenic factors that aggravate and extend his
traumatization.. Because it is the moment that Perec realizes that his mother is dead and will never

4.. David Bellos points to the fact that Perec was especially interested in Paul
Verlaine'ss poem about this abandoned child: Gaspard Hauser chante (1881). Perec
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5. According to Bellos, the name Apfelstahl, in combination with Berghof- the name
of the hotel where they meet - refers to the German publisher of Les chases:

readd it in secondary school and later tried to lay his hands on a new copy of the text

Stahlberg Veriag (1993: 440). In the context of Perec's autohistory, I would be

(Bellos:: 1993:108-109,196-197 and 524-525).

inclined to see a publisher as an indispensable "helper" for an author.

returnn and that her death was caused by massive violence, the moment might even indicate a
dissociativee breach. This leads me to anticipate on the next chapters of "W."
Apfelstahll concludes chapter VII by saying that the ship in which mother and child and a
smalll crew made a world tour to help the boy recover was shipwrecked near Tierra del Fuego. When
Apfelstahl,Apfelstahl, subsequently, identifies himself as an employee of a relief society for the shipwrecked,
thatt is, when assistance comes into the picture, the adult Winckler starts to take his drowned
namesakee seriously. "Je rcgardai ma montre; il était neufheures du soir. M'appelais-je encore Gaspard
Winckler?Winckler? Ou devrais-je aller le chercher a l'autre bout du monde?" (63) (I looked at my watch; it was
ninenine o'clock. Was I still called Gaspard Winckler? Or was I going to have to seek him out at the other end
ofof the world?, 44). Although the ship went down fifteen months earlier, from the start this search
doess not seem pointless since the boy's body was not found among the drowned in the ship.
Significantly,, the search for the disappeared mother, which seemed to have motivated the writing
off the story, is modified into a search for a child. The two searches become interwoven and,
paradoxically,, manifest themselves on either side of an irreparable breach. This vital separation
fromm the mother becomes the heart of the shipwreck story.
Chapterr XI, the last chapter of Part One, mentions that the logbook had been tampered
withh and that the ship, when it sank, was not where it was expected to be. This implies that the
shipp had turned about, and according to Winckler himself, this could indicate that the child either
escapedd the ship or was even abandoned, a deed that was later regretted. Some new fundamental
uncertaintiess have now been added to the uncertainties about the subject position and the identity
off the young Gaspard Winckler: it is uncertain not only whether he is dead or alive, but also how
hee got off the ship, that is, how he was separated from his mother.
Thiss chapter XI casts its shadow over the previous one, the last autobiographical
chapterr of Part One, which ends with "Le depart," a description of the departure by train of the
six-year-oldd Perec to Villard-de-Lans in the Vercors (another "double-vé"). Since Perec describes in
"Thee Departure" the last time he saw his mother, I will analyze this autobiographical fragment
onn the problem of the representation of pain, in the next section. Here, I am interested in the
cumulativee aspect of Perec's traumatization.
Thiss narrativization of "W" connects a number of elements that have painstakingly been
keptt apart in the autobiographical track of Perec's book. In the quoted childhood fragment from
chapterr VII, the mother is explicitly related to the war: "His mother, (...) who had escaped to
SwitzerlandSwitzerland during the war." And in the last chapter before the "(...)" the mother's death as well

ass the inexplicable separation of mother and child are described. Most importantly, in "W" the
imaginationn of the mother's suffering has pride of place. She appears to have met a ghastly death
resultingg from the collision that caused the shipwreck: she is not killed instantly but tries for hours,
withh a broken back, to reach and open the cabin door: "et ses ongles en sang avaient profondément
entailléentaillé la porie de chêne" (80-81) (and her bleedingfingernailshad made deep scratches in the oak door,
58).. The Active story of " W thus brings into the open what is not admitted until the end of the
autobiographicall story, and even then in an extremely veiled way: "Je me souviens des photos
[off concentration camps] montrant les murs des fours lacérés par les ongles des gazés" (213)
(II remember the photographs of the walls of the gas chambers showing scratchmarks made by the
victims'' fingernails, 158). This indirect reference to the suffering of his mother at the same time
demonstratess that the narrator of "A" hides his own feelings.6
Thee chapter of " W before the breach also ends with a departure, though only an implicit
one.. Having no rational reason at all to expect the search to be successful, the adult Winckler
neverthelesss realizes that he is the only one who can answer the question of the young Winckler's
chancess of survival: "Mais c'était une question a laquelle, désormais, je pouvais seul répondre..." (83)
{But{But that was a question whichfromthen on only I should be able to answer,.., 60). This end of Part
Onee implies that the adult Winckler has become aware of a past that has never been experienced.
Butt awareness is not the same as integration. Nevertheless, power over his own life story has
noww come more within reach: Gaspard Winckler is prepared to investigate the shipwreck of his
childhood.. A journey to the place where it actually happened involves a live confrontation with a
"Terre"Terre de Feu," the country of fire and the dead.
Thee first part of "W," which figures the specific aspect of Perec's cumulative
traumatization,, makes use of two different images: that of a seriously infirm, deaf-mute child,
whoo is both physically and socially handicapped, and that of a child whose life is lost in a shipwreck.
Thesee imaginative figurations clarify the role played by primary relationships in Perec's specific
discursivee disability.
Becausee deaf-mutism is a personal disability or illness, the deaf-mute child refers to

6.. The emphasis is on the ability to face the horror- the concrete suffering - implied
inn his mother's death. This connection has not been made in the plain reference to
hiss mother's (probable) death in Auschwitz in chapter VIII, a reference that was
madee in the quotation of another text. Because Perec had written that text long after
hiss childhood, it was produced after the (historical) moment of breach that is
referredd to by the departure and the shipwreck.

ann internal, person-specific source of the discursive deficiency. The incapability to enter into
relationshipss is imaged as a shortcoming of this particular child. Moreover, the child's isolation and
apathyy cannot be caused by the present surroundings, as that environment is depicted as highly
attentivee and caring: presents and food are piled on the child. In addition, the sea voyage has been
organizedd especially for the child, and the crew even includes a professional pedagogue. Clearly,
thee people around the child try hard to break him out of his isolation.
Becausee the trauma - the failure of experience - is represented as a disability or
illness,, that failure predates the actual circumstances in which it manifests itself. In other words,
somethingg has happened before, the source of the incapacitation should be related to the child's life
beforebefore the sea voyage, that is, to the years of his physical and mental development. In this respect it
becomess important that the story of "W" is connected with the disappearances of both the mother
andd the father. Hence, the image of a deaf-mute child suggests that the child's immanent lack of
representationall means has become a complete impossibility to experience, because of the loss of
primaryy caregivers. Apparently, these losses did not merely break off relations but also inflicted the
capacityy to relate as such. At stake is not some shortage of representational means but the lack of a
precondition:: the capacity to acquire those means through empowering relationships. Thus, the
imagee of this traumatized child intimates that the effect of broken primary relationships makes a
childd vulnerable to trauma.
Remarkably,, this effect is only actualized when the mother's disappearance has turned into
aa death; only then does the child become really "lost." A shipwreck is needed to make this most
annihilatingg moment representable. This catastrophe cannot be ranked as a personal handicap,
butt rather as an accident or even the hand of fate. Since the exact cause of the shipwreck remains
unmentioned,, an external superior power is brought to the fore, unmatchable to any concrete power
orr person. The description of the shipwreck, however, also relates the death of the mother to the
concentrationn camps - "the scratchmarks made by the victim's fingernails" is the link here. In her
deathh the specific and structural components of Perec's complex traumatization come together.
Thee realization of the death of the mother - the decisive, unwished separation - causes the breach:
itt is a moment of dissociation, in which a child becomes deaf-mute, and a text is reduced to a blank
pagee with a mark, a (...).
Althoughh the fictional tale of "W" has the power to make the connections between events
thatt are necessary for the narrative of a life story, the traumatized child defies subjectivity. A deafmutee child who has vanished in a shipwreck becomes a ghost: he lives a life that seems to be

deprivedd of its possibility to feel the pain of his utter isolation. In contrast, Perec explicitly addresses
thee (un)representability of pain in his autobiographical tale. This is the subject of the next section.

TheThe

Dtpartur*

Becausee Perec mentions no fewer than three times that he left for the Vercors from the Gare de
Lyon,, this event must have been important for him. An explanation is given when it is told for the
firstt time in chapter VIII: it is his one and only memory of his mother. In retrospect, therefore,
thiss mental picture of the six-year-old Perec becomes all the more precious. However, Perec does
nott state this as an explicit fact. I will focus on the third version, presented in chapter X, because it
introducess a new element: the child Perec has his arm in a sling. This version also bears a title and
iss followed by additional remarks based on information from others, and even by an interpretation
givenn by Perec himself. I quote two paragraphs: the first pertains to the actual memory, the last is
halff comment, half memory:
Lee depart
Maa mere m'accompagna a la gare de Lyon. J'avais six ans. Elle me confia a un convoi de la
Croix-Rougee qui partait pour Grenoble, en zone libre. Elle m'acheta un illustré, un Chariot, sur la
couverturee duquel on voyait Chariot, sa canne, son chapeau, ses chaussures, sa petite
moustache,, sauter en parachute. Le parachute est accroché è Chariot par les bretelles de son
pantalon. .
Laa Croix-Rouge évacue les blesses, je n'étais pas blessé. 11 fallait pourtant m'évacuer. Done, il
fallaitt faire comme si j'étais blessé. C'est pour cela que j'avais le bras en écharpe. (76-77)
Thee departure
Myy mother took me to the Gare the Lyon. I was six. She entrusted me to a Red Cross convoy
leavingg for Grenoble, in the free zone. She bought me a magazine, an issue of Charlie, with a
coverr showing Charlie Chaplin, with his walking stick, his hat, his shoes and his little moustache,
doingg a parachute jump. The parachute is attached to Charlie by his trouser braces.
Thee Red Cross evacuates the wounded. I was not wounded. But I had to be evacuated. So we
hadd to pretend I was wounded. That was why my arm was in a sling. (54-55)

Inn his additional comments Perec scrutinizes the memory of the sling and eventually unmasks it
ass "fantasy." He observes that the extensive explanation of the sling was not necessary at all: as a
(partly)) orphaned child, he had every right to travel with the Red Cross. He did wear a truss,
however,, and was operated on a few months after arriving in Villard-de-Lans. The unraveling of the
"truth"" is carried so far that Perec links the shift from truss to sling to a later "forgery," a memory
inn which an arm in a sling reappears: "Quant a eet imaginaire bras en écharpe, on le verra, plus
loin,, faire une curieuse réapparition" (78) (As for the imaginary arm in a sling, we shall see it
makingg a curious reappearance later on, 56). The reappearance happens in chapter XV, the same
chapterr in which Perec clarifies the key roles of the signs X and V in his texts. A very special shift
orr forgery occurs: the appropriation of someone else's shoulder-blade fracture to show one's own
p a i nn (108-110).

Thee recollection stems from the period when Perec stayed in Villard-de-Lans. Perec
"remembers"" that he has to greet someone with his left hand as his right arm is immobilized
behindd his back because of a shoulder-blade fracture. Hit by a sledge, he had fallen backwards
ontoo the ice. With his empty right sleeve dangling beside his body, it looks as if he has lost his
arm.. Much later, evidence from a classmate reveals to him that he has appropriated the accident of
anotherr boy: "je n'en fus pas la victime héroïque mais un simple témoin" (109) (I was not its heroic
victimm but just a witness, 80). In his comment Perec disposes of this use of a metaphor as simply
pointingg to namable pain; like the arm-in-the-sling at the Gare de Lyon, also this sling could not
servee as a way of describing what had been broken. He merely needed some pre-texts to justify an
indulgence:: "ces thérapeuthiques imaginaires, (...) ces points de suspension, désignaient des douleurs
nommabless et venaient a point justifier des cajoleries dont les raisons réelles n'étaient données qu'a
voixx basse" (no; emphasis in text) [these fantasy treatments, (...) these marks of suspension indicated
painss that could be named; they cropped up on cue to justify an indulgence the actual cause of
whichh was mentioned only in an undertone, 80-81; emphasis in text].
Becausee this indulgence pertains to events about which cannot be spoken in public,
theyy hint at the absence of Perec's mother. Emphatically connecting these signs of silent comfort
andd support with the suspension points, Perec highlights the sign "(...)" between the two parts of
hiss book. In a circumstantial way he indicates that the breach that cannot be described is the
separationn from his mother; moreover, he also indicates that the main support he needs is a caring
relationshipp with another. By externalizing his pain, by making it into a visible sign, he tries to
replacee one lost relationship by another.

AA means of support also figures on the cover of the Chariot Perec's mother bought for him during
hiss departure: a parachute is attached to Chaplin's trouser braces. The memory of this issue of the
magazinee appears to be forged as well: it could not have been sold during the war, since Chaplin's
19400 film The Great Dictator had made him persona non grata to the Germans, and the picture of
Charliee as a parachutist from the 1935 series Chariot detective was not reprinted until after the war.
(Lejeunee 1991: 82-83). Perec did not make corrections, however, as he did in the case of the sling.
Hence,, both sling and parachute turn out to have been incorporated as later, (un)conscious
(re)constructions.. Both are instruments of support, although in different ways. This difference can
bee explained by relating the two elements again to the two aspects of Perec's traumatization: his
confrontationn with the loss of a primary relationship - foregrounding a specific discursive problem
-- and his confrontation with the war - foregrounding a structural problem. This time, both means
off support make pain visible and suggest the idea of recovery, again, in a different way. Because
thee sling refers to a physical handicap impeding one's functioning, a person-bound infirmity is
involved,, as with deaf-mutism. In the case of the parachute, there is much more at issue. It refers
too a jump or fall into the void, which can be controlled in the end. Seen as a fall into the void, it
referss to a transitional situation, comparable to the shipwreck.
Ass a sign of an undeniable personal dysfunctioning, the sling refers to a mutilation that is
connectedd with the disappearance of Perec's mother when he was a little boy. The parachute, on the
otherr hand, evokes the picture of war through the figure of Chaplin/Hitler. The connotation jump
orr fall into the void points to an effect that is much less graspable. The fact that this memory is left
unverifiedd by Perec implies that he avoids the confrontation with the war and at the same time
obliquelyy confirms its traumatizing effect. It is a confirmation of the main difference between the
taless "A" and "W."
Inn the description of "The Departure," then, Perec uses concrete details in order to make
psychicc distress representable. Both details are complex signs. The sling produces meaning through
aa double displacement: a hidden and therefore invisible truss becomes a clearly visible sign, and a
mentall picture of someone else's history is used to signify one's own history.7 Unlike the deaf-mute

7.. In the next chapter I will elaborate on the construction of recollections and the

affectivee load of an event or element (sign), can be attached to another, innocent

functionn of displacement in that process with the help of Freud's notion of "screen

sign.. Condensation refers to a multiple sign - a combination of (fragments of)

memory."" Freud's notion of displacement can be approached as a rhetorical device

signs.. Condensed signs are nodal points that, because of their overdetermination

throughh which the "psychic intensity," i.e. the degree of interest or (painful)

andd multifunctionality, can hide as well as make visible painful meanings.

child,, the child represented here is himself calling attention to his wound, albeit obliquely, an act
that,, at the same time, hints at the need for support. Instead of the rhetoric of doubling deployed
inn "W," Perec uses in "A" a concrete element as a substitute of psychic pain, a means often applied
inn dreams.
Inn contrast to the sling, the parachute is a sign of condensation. As the word means
"designedd against a fall" {para chute), it both indicates a fall and the breaking of that fall. From the
vieww of the subject that makes use of the means, the common denominator between the two (three)
signs,, sling (truss) and parachute, is the need for support. By emphasizing the supportive means,
Perecc not only shows that his complex traumatization is accompanied by feelings of helplessness
andd impotence; because the means are attached to the body they also emphasize that there is an
indexicall relationship between the distress and the body.
Perecc calls support an existential necessity when interpreting his memory: "Un triple trait
parcourtt ce souvenir: parachute, bras en écharpe, bandage herniaire: cela tient de la suspension,
duu soutien, presque de la prothese. Pour être, besoin d'étai" {77) (A triple theme runs through this
memory:: parachute, sling, truss: it suggests suspension, support, almost artificial limbs. To be,
II need a prop, 55). The tripartite series introducing this existential necessity - "to be, I need a prop"
-- expresses an increasing degree of dependence. The series ranges from the neutral "suspension"
viaa "support," to "prosthesis," and because a prosthesis is the mechanical replacement of an
essentiall physical function - a limb, for instance - it also is an indication of mutilation. Perec thus
bringss up an incapacity that, in the end, equals a mutilated self. In this way he draws attention to a
fundamentall attack on subjectivity; moreover, this is emphatically a subjectivity that takes the body
intoo account. However, it remains uncertain to what extent that body is integrated in the subject's
experience,, that is, to what extent a really embodied subjectivity is at stake.
Thee double meaning of parachute is included explicitly in Perec's interpretation when he
endss it with the memory of a later event. As a conscript he made a parachute jump in 1958, and
hee sees this jump as "un texte déchiffré de ce souvenir" (77) (one way of deciphering the text of this
memory,, 55). His description of the jump is a representation of experiencing utter powerlessness,
beingg hurled into the void, as well as a representation of the possibility of recovery, a controlled
descent:: "je fus précipité dans Ie vide, tous les fils furent rompus; je tombai, seul et sans soutien.
Lee parachute s'ouvrit La corolle se déploya, fragile et sür suspens avant la chute maitrisée" (77)
(II was plunged into nothingness; all the threads were broken; I fell, on my own, without any
support.. The parachute opened. The canopy unfurled, a fragile and firm suspense before the

controlledd descent, 55). The expression "I was plunged," takes away any doubt about jump or fall;
apparently,, Perec does not feel his jump to be his own initiative.
Iff this later recollection is the deciphered text of the former one, Perec's description of the
firstfirst part of the jump - the fall - invokes the image of a child deprived of every support. It has lost
bothh the possibility of hanging on to something and that of being touched, held. Since the picture
off the parachute is connected with "The Departure," I interpret this fall into the void as a figuration
off the same traumatic breach that was figured by the shipwreck, the moment of awareness that
thee mother is dead. Thus, the void not only indicates a feeling of abandonment; because it is a
frighteningg moment, it also indicates the utter helplessness that might lead to or maintain
dissociation.. Therefore, Perec's description of a shipwreck and a fall into the void help account for
thee overwhelming result, the affective load implied in the loss of every kind of hold of a subject
positionn or a narrative plot.
Thee second part of thee recollection of the parachute jump, on the contrary, points out the
transitionn from uncontrolled fall to controlled descent. The parachute offers Perec the "fragile but
firmfirm suspense" that will break the fall. The "controlled descent" can be interpreted as the (renewed)
masteringg of subjectivity and personal history. Through Perec's own meta-comment, Charlie
Chaplin'ss parachute becomes an ambiguous sign; it refers both to a powerless fall into a discursive
voidd and to the power over it with the help of language. The linguistic web woven by Perec becomes
hiss own safety net. By means of this self-reflexive moment a bodily experience that is put into words
producess the image of a possible rescue and, hence, the possibility of feelings of safety. The tale of
"A,"" then, brings in multifunctional signs that refer to both pain and means of support for the body.
Inn this view, "A" suggests that the integration of a life story requires an embodied subject that can
integratee bodily feelings into the narratives involved.
Ass we have seen, in the fragments of both "W" and "A" the transition from the specific
too the structural aspects of Perec's traumatization is figured as the transition from personal
dysfunctioningg (deaf-mutism, sling) to a situation in which external forces take over (shipwreck,
beingg hurled into the void). Once more, the difference emerges between a linear narrative style
thatt connects events with subject positions and a fragmented, narrative style. The latter, "A,"
iss composed of loose elements and pictures drawing their meaning from condensation and
displacement,, processes that cannot be called linear. Importantly, closely related with these
narrativee styles is the difference between the explicit and implicit references to death. The death
off the mother is openly mentioned in "W," whereas "A" remains stuck in the mother's departure.
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Accordingly,, Gaspard Winckler has a certain destination, although he has not the slightest idea
whatt is ahead of him, while Perec's situation is comparable to a fall into nothingness. Yet, both
trackss point inevitably to the second part: Gaspard Winckler becomes aware of his dissociated past,
andd Perec "remembers" that a parachute jump can lead to a controlled descent. The confrontation
withh the wider world and its History can no longer be avoided. As the shipwreck and fall into the
voidd suggest, there are external, as yet unnamed forces involved in that confrontation. These forces
aree the subject of Part Two of Perec's book.

LaLa Tim

d* F*u

III n'y avait ni commencement ni f n. II n'y avait plus de passé, et pendant tres longtemps il n'y
eutt pas plus d'avenir; simplement ca durait. On étais lè. Ca se passait dans un lieu qui était
loinn (...). G e o r g e s P e r e c 8

Thee beginning of the second part of W follows after the last fictive chapter of the first part without
beingg interrupted by an autobiographical chapter, for which the sign "(...)" has been substituted.
Thiss construction reinforces the idea that it is the fictional text that initiates and carries out the
closingg of the gap in Perec's life story. But first a barrier has to be surmounted.
Thee "break" that is implied by the division of the book into two parts takes shape at the
beginningg of chapter XII, through the change of the narrating instance: "II y aurait, Id-has, d 1'autre
boutbout du monde, une üe. Elle s'appelle W" (89) (Far away, at the other end of the earth, there is an island
toldtold of. Its name is W, 65). Here, the story is no longer presented by a character-bound narrator, but
byy an external narrator. A blank line follows, and then a meticulous description of the society on the
island,, also no longer expressed in the first person singular. This description fills all the remaining
chapterss of "W," told in the present tense, apparently concerning a society that still exists.
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Two consecutive external narrators substitute for the character-bound narrator Gaspard

8.. No beginning, no end. There was no past, and for many years there was no
futuree either; things simply went on. You were there. It happened somewhere far
awayy (...) - W

Winckler,, in whose story Apfelstahl's narrative was embedded. The conditional "il y aurait" (there
iss [an island] told of) makes the island's existence uncertain. But this conditional is immediately
followedd by the ethnographically precise report by a narrator who is very well acquainted with the
dailyy routine on the island.
Inn relation to the opening chapter of Perec's book, where the first person singular decides
too tell about his journey to "W," the construction of an external narrator seems at first sight to be
ann illogical one. Its logic becomes more apparent, however, when we recall that the status of the
character-boundd narrator of thee first chapter was very problematic because this narrator presented
himselff as at once being and not being a witness of the events on "W." In the previous chapter,
aa connection between this uncertain status and the impossible position of a traumatized person
becamee evident: being deprived of the possibility to experience, a traumatized person cannot give
testimony. .
But,, the problems of the first person singular in reporting the event on "W" can also be
explainedd otherwise: if the narrator has not been in direct contact with the society of "W - as Perec
hass not been interned in a concentration camp - he cannot give evidence. By using the external
narratingg voice, that is to say, by breaking off the direct connection with Gaspard Winckler, the
descriptionn of "W" acquires the status of second-hand information. This information is also
drawnn from the personal into the interpersonal domain, since an external narrator objectifies the
informationn she or he supplies. In either case, Perec alias Gaspard Winckler could only visualize
"W"" or the extermination camps through representations by others. There is also a temporal split
involvedd in this. The scale and implications of the Holocaust did not dawn on Perec/Winckler until
afterr the war.
Besidess the change of narrators and the change of tense, the transition from first-hand
informationn to second-hand report, which has a dissociating effect, is modeled in still another way.
Thee uncertain existence of the island suggested by the opening sentence is reinforced by the
contradictoryy statement that the island is inaccessible - cliffs, precipices, and marshes prohibit
aa landing from sea - and yet has been inhabited by European colonists since the end of the
nineteenthh century. Its precise location remains unknown as well. All this brings about a society
thatt factually could not exist but happens to do so. Moreover, it plays a role in the past and the
presentt time.
Thee character of the text has changed too. The emphasis is now on description, on the
objectt of focalization, despite the many narrative events. Because all attention is drawn to this

object,, a situation instead of a process is foregrounded. While the first part of " W is dominated by
thee dynamics of disappearance, journey and search, in the second part, the more static picture of a
sociall system prevails: the sports nation or the camp. This static picture shows a male-dominated
societyy with a closed structure, in which no fundamental changes can take place and from which
onee cannot get away.
Thee inescapability of this oppressive and de-subjectifying system leads to the complete
powerlessnesss of the so-called athletes. Through the emphasis on abusive power relationships the
descriptionn of this society starkly evokes the picture of a concentration camp. In line with the focus
off this study, I will concentrate only on the fragments concerning childhood and youth. They can
bee read as the figuration of the structural traumatogenic violence implied in the symbolic order.
Byy means of this focus the problem of the second-hand effect of the concentration camps and the
Holocaustt becomes the intersubjective problem of (un)representability with which every postHolocaustt generation has to grapple. From this perspective the childhoods, as described here, help
specifyy the meaning of the structural discursive disability that can indicate trauma, while they also
helpp articulate the relational nature and the effect of structural violence. Although I do not adhere
too the view that our whole culture is "traumatized," there are many structural traumatogenic powers
att work in our culture.
Thee following sections deal with chapter XXX, in which childhood on "W" is described.
II interpret the "Quarantine" as the imaginative description of a traumatizing entrance into the
symbolicc order, while the childhood that precedes this transitional period is read as the picture of a
potentiallyy traumatic childhood. Due to the way in which the inequality of power between children
andd adults is given shape, both fragments clarify children's structurally defined vulnerability to
trauma.. In contrast to the specific discursive disability embodied by a deaf-mute boy, an infirmity
thatt suggests some internal source of the discursive problem, the examples of structural
disablementt suggest that external violence is the cause.
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9.. The notion of quarantine is especially relevant in the context of trauma, not only
becausee it implies a forced seclusion, evoking associations with traumatic feelings
off impotence and isolation, but also because it refers to a hiatus in time: the contact
withh a certain society (here the symbolic order) is postponed (to prevent
contagion).. The time hiatus refers to the structure of the traumatic "experience,"
whichh is characterized by belatedness. I quote once more: "The event is not

Quorantint Quorantint

Chapterr XXX - a "crucial" chapter indeed - is entirely devoted to childhood on " W and the
transitionn to the adult world. The first fourteen years of the children on " W are presented as a
seeminglyy problem-free period in which adults and their laws do not play a part. The transition to
adulthood,, more or less coinciding with puberty, brings a confrontation with ruthless institutions
andd is called Quarantine. This period of Quarantine occupies the first six months of the boys'
novitiate.. I have selected three fragments for analysis. They all emphasize that the system, which is
basedd on oppressive power, is an invention by and for adults. Moreover, a yawning abyss between
childhoodd and adulthood is artificially maintained. Because the adults abuse their power, I read the
adultt world as the representation of a traumatizing symbolic order. Because the Quarantine, the
insertionn into the symbolic order, is the explicit confrontation with this adult violence, this period
iss the representation of structural traumatization.9
II do not read childhood and adulthood realistically, as two consecutive periods in a person's
life,, but synecdochically, as two aspects of these life stages: childhood, as totum pro parte, stands for
thee pre-symbolic situation and adulthood for the symbolic one. These aspects of subject development,
separablee only theoretically, are shaped in time and space by presenting them as different periods,
connectedd with different locations. They thus allow for the accentuation of the contrast between
thee two discursive situations. Accordingly, the pre-symbolic aspect appears as an innocent,
unconditionedd childhood, which is threatened by the structural violence of the symbolic order.10
Thee menace of the adult world becomes actualized when "the child" has to conform to
thatt world, that is, at the moment of his insertion into the symbolic order. The Quarantine on " W
revealss that the transition from innocent childhood to adulthood governed by ruthless competition
andd power-glorifying maleness is immense and abrupt. Instead of the slow process of an awakening
consciousness,, it is rather an act of overpowering. The word "quarantine" already indicates that an
imposedd period of social isolation is at stake, while the description provides the concept with an
imagee of physical repression.
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assimilatedd or experienced fully at the time, but only belatedly [...)" (Caruth 1995:4;

chiefly as a symbol of the resistance against the speaking of adults, as a speaking

emphasiss added).

that shirks incorporation. He even considered this resistance to speak as a kind of

10.. This picture shows a striking similarity with the notion of infantia (infans or

positive "inhumanity," as a hopeful contrast to the other kind of inhumanity: that of

enfance)enfance) as theorized by the French philosopher J.F. Lyotard in his late works (1991a

the technological system (with its Holocaust connotation). As will appear from the

(1988]] and 1991b). Lyotard, who is often called the philosopher "après Auschwitz,"

analysis of childhood on "W," the representation of childhood in Perec's book is

introducedd infantia as the aspect of life that does not speak. He used this notion

also to be interpreted as a kind of criticism or even a wishful dream.

Ass soon as the boys have turned fifteen, they are brought by helicopter to the adult world, where
theyy are submitted to three years of training before they can call themselves "Athletes." About the
girls,, it is only said that they go to the women's quarters. I will return to this gender aspect later.
Thee first six months are an absolute hell for the boys. They are denied all freedom of movement:
theyy are manacled hand and foot, chained to their beds, and often even gagged. Being deprived of
actionn as well as speech, the boys' functioning as embodied subjects is constrained. The adult life
descendss on them as a brute, terrifying force that numbs them completely. Thus reducing the
novicess to "living deads," the Quarantine effectively pictures a structural traumatization:

MaisMais ses six premiers mois de noviciat, il tes passera menottes aux mains, fers aux pieds, enchainé la
unitunit ö son lit, et souvant même bóillonné. Cest ce que l'on nomme la Quarantaine et il n'est pas
exagéréexagéré de dire que c'est la période la plus douloureuse de la vie d'un SportifW, que tout ce qui suit,
lesles humiliations, les injures, les injustices, les coups, n'est pour ainsid'tre presque plus rien, ne pèse
presquepresque plus ö coté de ces premières heures, de ces premières semaines. La découverte de la vie W
est,est, il est vrai, un spectacle assez terrifiant. (187-188)
TheThe first six months of the noviciate, however, are spent in handcujfs and leg irons, and at night
newcomersnewcomers are chained to their bed, and often also gagged. This is what is called the Quarantine
andand it is no exaggeration to say that it is the most painful period in the life of a W Sportsman, that
allall that follows - humiliations, insults, injustices, beatings - is, so to speak, almost as naught, has
almostalmost no weight, beside these first hours, these first weeks. Initial acquaintance with W life'is,in
truth,truth, a somewhat frightening spectacle. (139)

Thee abstract insertion into the symbolic order is here given the shape of tangible violence; a
structurall traumatization is pictured by means of concrete events that lead to utter powerlessness.
Inn contrast to the isolation of the deaf-mute child, a figuration of the specific aspect of
traumatizationn emphasized in Part One, there is no internal, individual incapacity pictured here,
butt external violence, exerted by adults, in the form of the fastening of chains, manacles, and
gags.. It is of major importance that this does not concern an incidental act of violence, but an
institutionalized,, massively exerted outrage, which not a single future Athlete can escape. The
symbolicc order implies a structural violence by which everyone's life is determined.
Thee effect on the children is revealed only implicitly by the evaluation of the external
focalizor.. The transitory period is labeled as "painful" and "frightening," but it is left unresolved

whetherr the experience of the children themselves is described. Another remarkable aspect is
thatt the violence is said to be much worse than the future deprivations of the apprentice Athletes.
Moreover,, the violence to come is mainly described in terms of mental cruelty: "humiliations, insults
andand injustices." Here, the structural traumarization is traced back from physical violence to mental
violence.. This transition brings me back to the discursive explanation of trauma, and more
specifically,, to Perec's cumulative traumatization.
Thiss chapter about childhood on " W does not refer to the circumstances that led to the
structurall traumatogenic power relationship between children and adults. It is precisely the absence
off verifiable events that stresses the elusiveness of the structural problems of the second generation
off the Holocaust, that is, the generation that did not live through the Holocaust and yet was severely
affectedd by it. It becomes, then, more significant that the slowly developing similarity between
thee society on " W and a concentration camp hints at the Holocaust and thus, implicitly, at the
structurall traumatogenic aspect of being labeled a Jew.
II argued in the previous chapter that Perec's entire book is directed towards the
confrontationn with the adult world of the Holocaust and Jewishness. The triple X in this chapter
XXXX also stands for three times the starting point of the "phantasmal geometry" dominating
Perec'ss life, as he pointed out halfway, in chapter XV. Here his traumatic problems crystallize
intoo the representation of the Quarantine. For that reason I consider it to be the most important
chapterr of the book. The text focuses on the structural traumatizing violence that struck Perec and
representss it with great vehemence. It is a text that formulates not only the inevitability and the
unacceptabilityy of the traumatic reality but also the lasting effect of being confronted with it:

CommentComment expliquer que ce qu'il découvre n'est pas quelque chose d'épouvantable, n'estpas un
cauchemar,cauchemar, n'est pas quelque chose dont il va se réveiller brusquement, quelque chose qu'il va
chasserchasser de son esprit, comment expliquer que e'est cela la vie, la vie réelle, que e'est cela qu'il y aura
toustous les jours, que e'est cela qui existe et rien d'autre, qu'il est inutile de croire que quelque chose
d'autred'autre existe (...). (188-189; emphasis added)
HowHow can you explain that what he is seeing is not anything horrific, not a nightmare, not something
hehe will suddenly wake from, something he can g«t rid his mind of? How can you explain that this is
life,life, real life, this is what there'll be every day, this is what there is, and nothing else, that it's pointless
believingbelieving something else exists (...). {139-140; emphasis added)

Forr me the most important conclusion to be drawn from this fragment is that this inevitable reality
boilss down to a type of violence exerted collectively by adult people. The traumatizing violence of
thee symbolic order is a human-inflicted violence, and it is precisely that fact that makes structural
violencee so hard to explain. Making this violence concrete by means of chains and gags imposed
byy adult people, thus becomes an act that surpasses that of making representable an otherwise
ungraspablee trauma: it also demonstrates that the structural violence of the symbolic order is not
abstractt but reducible to human action. People inflict these actions upon each other. Whether
historicall reality has a meaning or not is determined in a human and social perspective.
But,, for Perec the structural violence of the symbolic order is more than the confrontation
withh the historical existence of the extermination camps, the Holocaust, and his Jewishness. I will
usee the fragment quoted below, about the earliest childhood on "W," to argue that there is another
traumatogenicc factor that is a determinant for him: his being a man.11

AA Child Amongst

Childrtn

Thee depiction of the Quarantine as a drastic period of transition stresses the contrast between
childhoodd and adulthood. It is this contrast that I want to study in the following quotation.
II maintain a synecdochical point of view, including the distinction between the pre-symbolic and
thee symbolic situation. The fragment is an almost integral rendering of the first two paragraphs
off chapter XXX:

-i-i 3

L'enfantL'enfant W ignore presque tout du monde ou il va vivre. Pendant les quatorze premières années de
sasa vie, on I'a pour ainsi dire laissé aller d sa guise, sans chercher ö lui inculquer aucune des valeurs
traditionnellestraditionnelles de la société W. On ne lui a pas donné Ie gout du Sport, on ne I'a pas persuade de la
nécessiténécessité de I'effort, on ne I'a pas soumis aux dures his de la competition. II est un enfant parmi les
enfants. Nul ne I'a nourri du désir de dépasser, de surpasser les autres; ses besoins spontanés ont été

n .. Psychotherapist Terence Real's study about "the secret legacy of male

as a man, be incapable of feeling the pain of this trauma. Hence, men's tendency

depression"" (1997) underscores that men's insertion into the symbolic order can be

to develop what Real calls a "covert depression," a mental disposition that conceals

traumatogenic.. He argues that boys' education into manliness - the opposite of

their condition from both themselves and other people,

beingg vulnerable - generally results in "the loss of the relational," which implies
thatt they lose the possibility of using their feelings and forming intimate
relationships.. If a boy's education starts with the trauma of this deprivation, he will,

exaucés;exaucés; personne ne s'est élevé contre lui, personne n'a dressé contre lui Ie mur de son ordre, de sa
logique,logique, de sa Loi.
TousTous les enfants W sont élevés ensembles; pendant les premiers mois, les mères les gardent prés
d'elles,d'elles, dans la chaleur calfeutrée des pouponnières installées dans les gynécées. Puis ils sont amenés
dansdans la Maison des Enfants. C'est a l'écart de la Forteresse, au milieu d'un grand pare, un long
bdtimentbdtiment sans étages éclairé par de vastes baies. L'intérieur est une chambre unique, immense et
sanssans cloisons, tout a lafois dortoir, salie dejeux, salie d manger, les cuisines sont a une extrémité, les
douchesdouches et les toilettes a I'autre. Les garcons et les files grandissent les uns prés des autres, dans une
promiscuitépromiscuité entière et heureuse. lis peuvent êtrejusqu'd trois mille, cinq cents files et deux mille cinq
centscents garcons, mats une dizaine a peine d'éducateurs des deux sexes suffisent a les surveiller. Le mot
surveillersurveiller est d'ailleurs impropre. Les enfants ne sont soumis a aucune surveillance; on ne peut mime
paspas dire qu'ils sont encadrés; les adultes ne sont nantis d''aucune fonction pédagogique (...). Les plus
ógésógés des enfants, les adolescents de treize ou quatorze quatorze ans, prennent soin des plusjeunes, leur
apprennentapprennent a faire les Hts, a laver le linge, a confectionner les aliments, etc. Tous décident librement
dede leurs horaires, de leurs activités et de leursjeux. (185-186)
AA W child knows almost nothing of the world in which he will live. For the first fourteen years of his
life,life, he is, so to speak, left to his own devices, no attempt being made to inculcate in him any of the
traditionaltraditional values ofW society. He is not given a taste for Sport, he is not persuaded of the need for
effort:effort: he is not subjected to the harsh laws of competition. He is a child amongst children. No one
nourishesnourishes in him the wish to overtake or overcome others; his spontaneous needs are met; no one
risesrises against him and no one raises against him a wall of order, of logic, of the Law.
AllAll the W children are reared together, for the first months they stay with their mothers in the
cosycosy warmth of the nurseries set up in the Women's Quarters. Then they are taken into the Youth
HomeHome [modification: Children's Home], This is a long, single-storey building with huge windows
lettingletting in the daylight, located in a great park at some distance from the Fortress. The interior is a
vast,vast, unpartitioned room, that is a dormitory, playroom and refectory all in one; the kitchens are at
oneone end, the showers and lavatories at the other. Boys and girls grow up together, mixing quite freely
andand happily. There can be as many as three thousand of them, five hundred girls and twenty-five
hundredhundred boys, but no more than a dozen educators in all are needed to supervise them. In fact,
youyou can't properly call it supervision: the children aren't looked after at all, they aren't even really
controlled.controlled. The adults exercise no pedagogic function, though occasionally they may find themselves
givinggiving advice or explanations. Their main task is hygienic, involving medical checks, the detection of
diseases,diseases, preventative treatment and routine surgery to deal with growths, tonsils, appendectomies,
settingsetting of fractures, etc. The older children, the thirteen- and fourteen-year-old adolescents, look after
thethe youngest, teaching them how to make beds, wash clothes, cook food, etc. All decide freely on their
timetables,timetables, their activities, and their games. (137-138)

Inn the first place, the initial and final sentences of the opening paragraph present childhood as a
pre-symbolicc situation and adulthood as the symbolic order, and emphasize the contrast between
thee two. The first sentence presents the child as ignorant: "A child knows almost nothing of the world
inin which he will live," and in the last sentence the adult world is designated as "a wall of order, of logic,
ofof the Law," with the capital "L" a reference to the Lacanian "Law of the Father."
Thee separation between the two worlds is so absolute that the children are virtually
ignorantt of the adult world. This ignorance is the result of a complex policy. In the first place,
theree is the spatial division. The building where the children live, the "Children's Home," is located
inn a private area far away from the villages of the adults, and is surrounded by a large park. In the
paragraphh following the fragment quoted here, there is even mention of moats, electrified fences,
andd minefields that are so far out of sight that the children are unaware of them. These rigorous
demarcationss demonstrate that the two worlds are prevented at all costs from meeting.
Inn the second place, there is the marked absence of adult authority. Seen as such,
childhoodd on "W" invokes the idea of an education that is anti-authoritarian in the extreme: the
childrenn are not educated by adults but educate themselves and each other. In addition, they are
nott restrained by rules made by adults: "all decide freely on their timetables, their activities, and their
games."games."TheThe children's living quarters symbolize this freedom and equality: the elongated, light
buildingg is single-storeyed, not ordered hierarchically. The Children's Home consists of one
enormous,, undivided room in which all activities take place. In short, a child on "W" "is a child
amongstamongst children."™
Thee idea that children can do without adults and do not have an innate competitive
mentality,, corresponds to the ideology of "the innocent child." The consistent use of the
essentialisticc singular form in the first paragraph reinforces this vision. The ideology that the child
ass such, as pre-given, ideal subject, is incapable of doing bad things, and that adults are by
definitionn spoilsports who obstruct the fulfillment of the "spontaneous needs" of this child. Because
thee ideology establishes a contrast between child and adult as one between innocent or ignorant and
guiltyy or knowing, it places in greater relief the contrast between pre-symbolic and symbolic.

12.. The Dutch translation of this sentence, "They are children like all children," is
inaccuratee in this context, because it implies a comparison of the children of "W"
withh children outside "W," whereas I think that the remark only concerns the former.
Thee translation "he is a child amongst children" is more to the point, emphasizing
oncee more that the role of adults is negligible during the childhood years on "W."
Apparently,, the translator was influenced by the ideology of the innocent child.

Inn the third place, the contrast between childhood and adulthood is deepened by attributing a
pejorativee meaning to the values and laws of thee adult world, stated in terms of achievement and
competition.. The free and cheerful children's world is contrasted with the harsh adulthood: "[the]
harshharsh laws of competition" and "[the] wall of order, of logic, of the Law." A negative exertion of power is
evoked:: the order, logic, and Law of the adult people together create an oppressive power. In other
words,, the freedom granted to children in this pre-symbolic situation is only temporary, and the
harshh laws of adulthood, the symbolic order, are hanging over them like a Sword of Damocles.
Inn the fourth and final place, the opposition between childhood and adulthood is
distinguishedd through sexuality and gender in particular. I present it as the most important feature
off this fragment about a childhood period, because it also discloses the structural traumatogenic
aspectt of manhood. To start with, the absence of adults implies the absence of a family, which
excludess the traditional identification model. The representation of artificial orphans is thereby
withdrawnn from a sex identification that would lead to patriarchal relationships: the hierarchy
betweenn the sexes does not play a role for the children (although there are many more boys than
girls).. This is in sharp contrast with the adult world of "W," which appears to be a men's world
wheree misogyny is the rule.
Further,, as is stated at the beginning of the second paragraph, children of both sexes
groww up together until they are fifteen. Although this implies that most of them are already sexually
maturee before they leave the Children's Home, budding sexuality does not seem to cause any
problems,, because the boys and girls live in a "promiscuité entière et heureuse" (mixing quite freely
andand happily). This "mixing" would be deprived of its innocence by the English meaning of
promiscuityy - unlimited, free sexual intercourse. In French, however, promiscuité does not
necessarilyy have a sexual meaning, although the mixing does have a negative connotation.^ It is not
clearr how to interpret this "quite freely and happily mixing," but it should be noticed that sexuality
iss not mentioned openly. This could mean that the children grow up in complete ignorance with
regardd to sexuality, but also that the separation between the world of children and that of adults is
markedd by a tricky subject that should be left unnamed.

13.. Le nouveau Petit Robert (ed. 1993) gives under "promiscuité:" 1. Assemblage
d'individuss tres différents, dont la reunion a un caractère disparate ou contraire aux
bienséances.. 2. Situation d'une personne soumise a des voisinages nombreux et
désagréables;; ces voisinages {1. Gathering of very diverse individuals, whose
togethernesss has a badly matched or improper character. 2. Situation in which one
hass to live at close quarters with many people in an unpleasant way; this closeness.)
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Norr is gender raised explicitly, but it is implied by the fact that only one sixth of all the children are
girls.. This suggests the elimination of females. However, the hierarchical gender difference is not
fullyy revealed until after childhood: the adult world of "W" is a men's world. Boys and girls are
separatedd when they reach the age of fifteen - this is hinted at by the existence of the women's
quarterss in the quoted passage - and afterwards the sports' world is reserved exclusively for the
men.. The contribution of the women is limited right from their birth. In chapter XXVI, where the
conceptionn of children is discussed, it appears that a discriminating infanticide is applied in "W":
onlyy one out of every five new-born girls is allowed to live; on the other hand, it is only the very
seriouslyy deformed of the boys who are not "kept." Women are there just for procreation and for
"activities"activities ofpublic utility" (166).
Thee misogynist order of "W" finds its most extreme expression in the collective and
publicc rape of the women, the only moment when children are conceived. This "Atlantiad," a race
thatt is lost by the women from the very start, is called euphemistically a big celebration, and it is
thee only occasion for the women to leave their secluded and closely guarded quarters. So male
supremacyy is ratified by sexual power and aggression and is connected by the act of rape to the
ultimatee negation of women's subjectivity.M Heterosexuality only serves the power difference
betweenn the sexes and the maintenance of the species. This "celebration" of conception is in
sharpp contrast with the ingenuous representation of the sexless childhood. The then-absent
sexualityy appears during adulthood in the guise of male sadism against women, and thus
problematizess maleness. Along with this problematization a new structural traumatogenic
componentt emerges.
Onn "W," being male equals misogyny and, on top of that, leads to slavery. Being male
meanss maintaining the oppressive system as well as becoming the slave of this system. Because
thiss leaves one no choice, maleness becomes doubly problematic: as a slave, men are equal to
womenn and Jews, which means extermination, but as master there is nothing left for them but the
rolee of oppressor. Both identification models are problematic and, moreover, contradict each other.
88 2.

Applied to Perec's situation, I would consider his father, who was engaged in the war machinery as

14,, For rape as a negation of subjectivity, see Bal 1988a and b. As she discusses, the
"celebration"" of the mass rape also has a biblical tradition: see Judges: 20-21.

aa common soldier, as a slave; in this sense the father was comparable to the mother. Like the
athletess on "W," he was doomed to participate in the ruinous competition/war and to succumb in
itt in the end. Apart from this unattractive position, only the role of oppressorr was open to Perec,
thee male child, which would mean identification with either the rapists or the Germans; this time
thee role of the father was not at all comparable to that of the mother. No adequate identification
modell was left.
Thiss image of childhood can also be read as a criticism of traditional constructions of
masculinity;; as such it is in line with Felman's idea about women's trauma to which I referred in
thee previous chapter. This criticism targets a men's world that, on the one hand, robs women of
theirr chance at a fully-fledged subject position by reducing them to their biological function and
byy considering systematic rape as "normal" conception, and that, on the other hand, generates
humiliatingg power relations within their own ranks as well. The "quitefreelyand happily mixing"
off the sexually innocent childhood thus acquires the meaning of wishful thinking: the wish to be
relievedd of the traditional sex identifications.
II interpret these pictures of sexuality and gender as outstanding examples of a symbolic
orderr that structurally threatens the pre-symbolic childhood on "W." At the end of the previous
chapterr I designated the structural traumatogenic potential of the symbolic order as one of the
factorss that increase children's vulnerability to trauma. The other factor was children's inherent
inadequatee mastering of symbol systems. The latter factor is present in this fragment as well, in
thee guise of the children's pre-symbolic ignorance. That is why I see these paragraphs about the
childhoodd on " W as the representation of a potentially traumatic childhood. The inequality in
powerr is pictured through the gap between childhood and adulthood, which is maintained
aggressively.. Although the inequality of power on " W in view of the Quarantine and the sexual
violencee of the symbolic order inexorably leads to abuse of power, the childhood years on " W are
nott traumatizing in themselves. Since the pre-symbolic and the symbolic orders are presented as
separatee situations, as a childhood that is connected neither in time nor in space to the adult world,
solelyy the danger of traumatization is concerned. Only during the Quarantine does the trauma
vulnerabilityy of childhood come to light: only then, in confrontation with the adult world, does
virtuall traumatization become actual traumatization.

Deaf-MuttDeaf-Mutt

and

Caggtd

Myy focus on the breach highlighted the connective power of the narrative strategy of "W."
Manifestedd as a shipwreck, an image that joins the deaf-mute child and the horrific death of the
mother,, the breach makes the necessary link between Part One and Two. Binding the specific and
structurall aspects of traumatization together, it has become a knot, a sign that substantiates the
cumulativee aspect of that complex process. In its function as knot, the sign also indicates that
cumulationn not only implies chronological development but also interaction.
Paradoxically,, the tale that bridges the gap between the two parts also deploys the rhetoric
off doubling, an act that figures dissociation. Being split up into a subject of telling and an object of
search,, Gaspard Winckler enables his adult personality to partake of the narrative of the traumatic
pastt of his child personality, that is, to unite the family-induced (first-hand) and society-induced
(second-hand)) aspects of the life of "the child of war." To make these different confrontations
representable,, the child Gaspard, the object of search, is doubled anew, becoming a deaf-mute
childd before the breach and a gagged, manacled child after it. These two images of one child show
differentt manners in which one can become "speechless": through both personal dysfunctioning
(deaf-mutism)) and external violence (manacles and gags).
Soo far, this investigation of the cumulative traumatization has articulated the distinction
betweenn specific and structural discursive disablements as pertaining to, on the one hand, the role
playedd by primary relationships in development, and, on the other hand, the repressions and
exclusionss of socially defined means of representation. The theoretical potential of the images of
thee deaf-mute child and the gagged child can be further explored. Firstly, I look at the feelings of
isolationn and impotence the images invoke, respectively, and secondly, at their use of internalization
(internall disability) and externalization (social practice) to represent that suffering. This exploration
foregroundss the pain implied in traumatization, that is, in "discursive silence" and the (impossible)
sufferingg of the subject of that silence.
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I n order to understand the child's utter isolation and impotence in terms of discursive

15.. The performative concerns the working of language, the effects of speech acts,

and citational practice by which discourse produces the effects that it names"

whereass the constative aspect refers to meaning as content and thus emphasizes

(1993: 2). This idea of performativity outlines the way a subject is constituted by

thee referential and propositional function of utterances. Simply said: performative

discursive practices. Teresa de Lauretis explains the relationship between the

actss "do" what they "name." They are not so much measured by their accuracy or

"practical" aspect of experience and subject-constitution with the help of Peirce's

"truth"" as by their success. One of the leading representatives of the speech act

notion of "habit." As I will argue in Chapter 4, De Lauretis' "translation" of

theoryy is J.L Austin (1962). Judith Butler presents performativity as the "reiterative

discursive practices in terms of sign action and especially of "significative effects"

silence,, I use the framework intimated by speech act theory, which distinguishes between two kinds
off linguistic utterances, a performative and a constative onejs Later developments distinguished
thesee as aspects of all utterances, thus including all sign systems and all kinds of sign use that
mediatee human interaction. Through this perspective of the performative and constative function
off signifying acts, I draw attention to the fact that communication both creates a relationship and
iss about something. The constative aspect refers to the objectifiable meaning implied in human
interactionn - what can be "named." The performative aspect includes the effects of this interaction;
becausee these effects can only become manifest in sign users, the notion of performativity
incorporatess the subjects of the semiotic interaction into the process - they are addressed and
therebyy positioned as signifying agents. Hence, the performative function of human interaction
foregroundss the relational quality of sign use and the subject-constituting force of the meaningful
relationshipss involved.
Itt is easier to understand the isolation implied in being deaf-mute and the powerlessness
impliedd in being gagged, if they are approached in terms of, respectively, the performative and
constativee aspects of human interactions. The isolated deaf-mute child is disabled by the absence
off subject-forming relationships, the absence of the possibility of an "V to be constituted by a "you"
andd vice versa. The absence of an ongoing, constitutive enactment of a relationship is at stake. The
gaggedd child, on the other hand, can speak but is prevented from using that ability. Hence this child
iss deprived of the constative aspect, that is, of the ability to objectify - to imagine or conceptualize
content.. This time the loss of the ability to make representable is at stake.
Thatt these two forms of discursive silence are painful experiences is suggested by Herman's
descriptionn of the "core experiences of psychological trauma" mentioned above: "disconnection
fromm others" and "disempowerment" (1992:133). These feelings correspond to the isolation and
powerlessnesss invoked by the deaf-mute and the gagged child of "W," who embody specific and
structurall discursive disabilities. The images thus demonstrate that the damage done to the capacity
too relate and to make those relationships meaningful hurts.
Inn addition, the images of deaf-mutism and being gagged are figurations of internalization

orr interpretants, also has explanatory value for the early affective constitution of

acts, these pronouns (or deictic terms) position the subject in the moment of

intersubjectivityy (1984). The way in which saying or naming can be seen as a form

utterance and in her relationship to another. Deixis also spatially and temporally

off doing while constituting subjectivity is also the tenet of the theory of linguist

positions the subject of speech using the couples here/now and there/then. See

Emilee Benveniste (1971 (1958]). He argues that we constitute ourselves as subjects

also Silverman 1983:43-53. Bal further elaborates Silverman's reading of Benveniste

inn and through speech by means of, for instance, the personal pronouns "I" and

in spatial terms; she thereby not only spatializes but also embodies deixis and

"you,"" making it clear clear that these pronouns are interdependent. Like speech

makes it into a process to be located in a material, semiotic space {1999a: 129-164).
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andd externalization. Seen as such they highlight two other aspects of the discursive silences they
embody.. Because deaf-mutism is a disability, the image of the child internalizes his (specific)
speechlessness,, making it into an intrapsychic dysfunctioning. Put alternatively, this child not only
connotess utter isolation; it also indicates that such isolation "disables" him. Moreover, the child's
disabilityy hints at the inability to suffer, which is implied by the fact that the child functions as
thee object of a search; a helper is needed to "find" the deaf-mute child and to resolve the child's
disablement.. It is Apfelstahl, a character-bound narrator, who offers that help. He appears to be
thee only focalizor who images the child's pain: he evokes it through his story.
Inn complementarity with the deaf-mute, the image of a child that is gagged and manacled
externalizess the discursive problems. The gagging clarifies that his (structural) speechlessness
comess from the outside and, at the same time, that this silence does not result from an internal
disablementt but from violation. This time the child is not so much incapable of suffering as not
allowedd or not supposed to express it. The Quarantine concretizes these violating practices by
constraintss on movement and speech. Because the children are deprived of the ability to speak,
againn the mediation of an image made by an another is needed, the external focalizor of "W."
Alll this taken together, the answer to the question posed by the title of this chapter Deaf-muteDeaf-mute or Gagged? - cannot be doubted anymore: it is not a matter of either-or but of both-and.
Thee integration of Parts One and Two produces a narrative in which eventually one child is "found"
thatt is isolated as well as powerless, disabled as well as violated. These qualifications indicate that
thee cumulative traumatization entails different kinds of discursive silencing or "pain." However,
becausee only a reader can actualize the integrative potential of "W," the rhetoric of dissociation
remainss effective as well. As a consequence, the narrative of "W" remains a story about a child.
Itt cannot be told from within the child's lived experience.
Thiss problem brings me to the way in which tale "A" addresses the (un)representability of
pain.. In Part One of "A" a child provides himself with body-connected props (sling and parachute).
Presentingg himself as mutilated, the child explicitly draws attention to the physical body involved
8 66

in traumatization. Not the child but the adult narrator of "A," who interprets the sling and the

16.. See also Hans Keilson's study Sequential Traumatization in Children (1992

study is the more relevant as he took the age at which the child had been separated

I " ^ ^ ) -- Focusing on the pathology of Jewish war orphans in the Netherlands,

from the mother as point of reference. He structured the extreme situation of

Keilsonn develops a theory of chronic traumatization caused by a massive traumatic

massive violence by three sequences: a. the phase leading to the persecution; b. the

situationn that occurs as a sequential process. This idea is fully compatible with the

period of deportation, camps and hiding; c) the postwar period and difficulties of

complexx traumatization Perec's autohistory tries to make representable. Keilson's

reintegration. Because his thorough investigation builds a strong case for an age-

parachutee as signs that produce their meaning by means of displacement and condensation,
codess that simultaneously hide and reveal painful aspects, makes the veiled connection with the
feelingg body. The child, however, deploying concrete, visible means of support that are attached to
thee body, makes use of signs that can function as indexes. If recognized as indexical signs, the sling
andd the parachute not only point to disablement and fall into the void but also to the pain and terror
inherentt in these events and the need for help and control. Making the connection between bodysupport-painn and the need-of-relationship by means of indexical signs, the child of "A" not only
bringss in the embodied aspect of subjectivity; externalizing its need for support, the child also
makess the pain visible that is inherent in the absence of support.
Itt is hopefully clear by now that my interpretation of the "(...)" has not only been deployed
forr the sake of reading Perec's text but also for the sake of trauma theory. Besides pointing to
Perec'ss predicament, the sign pinpoints a theoretical moment of intersection that illuminates how
specificc and structural traumatogenic elements can reinforce each other. In addition, in its function
off "breach" the sign makes inevitable that "discursive silence" designates "pain."
Thiss leads me to the following suggestions. First, the discursive explanation of trauma
shouldd be "thickened" with a developmental view of subjectivity, entailing an explanation that
accountss for different discursive capacities related to different ages-16 Second, the relational aspect of
thee development of (inter)subjectivity yields particular insight into children's vulnerability to trauma.
Thee role of primary caregivers is crucial for this development. Third, although (re)traumatization
cann be a complex, cumulative process that cannot easily be reduced to "the" originating traumatic
"event,"" always some breach occurs. It is the critical "moment" that defines the difference between
aa traumatized and a non-traumatized life. This moment need not be easily detectable, but
theoreticallyy it is the moment that becomes manifest in the inability to integrate experience, that is,
inn dissociation. Fourth, because discursive incapacitation "silences" subjects, traumatization is a
subject-violatingg danger. The idea of danger, in turn, makes simultaneously plausible that the
annihilationn of subjectivity entails a devastating agony and, conversely, that safe relationships and a
safee environment are preconditions for the genesis of subjectivity and the integration of subjectivity.

dependentt pathology, it underscores the relevance of a developmental view of

"cumulative traumatization" into consideration. Khan not only emphasizes the role

traumatizationn and subjectivity. One of the important findings that came to the fore

of the environment with respect to children's vulnerability to trauma - he sees the

inn the inquiry is that the quality of the care the children received after the war

mother as "protective shield"; he also argues that a cumulation of threatening

appearedd to play a decisive part in the development of the pathology caused by the

events can retrospectively become traumatic (1974).

earlierr sequences. Keilson's approach to traumatization also takes Masud Khan's
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PointsPoints of Suspension
Throughh my focus on the "(...)" in Perec's text - the knot of absence and presence - another aspect
off the appeal to the reader implied in Perec's text has become apparent: the need for support.
Myy response to the text has demonstrated this appeal. Not so much my puzzling sense of self
wass at stake, manifested in the detection of gaps and connections in the previous chapter, as my
imaginativee power. The images of the children involved, deaf-mute, gagged and mutilated, appealed
too my ability to imagine their isolation and powerlessness. The way that imagination was triggered,
however,, was different in "A" and in "W." Hence, my shift of perspective also shed another light on
thee tension between the tales.
InIn this chapter the difference in coping with the death of the mother culminated in the
breach,, a moment filled with (absent) pain. Significantly, whereas the (absent) child that is the
victimm of the shipwreck is a ghost, a living-dead, the other child, although hurled into the void,
stilll keeps in touch with his body. The importance of the connection with the body is reinforced
byy Perec's explicit attachment of the points of suspension to his parachute, the sign of rescue. This
emphasiss on the body suggests another answer to the question why the book makes use of two
tales:: the participation of the sensing body - a nonverbal experience - complements narrative
organization. .
Anotherr tension surfaces here. It consists of the relation between lived experience and
narrating,, which I approach as a tension between "telling from within" (embodied narrating) and
"tellingg about" (disembodied narrating). In other words, the mutilated child of "A" highlights an
aspectt of experience that might complement the incapacity to (affectively) feel, figured by both the
childrenn of "W" and the child of "A." This dis-membered child, however, points at the necessity
off the act of re-membering. Therefore, I will focus on the interaction between (traumatized)
subjectivityy and autobiographical memory in the next chapter, the last one about Perec's autohistory
andd its relevance for trauma theory.

3--

L i v i n g t o Tell or T e l l i n g t o Live? 1

D é s o r m a i s ,, les souvenirs existent, fugaces ou tenaces, futiles ou pesantes, mais rien ne les
rassemble..

Georges

Perec

2

Thee epigraph to this chapter is the opening sentence of Perec's first autobiographic chapter of
Partt Two. In this part he describes his stay in the Vercors until he was nine years old, his living
inn "various boarding houses at Villard-de-Lans" away from his mother (6). It is the beginning of
chapterr XIII. The term "désormais" (from this point on) marks the contrast with the first sentence
off the initial chapter of "A" in Part One: "I have no childhood memories" (6). However, the contrast
iss toned down by the observation that the time in the Vercors was a period without landmarks.
Nothingg binds the memories together: "les souvenirs sont des morceaux de vie arrachés au vide"
(93-94)) (these memories are scraps of life snatched from the void, 68).
Thee second part of "A" runs parallel to the Quarantine in " W insofar as Perec's living at
thee College Turenne, a boarding school, represents Perec's confrontation with a harsh educational
system.. The fragmented memories present many examples of arbitrariness and unjustified
punishment,, experiences that for Perec, as for the athletes in "W," blur the boundary between
perpetratorr and victim.3 Unlike in "W," there are in this part of "A" allusions to psychic pain
throughh signs that, like the sling in Part One, refer to physical pain. Perec mentions, for example,
thee sting of a bee and a scar in his upper lip in his memories, i.e. concrete, visible, objectifiable
marks.. The scar even becomes such an important identification mark for Perec that it is related
too the starting point of his writing.4
Perec'ss use of signs of physical harm indicates a rhetoric of somatization. Employing
thee body as a last resort to produce meaning, Perec stresses at the same time the bodily base of

1.. I borrowed these phrases from Susan J. Brison (2002:106 and no). I use them

4.. Due to his scar-a furious boy hit him in the face with a ski pole- Perec identified

heree to indicate the bodily base of experience and to make possible the distinction

himselff with // Condottiere, a portrait by Antonello da Messina. This figure played an

betweenn a telling "from within the body" and a disembodied telling "about."

importantt role in Perec's first (unpublished) novel, in which a brilliant forger, a

2.. From this point on, there are memories - fleeting, persistent, trivial, burdensome

Gaspardd Winckler (!), does not manage to re-produce an Antonello. Winckler ends

-- but there is nothing that binds them together. - W

upp murdering the man who commissioned the painting. Significantly, the first title

3.. See Montfrans 1999: 236-241.

off the novel was Gaspard pas mort (Gaspard not dead). See W, 141-142 (108-109).

experience.. This interpretation is supported by Perec's reflection on the controlled descent with
aa parachute. The first explicit indication that he could reconnect with life again appears to be
basedd on bodily experience. A number of Perec's memories - the one about skiing is a telling
examplee - underscore the notion that experiential knowledge underpins the imagination on which
ourr autobiographical self is based. The "A" tale, then, drives home the problem of the integration orr disjunction - between nonverbally and verbally mediated experience.
Whenn Perec specifies the period in Villard-de-Lans in the second paragraph of chapter XIII,
hee makes ample use of the neutral "on" ("you" or "one"). The events seem not to concern Perec
himself,, he is disconnected from his experiencing body. Perec compares this loss of connection
withh the "unjoined-up" writing he used in his childhood: "cette écriture non liée, faite de lettres
isoléss incapables de se souder entre elles pour former un mot" (93) (that unjoined-up writing, made
off separate letters unable to forge themselves into a word, 68), and with the drawings he made for
hiss first version of "W" between age eleven and fifteen. These drawings consisted of loose
fragmentss as well: "[dessins dont] les elements épars ne parvenaient presque jamais a se
relierr les uns et les autres" {93) (drawings whose scattered elements almost never managed to
connectt up, 68).
Thee comparison of experience to drawings has two implications. First, Perec's
disconnectionn should be understood in terms both of being ungrounded - unrelated to the ground
-- and being scattered. The "dessins dissociés, disloqués" show "personnages que rien ne rattachait
auu sol qui était censé les supporter" (93) (the dissociated, dislocated drawings) show (human figures
unrelatedd to the ground which was supposed to support them, 68). The bodies are separated from
theirr limbs as well: "les jambes des athletes étaient séparées des troncs, les bras séparés des torses,
less mains n'assuraient aucune prise" (93) (the legs of the athletes were separated from their trunks,
theirr arms were out of their torsos, their hands gave them no grasp, 68).5 The separation from the
groundd indicates that the distinction between self and environment is annihilated; because they
doo not mutually constitute each other anymore, Perec's figures live in a vacuum. The lack of a
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supporting ground, in turn, deprives the figures of a subjectivity that is associated with a body able

5.. As a consequence of these drawings the teenage Perec undergoes therapy with
Francoisee Dolto (Bellos 1993: 96)..

6. The reference is to Metaphors We Üvt By, the title of Ceorge Lakoff &, Mark
Johnson's study (1980). They approach metaphors not as figures of speech but as
meanss through which our view and experience of the world is structured.

too coordinate a subject's actions. Perec's drawings literally figure that lack of a ground shatters
subjectivity.. Ground, here, is a very important element. In addition to remaining literarily relevant,
ass in the figure-ground dynamic of gestalt, it is the figuration of a semiotic meaning of that word,
aa rule that makes meaning possible.
Thiss meaning of ground relates to a second implication. Bringing in a formal aspect beingg "unjoined-up" - Perec not only puts writing on a par with drawing, but also underlines that
thee way signs are presented or "done" influences their meaning. He thus indicates that writing
andd drawing exceed the exchange of constative utterances conveying propositional information.
Moreover,, drawing attention to the enactment of the content by making words and bodies parallel,
Perecc again hints at the need for the integration of nonverbal and verbal production of meaning.
Hee thereby suggests that the performative power of language is heightened when the nonverbal,
enactedd experience that underlies verbalization is taken into account.
II will substantiate this suggestion with the analysis of three of Perec's memories. With
thee help of Freud's notion of screen memory I will, moreover, invoke the constructive, phantasmal
naturee of remembering to understand Perec's rhetoric of forgery and screening-ofT. I present
Perec'ss "earliest memory" as a mirror text of the cumulative traumatization he makes representable
withh his autohistory. This memory simultaneously complicates the insertion into the symbolic
order,, problematizes the veracity of childhood memories, and highlights preverbal subjectivity.
Mostt importantly, it also opens up an inter-space, a playroom for the negotiation of meaning,
i.e.. the space that I will later interpret as potential space.
Thee second analysis concerns a memory from Perec's time at kindergarten. This memory
yieldss an insight into the performative aspect of a written text. It demonstrates a (dis) connection
betweenn experiential knowledge and embodied imagination. The last memory, from the time Perec
wass about nine years old, hints at conspicuously absent affective feelings. This memory fragment
foregroundss the disintegrative aspect of dissociation and the fear of overwhelming violence implied
inn it. Together these analyses aim at the understanding of the subject-forming potential of
autobiographicall memory.
Thiss chapter, then, concerns the layered process of losing ground inherent in
traumatization:: of losing the semiotic base of one's subjectivity and of losing the capacity to ground
one'ss living in a feeling body. Traumatized subjectivity confronts us with the disruptive forces at
stakee in the semiotic events we live by.6

9 "I

AA Memory as Mirror Text
Inn the autobiographical chapter following the one that emphasizes the absence of childhood
memories,, Perec presents his "deux premiers souvenirs" (22) {two earliest memories, 13). This
inconsistencyy suggests that these memories must be constructions, whereas it also gives away that
aa life story cannot do without some suspension points. After all, as Perec admits, his childhood
"estt Ie sol sur lequel j'ai grandi" (21) (yet it is the ground on which I grew, 12), despite his obstinate
assertionn that it no longer belongs to him. Apparently, Perec, like the narrator of "W," is looking
forr traces.
Nott surprisingly, then, Perec casts doubt on the authenticity of both memories in advance.
Althoughh he finds them not entirely implausible, he also observes: "les nombreuses variantes et
pseudo-precisionss (...) les ont profondément altérés, sinon complètement denatures" (22) (the many
variationss and imaginary details (...) have altered them greatly, if not completely distorted them, 13).
Hence,, the text I quote below is not the first version of the so-called "earliest memory. "7

Lee premier souvenir aurait pour cadre l'arrière-boutique de ma grand-mère. J'ai trois ans. Je suis
assiss au centre de la pièce, au milieu des journaux yiddish éparpillés. Le eerde de la familie
m'entouree complètement: cette sensation d'encerclement ne s'accompagne pour moi d'aucun
sentimentt d'écrasement ou de menace; au contraire, elle est protection chaleureuse, amour:
toutee la familie, la totalité, l'intégralité de la familie est lè, réunie autour de l'enfant qui vient de
naTtree (n'ai-je pourtant pas dit il y a un instant que j'avais trois ans?), comme un rempart
infranchissable. .
Toutt le monde s'extasie devant le fait que j'ai désigné une lettre hébraïque en l'identifiant: le
signee aurait eu la forme d'un carré ouvert a son angle inférieur gauche, quelque chose comme
et son nom aurait été gammeth, ou gammel. La scène tout entière, par son thème, sa
douceur,, sa lumière, ressemble pour moi a un tableau, peut-être de Rembrandt ou peut-être
inventé,, qui se nommerait "Jésus en face des Docteurs." (22-23)

*P*P
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7.. Lejeune confirms the existence of seven versions, written between 1969 and 1974
(1991:: 210-231).

Thee earlier memory is apparently set in the back room of my grandmother's shop. I am three.
II am sitting in the middle of the room with Yiddish newspapers scattered around me. The
familyy circle surrounds me wholly, but the sensation of encirclement does not cause me any
fearr or feeling of being smothered; on the contrary, it is warm, protective, loving: all the family
-- the entirety, the totality of the family - is there, gathered like an impregnable battlement
[modification:: impenetrable rampart] around the child who has just been born (but didn't I say
aa moment ago that I was three?)
Everyonee is in raptures over the fact that I have pointed to a Hebrew character and called
itt by its name: the sign was supposedly shaped like a square with a gap in its lower left-hand
corner,, something like P and its name was apparently gammeth, or gammel. The subject,
thee softness, the lighting of the whole scene are, for me, reminiscent of a painting, maybe
aa Rembrandt or maybe an invented one, which might have been called "Jesus amid the
Doctors."" (13)

Thiss text calls the truthfulness of the memory into question in several ways. Perec uses the
conditionall tense "aurait" (might be) two times. He annihilates the certainty of "I am three" by his
remarkk at the end of thee paragraph that a baby is concerned: "the child who has just been born."
Thee clarifications and improvements of thee two notes that are added make the content of the text
alsoo unlikely: "C'est ce surcroït de précision qui sufïit a miner le souvenir (...)" (23) (excess detail
suchh as this is all that is needed to ruin the memory, 14). Perec's final sentence complicates the act
off recalling by including and problematizing the visual input of the act; comparing his memory
withh a painting, Perec questions the existence of that painting at the same time: "maybe a
Rembrandtt or maybe an invented one." Moreover, it is remarkable that this sentence, whose
contentt does not belong to the memory, is typographically included in the text. Hence, mnemic
tracess and (visual) construction can no longer be distinguished from each other. In one and the
samee move Perec brings up the makability of memories and emphasizes that this construction is
aa matter of both verbalization and visualization.
Thee memory proper, without the comment, consists of two parts. The first paragraph
invokess the picture of a (still) complete family: all members lovingly surround the child/baby. The
secondd paragraph pivots around the identification of a Hebrew character. The entire fragment is an
imaginationn of a particular genesis of (Jewish) subjectivity, which, as in the case of the description
off the childhood on "W," will be interpreted in terms of Lacan's imaginary and symbolic order.
Thiss framework highlights the theoretical potential of the "memory," because it clarifies how

Perec'ss account of his genesis supports the relationship between a developmental perspective on
subjectivityy and the distinction between specific and structural traumatogenic components.
Inn the first part the child is the center of a threefold enclosure, he is sitting "in the middle
off the room" (house), "with Yiddish newspapers scattered around me" (Jewish topicality), and
surroundedd by "the family circle" (family). These three circles refer to three different facets of a
subject'ss insertion into the symbolic: concrete environment, cultural-historical belonging, and
intimate,, personal relationships. This memory thus indicates that the genesis of subjectivity implies
bodilyy sensation and movement, affective interaction and more general knowledge about the wider
world.. Because Yiddish newspapers represent the circle of cultural-historical belonging, Jewishness
andd written texts are foregrounded. However, both child and newspapers are embedded in the circle
off the family, a situation that stresses the mediating and protective function of thee family. This
meaningg of the familial circle is reinforced by the emphasis on the completeness of the family with
thee help of another triple series: "all the family - the entirety, the totality of the family - is there."8
Thee image of a complete family is associated with feelings of love and safety: "warm,
protective,, loving," inducing the metaphor of the "impenetrable rampart." This intact family
functionss as a sign of reassuring wholeness, providing a subject with an ideal from which it can
derivee feelings of cohesion and safety. Seen as a picture that can function as an identification
model,, this first part of Perec's memory refers to the imaginary order. This emphasis on personal
interactionn hints at the possibility of what I have called specific (caregiver-induced) traumatogenic
components. .
Thiss possibility is made manifest by the way Perec invokes the image of loving, familial
protectionn by means of the denial of its opposite qualification: "the sensation of encirclement does
nott cause me any fear or feeling of being smothered." Being threatened and smothered is related
too an inescapable situation of near-death, an implicit reference to the annihilation of subjectivity
effectedd by traumatization. Linking this denial of (possible) annihilation with the presence of
primaryy caregivers, Perec thus underlines their vital role in the becoming of subjectivity. This
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interpretation is enhanced by the final sentence of the paragraph, in which a baby - a dependent

8.. The structuring force of the triple circle that surrounds the child and the triple

10. See Bal for an exploration of the mirror as theoretical metaphor, shedding light

emphasiss on the wholeness of the family comes out better in the French text.

on a Baroque relationship between subjectivity and objecthood. In interaction with

9.. See Motte 1984: 110-124; Lejeune 1991: 210-231; Bellos 1993: 552-554, and

visual works of art the mirror loses its coercive iconicity and gains the dialogic

Montfranss 1999: 190-196.

interaction implied in indexicality (1999a: 209-230). As I will argue in the next
chapter,, the interrelation between iconicity and indexicality also characterizes the
affectivee interaction through which tntersubjectivity comes about.

subjectt par excellence - and a three-year-old child appear to be interchangeable. Furthermore,
includingg preverbal infancy into the concept of childhood, Perec draws attention to the problem
off developmental subjectivity in his memory.
Thee emphasis on the completeness of the imaginary family acquires a heart-rending
connotationn through the presence of the Yiddish newspapers, which hint at Perec's Jewish identity.
Significantly,, these newspapers not only indicate the structuring role of the symbolic order but in
thee image pictured by the text they also form the borderline that separates the child from the family.
Att first sight this text fragment is about the recognition of a letter, highlighting a specific learning
process:: learning to read. Because reading implies an encounter with written language, the learning
Perecc describes here indicates a particular insertion into the symbolic order, that is, into the
linguisticallyy mediated order of a future writer. The joy about a (writer's) mastery over language
iss mirrored in the rapture of the bystanders. Through this supportive interaction the child is
confirmedd as both subject and writer.
Att second sight, however, the functioning of a Hebrew letter indicates that the mastery
off language implies the exposure to structural traumatogenic powers. As a Hebrew character it
referss to an enigma that simultaneously hides and reveals Perec's ambivalent attitude towards his
Jewishness.. This use of the term enigma is none too heavy; it is justified by the note added by
Perec,, in which he observes that he burdened the memory with "une lettre qu'il n'avait pas" (23)
(aa letter it did not possess, 14). He thereby suggests that either the memory did not possess a letter
off this form or that the letter in its entirety is a fabrication.
Thiss mysterious letter - as well as Perec's use of letters in general - has been the target of
manyy interpretative exercises.9 These interpretations make clear that Perec's various specifications
withh respect to the "letter sign" of this memory are not clarifications but mystifications. The letter
cannott be identified as a Hebrew character at all; it should be read as the mirror image of a "G,"
thee first letter of Perec's French first name and that of his double: Gaspard Winckler. The first letter
off a name - a term that normally ratifies the existence of a subject - appears to problematize that
existencee at the same time. It becomes uncertain which language seals the child's subjectivity and
howw many personalities are implied in that formation. Consequently, the subject of Perec's account
off its genesis is divided from the beginning. Seen as such, Perec's presentation of a "mirror image"
undoess the unifying working of an imaginary wholeness.10
II therefore propose to interpret Perec's oblique reference to his Jewish identity as an
indicationn that he sees Jewishness as traumatogenic. Such a reading explains why Perec, who

functionss as an obsessively scrupulous and reliable researcher at other times, appears to be so illinformedd about the Hebrew alphabet, which he wrongly provides with a "gammeth" or "gammel."
Inn a note Perec admits that the letter in the text of his book does not resemble a "Gimmel" at all,
butt that it could just about masquerade as a "men" or "M." Although the term Gimmel is a
correction,, the "men" is another inaccuracy: it should be "mem."11 However, the letter concerned
iss only apparently a Hebrew character. Blurring the distinction between a Jewish and a Christian
identity,, the "character" seems not to produce any identification; it rather becomes a sign of
multiplicityy and undecidability.
Soo far, Perec's description of his insertion into language leads to the following thoughts.
Too begin with, not a word but a letter is concerned, that is, a linguistic entity that has no meaning
beyondd being a possible element of language. Hence, it refers to both the transition from
meaninglessnesss to meaning and posits a preliminary condition for language acquisition.
Underliningg the limits of language Perec indicates, at the same time, that language cannot be
reducedd to the combination of signifiers and signified but should involve a subject of language.
Further,, because the passage is about a written character, it not only alludes to Perec's specific
masteryy over language as a writer; the transpersonal character of written texts also points to the
powerr of the dominant (un)conscious laws, rules, habits, and ideologies of the symbolic order and
theirr inherent structural traumatogenic aspects.
Lastly,, because the (reversed) first letter of a name is involved, the constraining aspect of
languagee acquires an empowering counterpart. For naming substantiates the enabling, subjectformingg function of language. In Jewish culture's founding book, naming is the initial and
initiatingg act that acknowledges a subject by explicitly introducing the subject's existence into the
structuringg processes of the symbolic order. Perec's recognition of a letter, then, suggests that in
thee initial and critical limits of subjectivity both annihilating and creative forces are involved.
However,, the sign at the center of Perec's memory need not refer to a letter. As Perec
himselff indicates, it is first of all a sign that has the form of "a square with a gap in its lower left99 6

hand corner." Described as such it is not a verbal sign but one that refers to a system in which

11.. Bellos sees the implicitly indicated " M " (mem) as a reversed "W" and makes a
connectionn with the disappeared mother. Bellos also draws attention to the film

12. I owe this interpretation of Lacan's lack and desire to Evans' introduction to
Lacanian psychoanalysis. The quotes are from this study (1996: 37).

" M "" made by Fritz Lang (1931). From this story about a child murderer Perec
borrowedd the name "Caspard Winckler." Significantly, the French title is "M le
maudit."maudit." The meaning of "damned" enhances the connection implied in Perec's
memoryy between being a Jew and being traumatized.

visualityy and spatiality are involved. Perec's memory thus opens up and blurs the distinction
betweenn nonverbal and verbal interaction. Read as nonverbal sign, the open square, in line with the
significantt presence of the baby in the memory, can also refer to preverbal interaction. The sign then
foregroundss the embodied aspect of subjectivity
AA visual interpretation accentuates the spatial quality of the sign and thereby highlights a
contrastt with the circle of the first part of the memory. A "square" that is characterized by a "gap"
iss the counterpart of a closed circle. Following a Lacanian reading, the idea of wholeness implied
inn the imaginary order is confronted with "symbolic castration" or "lack" by means of an image of
imperfection.. Lacan presents subjectivity as starting with and pivoting around a lack: a void that can
neverr be filled. Initially he explains this lack as a "lack of being," because the symbolic subject can
neverr coincide with the real, concrete subject. Put differently, meaning always arrives at the expense
off being. Later on, Lacan relates this symbolic lack to what he calls the "Other," which refers to that
radicall alterity that can never be assimilated by the subject. In both cases this lack is inseparably
connectedd with desire. This implies that "desire is not a relation to an object, but a relation to a
lack."" Moreover, desire is unfulfillable: "the realization of desire does not consist in being 'fulfilled,'
butt in the reproduction of desire as such." This interpretation of desire points to an endless
process.12 2
Perec'ss spatial sign thus defies the imaginary completeness implied in the image of the
circle.. Nevertheless, it need not be read merely as a sign of imperfection, as the pejorative
connotationss of words such as "lack" and "castration" seem to entail. The gap implied in the sign
cann have a double meaning. It can be positively and negatively interpreted, because it can be
associatedd with lack (contrast to wholeness) as well as opening (contrast to entrapment). Thanks to
thiss ambiguity a force surfaces that is not inevitably linked to a negative origin, and, consequently,
needd not remain entrapped in unconscious fantasies of wholeness and fulfillment. Importantly,
desiree as continuous force can be more easily understood in semiotic terms. Foregrounding the
liberatingg force of a gap, Perec's sign makes desire into the motor of a process with an open end.
Perec'ss text fragment, then, through a spatial sign that is at the same time a letter, discloses
aa no man's land with a semiotic potential. His text reveals a play in which he juggles with both
verball and nonverbal parameters. He thereby not only tries to overcome the discursive problems his
traumatizationn entails; he also suggests that discursivity extends beyond verbality. Perec
substantiatess this interpretation in the final sentence of the memory - the comment that does and
doess not belong to the memory. To invoke the "softness and the lighting of the whole scene," Perec

referss to a Rembrandtesque painting of "Jesus amid the Doctors" (see Lucas 2: 41-51). In one and
thee same move he thus brings together a visual image, a non-Jewish religious one at that, and a
prodigyy child who amazes by precocious linguistic skills.
Perecc moreover introduces a child who deliberately enters into a discussion with powerful
representativess of the existing symbolic order. Thus Perec ends his memory by highlighting a child
thatt reverses roles and shows himself to be the captain of his soul. It can hardly be a coincidence
thatt when debating with the doctors, Jesus, who was then twelve years old, is the same age as Perec
whenn he made his first version of W.13
Inn Perec's formulation of his earliest memory the constructive power of narrative organization
seemss to have the upper hand. Perec's way of presenting, masqueraded as scrupulous research,
ultimatelyy succeeds in removing all vestiges of authenticity. His inexhaustible rhetoric of
contradiction,, inaccuracy, forgery, and mystification "disappears" the historical start of his life
behindd the screen of mediation. I therefore propose to read Perec's earliest memory as a mirror
text.. That is to say, the text stands for the meaning of the entire text.n Both this fragment and
thee text as a whole refer to a boy whose subjectivity is endangered - confronted with its critical
limitss - by being a Jew, a process in which specific and structural traumatogenic components are
intertwined.. The following pointers sustain this reading, while they also enable me to sum up the
theoreticall potential of the memory.
Thee first pointer is the theme of the mini-history, which is supported by its form: the text's
partitionn into two parts - mirroring the partition of the entire book - made it possible to put the text
fragmentt in the frame of Lacan's general account of thee genesis of subjectivity and, at the same
time,, to complicate this model with a baby. The second pointer is the way in which Perec counters
thee traumatic confrontation with his Jewishness and, hence, with the critical limits of subjectivity by
meanss of a creative play with a letter/sign. On the one hand, the letter/sign problematizes a merely
verball insertion into the symbolic order and, hence, a merely verbal approach to the notion of
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discursivity. On the other hand, this letter game facilitates the discovery of a space with an inherent

13.. It is no coincidence either that the second note Perec added to this "memory or

14. In rVorroto/ogy Bal presents a mirror text (or "mise en abyme") as an embedded

pseudomemory"" casts doubt on his main text by observing that he probably

fabula that resembles the primary fabula, in some part or aspect: "When the

confusess the scene of "Jesus amid the Doctors" with a "Presentation in the

primary fabula and the embedded fabula can be paraphrased in such a manner that

Temple."" Perec explains his confusion by remarking that in his memory Jesus is a

both paraphrases have one or more elements in common, the subtext is a sign of

"newbornn infant," another hint at preverbal (nonverbal) interaction.

the primary text" (1997:58).

liberatingg force. Playing with a (non)verbal sign, Perec pinpoints the margin between destruction
andd empowerment, opening up a space where subjectivity can find its latitude - a potential space as
willl become clear in due course. This potential space mirrors an important aspect of the autohistory
inn its entirety, because as transpersonal text, it opens a space in which traumatized subjectivity can
findfind a place and potential relationships. As semiotic object the autohistory can participate in the
sociall practices of living readers.
Thee third pointer is the apt and strategic position of the memory in the entire text. A highly
debatablee memory, from a period of life in which memories cannot be developed at all, functions
ass the start of an autobiographical story that, moreover, appears to be deprived of childhood
memoriess by traumatization. The fragment thus becomes emblematic for the constructed nature
off memory and subjectivity as developed by the text as a whole. The contradictory result is that an
autobiographicc memory - a supposed emblem of "real life" - problematizes the distinction between
fictionn and historical reality. Finally, the combination of typography and content in the last sentence
constitutess the last pointer. The typography of the comment underscores that in memory
verbalizationn and (visual) imagination cannot be easily separated.
AA mirror text is by definition a metatext, for it indicates a specific reading of the main text.
Thuss I have turned the memory into a very condensed metatext that not only clarifies Perec's
particularr autohistory but also the complex interdependence of memory and (traumatized)
subjectivityy in general. Let me make two final points about that relationship. Firstly, because the
textt is presented as memory, that is, not as fiction or argument, Perec emphatically draws attention
too the indexical relationship between autobiographical memory and lived reality. This indexical
relationshipp highlights a historically specific, concrete subject of memory.
Secondly,, the interaction between memory traces and subjectivity does not go only in
onee direction. Storing and re-calling autobiographic memories implies a conscious as well as
unconsciouss power exerted by memory traces as well as over memory traces. The uncertainty about
thee division and the nature of the powers at stake problematizes the veracity of the autobiographical
tale.. Hence, Perec's earliest memory raises major questions concerning the relationship between
memoryy and (traumatized) subjectivity. His text not only addresses the problem of childhood
memories,, but also foregrounds that of infantile memories and infantile amnesia. Moreover, these
problemss are complicated by the possible contribution of unconscious processes to the formation
off autobiographic memories. I will address these issues in the next section with the help of Freud's
notionss of "screen memory" and "deferred action."

Whir*Whir* to Begin?
Freud'ss article about screen memories is especially relevant for my argument because it not only
presentss the screen memory as a specific childhood memory that hides information about the
earliestt years of life, but also addresses the formation of childhood memories in general. According
too Freud, the correlation of the psychical significance of an experience and the fact that it is retained
inn memory as a connected chain of events is an accomplishment that cannot be brought about
beforee a child is about six years old (SE III: 303). The screen memory underlines that observation,
becausee this memory pinpoints the paradox that important events from early childhood are usually
nott remembered, whereas apparently unimportant ones sometimes are. I give here the summary of
thee screen memory given by Laplanche & Pontalis:

AA childhood memory [is] characterised both by its unusual sharpness and by the apparent
insignificancee of its content. The analysis of such memories leads back to indelible childhood
experiencess and to unconscious phantasies. Like the symptom, the screen memory is a
formationn produced by a compromise between repressed elements and defence.
(1973:410-411) )

Screenn memories are marked by a discrepancy between content and form, the latter consisting
off the way they present themselves to the re-caller. Freud explains the gap between the clarity and
persistencee of the form and the banality of the content through displacement, a mechanism that
enabless "the psychical intensity" of an idea or event to be detached from it and to pass over to
other,, insignificant instances that are somehow related to the first ones. Apparently a split can
takee place between content and psychical intensity - an affective load that can take the form of
sensoryy force.
Freudd ends his article by stating that not only screen memories but also other childhood
memoriess can often be marked as "falsifications." This observation brings him to the suggestion
thatt we might not have "any memories at all from our childhood: memories relating to our
childhoodd may be all that we possess" (322; emphasis in text). Accordingly, childhood memories
doo not "emerge" at the time of arousal, but are "formed" at that moment, a formative process in
whichh "a number of motives, with no concern for historical accuracy," are involved (322).
Importantly,, Freud also stresses that falsified memories are not complete inventions, although

theyy have been liable to shifts and condensations. Moreover, these falsifications "serve the
purposee of the repression and replacement of objectionable and disagreeable impressions." There
is,, however, no direct access to the original form of the "raw material of memory-traces" out of
whichh the later recollections are "forged" (322). Consequently, all childhood memories appear to
screenn off what is unpleasurable in "real" life or what cannot pass through the censorship of the
consciouss mind.
Iff the entire childhood that is "stored" in autobiographical memories is filtered through
normss of (un)pleasurability and (social) acceptability, then the different movements manifested by
differentt classes of screen memories might pertain to all childhood memories. Freud distinguishes,
firstly,, between negative and positive screen memories, a distinction that indicates that the manifest
contentt of the memory may or may not be contrary to the repressed content. Secondly, screen
memoriess can be the result of forward or backward movements in time. That is to say, the manifest
scenee the memory invokes can precede or follow the elements with which it is connected. Besides
screenn memories with anticipating or retrospective effects, there is, thirdly, a category that covers
other,, synchronic eventsJS Screen memories thus provide the autobiographical narrator with a
modee of representation in which different elements can be brought together without revealing their
dangerouss content.
Here,, I am especially interested in the way Freud's argument is relevant to the interaction
betweenn nonverbal and verbal experience. To begin with, there is the dominant role of displacement
inn the screen memory, which indicates psychic intensity. The form that this intensity takes, the
exceptionall clarity and persistence of screen memories, is an address to the recaller. Formal,
sensoryy features of the memory are a signal that the scene is important for the person who is
remembering.. Because the memory captivates or strikes by its sensory intensity, it creates a specific
relationshipp of alertness between the memory and the recalling person. Displacement thus points
outt that the act of memory has a performative aspect: it affects the subject of memory. This way of
affecting,, however, is not necessarily the same as feeling an affect, i.e. as having a feeling with a
specific,, affective quality.

15.. Sarah Kofman mentions the last category in a study in which she elaborates on
Freud'ss notion of the screen memory. She is particularly interested in the way Freud
interpretss artworks in terms of screen memories (1970: 85).
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Nevertheless,, because the memory signals "importance," the sensory nature does imply the
indicationn of an affective feeling. However, the quality of the affect involved cannot be specified
becausee it is detached from its original "content." This separation of affective load from content
becomess better understandable in analogy with the distinction between affects and emotions I
proposedd earlier. This distinction restricts the term affect to bodily feelings and enacted signals,
whereass the term emotion refers to the integration of bodily feelings and verbal content. The
psychicc intensity that affects the recaller, according to Freud, thus remains restricted to the level of
sensoryy arousal without revealing the affective quality. Freud's notion of displacement, therefore,
hass two important implications for the understanding of the relationship between autobiographical
memoryy and subjectivity in general: it suggests that the body of the recaller is explicitly engaged in
thee process of remembering and that this engagement has a sensory and an affective aspect that
needd not be automatically related to each other.
Thee way the "genuineness" of a recollection is addressed in Freud's article is the second
relevantt element; it underscores the implication of bodily sensations and feelings in the acts of
memory.. The problem of genuineness, which refers to the difference between fantasy and historic
reality,, is part of the detailed case study through which Freud elaborates his ideas. When the
patientt brings in the problem, this patient emphatically acts as an embodied subject by referring
too feelings: "a feeling tells me, though, that the scene is genuine. How does that fit in [with a
phantasmall construction]?" In his reaction, Freud both observes that "there is in general no
guaranteee of the data produced by our memory" and agrees that the scene the patient described is
genuinee as far as its content is suited to represent the patient's {later and repressed) fantasies (315).
Laterr on Freud explains the patient's feelings of genuineness about the childhood scene by arguing
thatt there should exist traces of real memories as basis for fantasmal constructions. Freud's text
thuss suggests a connection between "feelings" - leaving the question open whether they are
physicall or psychic -, some idea of genuineness, and the fact that memories always have some
"real"" trace or "content" that provides points of contact for a fantasmal construction.16
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To grasp the implications of the function of thee physical body in this complex

16.. Because Freud sees specifically screen memories as a source for information

systems (1973: 247-249). This idea about the working of memory, which was

aboutt the early years of life, his argument proposes the possibility of early imprints.

advanced in Freud's time, is especially underlined by Freud's notion of "infantile

Itt is noteworthy that Freud approaches these early imprints not as "literal"

amnesia."

referencess to reality but as representations or mediations. According to Laplanche
&& Pontalis, Freud's concept of memory trace should not be understood as an
empiricistt notion of engram. Freud even adhered to the idea of different memory

interconnection,, one has to take into consideration that the sensory and affective appeal of the
memoryy pertains to the moment of narration and the body of the recaller implied in the experience
off that moment. As far as they are physical, the feelings triggered by a memory can only be felt in
thee present: although they seem to resemble earlier feelings, they are not so much remembered
ass felt anew at the moment of remembering. Because this "lived" quality of bodily experience is
differentt from conceptual knowing, it supports the idea of different registers of experience at
work,, a working that, in turn, has explanatory value for the phenomenon of displacement itself.
Consequently,, the bodily feelings as such cannot help distinguish definitively between fantasy
andd reality. Nevertheless, Freud's notion of screen memory helps to conceptualize a subjectifying
(performative)) force and, hence, an affective investment that defies conscious awareness. This
makess the idea of screening-off, manifested in a text as a rhetoric of screening-off, also applicable
forr the representation of dissociated experience.
Thee importance of screen memories over other childhood memories is supported by a
laterr article by Freud, in which he states that "not some but all of what is essential from childhood
hass been retained in these [screen] memories."1? This does not mean that all childhood memories
aree screen memories - although they are all constructions - but that all screen memories contain
andd hide important information about childhood. Because displacement is the common
characteristicc for screen memories and because this phenomenon highlights nonverbal bodily
experience,, screen memories might specifically clarify important moments of preverbal, early
infancy. .
Besidess the dominant role of displacement and the problem of genuineness, there is a
thirdd point of interest in Freud's argument. It is implied in an observation confirming a nonverbal
registerr that predates a later, self-reflective verbal one.18 Freud observes that "in the majority of
significantt and in other respects unimpeachable childhood scenes" a subject sees herself in that
scenee as a child and knows that she is that subject. He further specifies that the recaller "sees this
child,, however, as an observer from outside the scene would see [her]" {321). According to Freud,
thiss distinction between "the acting and the re-collecting ego" is the reason why the picture cannot

17.. Freud adds; "They [screen memories] represent the forgotten years of childhood
ass adequately as the manifest content of a dream represents the dream-thoughts."
Thee quote is from Freud's article "Remembering, Repeating and Working-Through,"
whichh he wrote in 1914 (Sf XII: 148).
18.. This point supports the constructed nature of childhood memories in general, a
categoryy that is broader than screen memories.

bee a mere repetition of the original "impression," but has to be worked-over retrospectively.^
Thee difference between a doing agency and an observing agency who can distance herself
fromm a former or other part of her ego can best be explained by positing a layered, intrapsychic
complexity.. On the one hand, the distinction suggests a subjectivity of an embedded or integrated
nature.. As I will argue, the possibility of embedding marks an important developmental
achievement,, because it enables a subject to "embed" her bodily, affectively defined action in a
verball narrative "about" herself. On the other hand, the distinction between a doing and an
observingg agency can also refer to a splitting caused by dissociation. As has already been indicated,
thee latter mechanism foregrounds a model of the mind that explicitly takes the separation between
nonverball - sensorimotor and affective - experience and verbally mediated experience into account.
Thiss model of structural dissociation, to which I will return in Chapter 5, also draws attention to the
vitall functioning of the so-called fear system and, hence to the role of danger in all subjects' lives
andd in that of traumatized people in particular. It is especially the reactive nature of fear or anxiety
thatt gives the role of the physical body and its visceral, sensorimotor and affective complexity pride
off place.
Thee issue of danger and anxiety makes another term Freud uses relevant to the line of
thoughtt I am developing here, that of "deferred action" - Nachtrü$ichkeit in German. This term
bearss upon one specific temporal movement of the screen memory: the belated, retroactive effect on
ann earlier, previously meaningless event or idea. In the definition of Laplanche & Pontalis, deferred
actionn implies that "experiences, impressions or memory-traces may be revised at a later date to fit
inn with fresh experiences or with the attainment of a new stage of development. They may in that
eventt be endowed not only with a new meaning but also with psychical effectiveness" (1973: in).
Thee term is pertinent to a developmental view of traumatization, firstly, because it refers to events
thatt cannot be incorporated fully "into a meaningful context" and because "the traumatic event is
thee epitome of such unassimilated experience." And, secondly, the term is pertinent because the
revisionn can be "occasioned by events and situations, or by organic maturation (...)" (112; emphasis
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added). Freud's argument thus suggests an analogy between infantile and traumatic experience.

19.. Schacter refers to Freud's article when he addresses the difference between

"the emotional intensity of a memory is determined, at least in part, by the way in

"fieldd memories" and "observer memories" (1996: 21). The former indicate a

which you, the rememberer go out remembering." Put differently, one and the same

rememberingg person who feels implied - emotionally involved - in the scene and

occasion can be remembered in different ways, depending on the way "you set out

thee latter indicate one who observes the scene from the outside. Research has

to retrieve a memory in the present" {22). This explanation is consistent with the

demonstratedd that this difference can be explained by linking the recollection with

idea that embodied (inter)subjectivity presumes the working of different mental

thee level of emotional arousal at the moment of recollection. The implication is that

registers.

Thee belated revision concerns more than "meaning" alone; it has also to do with "psychic
effectiveness,"" a terminology that implies some force. To be more precise, psychic effectiveness
cann point at a pathogenic force (112). This force makes it possible that events that initially are not
meaningfull at all can become pathogenic after their historical occurrence. This delayed production
explainss why they are still "repressed," that is, the events cause amnesia for an experience that only
retrospectivelyy has become pathogenic. Deferred action thus implies the possibility that events can
becomee retrospectively traumatogenic in relation to other events. Hence, the notion has explanatory
valuee for the cumulative aspect of traumatization and might explain how the vulnerability to trauma
-- manifested in a breaking point that causes dissociation - can be heightened by cumulation.
Significantly,, this cumulative process need not occur in chronological order.
Concerningg the relationship between trauma and the possible working of a fear system,
itt is also relevant that Freud's thinking about trauma underwent changes when he was confronted
withh accident neuroses, and specifically war neuroses.20 These neuroses forced Freud to include
thee elements of external danger and internal anxiety in the idea of trauma. He acknowledges in
BeyondBeyond the Pleasure Principle (1920) that trauma cannot be explained in terms of a disturbance of
thee libidinal economy anymore because a more fundamental threat to the integrity of the subject
iss concerned. Hence, he readopts the definition of trauma as a breach, calling it the breach of the
protectivee shield that should shelter the subject from excessive external excitations. This shield,
however,, cannot protect the ego from the overwhelming anxiety Freud describes later.
Inn Inhibitions, Symptoms, and Anxiety (1926) Freud connects the notion of trauma with
signall anxiety and helplessness. As Laplanche & Pontalis paraphrase, "by releasing the signal of
anxiety,, [the ego] seeks to avoid being overwhelmed by the surge of automatic anxiety which
definess that traumatic situation where the ego is defenceless." Moreover, "the ego is attacked
fromm within - that is to say, by instinctual excitations -just as it is from without" {469; emphasis
inn text). The fear of basic helplessness here described resembles the agony implied in Winnicott's
descriptionn of the "fear of breakdown," to which I will return later.21
Signall anxiety highlights the turning point in Freud's thinking that requires the

20.. For a concise overview of Freud's ideas see the entry 'Trauma (Psychical)" in
Laplanchee &. Pontalis 1973:465-469.

21. Joseph H. Smith characterizes Freud's article of 1926 as a turning point with
respect to Freud's "final theory of feeling." As he argues, "It was in this work that
hee moved away from the idea that anxiety, like the vinegar from wine, was 'spoiled'
libidoo - libido transformed because repressed. Repression was no longer the cause
off anxiety: the formula was reversed. Repression occurs because of danger signaled
byy anxiety" (2000: 70).
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incorporationn of the phenomenon of anxiety into the working of the unconscious. Freud's turn
fromm libidinal wishes toward an anxiety associated with external violence and internal helplessness
mightt justify a shift from repression towards dissociation as explanation for amnesia or the
disintegrationn of experience inherent in traumatization. Freud's notions of screen memory and of
thee working of unconscious forces are compatible with this turn toward the compartmentalization
off experience and the possible pluralization of subjects implied in that process. The screen memory
mightt also imply indications of dissociated experience.22
Forr the understanding of Perec's text the notions of screen memory and deferred action
havee great explanatory value, because they underscore the plausibility of the cumulation of specific
andd structural traumatogenic components. Conversely, the way in which Perec's text makes his
traumatizationn representable contributes to the understanding of the complexity of this process.
Inn particular, Perec's "earliest memory" is clarifying as it retrospectively gives Perec's life a "false
start"" in many senses. When Perec provides his life with the belatedly traumatogenic beginning of
beingg a Jew, he makes use of a rhetoric of deferredd action. This rhetoric, however, also enacts
screeningg off, because the false start is disguised as the opposite of subject annihilation, that is, as a
masteringg of signs. By confusing a baby with a three-year-old child, Perec further complicates the
falsee start of his life with an element of preverbal subject-forming as well as preverbal
traumatization.. Moreover, by presenting his false start as the "recognition" of a so-called Hebrew
sign/letter,, he also suggests that this problem has to do with the integration of different kinds of
signifyingg systems. That integration will be further explored in the following section with the help
off a memory that has the distinct features of a screen memory.

StumblingStumbling over Words
Inn chapter X Perec writes that: "Mes premiers souvenirs précis concernent 1'école" (72) (My earliest
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firm

memories are of school, 51). The use of the adjective "précis" - precise, clear, firm - is

22.. See Van der Hart & Op den Velde 1995: 87-89. They also explain the difference

splitting, by means of which one (part of the) subject of consciousness can escape

betweenn dissociation and repression as pertaining to different models of the mind.

another (part of the) subject of consciousness. This model thus takes the possibility

Thee mind as conceived by Freud can be thought as horizontally layered, in which the

of a compartmentalization of the mind into consideration, in which different

subjectt of consciousness pushes away, while remaining in place as it were. A

aspects of experience are associated with different "personalities." The "normal"

dissociatingg mind becomes imaginable by presupposing the possibility of vertical

personality burdens another personality with the traumatic experience (89-91).

intriguingg because it simultaneously indicates a screen memory and is connected to school. In one
sentencee two radically different ways of knowledge production are combined, an unconscious
re-workingg of meaning and an institutionalized, systematic education. I have selected the memory
off which Perec comments that: "je me vols dévalant la rue des Couronnes en courant de cette facon
particulieree qu'ont les enfants de courir (...)," (75; emphasis in text) (I can see myself running down
Ruee des Couronnes with that specifically childish running step, 54; emphasis in text). The memory
showss the combination of doing and observing that, according to Freud, makes the act of re-vision
visible.. It also is "the most persistent one":

Lee second est le plus tenace: je dévale en courant - ce n'est pas exactement en courant: a
chaquee enjambée, je saute une fois sur le pied qui vient de se poser; e'est une facon de courir,
aa mi-chemin de la course proprement dite et du saut a cloche-pied, tres frequente chez les
enfants,, mais je ne lui connais pas de denomination particuliere -, je dévale done la rue des
Couronnes,, tenant è bout de bras un dessin que j'ai fait è l'école {une peinture, même) et
quii représente un ours brun sur fond ocre. Je suis ivre de joie. Je crie de toutes mes forces:
"Less oursons! Les oursons!" {75)
Thee second is more persistent: I am running - not exactly running: at each stride I do a hop
onn the foot that is forward; it's a running style, halfway between proper running and hopping,
whichh is very common amongst children, but I don't know any specific term for it - I am
running,, then, down Rue des Couronnes, holding out at arm's length a drawing I did at school
(aa painting, actually) which depicts a brown bear on a dark-brown ground. I am drunk with
excitement.. I am yelling for all I am worth: "Here come the cubs! Here come the cubs!" (53)

Thee qualification of screen memory appears justified because of the innocent content of the
memoryy - a child, drunk with joy because he made a drawing of a bear at school, seems to be
skippingg down a street. In addition to invoking the excited joy about the colored image, the scene is
strikingg in the detailed way in which it describes the specific movement between running and
hopping:: even the hop between the different strides is mentioned. This description not only helps
thee reader to evoke a mental image but also sets the image of this excited boy in motion.
However,, the comment that follows the description sheds doubt on that image of
movement,, halting the speeding boy, as it were. Apparently, the pace of the boy appears to defy a
label,, although the locomotion at stake is very common among children. Why does Perec not use

thee term "sautiller" (skipping)? Is the boy not skipping? Instead, the reflection about the movement
workss as an obstacle for the imagination of the reader. Moreover, as the reader stumbles over the
writer'ss self-reflective words, the child seems to stumble as well, as if the joy of the child is not
suitable.. Indeed, if the memory is a screen memory, the image of joy might hide its counterpart.
Theree might be no reason whatsoever for skipping or sautiller. Hence, it might be no coincidence
thatt the French sautiller comes from the verb sauter, which does not only mean "jumping" but also
"passingg over"(!) and "exploding"; a bomb can "sauter," for instance. Thus, the memory could also
pointt to danger and fear, an interpretation that is in agreement with the ambiguity implied in the
referencee to both ours - a big bear is a dangerous animal - and oursons - cubs are cute, innocent
creatures. .
Att first sight, I was unable to explain the strange discrepancy between Perec's remark
thatt a way of moving forward is common among children and his inability to provide an adequate
termm for this "skipping." Why should a master writer pretend a failure of naming? At second
sight,, however, several possible reasons occurred to me. To begin with, Perec's holding back
denominationn for his paces could indicate that the term is too general to cover the specificity of
thee movement used by French children, which is something in between running and hopping.
Theyy do not make an in-between hop on both their left and right foot in every stride, but restrict
thee little hop to only one leg. Moreover, they do not equally alternate their left and right legs,
becausee solely one leg, the active one always has the lead. There is, indeed, no word in the French
languagee that "names" this peculiar version of skipping.23
Althoughh the commenting clause seems to be another instance in which excess detail ruins
aa memory, the detailed description and its effect on the imagination of the reader hint at a second
explanation.. Because Perec does not know (?) how to name his movement, he is forced to "picture"
itt with words, an undertaking that requires the ability to mentally re-play the movement. Because he
hass learned the stride as a child, his imagination is prompted by his own sensorimotor experience
ass processed by the implicit or procedural memory system; it is embodied.24 In other words, Perec
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has access to a bodily memory as a resource that enables him to psychically simulate his movement.

23.. I thank my colleague Francoise Lucas, who grew up in France, for this inside

subdivisions implies Perceptual Learning, Conditioning Learning, and Cognitive

information.. It is almost impossible to give an adequate description of this peculiar

Learning. The counterpart of Procedural Memory is Declarative Memory, which is

movement.. You have to do it yourself to know what is meant. As I will argue, this is

divided into Semantic Memory {generalized knowledge) and Episodic Memory

preciselyy the point Perec's text makes.

(autobiographical knowledge). "Procedural Memory" and "Declarative Memory"

24.. For a "taxonomy of memory" see for example Rose 1998: 139-141. Motor Skill

may also be termed "Implicit Memory" and "Explicit Memory,"

Learningg is a subdivision of Procedural Memory; the other cluster of three

Thee memory thus highlights the role of experiential knowledge. Moreover, it hints at the interaction
betweenn sensorimotor movement {"running") and affective feeling (joy). As a consequence, Perec's
memoryy draws on, and thus confirms, the idea of different memory systems and different registers
off experience.
Thiss interpretation makes sense of Perec's inability to "denominate." This inability is more
thann marking the split between doing and verbalizing; it also emphasizes the different nature of
thesee two ways of producing knowledge. The memory helps us keep in mind that the common
knowledgee of children that is involved pertains to learning skills, which is based on imitation,
repetitionn and physical exercise. Perec's memory, then, indicates a third way of learning besides
thee unconscious and institutionalized processes he mentioned earlier: the practice of bodily skills.
Byy means of his detailed description Perec makes clear that this practice is a very "precise" way of
learning,, which can lead to knowledge not subjected to the mediation of verbal denomination. And,
givenn that he proposes this idea in a literary text, the description asks how to put that knowledge
intoo words.
Thiss brings me to the last and most important point generated by Perec's memory. Because
thee memory makes the gap visible between the richness and complexity of bodily experience as
evokedd by a detailed description and the plainness of merely denomination or labeling, Perec also
drawss attention to different aspects of language. For example, if Perec had written only that he "was
running"" or even "skipping" down the street, his memory would have lost the power to explicitly
engagee the reader's capacity to mentally simulate movements (of joy) in the process of imaging, i.e.
too sense and feel, while imaging. This engagement solicits the reader's embodied imagination. The
effectt of this difference between evocation and denomination runs parallel to the difference between
thee performative and constative functions of language. Perec's memory demonstrates that an
evocationn of bodily experience - here, the result of a detailed description - has a different effect on
thee reader than a distanced, constative "labeling" of content. The former activates the imagination includingg its image - whereas the latter activates linguistic competence in the narrow sense.
Thee performative aspect of a text thus not merely creates a relationship with a reader by
"affecting"" her - make her "feel" - but also appeals to her experiential knowledge by making her
"sense,"" even "do." Hence, the performative function of language appeals to an "embodying"
reader.. Apart from other rhetorical modes, descriptions are apt tools to bring about this specific
interactionn between reader and text. This evocative aspect of a textual mode thus demonstrates that
performativityy resides, at least partly, in the way the embodied imagination of a reader is triggered.

Thee performative function of a text can be characterized as a variation of Barthes' effect of the real,
i.e.. as a rhetoric of "the effect of the embodied real." It changes the connotation "this is bodily
reality"" into a denotation that puts the factual denotation - the unnamable hop - into the shadow.
Thee specific evocative potential of description does not necessarily imply mental
visualization.. Although a mental picture can facilitate the embodied imagination of a person, this
needd not be the case; on the contrary, mere visual imagination can also function as a distancing
device.. It can, in fact, be the screen of a screen memory. Perec posits this distinction between the
twoo forms of imagination with his emphasis on the difference between the memory just discussed,
andd the next one: "Je me vois dévalant la rue des Couronnes (...), mais je sens encore physiquement
certee poussée dans Ie dos" (75; emphasis in text) (I can see myself running down (...) but I can still
physicallyy feel that shove in the back, 54; emphasis in text).2*
Thee issue of this memory, then, is the relationship between telling, seeing and living.
Thiss relationship is further complicated by the theme of the memory: the joy over the production
off a recognizable image. The emphasis on the making of an image insists on both "making'' and
"images."" The memory thus emphasizes the role of creativity as well as the power of mediating
imagery,, be it by means of visual, otherwise sensory-based, or verbal pictures. Moreover, the joy
addss an affective load to both the act of making and the resulting image. Because the sensorimotor
movementt of the body underscores the vocal expression of affect, Perec's memory not only
addressess the issue of the verbal organization of lived experience. More specifically, the memory
hintss at the integration of the sensorimotor and the affective aspects of experience. The latter aspect
willl be discussed in the following section.

AA Hidden Bomb

Affectivityy in experience is most relevant when it fails to occur. The last example I present here
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concerns a memory from chapter XXXIII in which Perec conspicuously falsifies history by

25.. This distinction implies the suggestion that merely visual imagery -

in

"knowing' and "remembering' with respect to recollections. This concerns the

memories,, dreams and fantasy - has a mediating function. This suggestion is

difference between "recollecting a wealth of information about a person or a place"

underlinedd by Schacter's observation that it is particularly the visual aspect of
recallingg that appears to give a rememberer the idea that she is remembering a real
event.. Schacter's observation is part of his explanation of the difference between

and "just knowing that someone or something is familiar." The latter form of
recalling is often bound up with some sort of visual reexperiencing of the physical
setting or context of an event. While explaining that "part of the reason is that some

displacingg the capitulation of Japan from September 1945 to May 1945, the month of the German
capitulation.. I will argue that this blatant manipulation of historical fact screens off an important
symptomm of traumatization: the absence of affects and emotions. Psychic numbing appears to serve
ass another rhetorical device in Perec's autohistory. Consequently, this memory furthers the present
articulationn of the contribution of semiosis in subject formation to the extent that it demonstrates
thee interaction between affectivity and subjectivity. Here is the memory:

Souventt j'allais chercher le journal sur la place (Ie marchand de journaux, tabacs, souvenirs,
cartess postales, est toujours au même endroit). Un jour de mai 1945, je trouvais de nouveau la
placee noire de monde et j'eus beaucoup de mal a entrer dans la boutique et è acheter le journal.
Jee revins en courant dans les rues encombrées d'une foule enthousiaste, brandissant a bout de
brass Les Allobroges et criant a tue-tête: "Le Japon a capitulé!" (203)
II often went to the square to fetch the newspaper {the newsagent-cum-tobacconist-cumsouvenirs-and-postcardss shop is still in the same place). One day in May 1945 I found the
squaree again packed with people, and I had great difficulty in getting into the shop to buy the
paper.. I ran home through streets thronging with excited crowds, waving Les Allobroges in my
outstretchedd hand and yelling for all I was worth, "Japan has capitulated!" (150)

Theree are several reasons for considering the reference to May 1945 in relation to Japan's
capitulationn as a significant sign. As a first alert, the importance of the event in combination with
thee restricted scope of the fragment leaves little room for the idea of a slip of the pen. Furthermore,
itt is remarkable that Perec not only displaces the date of the event but also leaves out the role of
thee atomic bomb that occasioned the capitulation. Finally, the absence of an explicit reference to
France'ss "Liberation'' in 1944 is noteworthy, the more so as the memory is about an event of public
importance.. The fragment does refer to the considerable number of people the event aroused:
"thee square [was] again packed with people" and "the streets [were] thronging with excited crowds."
Perecc himself was also excited, as he was waving the paper and yelling.

off the same brain regions are involved in both visual imagery and visual
perception,"" he also adds an important implication: "creating visual images may
leadd us to believe that we are remembering an event even when the incident never
happened"" (1996: 23}.

Thee hidden presence of "the Liberation" in the fragment becomes understandable if Perec's
situationn at the end of the world war is taken into consideration. The end of the war - the
capitulationn of an enemy - did not at all liberate Perec from his misery, because for unexplainable
reasonss his mother remained absent. That the Liberation was not a positive occasion for Perec is
underlinedd by the fact that he has no memories of it, as he describes in an earlier chapter:
III y eut la Liberation; je n'en ai garde aucune image, ni de ses péripéties, ni même des
déferlementss d'enthousiasme qui l'accompagnèrent et la suivirent et auxquels il est plus que
probablee que je participai. Je revins a Villard avec ma grand-mère et je vécus quelques mois
avecc elle dans Ie tout petit logement qu'elle occupait dans Ie vieux Villard. (181)
Thee Liberation came; I have no visual memory of it or of any of its chapters or even the waves
off enthusiasm that accompanied and followed it and in which it is more than likely that I took
part.. 1 went to Villard with my grandmother and lived with her for a few months in the tiny
lodgingss she had in the old part of the village. (134)

Thiss fragment suggests that the feelings of enthusiasm Perec displayed in the later passage with
respectt to the so-called capitulation of Japan had nothing to do with his feelings for the official
Liberation.. For Perec, that Liberation only means another period of living with his grandmother,
thatt is, another period of living without his mother.
However,, as usual, he does not openly refer to her absence here, nor does he show any
feelings.. The discursive nature of this traumatic situation matches Van Alphen's fourth category
off representational problems, which I cited earlier: "the unacceptability of available (or inflicted)
narrativee plots, because they do not justice to a subject's role in the events." Perec cannot make a
connectionn between the loss of his mother and the Liberation, because for him the end of the war
doess not fit in the generally accepted narrative plot of the Liberation.
Seenn from this perspective, Perec's memory conveys the thought that because he cannot
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approach the end of the war in terms of Liberation, he sees it rather in terms of a capitulation.
Thiss vision makes him deliberately falsify historical reality. The fantasmal character of his narrative
iss substantiated in the exchange of time and place, in keeping silent about important aspects, and
inn reducing general history to an unimportant, personal anecdote. Hence, Perec again presents a
complex,, negative screen memory. In the first place, his attention to the capitulation of Japan hides
ann issue of strong emotional importance: the loss of his mother, which is the opposite of an exciting

publicc event. The seemingly graspable end of a war, a capitulation, thus stands for an utterly
ungraspablee misery without an end: the death of his mother caused by the Holocaust. Ultimately,
thee interference of the specific and structural traumatogenic aspects of Perec's autohistory implied
inn personal loss and massive violence makes the plot of the Liberation a definitely unacceptable
narrativee framework.
Inn the second place, the particular connection between Japan and the mother's death
becomess significant through another element about which Perec keeps silent: the nuclear bomb
andd its annihilating force. Because Perec does not explicitly provide this bomb with a verbal label noo more than "naming" the Holocaust - his use of displacement reveals a huge, hidden, explosive
potential.. Metaphorically but secretly, the devastating effect of the loss of his mother due to the
Holocaustt is compared to that of an atomic explosion. But the device of displacement also entails
thatt the bomb does not function as mere substitution or metaphor for massive death. It is the
overwhelmingg aspect of thee explosion that counts, that is, its reference to affective charge. What is
displacedd or screened-off in the memory is an unbearable affective load. By means of the hidden
connectionn between personal loss, the Holocaust and atomic bombing Perec's screen memory thus
eventuallyy suggests that the incapacitation of affective feeling contributes to the failure of experience
inherentt in traumatization.26
Itt is Perec's rhetoric of screening-off, then, that brings in the crucial theme concerning
(traumatized)) subjectivity: the absence of affective feelings. This absence functions as a sign of
"psychicc numbing," that is, as a reference to what Lifton sees as "a decreased or absent feeling
eitherr during or after trauma" (1995: 134). It thus highlights an aspect of the complex notion of
dissociation:: the split between an observing self and an experiencing self. This form of dissociation
impliess that traumatized people can be out of touch with the bodily and affective feelings related
too whatever caused and maintained the dissociation. It is this specific aspect of dissociation that
givess insight into the boundary between an embodied and a disembodied subject.
Iff I read the hidden bomb in Perec's text as a reference to psychic numbing, this
bombb indexically refers to all kinds of hidden but potentially explosive and unbearable feelings,

26.. Arguing that beliefs and desires about a livable world should include a

than a huge number of living people, for it entails the destruction of possible beliefs

meaningfull death, psychiatrist Robert jay Lifton not only demonstrates that affects

and desires. Lifton's focus is on massive traumatization, as his studies of

needd conceptual content - beliefs and desires - to become intersubjective
emotionall thought; his argument also shows that massive violence destructs more

Hiroshima, Vietnam, and the Holocaust demonstrate. (See 199111967], 1974 and an
interview in Caruth 1995:128-147.)
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rangingg from horror and agony to annihilating rage, violent aggression, distress, and guilt in
thee aftermath of the survival of life-threatening experiences. Because Perec keeps silent about
thee bomb, he also keeps silent about these feelings. This silence indicates that not so much the
traumati2ingg events per se as the feelings they evoke are frightening, indeed threatening.
Consequently,, Perec's rhetoric of numbing might hint at what Janet has called "a phobia for the
traumaticc memory."27
Suchh phobic reactions and their displaced metaphors shed light on an observation made
byy psychologist and art therapist Susan Simons in her study about the treatment of survivors.
InIn her therapy she makes use of "nonverbal modalities," in which she includes both visual means
off expression and body movements. She writes:
Often,, what is behind the client's inability to feel feelings is the fear of losing control. (...)
11 have asked many clients to draw pictures of what their feelings would look like if they
expressedd them. Images of "going crazy," tornadoes, volcanoes, and nuclear bombs are not
uncommon.. (1995: 103-104; emphasis added)

Becausee these survivors figure their unreachable feelings as a potential, immeasurable power,
seenn through Perec's text this quotation might also hint at the fear of one's own violent reactions.
Thiss might well be the meaning of the hidden explosion that Perec "celebrates" as a capitulation.
Liftonn offers an explanation for the interrelation of anger, rage, and violence in survivors.
Inn the chapter called "Anger, Rage, and Violence" he presents it as a defensive reaction to an
attackk on a basic vitality:"(...) anger has to do with a struggle to assert vitality by attacking the other
ratherr than the self (1979: 147). Moreover, anger, rage and violence are necessary for the protection
andd maintenance of the self at the moment a subject"(...) feels itself painfully vulnerable to
annihilation."" Lifton's formulation, then, reveals the powers at stake when a traumatized subject is
inn danger of being annihilated: a basic vitality emerges that can turn into aggression. His argument
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also contributes to the meaning of the "discursive death" of a traumatized subject, when he adds

27.. Quoted in Van der Kolk & Van der Hart 1995:176. This idea would appear to be
centrall for the understanding of the principle of structural dissociation.

thatt "[i]n this overall pattern we are struck by the immediate relationship between threatened inner
deathdeath and violent impulse" (149; emphasis added).
Inn terms of subject formation, Lifton's argument indicates the relational aspect of
subjectivityy by highlighting the role of affects and emotions in actions. By establishing a
relationshipp between (inner) rage and (outer) violence, Lifton further argues that violence can
bee explained as the externalization and manifestation of feelings that suggest how to (re)act: an
"impulse,"" he calls it. If subjects are not aware of such feelings and the readiness to action implied
inn them because they are "numbed" by dissociation, the externalization can become the more
dangerous:: the attack can take the form of an attack on "the other." The other becomes the
projectedd enemy.
Itt needs no further argumentation to see the danger of a projection that is enhanced by
massivee social acceptance and by the idea that war against or extermination of such projected
enemiess is justifiable. The observation implies the possibility of a socially maintained, massive
"numbing."" This perspective sheds still another light on Perec's description of the violent and
discriminatingg society on "W." It points to an additional structural traumatogenic factor: the
possibilityy of a hidden, structural threat to a subject's vitality. The lack of a safe social environment
iss thus both traumatogenic and a possible source of reactive aggression. Perec's "memory," then,
makess comprehensible that the annihilation of subjectivity implied in traumatization hides a
destructivee power comparable to an atomic bomb. This (hidden) bomb brings me back to the
invisiblee crater in Perec's text left by the absence of affective feelings.

Optn-Endtd Optn-Endtd

Byy ending the analysis of W ou (...) with a telling example of the powerful rhetoric of Perec's writing
inn "A," I give pride of place to the all-embracing rhetoric of gaps that makes his book so difficult to
readd and, at the same time, so breathtakingly engaging. Perec not only performs gaps in "A" but
inn his entire book, as in the "gap" between the two tales, the doubles, and the two parts of the
book.. Although the gap first and foremost functions as a sign of disconnection, the rhetoric takes
manyy different forms. We have seen it at work in the rhetoric of absence, of disappearance, of
fragmentation,, of doubling or dissociation, of hide and seek, of screening-off, of deferred action,
andd of psychic numbing. Through the common structure of the gap, however, all these devices
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enactt the crux of the concept of trauma, that is, the breach in the integrative capacity of thee subject.
Betweenn the cracks, the subject of pain dissolves.
Thee ample use of rhetorical devices highlights the performative nature of Perec's poetics.
Throughh the focus on Perec's memories I aimed to clarify that both the need for and the possibility
off performativity, like the breach in the integrative capacity of the traumatized subject, are grounded
inn the bodily nature of experience. Hence, this chapter has argued for the intertwinement of lived
reality,, (embodied) imagination, and narrative organization in subjectivity and for the vital role of
autobiographicall memories for a subject's integration. I made this argument tx negativo, through
thee scrutiny of a traumatized subject. The inclusion of experiential knowledge in the narrative
formationn of subjectivity "thickens" the discursive nature of subjectivity. It demonstrates that
discursivityy is not limited to language. However, the bodily base of autobiographical narratives
alsoo points out the fault line that can explain the amnesia, screening off, and psychic numbing
manifestedd in the mini-narratives of Perec's memories. As the last example of his memories has
underscored,, the borderline between traumatic experience and normal autobiographical
recollectionss appears to be of an affective nature: traumatic overwhelming is affect-induced,
whilee killing affect.
Whereass Freud's screen memories and the notion of dissociation indicate that
affectivee feelings and content can be unconsciously separated and attached to other elements,
thee constructed nature of Perec's autobiographical memories makes the idea of a conscious splitting
andd redistribution of affective forces relevant. In this way the gap between feeling and narrating,
betweenn doing and denominating, between experiencing and observing subject can be made
productivee for culturally performative practices such as art and literature. The gap can turn into
aa space in-between, in which a feeling subject and a more distanced, (self)reflecting subject can
enactt the necessary interplay between them.
II see Perec's poetics, and especially his writing of parallel texts, as an enactment of
thee possibility or impossibility of the choice between feeling and distancing. On the one hand,
thee maintenance of the gap between the two tales demonstrates that a traumatized subject
cannott become one integrated subject. On the other hand, the rhetoric of splitting demonstrates
thatt choices are still open. In this way, Perec's consistent two-track telling becomes a choice
thatt makes an important refusal visible. The inability to incorporate the reality of war and
concentrationn camps into his personal history enacts the refusal to let them turn into a socially
acceptedd history.

Inn light of this interpretation, Perec's choice to replace the Liberation by a capitulation, or rather two
capitulations,, becomes culturally effective. The preference for capitulation to qualify the end of the
warr is an act of surrendering on stated conditions. The capitulation emphasized by Perec's text
connectss a conscious act of acknowledging one's defeat and losses with a sine qua non. Here, the
willingnesss to accept that the mother died in a concentration camp goes together with a refusal to
"naturalize"" the violence implied in the cause of death. This refusal is reinforced by the omission
off words like "Jew" and "Holocaust" Perec's text refuses to let these words become abstract
generalizations,, as it refuses to have them "explain" his mother's death and become the
"explanation"" of his personal grief.
Perec'ss refusal to make a world of concentration camps fit into his personal story
doess not mean that he denies its concrete, despicable, historical reality. On the contrary, the
imaginativee power of Perec's anthropological description of the society of "W," fueled by his
personall investment, makes the existence of " W into a forceful "postmemory." This term, coined
byy Marianne Hirsch, indicates those memories of thee second generation that are "mediated not
throughh recollection but through an imaginative investment and creation." Although there is a
generationall distance from history, there is "a deep personal connection" with the postmemory
(1997:: 22).
Perec'ss entire text, the story of a child of war, demonstrates that this deep personal
involvementt of postmemory is the result of a cumulative process. The postmemory "W" is
embedded,, albeit not integrated, in the autohistory W. This is why Perec's W is mirrored by the socalledd "earliest memory." For this mini-autohistory, which has the form of a memory, foregrounds
anotherr ambiguity that has been substantiated in the rhetoric of split narrating: the (in) ability to feel
thee pain of trauma. Because the rapture about the child's (baby's?) ability to "read" a letter/sign
screenss off the severity of the confrontation with Jewishness, the memory hides the "pain" involved
inn this confrontation. Trauma, then, becomes a wound that deprives a subject of the capacity to feel
andd communicate the pain of that wound.
Thee issue of pain was addressed in "A" with the help of external signs like the sling and the
scar,, signs that made visible a child with a tangibly damageable body but incapable of telling from
withinn that body. The pain received an affective dimension by the images of the deaf-mute child and
thee gagged child of "W," who invoked feelings of intrapsychic isolation and social powerlessness,
whichh the children were unable to express themselves. If the principal characteristic of Perec's
poeticss - the split between the two tales - is again seen as an (im)possible choice, this artificial

separationn enacts two things simultaneously. On the one hand, it enacts the impossibility of the
connectionn between a subject and feeling. On the other hand, because the two tales also refer to a
choice,, they make another refusal visible: the refusal to become victimized. Jewishness should not
bee equated with being a victim.
However,, this interpretation leaves a major question hanging. This is the question of
reading.. Perec's split mode of writing is also an appeal to the integrative potential of the reader.
Thee reader is not merely offered the possibility to make choices; her embodied imagination is also
solicited.. In this way Perec's doubled text burdens the reader with an impossible task. How can or
shouldd one respond to an appeal of a "living dead?" How to make a difference between a living and
aa conceptual paradox?

(...) (...)
Readingg Perec's text I became increasingly distressed, incapable of finding words for the diffuse
feelingg of hopelessness that coursed through my functioning and thinking. Despite my awe for
Perec'ss power of writing and imagination, the complexity of his thought, the intricate "games"
withh letters, signs and lines, the intertextual joints and, finally, the intellectual force and theoretical
potentiall of the text, I could not escape the "mood" of his rhetoric. It paralyzed and silenced me.
Ass the last chapter of W suggests, Perec's adult writing appears to "repeat" his youthful drawings:
"W"" and the overall absence of feelings and emotions invoke a world "aux corps rigides, aux facies
inhumains,"" caught in "incessants combats" {219) (with stiff bodies and inhuman facial features,
[caughtt in] unending combats, 163). Moreover, these combats penetrate the (then) present as well,
ass Perec's final remark about Pinochet's fascists and the deportation camps on the islands of Tierra
dell Fuego helps the readers bear in mind.
II did not fully understand my feelings at the time they emerged. Intellectually, I could
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ascribe them to the working of the textual unconscious. I could rationally formulate the idea
thatt the pain of the text worked through my own involvement. But what to do with a reaction
substantiatedd in unspecified feelings that, nevertheless, influenced my vitality? How could I
articulatee this negative effect of the mood of thee text? And if these feelings substantiated the
speechlessnesss of the child - children - implied in W, how could I know that I did not project
myy own feelings onto the text? Whose pain was at stake, ultimately?

Withh the benefit of hindsight, I can evaluate this phase of the cultural analysis I am conducting
ass a dual turning point. Realizing that I have entered a danger area, in which it is difficult to
differentiatee between personal and transpersonal interests, I decide to follow two lines that are
manifestedd in the Intermezzo and Part II. Concerning my theoretical investigation I accept the
challengee of the major question posed by Perec's book. As a result, the relation between affects
andd subjectivity is the topic of Chapter 4. Because of the subject-forming aspect of affective
interaction,, this topic also entails an elaboration of the specific discursive ability I signaled and,
hence,, of the developmental base of the incapacity to relate. Concerning the possible contribution
off my own (past) life to the pain caused by Perec's text, I will pursue that personal quest through
thee interpretation of mijn eerste prentenboek (My First Picture Book) in the autohistorical Chapters 6
andd 7. "Whose pain?" is the leading question of this two-track search. It will bring us first, in
Chapterr 5, to a non-destructive island: the relational playroom of (inter)subjectivity.
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1014.. Name; unbekannt, Vorname.unbekannt,, qeb, 3. 2. 45 (geschSUt)
Auqen:: blau, Haare: blond. Der
Knabee wurde Marz 1945 in Mannhc'imm aufaefunden

2699.. Name: Kepner oder ah
lich,, Vorname: Barbara, geb
Sept.. 1944 (geschata), Auge:
blau,, Haar: mittelblond, De
Kindd soil aus Danzig stamim
undd vom Scruff .Wilhelm Gus
loff"" gerettet worden sein.
Naheress 1st nicht bekannt.
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II nfancy Revisited
Withoutt Words

Itt is t u r n i n g out that the " m i s s i n g link" in psychoanalysis is the nonverbal affect transacting
relationshipp between the developing human infant and the primary caregiver, since this serves
ass the matrix of the individual's emerging unconscious.

ThtTht

Skin of th*

Allan

Schore1

Subject

Becausee Perec's rhetoric of gap aroused in me a theoretical interest in the subject-forming role of
affects,, he made me re-visit ideas about infancy and development Arguing that (inter)subjectivity
startss as the effect of affective communication, I will demonstrate that this nonverbal exchange is
bestt understood as a semiotic interaction. Subjects share meaning through feeling and doing before
theyy share meaning with the help of words; hence, what I call here "nonverbal thinking" predates,
ass well as continues to complicate verbal thought processes.
Thiss chapter aims at clarifying how an affective communication that is based in semiotic
practicess "grounds" subjects both in their bodies and in the interpersonal, social, and cultural
environment.. The body implied in this twofold anchoring consists of a communicating body
(ann affective agent) that is also a space-oriented and sensing body (a sensorimotor agent). Affects
aree manifested in motivated action. Hence, an affective force field emerges in which subjects
communicatee in a concrete way, by means of a body language that produces meaning through
affectivee signs. This meaning is concrete because it is substantiated in (intrapersonal) feelings,
(interpersonal)) enactments, and (transpersonal or shared) actions upon the world; the most
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concretee meaning effect, however, is a personal relationship.2

1.. See Affect Regulation and the Origin of the Self, 1994: 537. Schore's study offers an

appearss in the second year are both the output of the right hemisphere. A child's

interdisciplinaryy perspective from within psychiatry and neurobiology. The author

namee - the first "emotion word" a child learns - is also processed in the earlier

linkss emotional development to the development of the brain, giving evidence for

developedd right part of the brain (488). Schore concludes that the "emergent

thee principle that the right hemisphere (affective processes) develops before the left

capacityy of objective self-awareness implies the operation of a bipartite system that

hemispheree (verbal language) in the relationally defined development towards self-

iss capable of more than one state of consciousness" {498}. This conclusion is

regulation.. He argues that affective communication and the early language that

compatiblee with the idea of different registers of experience.

Thee affective dimension of (inter) subjectivity contributes to the understanding of the relational
aspectt of (inter)subjectivity and the constellation of personal relationships and cultural
environment.. Moreover, because nonverbal communication remains at work during the entire
lifespan,, this communication not only yields insight into developmental subjectivity; it is also
relevantt to the understanding of (inter)subjectivity in general. The pertinence to trauma theory lies
inn the explanatory value of the affective dimension for the specific aspect of discursive disability,
ass different from the structural one, I will draw attention to a failure of experience that pertains to
thee incapacity to form emotionally mature relationships. The disposition to form such relationships
iss causally related to a subject's capacity to regulate affects in general and to cope with stress and
dangerr in particular. The insight into the nested and layered nature of the incapacitation to relate inn its double sense of connecting and narrating - clarifies why traumatic pain should be qualified
ass a relational problem. Finally, it is the affective dimension of (inter)subjectivity that explains why
thee question "whose pain?" cannot receive a simple answer.
Sincee affective communication stresses the "doing" involved in the production of meaning,
thee genesis of (inter)subjectivity can be seen as a performative process that turns the communicative
behaviorr of the caregiver into the equivalent of speech acts. The relationship between the caregiver
andd the baby that is structured by these speech acts is asymmetrical, as far as the caregiver knows
thee rules from the semiotic practices through which she speaks, whereas the child does not know
them.. Nevertheless, the positions of caregiver and baby are comparable to the dialogic relationship
thatt is implied in the exchangeability of the deictic pronouns ' T and "you," although the caregiver
ass yet takes the initiative and sets the tone of this specific communication - acts mostly as an "I."
Becausee the caregiver addresses her baby as a "you," she performatively anchors a potential
subjectt in her (linguistic) act; she appeals to the communicative potential of thee baby. By calling her
babyy a "you," a caregiver treats her as an "I" in becoming and facilitates the interaction through
whichh that baby can become a subject. Hence, a caregiver's anticipatory approach is needed to
createe the relational space - the holding environment - in which the baby can accept her offer
too become a subject. I will argue that as soon as the infant actively and intentionally participates

2.. I am aware of the constraints implied in this account of "normal" relational
(inter)subjectivity.. It should be noted that I do not deny persons who are differently
brainedd - people with autism, for instance - their own subjectivity. Instead, my
argumentt hints at a possible relationship between an innate incapacity to develop
affectivee body language and the particular communication problems inherent in
autisticc and comparable disabilities.
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inn that relationship as a subject that "knows" - in the sense of feels or enacts - as soon as it shares
meaningg concerning the outer world, the infant can be called an intersubject.
Thiss idea of (inter)subjectivity does not require conscious sign use and verbalizable
self-knowledgee as the birthmark of a subject. It marks a transitional area between two extremes.
Onn the one end is the genesis of subjectivity as suggested by psychoanalyst Jean Laplanche, when
hee presents the "nursling" as the translator of the other's "enigmatic" message that is mostly
unconscious.. Subjectivity, then, starts as the "translation" of thee "message" of a caregiver who
herselff is not aware of that message (1996: 7-12).3 Seen from this perspective, subjectivity starts
ass non-conscious interaction. On the other end is the view of philosopher Marcia Cavell, who
conceptualizess (inter) subjectivity in terms of consciousness and mind. Arguing that language is
"thee condition for the mental in general," Cavell connects (inter)subjectivity with the acquisition
off language and, moreover, with self-awareness and the ability to tell about something (1996: 38).
Thee concept of self "has an awareness of self as a self built into it, an 'I' who can tell stories about
itss passage through the world" (120; emphasis in text). For lack of this verbal demonstration of
self-awareness,, preverbal infants are still only potential subjects, according to Cavell.4
Thesee views are relevant to the semiotic view elaborated in this study because they both
approachh subject formation in terms of interactions depending on the production of meaning.
Laplanchee is explicitly semiotics-oriented. He states that the messages of the other are expressed in
aa "language" that must be given the "general sense of semiological system (and not the restricted
sensee of verbal language)". These messages are "most often non-verbal - acts of care, mimicry,
gestures;; but sometimes verbal too" (1996:11). Cavell presents her view of (inter)subjectivity as
"thee interpreter's perspective," which implies that the mind is the result of an interpersonal
processs of meaning production; accordingly, she defines a subject as "a creature with interpretable
mentall states" (40). Apart from a common language, this process of interpretation requires other
"constraintss of meaning", that is the idea of "a common world, the sharing of many particular
beliefs,, and some very general norms of rationality" (33). The most important of the preconditions
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she mentions is the triangular relationship to which I will return below.

3.. Laplanche uses the idea of the baby as translator to clarify the position of the

psychoanalysis is its method and not its theories or "myths." Psychoanalysis should

analysandd in the psychoanalytic situation. Laplanche argues that "the only genuine,

"account for experience. (...) It is the theory of repression, of the genesis of the

originaryy hermeneutist is the human being" and that the "origtnary translation is

unconscious" (12). Laplanche foregrounds translation as an "anti-hermeneutic

(...))

performed by the child, the nursling baby (...) the baby that has no

method" that should go beyond the synthesis implied in "symbolism" and, instead,

unconscious"" (1996: 10-11). Significantly, Laplanche's reference to the translating

un-fix meaning through "ana-lytic (...) associative and dissociative unbinding" (10).

babyy has been made in an article in which he emphasizes that the force of

Laplanche's presentation of the translating baby thus also highlights a difference

II will argue that the difference between the two views explains how the unconscious and
consciouss aspects of becoming a subject can be approached in terms of a developmental transition
-- a "translation" in Laplanche's terminology - from affective body language to verbal language.
Too understand the complexity of this translation, the metaphor of skin might be helpful again.
Thee skin indicates that a psychosomatic area is at stake, and, moreover, that the genesis of
(inter)subjectivityy takes place in a space between inner and outer life, between self and other.
II propose to use the skin as a metaphor for affective feeling. Such a skin indicates that
thee felt tones of the different affects interact with sensorimotor perception. The metaphor refers to
bothh the idea of a holding sack - the skin holds the subject together - and the idea of a touchable
andd touching surface - the subject becomes an interface, open to many contacts and interactions.
Thee skin of affects thus refers to cohesion as well as diffuseness, simultaneously protecting and
makingg vulnerable. Approaching feelings as the skin of the subject, I provide subjectivity with a
preconditionn comparable to the function of the physiological skin for the corporeal body. Like the
physiologicall skin with its multiple sensitivity to touch, pressure, pain, heat, and cold, feelings
makee the mind sensitive to the many possible forces occurring between feeling attracted to and
feelingg repelled from the environment.
Thee idea of a skin of the subject sheds another light on Freud's observation in The Ego
andand the Id that the ego is "first and foremost, a bodily ego; it is not merely a surface entity, but it
iss itself the projection of a surface" (SEXIX: 27). If the surface stands for felt interaction, Freud's
bodilyy ego turns into a skin-ego. Like in Anzieu's argument, who presents the skin-ego as an
unconsciouss symbolic fantasy characterized by the skin's multiple function of envelope, support,
protection,, borderline, interface, and surface of contact, the metaphor of skin emphasizes that the
embodiedd aspect of (inter)subjectivity has a relational aspect. This skin-ego clarifies the complex
interactionn between the relational and the self-reflective aspects implied in (inter)subjecrivity.
Inn this chapter, I will argue that (inter)subjectivity starts as a concrete interaction by which
thee relational subject is provided with the mental complexity that enables her to further develop into
aa subject that can tell and reflect about self and other. Put differently, a subject initially enacts her

betweenn association (anti-hermeneutics) and symbolism (hermeneutics) (8).
4.. The idea of potential subjectivity does not imply that it is impossible that infants

On the contrary, the interest in the interpersonal constitution of intersubjectivity
and the role played by external reality in the formation of interpretable minds

havee any "mental representations," Cavell argues, but philosophically seen "we

lead Cavell to explore the precondition of this mind. This precondition is the

wouldn'tt know what we are meaning in saying they do" (120; emphasis in text).

mutual communication between infant and primary caregiver, because "early

Moreover,, Cavell's exploration of the psychoanalytical mind does not exclude

communications set up pathways for thoughts, set in motion behaviors - of

"Thinkingg about Children," as the title of the second part of her study indicates.

trust, avoidance, openness, spontaneity - that thought will come to inhabit, and
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"I-ness"" as an "I-in-relation" through communications with concrete others in which the outer
worldd is involved as well. Subsequently, she verbally confirms herself as an T who still is an
"I-in-relation,"" but who can also complicate her intrapsychic and relational interaction with
increasinglyy complex life stories and (self)reflections. A subject's genesis appears to be marked by
(thee integration of) the two functions that have already been signaled in the earlier chapters: feeling
fromm within and telling about.
Too demonstrate that this human development requires an explanation in terms of human
signn action, some preliminary work has to be done. Firstly, I will look at the function of affects
andd emotions, and, more specifically, their differentiation and regulation during development.
Forr this developmental aspect I make use of the study of a child psychologist, Alan Sroufe. His
viewpointt substantially contributes to the understanding of the development from feeling (as
meaning)) to knowing (of meaning) and suggests a relation between the genesis of (inter)subjectivity
andd the capacity to form an emotional relationship. Secondly, the viewpoint of a psychoanalyst, Ivri
Kumin,, enables me to elucidate the issue of affective contagion, that is, the unconscious matching
andd exchange of affect states, which is a possibly ongoing aspect of human communication.
Moreover,, by drawing attention to this nonverbal affect communication, Kumin also helps to
specifyy the borderline between concrete interaction and internalization. Thirdly, the work of a
psychoanalystt and semiorician, John Muller, explains development as a layered learning process,
whichh can be approached as a sequence of different forms of semiotic communication.
Togetherr these views help describe a developmental phase that results in the formation
off an intersubject who makes use of emotion schemas. I will explain the latter as non-conscious
Peirceann "habits." This intersubject not only heralds an area of transition to the necessary
integrationn of different levels of experience; it also enables me to situate the potential space and
too clarify specific discursive problems as different from structural ones. In addition, my argument
foregroundss a body language that can be qualified as the concrete predecessor and the ongoing
partnerr of performative speech acts. Finally, the relational aspect of (inter)subjectivity highlights
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the pivotal role of the first attachment and of emotional relationships in general.

reinforce"" (128). Therefore, Cavell proposes to seethe interaction between mother
andd baby in terms of projection: "[the projection of] a self (not necessarily her self)
ontoo [the baby], treating him as a human creature in the making" (128; emphasis in
text).. Finally, the statement that "we learn something about the force of worth before
wee learn what they mean," hints at the affective charge implied in speaking voices
(131;; emphasis added).

Cavell'ss last "constraint of meaning" makes clear that the precondition for a semiotic view of
(inter)subjectivityy exists in the possibility of sharing meaning. She argues that the production of
meaningg requires a triangular relationship between at least two subjects or minds and an object
independentt from their existence "to which (...) they can give a name that will allow them both to
speakk of it in its absence" (37). Importantly, the triangulation implies simultaneity: "subjectivity
arisess along with intersubjectivity and is not the prior state" (40). This simultaneity underscores
thatt the moment two subjects share each other's relationship to an object, both subjects are aware
off their separate existence and of the fact that they have similar things in mind. (Inter)subjectivity,
then,, can only come about in a space of semiotic interactions and practices. This makes experience
intoo an interpersonal and transpersonal concept. I will argue that the awareness of such experience
doess not and need not depend on verbal language alone.

FtêllngFtêllng os Knowing
Thee point of suspension to hook the question how affective interaction can lead to intersubjectivity
iss Sroufe's integrative study: Emotional Development: The Organization of Emotional Life in the Early
YearsYears (1996). As professor in child psychology, Sroufe presents a developmental approach to the
studyy of emotions, an inquiry that is based on experimental work as well as theoretical elaboration.
Moreover,, he combines two different fields in his investigation: the development of the distinct
emotions,, pertaining to normative questions, and the regulation of emotions, pertaining to individual
differences.. "Meaning" appears to play a decisive role in his argument, because it pinpoints the
emergencee of a subject of emotion who can "evaluate" an event. As Sroufe formulates it, "central to
thee definition of emotion in this book is the subjective relationship between infant and event" (28).
Emotionss are developmental constructs that depend on a process of maturation, through
whichh undifferentiated positive and negative affects turn into specific, subjectively felt emotions.
Thiss process is structured by caregivers and moves "from caregiver-orchestrated regulation to
dyadicc regulation to self-regulation" (236). Sroufe uses emotion as an umbrella term, in which
physiological,, affective, cognitive, and behavioral aspects are included; "affect" is restricted to
"thee feeling component and the facial and postural expressive components of emotion" (15-16). He
emphasizess that emotional development cannot be abstracted from social and cognitive development.
Sroufe'ss working definition of emotions is based on what other investigators of emotion have

inn common. All view emotions "as complex transactions with the environment; most theorists
recognizee a role for a cognitive process (...) and all point to associated physiological changes" (12).
Correspondingly,, he tentatively defines emotion as: "a subjective reaction to a salient event,
characterizedcharacterized by physiological, experiential, and overt behavioral change" (15; emphasis in text).
Moreover,, all mature emotions unfold from precursor emotions that, in turn, start as mere physical
reactions:: "major affect systems may be traced from the newborn period, (...) emotions proper are not
viewedd as emerging until later" (60; emphasis added). The capacity to make use of different
emotionss goes together with the capacity to evaluate events and to act adequately upon them. The
termm "evaluate," stresses the cognitive aspect of the production of meaning involved. A "subjective
reaction,"" then, implies a subject who can evaluate - conveys meaning to - "a salient event."
II would like to point out that the cognitive aspect of this "salience" is intertwined with value,
suggestingg a subject that takes her well-being to heart when she evaluates.5
Usingg an "organizational perspective," Sroufe presents development as a sequence of
qualitativelyy different levels of mental organization. Each step in the process indicates an increase
inn complexity, defined by the nature of the relationship between affective, cognitive, and social
aspectss of the process. The development of the brain also interacts with the development of
emotionn and cognition. However, development is not a predetermined process, because the prior
behaviorr enables new behavior without specifying it; "new behavior is at a level of complexity and
organizationn not inherent in the preconditions" (39).
Thee growth from baby to child implies a process "wherein what emerges derives in a
logical,, though complex way from what was present before as a precursor, (...) embodying an
importantt core essence of that which is to come" (235). Sroufe distinguishes seven normative
stagess in the two first years of life, culminating in the emergence of the autonomous self and the
"self-concept,"" while the development towards self-regulation appears still later. At the end of the
secondd year the subject operates more or less autonomously. This is the period of caregiver-guided
self-regulation.. The subject can actively cope, has a positive self-evaluation, and is capable of self1 2 88

conscious emotions like shame (70). That "the more mature emotions do not displace precursor

5.. See, for example, the cognitive approach of emotions as represented by the work
off Nico Frijda (1986,1992).

emotions"" is especially relevant for my argument (64), This implies that at any age a diffuse,
unspecifiedd feeling is able to develop into a specific emotional evaluation.
Sroufe'ss account demonstrates that, although the emergence of self is marked by language
acquisition,, it is only one, albeit significant, phase in a complex continuous or discontinuous
process;; moreover, the self-concept is not presented as the watershed between potential subjectivity
andd subjectivity proper. Because Sroufe approaches subjectivity in terms of a subjective condition,
hee introduces a subject who makes use of evaluative feelings and adequate reactions to events. Thus
thee practice of life becomes involved in subject constitution, as much as the other way around.
Thee capacity to evaluate "is clearly apparent in the second half year, though it has earlier
rootss and evolves considerably with the later development of symbolic capacity" (132; emphasis
added).. The emergence of the production of subjective meaning is ascribed to the third and fourth
phasee of development, to "active participation" (six to nine months) and "attachment" (nine to
twelvee months) (70). This indicates that language need not be the precondition for the production
off meaning through emotions. Because this evaluation is mediated by interactions with caregivers,
theree may be a nonverbal semiosis that predates verbal communication. If there is indeed a
preverball communication at stake, it is plausible to present the capacity to evaluate as a criterion
forr - semiotic - subjectivity.
Sroufee explains that infants can evaluate events when their behavior is determined by what
sensee they make out of those events, a reaction that is radically different from automatic reflexes.
Suchh an infant "interprets the caregiver's accessibility and behavior" (170). This does not suggest,
however,, that preverbal infants have thoughts in the proper sense of that term. For example, if a
caregiverr suddenly disappears, an infant feels a fear that is associated with this perceived event and
thuss makes this event unsafe: "the infant feels anxiety and that [feeling] mediates interpretations of
eventss and the overall situation" (139; emphasis in text). The infant's interpretation does not imply
thatt she "thinks 'this is safe' or 'this is dangerous;' rather, (...) she feels safe or apprehensive" (139;
emphasiss in text). I see this bodily-based agent as a "subject of feeling" who is capable of producing
aa felt knowing. This subject functions without the support of an imaginary ego or a verbally
indicatedd "I."
Becausee the development of emotions is set in motion by primary caregivers, interpersonal
regulationn appears to be the precondition for the subjective organization of experience. An infant's
abilityy to evaluate events is defined by the quality of the affective interactions with caregivers. This
qualityy becomes manifest in the "attachment period" between nine and twelve months, in which

thee mediating role of caregivers results in an enduring relationship. Such a relationship implies
thee ability to differentiate between familiar and non-familiar persons. Because attachment not
onlyy refers to the first emotional relationship between caregiver and infant, but also to an inherent
facilitatingg or disabling potential that affects the autonomy and self-regulation to come, it
constitutess a landmark in infant development.
Extendingg the ideas of the first attachment theorist Bowlby, Sroufe argues that "the set
goall of the attachment system" should be viewed as "felt security" and that affects are the means
thatt bring about the "adaptive behavior" that leads to this security (177). "Secure attachment" thus
presupposess a developmental process in which "confidence in the caregiver becomes confidence
inn the self with the caregiver and, ultimately, confidence in the self (186). Eventually, it helps an
infantt to realize that the world is safe, others are caring, and she is worthy. Because the quality of
thee care defines the quality or the nature of the attachment, differences in care quality have a
profoundd impact on an infant's capacity for affect regulation and the exploration of the world.
Whilee adequate functioning of primary caregivers leads to secure attachment, inadequate
functioningg can lead to two pathogenic forms of attachmentt that can severely hamper the further
developmentt of (inter)subjectivity. Sroufe calls them: "anxious/resistant attachment" and
"anxious/avoidantt attachment" (183). The role of anxiety - an indication of the involvement of the
fear-systemm - is the reason why these failures of attachment have explanatory value for what I call
aa specific traumatic disability. As I will argue later, failures of attachment are the prototype of
emotionall isolation. Hence they form the core of children's vulnerability to trauma.
Althoughh Sroufe describes a process of sensitive, cooperative care in terms of Daniel
Stern'ss idea of attunement, that is, as playful actions "that amplify, support or modulate the
infant'ss response," his study does not give specific indications for a rule-governed, semiotic
processs of communication (163).6 Nevertheless, he stresses the socio-emotional aspect of
development,, observing that "face-to-face interaction" is vital "because it allows the infant to
makee the transition from a physical basis for security and comforting to a psychological basis."
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The caregiver's "holding" of the infant's "eyes and voice" promotes the "transition to an internalized

6.. I will come back to Stern's ideas in Chapters 6 and 7.

experiential knowledge structure the later emerging (verbal) thought processes. The

7.. The idea of schemata of relationships as emotional constructs is related to the

earliest mental schemata grow into increasingly complex images or structures with

theoryy that philosopher Mark Johnson launched in his study about "the bodily basis

the help of what Johnson calls "metaphorical extension." In this way Johnson

off meaning, imagination, and reason" (1987). Johnson introduces the notion of

provides abstract thinking with a concrete, bodily base, although he does not take

"imagee schemata" for the earliest {pre-consciously formed) version of a mental

the mediating function of affective interaction into account. In contrast,

representationall system, which is based on bodily experience. These schemata of

neuroscientist Antonio Damasio presents a feeling core self that emphatically

attachment"" (168; emphasis added). This internalization makes it possible to expect care also when
itt is not physically there. Finally, Sroufe argues that the internalization of affective interaction bears
nott so much on a "set of behaviors" or "a trait of the infant" as on schemata of relationships,
whichh are "emotional constructs" (172 and 178). Because the capacity to produce and reproduce
autobiographicall recollections does not develop before a child is about four years old, these
schemataa of relationships predate the working of the autobiographical or episodic memory system.7
Sroufe'ss view of emotional development can be connected to the performative subject formation
II articulated in the previous section. A caregiver appears to be doing more than addressing a baby
ass a "you"; by means of her nonverbal as well as verbal speech acts she also interprets the affective
behaviorr of the infant. Moreover, the caregiver's acts of interpretation help the infant take over the
initiativee and become involved in a reciprocal communication. These interactions result in a subject
thatt can differentiate between emotions, evaluate events, and maintain a mutual relationship with
aa caregiver. Although the two subjects involved do not have the same thoughts in mind, they share
ann interaction that supersedes the dual relationship. Hence, there is a preverbal agent who can be
understoodd as a subjectively feeling "I," an "I-in-relation-to-a-primary-other," and an "I" that is
awaree of a world outside this interpersonal relationship. In terms of a nonverbal body language it
cann be said that the subject has learned something about a vocabulary of feelings and the possibility
too combine feelings with certain actions, a proto-form of syntactic ordering.
Twoo subjects that nonverbally constitute an emotional relationship in a world are the
predecessorss of the verbally communicating subjects Cavell indicated as two creatures with
interpretablee minds that share a world. Being in a world by means of an emotional relationship
highlightss an important aspect made manifest by this early triangulation: primary relationships
sett the tone for other personal relationships and interactions with the world. Therefore, I approach
attachmentt as the fundament that "holds" or "grounds" the coming interpretative processes of the
infant,, providing them with a basic "tonal" quality: a tonality. As I will argue, this tonality is relevant
too trauma theory, because it can make the difference between a subject that can enjoy life - "life is

dependss on emotions and, moreover, this core self is the beginning of conscious

consciousness only the intrapsychic development of consciousness and self has a

lifee (1999). He thus presents a specific register of experience-feeling-in between

place, leaving out the question of the cultural contribution via the mediating

meree being and cognitive knowing. This feeling consciousness makes use of a

caregivers. Hence, neither study accounts for the idea of {inter)subjectivity, as I

nonverball (not only visual) mental imagery, which remains available for the later

have now proposed it.

narrativelyy organizing autobiographical self. He argues that feeling as feeling
precedess knowing that we feel. However, in Damasio's act of embodying
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worthh living" - and a subject that merely survives - "the environment is hostile or dangerous."
Attachment,, then, influences an infant's action readiness and coping ability by coloring her
perspectivee on the world and herself.
Too understand the empowering quality of the performative formation of subjectivity
thee term "force field" will be helpful. This is the field in which preverbal interaction starts as a
motivatedd process set in motion by a caregiver. The idea of force field not only foregrounds the fact
thatt evaluation and motivation go together, but it also indicates that the infant's ability to make
sensee is motivated by interpersonal actions. A subject, then, is primarily "felt out" by concrete
interactionss with other people. The inevitable involvement of other people in the genesis of
subjectivityy also sheds some light on the affective investment in human relationships in general.
Thee first emotional relationships seem to suggest that making sense and the forming of meaningful
relationshipss go hand in hand. Finally, because these primary relationships are not dyadic but
triangular,, a space with a semiotic potential emerges, in which the cultural environment is made
meaningfull through the "tone" of dominating relationships.
Nevertheless,, Sroufe's study does not explain how a baby interprets the caregiver. How does
ann infant feel that it shares feelings with the mother, without being able to consciously know or
thinkk that it has the same feelings in mind? How does an infant feel that she is like others? These
howhow questions require a semiotic answer. Before turning to Peircean semiotics, I will first look to
thee study of psychoanalyst Kumin, in which "intermodal exchange" is offered as explanation for the
transmissionn of affective feelings. This might also explain how the production of meaning through
feelingg can take place. Because Kumin presents intermodal exchange as a mode of communication
thatt starts in infancy and continues to function outside language during the entire lifespan, his
studyy makes the issue of an affective body language more explicit. As I will argue in the course of
thiss chapter, his argument first and foremost hints at a level of experience that functions outside
normall consciousness.

AfftctsAfftcts as lnttrfac$
Kumin'ss Pre-object Relatedness: Early Attachment and the Psychoanalytic Situation (1996) is another
examplee of an integrative study. He combines psychoanalytical theories of development and
attachmentt with clinical information about the nonverbal (counter)transference concerning

pre-oedipall pathology. He thereby also makes use of empirical findings from infant observation.
Hiss interest in preverbal infancy enables him to make seemingly disparate psychoanalytic theories
off classical psychoanalysis (Freud), British object-relations theory (Klein, Winnicott, Bion, Ogden),
andd self-psychology (Kohut) productively interact.
Myy choice of Kumin's work is motivated by his interest in the communication of preoedipall disturbances in the psychoanalytic situation. He tries to understand the mental organization
impliedd in interactions that "to some extent predate memory, symbolic representation and verbal
description,, predate self-reflection, and predate the conscious awareness of the contribution of the
originall caretaker" (2). Because of this interest in the way early affects are interpersonally exchanged
and,, subsequently, intrapsychically processed or internalized, Kumin focuses on "the infant's
mentall and emotional repertoire for recognizing and responding to its own affects as signals" {32).
Inn line with "object relations theory," the psychoanalytical approach that gives the
internalized,, symbolic representations of the relationship with the "primary object" or caregiver
pridee of place, the experience that predates these relationships is addressed as "pre-object
relatedness."" Like Sroufe, Kumin asserts that this pre-object relatedness is the self-structuring
precursorr of mature (inter) subjectivity and correlates the failures of early relationships with later
pathology.. He also suggests that earlier modes of mental organization are not automatically fully
integratedd into later experience: "While pre-object relations likely begin even prior to birth, they
persistt into adulthood as the psychosomatic background of self-experience" (io). In order to explain
thee "contagious" aspect of the communication of affective states, Kumin presents the idea of
"intermodall exchange."
Partt of the argument consists of establishing a common ground between three theoretical
approachess of affect regulation, of which Freud's idea of "signal anxiety" in the face of danger
functionss as model.8 This common ground offers a lead for the semiotic subject formation I aim
too describe. Comparing Freud's signal anxiety with the concepts of "projective and introjective
identification"" formulated in object-relation theory, as well as with the "empathie attunement"
addressedd in self-psychology, Kumin comes to the conclusion that the different regulative processes

8.. See also Chapter 3 {note 21), in which I mention Smith who indicates that Freud's
articlee about signal anxiety is a turning point in his thinking about the role of affect
andd trauma.
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cann all be brought back to the same four moments. Despite the different approaches of the models
-- some emphasize the intrapsychic, others the relational aspects of the formation of the ego - all
distinguish:: i. the perception of potential danger; 2. the communication of an anxiety signal (an
affectivee expression or gesture); 3. the reception of this anxiety signal (by caregiver or by the ego
self);; 4. the mediation of the anxiety signal (soothing by caregiver or defense of ego; both are aimed
att the reduction of the anxiety resulting from the danger).
Arguingg that interactive processes lead to internalization, Kumin makes plausible that the
differentt psychoanalytical approaches do not exclude each other, because "individual psychology
developss in part from an internalization of pre-object experience of a two-person matrix" (47).
Becausee the four steps describe a process of pre-relatedness, they refer to the time the infant still
dependss on the caregiver, which, parenthetically, need not mean that the infant is merged with the
caregiver.99 In this early situation danger is a problem of distress, to be solved through the mediation
off the caregiver. Kumin's example thus underscores the caregiver's function as the provider of the
feelingg of safety; as in Sroufe's argument, caregivers are persons capable of handling dangers.
Inn preparation for the discussion that will demonstrate the integrative power of Peircean
semiotics,, I will translate the four moments of the regulative process into a sign action or semiosis.
Ass I will further clarify in the next section, this sign action implies a triple relationship between a
"representamen"" (a perceptible initial sign), an "interpretant" (the sign effected in somebody by
thee initial sign), and the "object" or "referent" of a sign (the meaning of a sign, according to some
ruless or "grounds"). In the process that is described the perception of something threatening is a
representamenn when it is perceived. This perceived sign leads to another sign or interpretant, i.e.
itt makes the infant react with a signal of anxiety - the infant thus communicates anxiety. This
anxietyy leads to still another interpretant in two ways: as expressed signal it is received as a sign by
thee caregiver and as feeling it is received as another sign for the infant self. Because the caregiver
ass well as the infant responds to this interpretant - in this example with soothing and defense,
respectivelyy - both mediate between the perceived sign and a referent or object.
1 3 44

By turning Kumin's staged interaction into a semiotic process, I draw attention to the

9.. The idea of being merged, i.e. "being one* with the mother is merely an idea. Like

already some physical "agent" that reacts to changes. Damasio calls this a proto-

thee idea of wholeness with respect to autonomous selfhood, it is a retrospective

self, "a collection o f neural patterns which represents the state of the organism." In

constructionn and, as such, an illusion. A baby starts her life as a material entity that

contrast to the feeling core self, which functions on some level of consciousness,

physiologicallyy reacts to the outer world and thereby develops her potential

"we are not conscious of the proto-self (1999:174; emphasis in text),

subjectivity.. Although she cannot yet be aware of her precise physical boundaries, a

10. Psychologist Keith Oatley distinguishes two components of emotion: action

baby'ss life begins as an encounter with an outer environment; hence, there is

readiness and phenomenological tone. The first refers to the underlying function of

necessaryy coordination of an affective signal (expression) with a subjective feeling, that is, with
whatt Oatley calls the "phenomenological tone" of emotions.10 However, this process does not
explainn how a sharing of feelings by means of "contagion" might work, because it does not specify
"thee way humans transmit and receive emotions without speech" (51; emphasis added). The semiotic
interactionn does not answer the question how a baby learns to make a connection between another's
feelingss and her own affective state. Kumin explains this concrete transmission of affects by
extrapolatingg the notion of "intermodal matching," an idea developed by Meltzoff et al.
Observationss of very young babies have, to begin with, led researchers to note a baby's
capacityy to imitate. "Alert normal neonates under one month old (...) can reliably imitate the facial
gesturess of adults" (53). A baby who sees another's face can imitate that visual input. Apparently,
babiess can translate "actions seen" into "actions done." The investigators explain this ability by
assumingg an innate "representational system that allows [infants] to unite in one common
frameworkk their own body transformations and those of others" (55). Meltzoff et al. call this
phenomenonn "intermodal matching." A baby, then, has an innate capacity to match or mirror
thee facial features of another person.11
Otherr experiments have demonstrated that very young babies can also combine the
informationn of different senses, because they visually identified an object that they had only
exploredd with their mouths and they "match [ed] the information picked up by the eye and the ear"
(56).. Furthermore, infants do not only imitate the caregiver's facial expressions, they also match
herr voice and physiological gestalt. According to Meltzoff the imitation and sharing of bodily features
enablee young infants to differentiate and communicate with persons as opposed to things. Because
thiss matching creates "a common framework" in which the bodily experience of a baby and another
personn are "united," it opens the possibility of sharing affects. I interpret this as a capacity to
communicate.. It might be possible, then, that seeing a caregiver's laughing face, which is mirrored
byy the baby's face, also generates a feeling of pleasure that resembles the caregiver's feeling state,
providedd that there is a feedback between facial expression and having a feeling. The hypotheses
throughh which Kumin introduces the notion of intermodal exchange imply such a communication.

emotion:: to readiness for action or a change of readiness. Action readiness

11. "Matching" refers to both the principle of similarity (imitation) and the principle

thuss pertains to motivation in the sense of stimulus for adequate action. The

of contiguity (across different sensory modalities). Apparently, two important

phenomenologicall tone indicates the feeling that accompanies the different

principles of the production of meaning can be brought back to an innate capacity

emotionss "of which we may be conscious. Each emotion can typically be felt as

to learn and differentiate. These principles not only underlie the difference between

differentt from contrasting emotions and from nonemotions: Sadness feels different

the Peircean icon and index, which, as I will argue, help explain the vocabulary of

fromm happiness and from states like deductive reasoning or sleepiness" (1994: 20).

feelings and the syntax of interaction implied in nonverbal body language; they also
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Infants'' ability to match themselves to their caregiver across sensory modalities leads Kumin to the
conclusionn that "matching between the sensory, perceptual, and motor spheres may also operate
betweenn the infant's perceptual and affective spheres" {58). It is noteworthy that the term
"intermodall exchange" comes up in connection with the third hypothesis, which states that "the
capacityy for intermodal matching does not end in infancy with the development of symbolic mental
representationss but persists normally throughout life as a characteristic of primary process thought"
(60;; emphasis added). In line with this hypothesis, Kumin specifies intermodal exchange as the
abilityy to match and exchange affective states intermodally, a communication that is enabled by "an
isomorphismm of affect elicited and affect felt." This isomorphism, an iconic learning of "another
person'ss mood from a facial expression, a posture, a tone of voice or a gesture" might indeed
explainn the non-conscious, contagious aspect of the affective exchange (61). In the next section I will
examinee the ways in which infant research and developmental semiotics support Kumin's
hypotheses. .
Accordingg to Kumin's argument the performative production of (inter)subjectivity includes a
concretee sharing of affective states or moods. This process highlights three important aspects.
First,, there seems to be a communication through body language; second, the term "mood"
indicatess that more enduring affective patterns are implied in the pre-object relatedness at stake.
Third,, interpersonal contact raises the issue of presence. Because the experience dealt with here
cannott be transferred in the form of a constative, portable meaning, its essence is that, as Kumin
formulatess it: "You have to be there to 'get it.'" (87; emphasis in text). The descriptions of case stories
demonstratee that intermodal exchange "can literally be sensed as a gut feeling" (83). Importantly,
becausee these gut feelings are "evoked in another intermodally via interactional enactment rather
thann conveyed symbolically in verbal speech," an interaction is at stake that cannot be approached
inn terms of repression. Hence, a register of experience emerges that functions outside verbal
language.. The possible existence of such a register indicates that the discursive silence implied in
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traumatization, also encompasses a concretely "felt" incapacity to relate to other people. Moreover,

underliee the difference between condensation and displacement, metaphor and
metonymyy as well as between paradigmatic choices and syntagmatic connections
(Silvermann 1983: 87-125). Although the research by Meltzoff & Moore (1977) was
criticized,, later research has confirmed the baby's capacity to "be brought into a
resonantial,, iconic facial mirroring response to adults" (Muller 1996:124).

suchh incapacity points to the possibility of preverbal traumatization. As Kumin observes: "[a] past
catastrophee [can be] simultaneously unrepressed and yet unthinkable" (103).
Affectivee exchange and the inherent possibility of a more or less autonomously operating
affectivee register of experience substantially complicate subject-formation. Despite its explanatory
value,, intermodal exchange leaves the question hanging about the influence of the cultural
environmentt on the subject-forming interaction between infant and caregivers. I have emphasized
fromm the beginning that there is an asymmetrical relationship at stake, because the caregiver acts
ass an adult who has been subjected to the discursive rules of thee symbolic order. Does Kumin's
preverball dyadic interaction defy that discursive mediation? In the next section I will introduce a
developmentall semiotics that argues that the genesis of (inter)subjectivity is embedded in cultural
frameworks:: it is mediated by what Muller calls "the semiotic code" (1996: 21).

FromFrom Cotrctd Mirroring to Rtcognition
Inn this section I will dwell on Muller's Beyond the Psychoanalytic Dyad: Developmental Semiotics in
Freud,Freud, Peirce and Lacan (1996) and "Hierarchical Models in Semiotics and Psychoanalysis" in
Peirce,Peirce, Semiotics and Psychoanalysis (2000). Muller combines psychoanalytical theory and semiotics
withh findings from infant observations and psychiatric practice. He clarifies the specificity of
developmentall semiotics by situating it in the wider field of thee semiotics as articulated by Sebeok,
whoo distinguishes between three areas: anthroposemiotics, which deals with species-specific human
signn systems, zoosemiotics, which pertains to animal communication in the broadest sense, and
endosemiotics,, which concerns the cybernetic systems within the body. This distinction makes it
possiblee to understand the complexity and hierarchy implied in human development with respect
too both the relational and the mental component. As Muller formulates it:
Inn considering infant-mother interaction, we might avoid reductionism by conceiving the
processs as one in which the mother's anthroposemiotic system quickly transforms the
infant'ss zoosemiotic system into an anthroposemiotic one, with decisive consequences for
thee endosemiotic system of the developing brain. We can understand developmental semiotics
ass an attempt to give an account of this transition, this move from neonatal reflexes to an
intersubjectivee position of semiotic empowerment. (1996: 30)

Mullerr uses Peircean semiotics to argue that the mother-infant dyad consists of sign actions that
aree structured by "the semiotic code." By means of this notion of semiotic code Muller puts the
nonverball dyad in the frame of Thirdness, presenting Thirdness as the Peircean equivalent of the
Lacaniann symbolic order. Because Thirdness places the production of meaning in the framework of
culturall habits and laws, it foregrounds the role of conventionality and, hence, cultural specificity in
thee semiotic events we live by.12 Explaining the semiotic code as the semiotic practices that frame
everyy interaction, Muller indicates that this code is comparable to the notion of discursivity as used
inn the present study. The term "semiotic code" makes explicit that not merely language but all lands
off signifying systems are implied in discourses. This code functions as "the third term of the dyad"
andd "the holding environment for both mother and infant" (1996: 21).
Mullerr approaches the genesis of (inter)subjectivity as the result of different levels of
communication,, that is, as an integrative sequence of iconic, indexical and symbolic interaction.
Hee describes this process as a movement from coerced mirroring (coercing sameness) to recognition
(positingg difference); it is a development that goes from "enacted iconicity (coerced mirroring) to
indexicalityy (pointing) to symbolization (conventional gestures and words)" (55). Enacted iconicity
iss an affective response that works automatically, through physical synchronization; it is
"contagious,, captivating, and produces a replica in the other." This automatic synchronization of
affectivee states soon becomes an indexical conversation in which the baby gradually gains more
semioticc autonomy; she thus learns that she is involved in an interaction with another participant.
Recognition,, the other end of the continuum, requires acknowledging "the other as other, not as
ann extension or repetition of oneself" (24). This view of subjectivity is articulated in Muller's final
semioticc claim: "The process of mutual semiotic recognition leads to the emergence of subjectivity
inn the infant, eventually effected in the use of "I" and "you" (21).
Althoughh affectivity plays an important initiating role in Muller's developmental semiotics,
hee does not specifically discuss the regulation of affects and the differentiation of emotions. In his
accountt of development through infant observations, emotional development is subordinated to the
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genesis of (inter)subjectivity in general. Muller presents infants as semiotically competent beings,

12.. Firstness, Secondness, and Thirdness are the three categories of relation with
whichh Peirce builds his "architectonic theory." I will pay more attention to these
categoriess below.

usingg Colwyn Trevarthen's infant semiotics as general frame of reference (1989). Hence, preverbal
doess not mean pre-semiotic. This implies an "innate intersubjectivity," suggesting that there is
somee distinction between self and not-self present at birth (Muller 1996: 47-48). From early on
theree is a selective preference for the mother's voice, her face, and her odor. Because babies show
turn-takingg behavior or a proto-conversational pattern of the interaction with the mother from six
weekss on, Trevarthen also ascribes to them inborn "conversational and empathie properties"
(Trevarthenn 1989: 703, quoted in Muller 1996: 49).
Thee shift from coerced mirroring to an indexical dialogue in which the baby willfully
provokess reactions gradually extends into a socially defined playing with the intentions of others,
"engagingg desire with desire" (52). After six months, a remarkable development in "checking
behavior"" is displayed by the infant, who uses the primary caregiver as an emotional frame of
reference.. The baby who "directs attention to the eyes, face and voice, or hands of the partner
(orr to various combinations of these)" shows "a growing awareness of how to coordinate with the
otherother person's mind." Moreover, this attempt at coordination with another's orientation is "coupled
too a need for specific information on expressed details of their feelings, interests, and intentions"
(Trevarthenn 1989: 724, quoted in Muller 53; emphasis added). Muller explains the importance of
thiss behavior in terms of identification and desire, clarifying that these babies are "intent (...) on
beingg found desirable" (53). This emphasis on desire obscures the evaluative function of different
kindss of affects, the connection with the readiness for action, and the function of a specific body
languagee in that interpersonal process. Nevertheless, Trevarthen sees this coordination with
another'ss mind as the groundwork for symbolic communication.
Thee age of nine (to twelve) months is presented as a turning point, because it is the
beginningg of an (inter)subjectivity that implies an ability to "attend and comply with the mother's
instructions,"" to perform "illocutionary acts," and to have "awareness of shared reality." These
infants,, then, with the help of protolinguistic vocalization and gestures, are capable of a nonverbal
referentiall communication about what lies beyond the dyad; through a deictic activity that already
startss around the age of three months, infants can communicate about an object that is present
(53-54).. I take it that from about nine months on infants function in a triangular relationship,
enactingg the differentiation between "I" and "you," and the outer world.
Exceptt for his reference to desire, Muller does not take attachment and the possibly vital
functionn of the first emotional relationships into consideration. He makes a jump of a year and
mentionss that at the end of the second year "the experience of self-cohesion (...) now appears
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dependentt on the meeting of standards, on the embrace of an ideal, [and] on being found pleasing"
(54).. Moreover, making another jump of a year, he does not stress the acquisition of language as
such,, but the ability of the three-year-old child to "speak to others about non-present events" {55).
Thee ability to tell about something that is absent is for Trevarthen (and Muller) the indication of a
child'ss entry into the symbolic order. At this moment a child is able to consciously "sign" herself.
Onlyy when a child can thus communicate can she think consciously and remember symbolically.^
Inn Muller's developmental semiotics, in which different kinds of sign actions follow each
other,, affects and emotions are explained in terms of interpretants, that is, as those aspects of a
signn that take effect in somebody. And because the interpretant engages the developmental subject
inn the sign action, the interpretant plays a decisive role in Muller's argument. Peirce's description
off the three aspects of a sign explains how the subject can be seen as the meaning effect of
semiosis: :

AA sign, or representamen, is something which stands to somebody for something in some
respectt or capacity. It addresses somebody, that is, it creates in the mind of that person an
equivalentt sign, or perhaps a more developed sign. That sign which it creates I call the
interpretantinterpretant of the first sign. The sign stands for something, its object. It stands for that object,
nott in all respects, but in reference to a sort of idea, which I have sometimes called the ground
off the representation.H

Thee subject is the "somebody" who is addressed by the representamen, or, the effect of the sign that
iss perceived is substantiated in the mind of an interpreting subject. Because the representamen
takess the form of "an equivalent sign or perhaps a more developed sign," it is manifested in some
way,, in the form of a feeling, for instance. Through this feeling, the addressed subject is constituted
ass a subject of feeling, or, a feeling subject. What the feeling "means" for the subject, that is, what
thee object or referent of the perceived sign is for the subject, depends on the "ground" or rule that
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combines the representamen with the object. Muller emphasizes that this meaning can be enacted

13.. This view seems to be in agreement with Cavell's idea of (inter)subjectivity.
Peirce'ss Collected Papers, 2.228, quoted in Bal & Bryson 1991: 188. This lucid and
empoweringg article opens up semiotics for the analysis of visual texts.
14.. Peirce's Collected papers, 2.228, quoted in Bal & Bryson 1991:188. This lucid and
empoweringg article opens up semiotics for the analysis of visual texts.

-- running away in reaction to fear - or can become manifest in verbalizable thought - for example,
"suchh circumstances are dangerous." Meaning can only become inter subjectively sharable, however,
whenn two subjects make use of the same culturally defined rules. Those rules form the "semiotic
code"" or the semiotic practices indicated by Muller as the basis that grounds every semiotic human
interaction. .
Becausee the interpretant makes the subject into the nodal point of outer world and inner
life,, the subject-constituting function of the interpretant is implied in the way it makes mental
processess visible. Muller states that the interpretant is "roughly equivalent to the sign's meaning
ass different from its referent" (1996: 33).J5 This clarifies the role of thee interpretant as indication
off the intrapsychic component of subjectivity. The complexity of intrapsychic processes can be
conceivedd as an endless chain of interpretants, in which all mental steps can be reduced to different
interpretants.. At the moment a representamen is connected to an object, when it produces meaning
forr the subject, the chain of interpretants has reached its (provisional) final interpretant and comes
too a halt.
Too make the different aspects of the mental processes that accompany sign actions
analyzable,, Peirce has made a categorization of interpretants. Muller's major contribution to my
inquiryy is that he approaches Peirce's differentiation between the emotional, the energetic, and the
logicall interpretant as a sequence with explanatory value for developmental subjectivity. He argues
thatt the sequence implied in Peirce's categorization can be seen as a hierarchy that punctuates a
subject'ss development towards (inter)subjectivity. Muller's argumentation helps me to explain how
thee affective dimension of (inter)subjectivity can function on different levels of mental organization
-- it indicates different forms of consciousness - and how the mediation between emotional
imaginationn and verbal thought can take place.
Too make his point Muller draws attention to Peirce's "architectonic theory," the
philosophicall foundation of his semiotics. Peirce structures experience by means of three
categoriess of relation: First(ness), Second(ness) and Third(ness). He defines them as modes of
being::

15.. He quotes another definition of a sign made by Peirce to underscore this
observation:: "A sign stands for something to the idea it produces or modifies...
Thatt for which it stands is called its object; that which it conveys, its meaning, and
thee idea to which it gives rise, its interpretant" (1996: 33; quoted in Eco 1976; 69;
emphasiss in text).
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Firstt is the conception of being or existing independent of anything else. Second is the
conceptionn of being relative to, the conception of reaction with, something else. Third is the
conceptionn of mediation, whereby a first and second are brought into relation. (1891: 296;
quotedd in Muller 2000: 50)16

Firstnesss refers to quality as such, to an unreflected feeling, an undifferentiated state, to mere
potentialityy and immediate experience; it is separated from Secondness and Thirdness. "Secondness
iss for Peirce the dynamic category of force and impact, in particular the kind of impact that takes
placee in a dyadic relation" (2000: 51). Secondness involves the relation between a first and a second.
Itt acknowledges the existential influence of external reality. Thirdness is the category of mediation
andd signs. It refers to "habit and law, required for thinking, self-reflection and any experience for
continuityy and community." Thirdness is there when "seconds are assessed and understood"
(2000:: 51).

Itt is not the categories as sequence but their relation to each other that yields insight into
thee genesis of subjectivity.1? There is an unbound potentiality (Firstness) that can only become
meaningfull by means of relation (Secondness) and interpretation (Thirdness). Secondness refers
too the moment of impact that sets semiosis in motion: human subjects come to life through
Secondness.. This Secondness, which is manifested in the relationship with caregivers, enables a
baby'ss unbound potentiality to become meaningful by bringing it into relation with Thirdness. The
mediatingg skills of those caregivers thus substantially contribute to the way becoming subjects can
makee use of the potentiality of Firstness. As I will argue below, the space of Secondness, that is, the
relationall space where a potentiality can be made productive by means of Thirdness, is the potential
space.. Secondness helps to realize that relational subjectivity starts in a force field where mere
impactt can turn into motivated action that becomes manifested in a subject. Moreover, the action
andd the subject at stake are measured in terms of being successful and feeling well.
Inn Muller's argument the architectonic theory of Peirce is mainly brought in to illuminate
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the hierarchy implied in the sequence of the interpretants. This hierarchy is related to the way the

16.. Muller's developmental semiotics (1996) is directed at the integration of

17. Semiotic theologian Ellen van Wolde demonstrates that these categories should

Peirce'ss categories of relation and the three registers of experience formulated by

be read in reverse order to understand Peirce's development as a philosopher of

Lacan:: the Real (Firstness); the Imaginary order (Secondness); and the Symbolic

logic. She argues that Peirce eventually integrates a nominalist and realist view of

orderr (Thirdness). I do not go into that challenging aspect of his study. I only

reality into a relationally defined "semiotic realism." In the beginning reality is for

mentionn here that Muller's focal point is the treatment of psychosis, a state of

the nominalist Peirce only what is "knowable" through signs and their resulting

unboundedd being that is explained in terms of Lacan's Real and Peirce's Firstness.

conceptual thought. Later on, he also acknowledges the influence of the "clash"

differentt "grounds" operate. These grounds determine which qualities of signs dominate the
relationshipp to their objects. Because the meaning produced by these relationships is mediated
byy interpretants, the differentiation of grounds also bears upon the differentiation of interpretants.
Peirce'ss specification of signs as firsts, seconds, and thirds, then, points out three basic ways in
whichh signs can be related to their object: similarity, contiguity, and conventionality. As Muller
describess it:

Inn the category of Firstness, signs relate to their objects by way of resemblance through
qualitativee similarity; such signs (...) are known as icons. In the realm of Secondness, signs
relatee to their objects existentially, by way of contiguity or causal impact; such a sign (...) is
knownn as index. (...) In the field of Thirdness, signs have a relationship to their object solely
throughh a convention; such signs are known by Peirce as symbols, and their relationship to
theirr objects is determined not through resemblance nor through causality but through a type
off agreement or conventionality that becomes habitual. The use of symbols depends on the
operationn of a semiotic code. (2000: 51-52; emphasis added)

Apparently,, only when a sign functions at the level of a symbol, when it is mediated through
conventionality,, does it function in the field of Thirdness. However, as the last sentence of the
fragmentt underlines, Muller sees Thirdness as the general level of sign use that is structured by
thee working of a "semiotic code." Thirdness "lifts the sign onto a signifying plane," on which it
cann function as a sign. This entails that "neither an icon nor an index may be registered as a sign
unlesss a semiotic code is operating that interprets it" (52; emphasis in text). In other words, the
operationn of the semiotic code turns every sign into a symbol, or rather, makes every sign use
"symbolic"" in the Lacanian sense. But, the fragment also suggests that the icon and the index
mightt have a function outside Thirdness, and add a specific quality to conventionality. Muller
clarifiess this seeming contradiction by foregrounding iconicity and indexicality as explanations
forr the unconscious working of affective contagion and interaction in development.18

withh the real world that exists outside of what we think about it. Ultimately, Peirce

18. Muller uses the term "unconscious" in a sense that appears to exceed, if not

furtherr amplifies the idea of reality with an inherent potential that exists before or

broaden, the meaning of the Freudian unconscious,

outsidee what has been made "knowable." Firstness thus refers to potentiality as
such.. It is especially the integration of the three modalities, Van Wolde concludes,
thatt makes Peirce's semiosis explicitly relational (1997: 222-225).
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Iconicityy and indexicality are aspects of an innate capacity for sign action that makes use of the
ruless of similarity and contiguity. These rules enable a baby to unconsciously interpret affective
signalss as icons and indexes. Initially, the baby does not "know" that she makes use of an icon
whenn she mirrors the caregiver's smile, a sign that constitutes an emotional interpretant in the
baby,, which is manifested as a still undifferentiated positive feeling. Nevertheless, the baby's
imitationn makes her (as well as the caregiver) into an enactor of the meaning of an icon. Similarly,
aa baby does not "know" that she makes use of an index when she reacts to the presence of a
caregiverr with a spontaneous smile of her own; this time the baby's reaction of pleasure is an
energeticc interpretant, which is manifested in an enactment of response behavior. This enactment
impliess an awareness of an indexical relationship with the caregiver. Apparently, the baby has
learnedd something from the turn-taking affective conversation that accompanies every development.
Thatt babies learn in this way has already been indicated by Peirce himself, who states
thatt "children manifest powers of thought much earlier" than their use of personal pronouns:
"Indeed,, it is almost impossible to assign a period at which children do not already exhibit
decidedd intellectual activity in directions in which thought is indispensable for their well-being"
{1992:: 18-19; quoted in Muller 1996: 35). The elaboration of this intellectual capacity through signs
thatt help to indexically point out meaning, eventually leads to mutual recognition of the other as
otherr and the ability to sign oneself by means of verbal symbols.
Becausee in this interaction the caregiver inevitably brings in her own cultural baggage
whenn she interprets her baby as a subject, this dyadic interaction not only functions at the level
off Secondness but also on the level of Thirdness. The asymmetrical nature of this structuring
relationshipp raises the question about the infant's entrance into the symbolic order. On the one
hand,, this entrance starts as soon as the baby is addressed as a becoming subject. Muller endorses
thiss aspect while quoting a text in which Lacan observes that the symbolic register is present
"ass early as possible, even prior to the fixation of the self in the image of the subject, prior to
thee structuring image of the ego.Wl9 On the other hand, the conscious use of symbols is decisive
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for being a subject, a moment that implies that a child can not only "sign" herself as an "I" but

19.. I give here the entire quotation: "Anyone who's observed a child has seen that

experienced as brute reality, as the encounter of two masses, the collision of two

thee same blow, the same knock, the same slap, isn't received in the same fashion,

balls (1954-55: 257, quoted in Muller 1996: 71). The reference to "brute reality" and

dependingg on whether it is punitive or accidental. The symbolic relation is

the "encounter of two masses" resonates with a Peircean idea of Secondness as

constitutedd as early as possible, even prior to the fixation of the self in the image of

the moment of impact that sets the sign action that leads towards subjectivity

thee subject, prior to the structuring image of the ego, introducing the dimension of

(Thirdness) in motion,

thee subject into the world, a dimension capable of creating a reality other than that

alsoo consciously reflect or tell about herself. Muller describes this moment as defined by "the
subjectivityy of self, ownership of desire and action in history (...) opened up in what semioticians
calll the debris of here-now/there-then articulation" (1996: 25).
Muller'ss account highlights a development that, through its different ways of
communication,, indicates three different ways of sharing meaning. The first way implies an
unconscious,, iconically induced sharing of feeling states. This dialogic interaction leads to a shared
interestt in the world enabled by indexical signs (pointing behavior), thus inducing the second level
off meaning production. When this behavior gains a (self-)reflective component through the sharing
off stories by means of verbal symbols, the third level has been reached. Because the shared interest
inn the world, which is manifested in the triangular situation that starts at about nine months, also
dependss on conventional rules or semiotic code, nonverbal symbolic pointers predate and facilitate
thee use of symbolic words. Hence my suggestion that the infant who can nonverbally share her
interestt in the world with others should be seen as a symbol user. Nevertheless, this enacted use
off symbolic signs appears to function without a consciously thinking mind. Consequently, it is not
soo much the entry into the symbolic, as the growth towards conscious thought that is the decisive
factorr in the discussion about subject constitution.
Inn line with this, I contend that the development towards conscious symbol use cannot be
pinnedd down in one moment or in the acquisition of language as such, because it implies a period
off transition, i.e. the period I indicate as infancy. Infancy thus is marked by the transition from one
communicativee system - affective body language - towards a more complex sign system - verbal
language,, i.e. a transition in which merely performative utterances are amplified and complicated
byy constarive content. Because the two signifying systems are different in nature, development is
nott a gradual growth but a discontinuous process, in which a translation - putting feelings and
enactmentss into words - is at stake. Moreover, because the two systems will never become fully
integrated,, they can separately remain at work during the entire lifespan. The assumption of two
differentt communication systems explains why the relevance of the affective dimension of
(inter)subjectivityy exceeds the developmental period.

EmotionEmotion Habits
Thee clarification of the subject matter of this chapter is best served by making Sroufe's account
off emotional development interact with Muller's semiotic explanation and Kumin's emphasis on
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thee concrete exchange of affects. This move leads to the suggestion that affects are vital forces
thatt constitute subjectivity by means of i. an unconsciously and concretely working affective
communication,, 2. the forming of emotion habits, and 3. an emotional relationship that structures
thee motivation to live and functions as a primary frame of reference. This structuring should not
bee understood in terms of causal determination, but as a process that enables or disables without
spellingg out the consequences.
1.. Regarding affective communication, the innate possibility to develop affects and
emotionss endorses the existence of a register of experience that is related to a part of the brain that,
developmentallyy seen, predates those brain functions that make the learning of verbal language
possible.200 Because this early brain system is set in motion through interaction, the exchange of
affectivee signals can turn into a communication. The innate rule of similarity explains how the baby
cann build a lexicon (paradigm) of signals through matching the repertoire of the adult caregiver.
Thee rule of contiguity implied in the capacity of rhythmic turn-taking explains how the baby learns
throughh sequence and combination of actions (syntax). The meaning that is enacted by the use of
thee affective icon and the index is a relationship that enables the baby to use affects as guidelines
forr potentially successful action.
Thee development of "checking back behavior" (Muller) or "emotional referencing"
(Trevarthen)) in the course of the first year demonstrates that the intertwinement of personal
relationshipp and guiding structures becomes increasingly tight. Hence, the growing ability to
affectivelyy communicate - there is a growing attention to the caregiver's eyes, face, voice, and
handss - indicates, to repeat Trevarthen's words, the "awareness of how to coordinate with the other
person'ss mind." Because the use of body language goes hand in hand with the capacity to relate
too another person, a caregiver's role changes from empowering mirror to judge. Moreover, as
furtherr development makes clear, this judgement supersedes the mutual "I like you" relationship;
itt pertains to self-appreciation and world-appreciation as well. And finally, it is through the function
off judge that cultural conventions are brought into the developmental process. The judging
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caregiver cannot but act as a subject that has already been judged.

20.. According to Schore contemporary bioenergetic theory demonstrates that

to emotion as pertaining to action readiness and feeling well. It enhances the idea

"energeticss and information processing are tightly coupled." He presents evidence

that relational subjectivity is situated in an affective force field,

thatt "the energy concept is absolutely heuristic," while arguing that "the progressive

21. See the chapter "Semiotics and Experience" (1984:158-186). The chapter "Sexual

appearancee of more efficient energy systems lies at the heart of development"
0 9 9 4 :: 536-537). These ideas about reciprocal relationships between energyconservingg and energy-expending components seem compatible with the approach

Structures and Habit Changes" (1994: 298-312), in which the constitution of
sexuality is the specific issue, can be seen as an elaboration of the earlier chapter,

2.. Regarding the formation of emotion habits, how affective body language leads to these habits
iss made comprehensible with the help of Sroufe's presentation of emotional development. These
affectss grow from physiological prototype, via precursor emotions towards basic emotions. From the
perspectivee of sign action, these developmental steps can be linked to the subject by means of the
interpretants.. The baby makes the following three steps. Firstly, she is an agent with an unspecified
feeling,, which is the effect of an emotional interpretant. As feeling agent the baby makes the
physiologicall prototype of an affect manifest. Secondly, the baby becomes an agent who is capable
off reacting more adequately to a situation, an accomplishment that is effected by both a feeling
interpretantt and an energetic one. As acting and reacting agent the baby substantiates a precursor
emotion.. Thirdly, an infant becomes a subject who can combine a feeling interpretant with an
energeticc interpretant and some kind of thought interpretant, conveying subjective meaning to a
situationn in which the world outside is involved. As evaluative subject the infant substantiates the
motivatedd behavior implied in the use of a basic emotion.
Inn a Peircean line of thought this basic emotion could be the effect of what he calls a logical
interpretant,, which can be manifested in either a habit or a mental conception or in both - a habit
change.. This logical interpretant belongs to the level of Thirdness and symbolic functioning,
becausee it is grounded in the conventional, discursive semiotic code. Teresa de Lauretis, who
usess Peirce's theory of interpretants to articulate the interface of the psychic and the social, has
convincinglyy argued that the logical interpretant explains the function of cultural practice in subject
constitution.. However, De Lauretis did more than ground subjectivity in semiotic practices; she
simultaneouslyy gave body to the subjects involved, when she wrote: "that subject (...) is the place in
which,, the body in whom, the significate effect of thee sign takes hold and is real-ized" (1984:182-183;
emphasiss added).21
Thee issue of embodiment is further elaborated in another study, in which De Lauretis
presentss sexuality "as one particular instance of a more general process that links subjectivity to
sociall signification and material reality" (1994: 299). I contend that the constitution of what
Sroufe'ss calls emotions and emotion constructs can be approached as another instance of that more
generall subject-constituting process. This contention suggests the working of a logical interpretant
thatt becomes manifest in unconscious emotion habits and mental representations thereof. The
possibilityy of such mental constructs is indicated by De Lauretis' remark that she sees "no reason
whyy it would be wrong to infer that those early experiences [of satisfaction] could have resulted in
signss whose final interpretants were unconscious habits" (302).
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Dee Lauretis argues that the effects of emotional and energetic interpretants can lead to a degree of
mentall organization. Describing the emotional interpretant as leading to an unspecified feeling and
thee energetic interpretant as involving an effort, De Lauretis goes on, quoting Peirce: "The third
typee of effect that may be produced by a sign is a 'habit-change': a modification of a person's
tendenciess towards action, resulting from previous experiences or from previous exertions."22
Peircee calls this final significate effect of the sign the logical interpretant, because, as De Lauretis
argues,, this interpretant "makes sense out of the emotion and muscular/mental effort that preceded
itt by providing a conceptual representation of that effort" (301). The concept of habit can thus be
usedd in a very broad sense, and, as the doubled status of the energetic interpretant already indicates,
thee logic involved has a psychosomatic quality.
Inn a later publication De Lauretis underscores the psychosomatic quality of the habit by
statingg that Peirce's notion "is not a purely mental, rational, or intellectual result of the semiosic
process.. (...) One could say that habit or habit-change is the final interpretant or representative of a
somatic-mentall process. (...) I see a homology between the subject of semiosis and Freud's bodily
ego"" (2000: 169). If this bodily ego is conceived in terms of the subject with the affective skin that
II proposed, it becomes understandable that the practice implied in the notion of habit, the learning
throughh a repetitive process, leads to the achievement of emotional skills that, in turn, structure
furtherr practice and learning. Hence, emotions are manifested in a subject who performs habits or
skillss that are the logical conclusion of affective feelings and enactments.
Thee assumption of such habits makes clear that "living from within the body" refers to
ann experience that functions within a semiotic awareness and a framework that is ruled by
conventionall codes, although it cannot automatically be turned into conceptual knowing.
Nevertheless,, this affective level of consciousness requires a translation towards verbal
consciousness.. Seen from this perspective, De Lauretis' comparison of the mental status of the
livedd habit with Freud's idea of psychic reality, which she calls "a domain where the mental is
alwayss implicated with the somatic," gains explanatory value {2000:169). Because she presents
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psychic reality as an experience with a double nature, it might refer to different layers of

22.. See Peirce, Collected Papen 5.491, quoted by de Lauretis in 1994: 300; emphasis
inn text.

consciousness;; and because these layers are implicated with each other, not only repression but also
aa difficulty with translation might be involved.^
Thee concept of logical interpretant, then, clarifies that the relational (inter) subject who
participatess in the first triangulation is both the result of a process and the first decisive step
towardss functioning separately, which is another decisive step. The evaluative and motivated subject
off about nine months thus motivates the coming into being of the subject with the interpretable
mindd Cavell has presented as norm. Only the latter subject can turn motivation and evaluation into
consciouss desires and beliefs,2* Hence an early intersubject emerges who prepares the transition to
verball communication by means of affective communication and nonverbal, symbolic pointers that
bringg in the world as the third participant. This activity is structured by an as yet non-conscious,
albeitt conventionally mediated, mental imagery of emotion habits. The nine-month-old infant is an
"I-in-relation-to-a-you"" who, by means of a shared interest in the world, simultaneously feels and
enactss that this mutual relationship also implies an "I" who is "like you."
3.. Regarding the function of the primary emotional relationships, the attachment period
thatt follows the step of the first triangulation makes explicit that the relationship involved is as
importantt as the mastering of affective signaling and indexical symbol use. Or rather, the
relationshipp and the communication are mutually constitutive. At the time an infant learns to
makee a distinction between the familiar caregiver and a stranger, the "I-in-relation" can become
ann "I" that can form a relationship with a specific person. The difference between familiar persons
andd unfamiliar ones - the latter are distressing - enables the forming of an emotional relationship
off which the affective charge can be characterized in terms of "I like you" and "you like me." This
relationshipp provides the intersubject with a specific emotional focalizor, who takes the interests of
thee subject in the further acculturation to heart.
Becausee the relationship of the attachment period mediates the view of the world and the
self,, and not the other way around, this primary emotional relationship is the decisive factor of the
firstfirst triangulation. The relationship becomes the nodal point, in which the idea of the safety of the
environment,, the trustworthiness of other people and the confidence of the self come together.

23.. I do not go into the discussion of how this affective unconscious can be related

schemas. It is this mediation that complicates the working of the Freudian primary

too a Freudian approach to the unconscious as resulting from repression. I only

and secondary thought processes. For a further elaboration of emotion schemas

suggestt here that the two need not be incompatible; an affective unconscious need

see Chapters 6 and 7.

nott exclude the (later, retroactive) working of censorship and fantasy. The

24. Cavell defines desires as "what one wants to be the case" and beliefs as "what

articulationn of the affective dimension does not merely complicate subjectivity

one thinks is the case" (1996: 240, note 25).

byy "doubling" experience; it also points out the mediating function of emotion
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Hence,, the motivation to live and enjoy life, which implies the ability to cope with inner stress
andd outer danger, depends on the success of this relationship. This entanglement of interests
foregroundss the main feature of the relational intersubjectivity with which the entry into the
symbolicc starts. Attachment highlights both the strength and the vulnerability of the developmental
situation:: concrete relationships can empower as well as destroy subjectivity. In the next section,
II will dwell on the latter aspect.

PiercingPiercing tht Skin

Thee relevance of the articulation of the affective dimension to trauma theory lies above all in the
firstt decisive developmental step, the constitution of the intersubject. Through that step the
interconnectionn of being a subject, feeling well, and establishing and maintaining emotionally
maturee relationships comes to the fore. As cases in which the attachment fails suggest, the
interrelationn of these elements is potentially fatal for a subject in development. Because for
childrenn a traumatogenic environment, specific disablement, and vulnerability to trauma go
together,, enduring emotional abuse and chronic traumatization are one and the same process.25
Nevertheless,, it should be realized that the discursive problem of emotional isolation concerns both
childrenn and adults.
Thee failure of the affective constitution and emotional confirmation of (inter)subjectivity
addss the specific aspect to the structural problems of representation implied in traumatization.
Therefore,, a specific disability does not bear upon the shortcomings of the intersubjectively shared
repertoiree of representations, but on a lack of adequate emotion habits, communicative, affective
andd emotional skills and a concretely present, caring, hence enabling environment. The specific
discursivee problems comprise an interpersonal and an intrapsychic aspect for both children and
adults.. These two aspects are implied in the idea of trauma as "piercing of the skin." A gap in the
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affective shield concerns affective self-regulation as well as empowering relationships. This leads

25.. Like Sroufe, Kumin describes two categories with respect to the failure of

lethargy and somnolence" (1996:146). The fact that the latter patterns of behavior

attachmentt and the shortcomings of affect regulation implied therein: "ambivalent

correspond with categories of symptoms of PTSD enhances the idea that the

attachment"" and "avoidant attachment." He also observes that babies and infants

understanding of affect regulation contributes to the understanding of trauma,

showw two kinds of reactive patterns to stressful situations: "Hyper states of
consciousnesss and wakefulness" and "hypo states of consciousness, including

mee to the proposal to "thicken" the discursive shortcomings as formulated by Van Alphen with
thee emotional practice of life. As I have already cited, Van Alphen distinguished four basic
representationall problems, concerning the differential positions and terms offered by the symbolic
order: :

twoo of which concern the survivor's position as subject and two of which concern the narrative
framess used to tell about the Holocaust. (...) l. ambiguous actantial position; one is neither
subjectt nor object of the events, or one is both at the same time; 2. total negation of any
actantiall position or subjectivity; 3. lack of a plot or narrative frame by means of which the
eventss can be given meaningful coherence; 4. the plots or narrative frames that are available
{orr are inflicted) are unacceptable because they do not do justice to one's role in the events.
(1997:: 45; emphasis in text)

Too clarify this thickening, I read Van Alphen's sequence of problems through the two different
aspectss implied in the capacity to relate. Correspondingly, the first two problems, which "concern
thee survivor's position as subject," pertain to the incapacity to engage in a relationship. The specific
aspectt of this problem indicates a subject who cannot make productive use of affect communication
andd regulation. The last two problems, which "concern the narrative frames used to tell about the
Holocaust,"" pertain to the incapacity to tell about. The specific aspect of this problem indicates a
disembodiedd subject, whose telling about is dissociated from a telling from within.
Thee developmental approach of (inter)subjectivity has demonstrated that the twofold
meaningg of the capacity to relate implies a hierarchy that gives the first two problems the status
off precondition. This entails that the "ambiguous actantial position" and the "total negation of any
actantiall position or subjectivity" have developmental aspects with possible explanatory value for
childhoodd trauma. It also becomes clear that every traumatization involves an embodied subject,
whosee experience includes a dimension that is fueled by affective interaction. In conclusion, it can
bee said that emotional availability is the precondition for every "telling about" that incorporates a
"tellingg from within." And because this availability can only be manifested in living persons, the
affectivee dimension emphasizes that the "here and now" aspect of personal relationships is as
necessaryy for narrating as the availability of means of representation.
Significantly,, this view of development also demonstrates that the two aspects of the
capacityy to relate need not go together: there is some latitude between them. It is precisely that
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latitude,, the space opened up by emotional availability as precondition for a telling about, that
indicatess the situation and the function of what I will explain as the potential space. It is the space
wheree the willingness to become involved in a personal relationship creates the possibility to
producee new meaning. Here, I propose to approach the traumatic pain implied in the disruption or
thee absence of that potential space in terms of the double meaning of the capacity to relate. Hence,
aa doubled discursive silence surfaces: a silence that bears upon a (caregiver-induced) relational
competencee and a silence that bears upon a (culture-induced) representational competence.
Inn interfering with the performative (affective) and constative aspects of communication, these two
aspectss of silencing parallel the difference between interpersonal and transpersonal
communication. .
II claim that a doubled silence is first manifested in concrete, but unverbalizable feelings.
Accordingly,, the undifferentiated, unnamable feelings of distress triggered by the reading of
Perec'ss autohistory were my initial response to this doubled incapacity to relate. Hence, I also claim
thatt the interpretation of a text - every semiotic object - can be compared, albeit not identified, with
aa developmental process. The process starts with unspecified feelings that need to be acted upon,
i.e.. to produce energetic and logical interpretants, in order to become meaningful; moreover, this
firstt interpretive step is effected by the general affective load or the mood of the text. The second
stepp brings these feelings in connection to, or associates them with mental images, triggered by
textuall figurations; it facilitates the empathie imagination of "how it feels like to be like." The last
stepp leads to the logic conclusions that are made possible by connecting feelings and images with
verball thought; these thought processes are structured by the overall, temporal and spatial
organizationn of a text - whether of narrative, argumentative, or other nature.
Retrospectively,, I interpret my feelings of distress raised by the reading of W as the effect
off the overall rhetoric of gaps, including the absence of affects. These feelings gain meaning by
associatingg them with the images of powerless and isolated children invoked by the imaginative
powerr of the " W tale. Because this empathie imagination adds an affective load to the complex
webb of Perec's doubled telling, the reading has become an embodied practice. The three previous
chapterss perform these interpretative steps in reverse order, because I first functioned as a puzzling
reader,, then as an imaginative and empathie one, and, finally, as a reader with "mere" feelings.
Thesee feelings made me realize that the annihilation implied in traumatization involves a
disembodiedd subject, a living dead.

Thee layered constellation of thee reading attitudes thus underscores the notion that affective reading
requiress a subject who can translate her affective sensitivity into both embodied imagination and
verball thought and who is aware of her own emotion habits that resonate through every reading
process.. Moreover, the nested constellation of reading positions stimulates the understanding that
traumaticc pain is a relational concept, pertaining to both emotional isolation and social exclusion.
Thee question of "whose pain?" is an appeal to the relational capacity of readers. This does not
meann that the question should remain undecidable by definition. It suggests that an empowering
relationshipp is needed; only such a relationship can create the space where new narratives can be
madee together. The next chapter will demonstrate how the primary narrator of a text, a filmmaker
inn this case, enacts such a relationship and creates such a space.
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5-- Thee Silent One

Ourr social climate right now is permeated by rampant empathie failure - the failure to respond
too another's distress. Our disavowal of affect provides strong support for our assessment that we
aree living in a trauma-organized society.
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Thee object of analysis of this chapter is the Dutch film De ontkenning - Denial in the English
versionn - made by Thorn Verheul in 1992. It is a documentary about "Brigitte," a woman of thirty
whoo is undergoing therapy because of a severe and cumulative traumatization during childhood.
Brigittee appears to have been sexually and emotionally abused and, moreover, re-traumatized by
therapeuticc mistreatments. In order to cope with the destructive environment Brigitte has developed
sixx alters, that is, she has divided her experience into six separately functioning personalities. The
spreadingg of experience over distinct subjectivities, each with a different mental and behavioral
pattern,, enabled her, as I will argue, to split off the subject of traumatization - the Silent One
shee calls her - from other subject organizations. Because alters have taken over, Brigitte is,
psychologicallyy considered, suffering from a dissociative identity disorder (DID). Denial is an
accountt of Brigitte's growing insight into her dissociative behavior, a process that is made easier
byy a benign therapeutic setting, in which a female Dutch therapist and a male American one work
together. .
Ass a documentary film Denial belongs to a genre in which real life is the explicit frame
off reference. Brigitte is the heroine of the film story because the film narrates her life story.
Hence,, the documentary film is the genre par excellence that demonstrates the relationship between
subjectt constitution and narration, while emphasizing that this relationship produces reality. This
emphasiss on the reality-forming, life-giving potential of the documentary is particularly relevant
ass traumatized subjectivity is at stake. Moreover, as my analysis will make clear, the gift of life is
impliedd not only in the theme of the film, but also in the way it is narrated and presented as a

transpersonall text for public circulation. I will argue that the film enacts as well as thematizes
holdingg gestures, making literally visible that the production of a potential space starts with an
empathiee relationship.
Byy means of a narcological analysis I will unravel the different levels at which the holding
gesturess and the potential space function in the film story . My major aim is to draw attention to
thee distinction between the function of the external narrator (and focalizor) and the different kinds
off embedded narratives. Because it is a film narrative that is being studied, the term "filmmaker"
iss used for the function of the external presentor and director of the story; moreover, I complement
embeddedd narrators with the function of "enactor." Narratologically seen, Brigitte is not only the
principall character of the fabula, but also the main, character-bound, narrator, enactor, and focalizor
off the story. However, as a character her position is embedded in the story of the filmmaker who
hass structured the film story. In addition to his external position, the maker of the film also
functionss as a character, i.e. as an audible but invisible interlocutor. The story is further complicated
byy the fact that Brigitte alternates different subject positions in different scenes: sometimes she is
ann adult, non-dissociative woman, whose voice-over accompanies the film's images or who is in
dialoguee with the (invisible) interlocutor; sometimes she is the enactor of her different alters,
whetherr or not in interaction with the same interlocutor; and sometimes she participates in
therapeuticc settings, which range from dialogues to group sessions.
Furthermore,, the analysis is fueled by the theoretical work of Winnicott, which introduces
conceptuall tools like holding or facilitating environment, transitional phenomena, and potential
space.. This theoretical framework not only provides the relational start of subjectivity with a space
off interaction; it also suggests that this relational space has a semiotic potential, because it is
presentedd as the space where the use of symbols begins. Emphasizing the subject-forming aspect
off the space by referring to the mother's face as precursor of the Lacanian mirror, Winnicott's ideas
supportt the specificity of the affective dimension of subjectivity. Conversely, his thinking about
playing,, creativity, feeling alive, and the capacity to be alone is better understood in terms of an
emotionall development that takes the existence of different levels of experience into consideration.
Withh the help of Winnicott's theory I will strengthen the relevance of the potential space
forr the understanding of traumatized subjectivity, and especially of the holding environment as
preconditionn for this space. First, I will demonstrate that the filmmaker enacts holding gestures
thatt simultaneously give room to Brigitte's predicament and set the tone for the film's reception.
Hiss way of filming not only offers Brigitte the space for "playing" and "feeling alive," necessary
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forr becoming an integrated subject of experience; as mediator between Brigitte and the public the
filmmakerfilmmaker also puts the film into the potential space that is needed for wider cultural confirmation
andd innovation. By means of his holding acts the filmmaker doubles and reinforces the facilitating
environmentt created by the therapeutic setting that is embedded in the film story. Moreover, he
enabless the viewers to develop or maintain the capacity to be vulnerable.
Second,, I will elaborate the fear of being wounded (again) implied in traumatization and
thee (phobic) nature of severe dissociation. Moreover, because Brigitte's enactment and explanation
off five of her alters is amplified by the use of varying locations and by the way the scenes function
inn the film narrative, I can highlight the status of the Silent One as being different from the other
split-offf personalities. Seen as substantiation of traumatic pain this alter, in particular, confirms
thee decisive role of affects in traumatization, an interpretation that is further clarified through the
theoryy of structural dissociation.
Third,, the analysis of a crucial therapy session will demonstrate the subjectifying force
off concrete affective communication. Besides foregrounding the translation of nonverbal
communicationn into verbal interaction, this scene also shows that facial expression, and body
languagee in general, play a decisive role in the rhetoric of realism implied in the film medium.

TheThe Task of the

Inttr-Viewir

Thee tone of the film - its mood - is set from the beginning. The shots that introduce the
presentationn of the title are holding gestures that enable Brigitte's narrative and her attempt to
livee her own life to come about. Figuring a space, the first long shot pictures a teenage girl in
bright-coloredd clothes, alone on a beach. The receding tide has left a wide space of stagnant, shallow
waterr and wet sand. The girl - Brigitte's alter the Beach Girl as it turns out later - is seen in threequarterr view from behind; she is looking down at her left foot that moves in the wet sand. The
slushyy sound that accompanies her activity is the only noise against a background of vaguely
audiblee traffic. Although the girl's absorption in her playing foot connotes loneliness, the image
off a girl surrounded by a large open plane also indicates free space. Later on in the film Brigitte
explainss that the Beach Girl's preference for this spacious environment represents her longing to
bee freed from the disturbance of other people. I take this opening scene as a pointer for reading:
acknowledgingg that space is a pivotal issue of Brigitte's story, the filmmaker gives room to Brigitte

ass well as to her story. At the same time, the long shot keeps the viewers at a non-voyeuristic
distancee without denying them access to the life story involved.
Thee opening scene is not the only moment in which Brigitte is occupied with the sand of
thee beach; at other instances she is also modeling the sand and drawing in it, thus indicating that
thiss malleable substance incites shaping and making. Brigitte's as yet indecisive forming activity makingg a slushy sound - complements the filmmaker's initial act of giving room that allows the
possibilityy of playing. Because this potential play also refers to children's attraction to playing with
sand,, it provides the scene with the additional connotation of childhood. The combination of
playing,, space, and childhood allows for the connection between the picture of the Beach Girl and
Winnicott'ss thoughts about playing and potential space.
InIn Playing and Reality Winnicott argues that the potential space gives a place to playing
(19966 [1971]). Winnicott's idea of playing pertains to creativity, because "in playing, and perhaps
onlyy in playing, the child or the adult is free to be creative" (53). As I will clarify later on, according
too Winnicott the possibility of playing starts in the relational space situated between baby and
caregiver;; forming the bridge between inner world and outer world, it helps the infant to become
aa symbol user and, hence, a subject. Playing thus refers to a relationship, to a theoretical space that
encompassess play in the sense of interplay - both latitude and interaction. Most importantly, both
thee activity and the space are based on an affectively defined, holding relationship, because "playing
impliess trust" (51). Hence, Winnicott's thoughts about playing and its location in the potential space
hintt at the relation between secure attachment and subject formation that was highlighted in the
previouss chapter.
Inn another publication Winnicott presents "the capacity to be alone" as the precondition
forr playing. He terms this capacity "one of the most important signs of maturity in emotional
development"" (1990a: 29).T Winnicott emphasizes the relational quality of the capacity by
describingg it as "the experience [of an infant] of being alone while someone else is present" (30).
Hee further clarifies that the relationship needed for the capacity to be alone can be realized by the
actuall presence of a primary caregiver "even if represented for the moment by a cot or a pram or

1.. Winnicott wrote the paper "The Capacity to be Alone" in 1958. It was published
inn his study about "the maturational processes and the facilitating environment"
(1990a:: 29-36).
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thee general atmosphere of the immediate environment" (30). Stressing that "without the sufficiency
off this experience the capacity to be alone cannot develop," (33) Winnicott indicates that without the
reliablee presence of another or its representation by the atmosphere of the immediate environment
neitherr playing nor creative living is possible. Thus, the holding environment and the capacity to be
alonee are closely connected.
Itt also is the holding quality that ties the position of the filmmaker as primary organizer
off the film story to his function of embedded interlocutor. In light of Winnicott's ideas, the
presentationn of the Beach Girl in the opening scene signifies a facilitating environment. Giving
pridee of place to the personality who both enacts a fear for intrusive people and a need for playing,
thee filmmaker attunes himself to his main character. By making an empathie gesture he suggests
thatt the Beach Girl's wish, or rather, her need to be left alone can be turned into a capacity to live
creatively.. Seen as facilitating environment, the opening shot prepares the filmmaker's coming
taskk of invisible, but reliably present, interlocutor. Hence, the atmosphere of the film's beginning,
whichh can be read as a reference to the filmmaker's holding presence, also pertains to the position
off the interlocutor. This interpretation underlines the existential - indexical - connection between
thee external and the embedded focalizor; these figures do not so much give the same view as they
shedd the same enabling light. This indexical relationship brings the two positions under a common
denominator,, foregrounding an inter-viewer who mediates between heroine and public, that is,
betweenn interpersonal and transpersonal interaction.
Duringg the first scene the slushy sound of the Beach Girl's foot is replaced by a voice-over.
Thee non-authoritarian, hesitantly formulating voice of a man - a therapist, as will soon become
clearr - is recounting his first meeting with Brigitte. He describes her psychic condition as
depressedd and troubled. The gentle tone of the voice is even more in concert with the solitary,
bent-headedd girl on the film screen, when the speaker continues: "She could not make eye contact.
Whenn I tried to make eye contact, she was very nervous, full of anxiety" (emphasis in the voice of
thee speaker). Using italics, I make the word "eye contact" into a signal that foretells Winnicott's
relationall variation of the mirror stage and, moreover, the crucial connective moment in Brigitte's
therapy. .
Immediatelyy after the word "anxiety" - the sound of which tends to reverberate in one's
mindd - a close-up of the kind face of the therapist provides his voice with a matching look. He is
seenn at three-quarter view, looking diagonally at an invisible and as yet silent interlocutor before
him.. The same shot that brings the therapist into the picture thus introduces the inter-viewer.

Althoughh there is a reasonable chance that this inter-viewer is the filmmaker himself, the viewers
aree kept in the dark about the precise identity of the interlocutor, an uncertainty that remains at
workk during the entire film. The indeterminable nature of the filmmaker's presence reinforces the
ambiguityy of his double function.
Thiss status enacts the delicacy of the in-between position of an inter-viewer who combines
ann interpersonal with a transpersonal perspective. On the interpersonal level, the inter-viewer
functions,, to begin with, as a non-intrusive listener who intends to intervene as little as possible
inn favor of giving the floor to Brigitte. He fills in the outlines of his empathie position with the
helpp of a shot that presents him in dialogue with a therapist who appears to be a careful and caring
focalizorr of Brigitte's problems. In addition to drawing attention to the relational function of
dialoguee per se, the inter-viewer also foregrounds the holding aspect of the therapist's focalization.
Thee "light" of this scene, then, reinforces the effect of the filmmaker's initial room-giving acts of
filming;; it makes him into a witness who is more than a distanced, objective or inactive onlooker.2
Thee double task of the inter-viewer thus complicates the structure of embedding. Although the
therapist'ss function is embedded in the story of the filmmaker, the filmmaker, in turn, subordinates
hiss own position to the dialogue with real characters. Because the tone of these dialogues not only
affectss the characters themselves, it hints at a space that exceeds the interpersonal level.
Thee transpersonal level of the task of the inter-viewer is openly addressed in the shot when
thee therapist disappears from the picture. At that moment the therapist's voice is replaced by an
abrupt,, dry clack. Because it is unclear what is making the sound, the clack might hint at a slate or
clapperboard,, the technical device that makes possible the identification of film takes. Showing the
numberss and other identificatory data of thee takes, the board is held in front of the camera at the
beginningg and the end of each spell of shooting. As the onomatopoeia "clapperboard" suggests, the
"clapper"" of the device has a specific function: it is needed for the synchronization of picture and
sound.. This distinctive sound - as if a door were being shut - accompanies the appearance of the
titlee De ontkenning (Denial): white letters on a black ground, followed by the simple phrase that
namess the filmmaker: "een film van Tom Verheul." Just as the clapperboard bridges sound and

2.. The complexity of the intertwinement of the documentary practice, relational

address the response side of this "documentative desire" (1993: 12-36); the latter

subjectivity,, and ethics is indicated by the theoretical observations of, for instance,

addresses the connection of ethics and aesthetics within documentary photography

Michaell Renov and Martha Rosier. The former defines the four documentary

in terms of the responsibility of the filmmaker {1997: 360-399}.

functionss he outlines explicitly as "modalities of desire," although he does not
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picture,, the combination of sound, title, name, and blackness - this image-defying darkness lasts
somee time - enhances the in-between function of the inter-viewer.3
Whenn the filmmaker audibly and visibly indicates that he is the implementing, mediating,
facilitating,, and steering agent, he also "awakens" the public. However, he not only alerts the
viewerss to his undertaking but also engages them in it. In this way, the filmmaker reinforces
thee invitation that was implied in his indexical presence as invisible interlocutor of the therapist.
Firmlyy positioning himself outside the frame of the visible scene and, hence, outside the screen,
thee filmmaker indicates that his fellow outsiders, the viewers of the film, can participate in the
dialoguee with the therapist. Thus making them co-producers of his inter-viewing, he also offers
themm a task in the production of the potential space he is creating for Brigitte.
Thee film Denial is launched with the help of audiovisual scenes, which together enact the
holdingg gestures that steer the interpretative practice of this documentary. The scenes constitute
aa relationship between Brigitte, her therapist(s), the filmmaker, and a public. However, this
supportivee environment for the coming into being of Brigitte's life story points at a cooperation
thatt cannot be placed in a merely interpersonal space. It calls for the existence of a potential space
thatt exceeds the space implied in the relationship between two people. Hence, it also reminds
thee viewers that they are supposed to do more than observe Brigitte's therapeutic adventures.
Functioningg at the transpersonal level of a text the film underscores that a wider, inter subjective
aimm is at stake when a traumatized life is being put into cultural perspective.
Thiss widening of perspective requires affective sensitivity on the part of the viewers.
Onlyy their emotional availability enables the potential space to emanate from the screen. It is up
too them to become affected by the mood of the filmmaker's gestures and the tone of the therapist's
voicee and look. If viewers pick up these markers of a relational perspective, they can share the
atmospheree of consideration suggested, an ambiance that discourages sensationalist, narcissistic
curiosityy or defensive disgust. This atmosphere helps them not to deny what happens before their
eyes.. At the moment the viewers become involved in the life-giving practice of the film from within
1 Ö 22

their embodied subjectivity - with empathy - they make the genesis of the potential space possible.

3.. In a recent conversation with Thorn Verheul, the filmmaker brought up the
referencee to a door being closed. The sound refers to the image of the isolation cell
thatt introduces Brigitte as narrator of her own story, a transition to which I will
return.. Accordingly, the blackness at the beginning of the film connotes Brigitte's
utterr isolation.

Similarly,, the desire not to let Brigitte down predates and conditions - in short holds - the wish to
analyticallyy understand or to be able to tell about Brigitte's quandary.
Thee indexical relationship with real life implied in Denial as documentary film makes the
affectivee appeal of the story concrete; the film moves and motivates its public to act upon reality.
Thiss effect is substantially enhanced by the use of the realistic medium of film, which also implies
thee seductive working of the iconic relationship to reality. Because the viewers are indexically and
iconicallyy brought in touch with historic reality, it is not only Brigitte's life or, more exactly, her
capacityy to feel alive that is at stake but also the life of thee viewers of her predicament. As viewers andd I emphatically include myself in this plural pronoun - who are motivated to imagine her life as
beingg real, we too are supposed to cope with a traumatic life history, albeit that of another person.
Whetherr we like it or not, our affects and moods, our evaluative and motivational feelings, our
desiress and beliefs have to deal with the reality of this traumatized existence. The film then offers
moree than an exercise in pretend play or acting as if there were a fictional Brigitte who had been
traumatized.. The fact that she really exists, as do many people like her, requires that we take our
feelingss and thoughts seriously.
Thee introductory scenes of this documentary underscore that the interpretation of the
filmm should go beyond disembodied reflection. Moreover, the analysis takes place in a space of
interactionn that exceeds intrapsychic processes. Hence, the present analysis, as cultural analysis
inn general, is located in an intersubjective space in which affective forces remind the subject of
interpretationn of her interactive relation to the object of analysis. In the framework of this study,
II can best describe this semiotic practice in terms of the capacity of being vulnerable, while
presentingg this capacity as the relational complement of the capacity to be alone. Together they
emphasizee that (inter)subjectivity has autonomous as well as relational aspects and functions on
bothh an intrapsychic and interpersonal level. As relational concept, vulnerability is not so much the
answerr to the question "Whose Pain?" as the responsive condition that makes answering possible.
Indicatingg the possibility to be wounded and the capacity to survive that wounding, it yields further
insightt into the relational aspect of traumatic pain.*
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4.. No wonder I was touched when I found Andrea Liss using the phrase "my intact

instate the shock between my presence, my intact vulnerability, and the utter

vulnerability"" in the introduction of her study about the confrontation with

violations done to those pictured" {1998: xi).

documentaryy pictures of the Holocaust. Comparing her book with a distant letter in
wantt of an addressee, Liss continues her opening paragrapgh as follows: "This
letterr comes face to face with memories of photographs whose horrific images

Likee the capacity to be alone, the capacity to be vulnerable is a precondition for creative living
orr playing. Traumatized subjects, and especially those children who have been subjected to a
cumulativee and prolonged traumatizing process, are hampered by the fear of being wounded
(again).. This fear is the subject of the two fragments that are analyzed in the next section. It will
bee clarified there with the help of Winnicott's thinking about the function of the transitional space,
becausee that space foregrounds the role of the primary relationship of trust that prevents the fear of
beingg wounded from arising. Eventually, Winnicott's theorizing helps to pinpoint the basic anxiety
thatt makes a subject vulnerable to trauma and forces traumatized subjects to maintain their
disintegration. .

InIn Ftar of Btlng Woundtd (Again)

AA suggestive shot right after the title introduces the first fragment of analysis. It shows a mattress
lyingg on a floor, half-hidden by darkness, an image that is accompanied by Brigitte's voice-over.
Shee speaks in a matter-of-fact tone about her decision to look for help when she was a girl of fifteen,
sufferingg from anorexia. In the course of the film it becomes clear that this mattress not only refers
too the regular sexual abuse by her father and the singular rape by a group of men, but also to
re-traumatizingg events during several therapies and solitary confinement in an isolation cell. At this
momentt in the film, however, the image and the voice-over, first of all, mark the contrast with the
nextt scene, in which Brigitte is crying, fighting against a pain she does not want to - cannot - feel.
Shee is seen in close-up, not looking to the camera or the invisible person to whom she is talking.
Shee looks down or looks away.
Thee first point I wish to make is that the filmmaker, by bringing a crying Brigitte into the
picture,, presents her for the first time as a focalizor for whom body and voice no longer function
separately;; she is not a visible body without a voice (Beach Girl) or a voice-over without a visible
bodyy (image of mattress). For the first time voice and body come together, an integration that
resultss in the picture of a suffering person. This imaginative act of the filmmaker suggests that
non-dissociativee behavior - the coming together in one person - inevitably invokes feelings of
psychicc pain. The scene thus presents a Brigitte who realizes that integration is a painful process.
Thee "I" who is speaking cannot fully hide in one of her alters anymore, precisely because she is
caughtt in a more or less conscious fight to keep away the hurt she is fearing: "I don't want it.

II want it to be cut out, not to exist. (...) I don't want to know or feel it. I don't want to be there. Let
thee others sort it out. They can do it, can't they?"
Brigittee thus gives both a simple and profound, acrid as well as precise account of her
unlivablee predicament: she does not want to live, if living requires feelings that cannot be dealt
with.. She voices her fear that unruly affects interfere with her "being there," while confirming the
interdependencee of knowing and feeling: "I don't want to know or feel it. I don't want to be there."
Shee appears to understand that being implies a connection with both knowing and feeling; at the
samee time, she is aware of the apparently unbearable pain that marks this connection. And because
thiss threatening pain appears to be the only sign of a vital divide, she cannot but say: "I don't want
it.. I want it to be cut out." This ambiguous situation demonstrates the complexity of the failure of
experiencee involved in her traumatization. It is not only the haunting images of past events that
needd to be cut out, but also an affective overwhelming has to be dealt with. Hence, the fear of being
woundedd (again) makes re-integration of experience into an almost impossible mission.
Thiss problem makes the second point I wish to highlight even more pertinent. The end
off the scene with Brigitte 's emotional outburst reveals that she is talking to a woman therapist.
Showingg the face of an attentively listening woman, the filmmaker brings the female therapist
intoo the story. Her presence indicates that Brigitte need not struggle alone. Moreover, because
thee therapist's function of listener is emphasized by the dialogic position of the face in profile,
thee image underlines the importance of interpersonal communication; it is a visual statement of
thee fact that a life after traumatizing is only possible with the help of another being. The presence
off the therapist in the scene implies that not the acknowledging of the hurt as such is necessary
forr the integration of experience, but that this acknowledging requires a personal, enabling
relationship.. Hence, the scene makes visible that traumatic pain is a relationall concept that needs
aa space of interaction.
Itt is Winnicott who has provided this facilitating interaction with an explicit hypothetical
space.. Therefore, it is the proper moment to bring in Winnicott's theorizing about the transitional
areaa of experience, the area that enables an infant to become a symbol user. The transitional
phenomena,, including the transitional object, are particularly relevant to my argument, because
theirr use appears to ward off anxiety. Although Winnicott does not take the differentiation of affects
intoo consideration, his thinking about development gives the affective quality of thee relational space
betweenn baby and caregiver pride of place, while foregrounding the relevance of feelings of trust
andd safety.

Winnicott'ss ideas about the transitional space and its extension, the potential space, stem from
hiss lifelong interest in the transition of the baby from dependency on the primary caregiver via
relativerelative dependency to independence. His focal point is the relative dependency, the in-between
stagee he calls the realm of illusion, which is manifested in the infant's use of transitional objects.
Inn Playing and Reality he argues that the infant's passage into the world of symbolization through
thiss realm of illusion is enabled by good-enough mothering, i.e. "the mother's special capacity for
makingg adaptation to the needs of her infant" (1996: 14). Good-enough mothering "gives the infant
thee illusion that there is an external reality that corresponds to the infant's own capacity to create"
(12;; emphasis in text).
Withh this description Winnicott clarifies the hypothetical perspective of a baby or infant.
Hence,, the term "illusion" does not pertain to the idea of mental image; it belongs to the
intermediatee area of experience implied in the relationship between caregiver and child, the
experiencee that I specified, in the previous chapter, as the dimension of felt and enacted semiosis.
Seenn from the point of view of a baby such a relational space cannot (yet) be conceived in terms
off a distinction between internal and external life. As Winnicott formulates it, it concerns an
experiencee for which the question "Did you conceive of this or was it presented to you from the
outside?"" should not be posed, because it does not matter for the infant concerned (12).
Thiss area of illusion is given shape by transitional phenomena. When, from about four
monthss on, a pattern of behavior becomes manifest, the infant's illusion can take the shape of the
usee of a material object, the so-called transitional object. The following quotation underscores that
thee transitional object has an affect-regulating function, because it enables the infant to feel safe:
Also,, out of all this (if we study any one infant) there may emerge some thing or some
phenomenonn - perhaps a bundle of wool or the comer of a blanket or eiderdown, or a word or
tune,, or a mannerism - that becomes vitally important to the infant for use at the time of going
too sleep, and is a defence against anxiety, especially anxiety of the depressive type. Perhaps some
softt object or other type of object has been found and used by the infant, and this becomes what
II am calling a transitional object. This object goes on being important. (4; emphasis in text)5

5.. Both material object and phenomenon can be approached as a Peircean
representamen,, i.e. as perceptible sign.

Whatt counts is not the object per se but the fact that the baby makes use of it: she has a specific
relationshipp with it. I would say that the infant enacts an affective relation with the transitional
object,, a semiotic activity of which the meaning is the feeling of safety when the infant is in
touchh with the object. Semiotically seen, such a transitional object functions as both icon and
index:: resembling (an aspect of) the physical body of the caregiver, it signifies her soothing
presence.. Still, it cannot be said that the baby knows she is using a symbol; the baby is only on
itss way to the awareness of symbolization by means of an object that embodies an affective
relationship.. The transitional phenomena, then, reinforce the idea that the infant is a semiotically
competentt being, and because their existence is linked to feelings of safety, they also emphasize
thee necessity of holding.6
Althoughh Winnicott's use of the terms transitional and potential is somewhat confusing,
II see the potential space as the successor of the transitional space. The transition to this space is
markedd by the fact that, at a certain time, the transitional object loses its function. Winnicott's
formulationn of the reason for this loss of meaning hints at the coming into being of the
triangulationn that makes possible the conscious use of symbols. Transitional phenomena lose their
meaningg because they "have become spread out over the whole intermediate territory between
'innerr psychic reality' and 'the external world as perceived by two persons in common,' that is to say,
overr the whole cultural field. At this point my subject widens out into that of play" (5; emphasis
added).. Winnicott sees playing, which implies all kinds of creative symbol use, as the continuation
off the infant's dealing with transitional objects.
Thee causal relationship between affective development and playing is the reason why
Winnicottiann creativity does not stand for the mere possibility to produce meaning. Creative living
iss equated with feeling alive and enjoying oneself, for "it is creative apperception more than
anythingg else that makes the individual feel that life is worth living." Finally, Winnicott's claim
thatt "the potential space happens only in relation to a feeling of confidence on the part of the baby" is
aa reminder that the space depends on a successful emotional development (100; emphasis in text).
Trustt in self and others appears to be the basis of the existence of the potential space. Conversely,

6.. I see the affective investment of an object as the predecessor of the affective

specific, although Winnicott presents them as universal" (1998: 93). For my

investmentt of the house, the material environment that "houses" the relationship

argument, however, it is not important whether this phenomenon is universal or

withh the caregiver. This specific home quality of the house - the house as holding

not; what counts is the apparent possibility of a non-conscious, iconically and

spacee - will be addressed in the next chapter. Although Winnicott's texts suggest

indexically structured semiosis and the interpersonal space of affective, nonverbal

thatt the attachment to a transitional object is a universal developmental

interaction implied in this semiotic activity,

phenomenon,, Lavinia Gomez believes that "transitional phenomena are culture-
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lackk of trust endangers subjectivity. This conclusion will be further elaborated with the help of
anotherr fragment of Denial,
Thee fragment shows a therapeutic session in which Brigitte's position as enactor and
verball focalizor of her situation is complemented by the drawing she is making on a board. This
complicatess Brigitte's role as character in the film with still another embedded story, that of her
drawing.. Because of its layered structure the scene in its entirety makes it possible to delineate the
impliedd contrasting relationships, a contrast that is best understood by making the potential space
intoo the umbrella theme of the scene. This theme is suggested by the filmmaker's decision to bring
inn a therapeutic encounter in which Brigitte's attitude towards other people is the issue. Including
ann actively participating therapist in the scene this time, the filmmaker figures an interaction
betweenn Brigitte's fear of being wounded (again) and the empathie attitude of a therapist.
Thee scene thus marks the tension between distrust and trust.
Onn the one hand, Brigitte's drawing and comments enact the disruption of the potential
spacee while highlighting a basic distrust in other people. The scene emphasizes Brigitte's need for
protectionn from traumatizing others and, at the same time, reveals how Brigitte herself stands
inn the way of the genesis of a potential space. On the other hand, the fragment also points out that
imagess and words help Brigitte foster and articulate specific emotions - in this case a mixture
off anger, disgust, and hatred. Because the therapist, through her questions, enables the channeling
off Brigitte's aggressive feelings into recognizable emotions, the scene also demonstrates how this
therapeuticc encounter provides Brigitte with the necessary holding and facilitating environment.
Brigitte'ss drawing activity is interrupted by the answers and comments provoked by
thee female therapist. Although Brigitte has a big white board at her disposal, she uses only a
littlee part of it, in the lowest third. There she draws a small circular shape, figuring an enclosed
spacee of which the outline is fortified with many short cross lines. Her accompanying words,
however,, provide this apparent fortress with the features of a cozy corner: "A nice little chair... a
cigarette..."" The therapist, who points to the rest of the board and asks "What about all this?", tries
11 6 8

to widen Brigitte's field of vision, encompassing the broader perspective of the outside world
withinn her gesture.
Butt Brigitte immediately rebuffs this attempt by answering with contempt: "Who cares
aboutt them!" The substitution of the neutral "this" by the disdainful "them" acutely specifies
Brigitte'ss problem as being the result of human relationships gone awry, and brings in, through the
backk door, the topic of emotional relationships. The therapist tries again: "They can't get in?" and

Brigittee angrily counters: "They don't need to!" The therapist then mirrors: "You don't want them?"
Brigittee (whole-heartedly): "No!" Because the therapist does not give up, Brigitte is enabled to finally
articulatee her anger, disgust, and hatred even more precisely: the outside world is referred to as
"pigsty"" and "bitches." Finally Brigitte becomes so irritated that she expresses her revulsion about
"them"" by making the sounds and gestures of vomiting. Brigitte has made her point. She can only
bee safe once left alone, a situation that is actually played out whenever she takes up the role of
Beachh Girl.
Withh the help of this embedded drama the filmmaker not only provides insight into
Brigittee 's basic incapacitation of feelings of trust and the therapeutic strategies that make her aware
off those feelings; he also makes her into an active participant of the articulation of herr own story.
Throughh this narrative construction, he makes it easier for the viewers to engage in Brigitte's
confrontationn with her traumatization, because he enables them to recognize and share some of her
emotions.. Allowed to look over the shoulder of the filmmaker, the viewers are presented with images
off anger and contempt and are invited to empathize with them, that is, to use their feelings and
emotionn habits in their acts of interpretation. Hence, the fear of confrontation with traumatic pain withh the utter incapacity to relate - is channeled through recognizable, narratable, and sharable
emotionss and, correspondingly, the viewer's vulnerability or emotional availability can remain intact.
Thee embedded fragments in which Brigitte is the subject of her different alters can also be
seenn as attempts by the filmmaker to increase the public's understanding of the problems with
whichh a severely traumatized subject has to deal. In the next section I will argue that his strategy
too let Brigitte enact her defense, simultaneously clarifies the fear of being wounded (again) and the
dangerr of being silenced (again),

ThtTht Invisibility of th§ Siltnt One

Thee way the filmmaker makes Brigitte's dissociated life socially accessible succeeds in avoiding the
dangerr of spectacle, sensation, or obsessive fascination. Because the filmmaker maintains his role
off invisible interlocutor in these scenes, he allows the viewers to share his supportive but nonintrudingg position. Correspondingly, his questions are not meant to elicit a description of what
happenedd in the past by all means but to make the existential logic of Brigitte's survival behavior
understandable:: how to live with sexual, physical, and emotional abuse. The focal point is not the

"what"" of the traumatizing events and not the performance aspect of the alters but the reason and
functionn of Brigitte's flight into the different personalities. The alter stories are clearly not designed
too give the viewers a chance to be merely fascinated by the phenomenon of acting out, although the
breathtakingg metamorphoses inevitably have a surprise effect.
Moreover,, by weaving fragments of dialogues with the non-dissociative Brigitte into
thee film story, the inter-viewer enables the main character to elucidate her recently acquired selfknowledgee about her alters. They made it possible for her to deny the most threatening aspects of
whatt she had been forced to undergo, because she could "leave her head" as "they took over." The
divisionn of experience over several personalities appears to be an unconscious process; Brigitte had
noo control over the development of her respective alters. They just happened to function at a certain
timee and, in the beginning, were not recognized as split-off personalities. Before Brigitte entered
intoo therapy she saw them as fast changing, different aspects of her self, as moods: "I always
realizedd I had many sides, six moods an hour." Her explanation reinforces the argument that the
commonn task of the alters is to keep life bearable at all costs, even if the self is constantly put under
erasure:: "I could lose myself completely. There were feelings I couldn't get back."
Inn order to emphasize the difference between the personalities, the filmmaker provides the
differentt characters with suitable, specifying spaces. In her introduction to narratology Bal uses the
relationshipp between space and character in Denial as an example of how the aspect of space can
producee meaning in a narrative text (1997: 138-139). She concludes her brief analysis of the "team of
specialists"" that supports Brigitte by stressing the stabilizing effect of these "spatialized" characters
forr the character Brigitte. Moreover, "ignoring that relationship would [be] a denial of how this film
couldd be made into a narrative that we can process" (139). Structuring the filmic narrative, the
spatializationn of the characters thus also makes it easier for the viewers to "process" - a matter of
embodiedd imagination - Brigitte's way of coping with her traumatized childhood. The subjectifying
functionn of the space in these scenes becomes even more evident when compared to the scenes in
whichh the non-dissociative Brigitte acts as interlocutor; presenting her face in close-up against a
darkk background, these scenes show a Brigitte who does not need the stabilizing function of a
surrounding,, defining space.
Brigitte'ss alters represent different ages, manifested in varying behavior and ways of
talking.. This distinction is not only reinforced by a change in environment but also by a variation
off clothes. The Beach Girl, a stubborn teenager with red sweater and blue denim skirt above red
tights,, is offered the free space of an empty beach. Filmed while running, she enacts Brigitte's wish

andd need to be left alone. A second alter, wearing a long, loose-fitting coat, is the Lady; she acts out
thee role of Brigitte's mother with the grandeur and severity of a Mother Superior who is in control
becausee of her rank. This interpretation is suggested by the space that positions this character in
thee film story: the cloister of a Dutch cathedral (Utrecht). In line with the Lady's respectable rank,
thee interlocutor addresses her by means of the Dutch personal pronoun "U," the formal, polite
versionn of "you" that does not exist in English.
Justt after the vomiting scene that ended the drawing session mentioned before, a third
alterr enters stage. An abrupt transition of shot, via a close-up of a bucket of soapy water and hands
wringingg a cloth, introduces the obsessive Clean-Woman. It is the daughter Brigitte who daily
cleanss her tidy rooms by order of thee Lady. This character wears glasses to help her find every tiny
tracee of dirt that has to be wiped out with a wet towel. The Tough One, in leather jacket and acting
likee an eighteen-year-old boy, seems the only person who moves freely in public spaces: bars, pool
halls,, and train stations. Brigitte typifies "him" as the coach who has the task of cheering the others
onn or defending them. In contrast to this rough type there is also a little girl in brightly-colored
clothes,, the Crazy One, who is born crazy so that she cannot be driven mad anew. She enjoys
swingingg in a playground, while hiding her hands, because "hands are dangerous." She cannot
cryy but does not mind,
Noteworthily,, body language plays an important part in the differentiation between the
alters;; it ranges from posture, gestures, movements, and facial expression to the use of voice pitch,, intonation and pronouncement of words. The sight of the breathtaking alternation of
authenticc and complex bodily enactments unconsciously displayed by one and the same actor
proves,, first of all, the significance of choosing for the realistic medium of film. That is to say,
thee persuasiveness of the scenes mainly depends on their function as iconic and indexical signs of
reality.. On top of making Brigitte's defense against a violated subjectivity painstakingly visible, they
alsoo emphasize that the nonverbal participation of Brigitte in the dialogues is not staged but real.
Thee realistic medium thus makes the scenes into a demonstration of thee semiotic and subjectifying
forcee of nonverbal interaction. Nevertheless, the attention of the viewer is not allowed to dissolve
intoo the spectacular effect of these enactments. The questions of the inter-viewer and the sharp
answerss of Brigitte underline that their acting out serves a vital aim.
Whenn the inter-viewer gently probes the cause of Brigitte's dissociative behavior - the
painfull subject of the abusive past cannot be totally avoided - it becomes clear that every alter
contributess to the main task of keeping control over Brigitte's life. In the course of her answering
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thee plain "who did what" question, Brigitte also brings the Silent One into the filmic narrative.
Remarkably,, it is the only alter that appears to be underexposed - in the literal and figural sense
off the word. When the Silent One is almost casually referred to by Brigitte in her function of
Clean-Woman,, a medium shot taken against the light briefly figures her as a mere silhouette seen
fromm behind; she is standing before the window while the rest of the room remains in the dark.
Thee transition to a close-up of her head brings the Silent One nearby, but her face is still averted
whenn the dry comment is heard: "She had no mouth, so she could not scream, so she took all the
pain."" Unlike the other alters, this alter has not been characterized or stabilized with the help of a
concretee space and specific clothes. Because she has no face either, the viewers are forbidden to
lookk her in the eyes and, hence, to recognize and acknowledge her as a person.
Thee shot deprives the viewers from relating to the Silent One. It does more, however.
Thee briefness of the scene, together with the lack of a face, exposes this alter to the risk of being
overlooked.. In fact, she has been overlooked in the reception of the film, as is exemplified by the
textt on the cover of the video box. Although this text refers to six alters, only five of them are
named;; the Silent One is not mentioned. Likewise, in Bal's review and analysis of the film only five
alterss are foregrounded. Despite her otherwise caring attitude towards Brigitte's predicament, she
appearss to conflate the Silent One with the Beach Girl, who is addressed as "the Silent Beach Girl"
andd "de Stille" (the Silent One) (1997: 139 and 1992: 13).
Showingg how invisibility obstructs cognition, the film thus unwittingly demonstrates
thee effect of being a personality without a voice: it is difficult to acknowledge the existence of a
characterr that is silent and invisible in a story. Nevertheless, Brigitte herself does not understate the
functionn of the Silent One, presenting her as the one who has to endure the pain: "So she took all
thee pain." As the word "so" indicates, Brigitte explains the existence of the Silent One by using a
simple,, causal logic: "having no mouth" is the cause, "taking all the pain" the effect. Seen as such it
iss a variation on the logic introduced by the Crazy One: if you are born crazy, you cannot be forced
too become so later on in life. Both alters thus deny that in reality it was the other way around: the
allegedd effects were actually the causes: traumatization - apparently a form of madness and pain forcedd Brigitte to present herself as somebody who has been "born crazy" and as a subject that
"hass no mouth to scream."
However,, Brigitte complicates the function of the Silent One in two ways. Firstly, this
personalityy appears to be a privileged one, because Brigitte adds: "Apart from that [taking all the
pain],pain], we took turns whoever was there" (emphasis added). Setting apart "taking all the pain" from

thee "turns" of the others, Brigitte makes a distinction: the task of taking all the pain differs from
whatt the others have to do. Thanks to the Silent One the others need not take any "pain," they can
livee without those disturbing feelings. Because they are enabled to "live after" the Silent One, this
alterr has another status. Still, it is unclear what kind of pain is at issue and why this pain should
bee silenced. The second complicating factor, the impossibility of screaming, can bring clarification.
Becausee the Silent One has been deprived of a mouth and, hence, of the possibility
off screaming, this alter turns into a sign of something that should but nevertheless cannot be
screamedd out. Because screaming is the natural effect of being physically hurt - and sexual abuse
alwayss also implies physical pain -, the fact that she cannot scream is striking. Consequently,
somethingg more, something other than mere physical hurt is at stake: something threatening but as
yett indefinable. Hence, I suggest that the Silent One is the substantiation of an unbearable, unruly,
inadaptable,, non-specifiable affective situation. This personality might signify the existential agony
andd psychic paralysis that is implied in a discursive death that takes the affective dimension of
(inter)subjectivityy into consideration.
Seenn as such, the Silent One becomes the embodiment of the specific aspect of traumatic
pain.. Foregrounding the bodily base of (inter)subjectivity in general, this personality particularly
shedss light on the affective aspect of the impossible subject position implied in discursive silence.
Beingg silent - a living dead - refers to a traumatized person who is not capable of feeling alive and
expressingg that aliveness in a nonverbal or verbal way. The Silent One marks not only the fault line
betweenn physical and psychic being, but also the actual breach. This trauma is given form by the
impossibilityy of screaming.
Furthermore,, through the intervention of the impossible scream, "Silent" can also be read
ass "Silenced," a meaning that connects this alter with both a violating other and the need of an
empoweringg other. Put differently, being silenced both indicates the disruption of a potential space
andd asks for the creation of a new one. This ambiguous dependency on others explains the different
statuss of the Silent One, an explanation that is enhanced by the difference in function between the
Silentt One and the others. Unlike the Silent One, the other alters act as more or less self-supporting
agenciess that cope with life by denying traumatization. The Silent One, however, cannot deny what
hass happened, because it has been reduced to a personality that suffers for all the others and is not
allowedd to give voice to that pain.
Despitee the ambiguity implied in the Silent One, the film story in its entirety makes this
personalityy into the sign that most tellingly hints at the way the annihilation of subjectivity can
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bee undone. By characterizing this personality as the embodiment of traumatic pain, I give the
existentiall need implied in the Silent One's existence the meaning of the need for re-connection,
forr the holding gestures of others, and for intersubjective sharing. Thus acknowledging the reality
off the silence, I wish to make the (in)visibility of this alter productive.
Brigitte'ss Silent One demonstrates how traumatization results in a crisis of subjectivity
thatt cannot be undone - as Brigitte's other alters act out - by merely being tough or clean or
authoritativee or crazy or freed from others. It does not suffice either to unmask the denying
personalitiess or to bring them under the aegis of one personality. The specific position of the Silent
Onee makes clear that another aspect of the traumatized subject deserves preferential attention, that
is,, the personality who is (again) reduced to the situation of an overwhelmed, non-speaking in-fant.
Thiss in-fantile subject, which is certainly there when cumulative traumatization has been started
earlyy in life, should be enabled to make a new start in life. Because a re-start after traumatization
requiress a relationship comparable to the one that facilitates the nonverbal genesis of an
intersubject,, the Silent One confirms the idea that traumatized persons, at least the victims
off chronic abuse, first and foremost need a (good-enough) "mother."
Iff the non-screaming, invisible Silent One is read as a symptom of that basic need, this
alterr can become more productive than the other ones in the end, because it is the only one that
doess not distract the viewer from the problem by showing diversionary action. It is the only one
whoo "really" needs the responsiveness and responsibility of others. Nevertheless, the filmmaker's
narrativee suggests, by visually enacting the absence of a mouth, that this personality defies
representation.. Paradoxically, the relevance of the concept of traumatic pain and my search for
tracess of that pain in semiotic objects is supported by a textual strategy - or is it a textual lapse? thatt emphasizes how ungraspable the traces of that pain are. The suggestion that the filmmaker
possiblyy missed a chance of giving the Silent One due attention in the film requires some
explanation.. I claim that the evasiveness of the Silent One highlights a tension inherent in
thee position of inter-viewer, that is, a tension between "telling about" Brigitte and "telling with"
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protagonist of the film story. At the end of this chapter I will return to this tension.

7.. As the short presentation of the theory of structural dissociation in Chapter 2

benefit from an interaction with this theory. Van der Hart suggested that the scenes

madee clear, the EP is a function of the emotional system - I would call it affect

that are the subject of the coming section could be read as an intrusion of an EP

systemm - that controls the defense of the individual in the face of major threat. See

and an attempt to overcome its damaging effect.

thee next paragraphs for further explications. Oral communication with Professor

8. The page numbers refer to the text in the reader of a course on Psychosomatic

Vann der Hart made me realize that the analysis of Denial and especially that of the

Therapy for Post-Traumatic Stress Disorders. Driebergen {the Netherlands), 18-19 M ay

Silentt One, which I drafted before my knowledge of structural dissociation, could

2001.

Here,, I put forward the idea that the briefness of the Silent One's introduction in comparison with
thee attention that is paid to the spatialization of thee other alters, in combination with the fact that
thiss scene is the only one of its kind in the entire film, opens the possibility that forces other than
imaginativee or rhetorical ones keep the Silent One at bay in the film narrative. Brigitte herself
mightt have prevented the filmmaker from further exploring this specific alter; consequently, the
filmmaker'sfilmmaker's handling might give evidence of his consideration for Brigitte's fear of a confrontation
withh her traumatizing past. This explanation is compatible with the idea that Brigitte's Silent One
referss to a so-called " emotional personality" (EP) who represents the one who has been hampered
byy a severe, life-threatening attack on her subjectivity, the traumatizing attack that resulted in
dissociation.. This implies that those whom Brigitte calls "the others" make life livable because
theyy prevent the traumatic past that is "kept" by the Silent One from intruding into daily life.7
Inn "Structural Dissociation of the Personality: Traumatic Origins, Phobic Maintenance," Nijenhuis
ett al, offer the model of structural dissociation as a heuristic tool for the understanding of traumarelatedd dissociation (2001 and in press; English original by the authors).8 This theory explains the
failuree of experience inherent in traumatization in terms of mutually exclusive forms of behavior.
Thesee different behavior patterns are connected with the working of different, evolutionary-derived,
"emotionall operating systems" (Panksepp 1998), which control all, more and less complex
functionss of life. The starting point for the authors was the ongoing alternation of re-experiencing
traumaticc events and being detached from them manifested by many traumatized persons. These
twoo kinds of behavior have a complexity that exceeds the idea of simple states, for re-experiencing
cann "encompass states such as fleeing, freezing, being in pain or being analgesic" and detachment
doess not "exclude being joyful, ashamed, sexually aroused, or curious at times" (1). In case of severe
threat,, dissociation between the defense system and the other systems can occur, resulting in the
comingg into being of the "emotional personality" (EP) who remains stuck in the terrifying threat,
andd the "apparently normal personality" (ANP) who tries to go on living. Because of the dissociation
thee threatening experience cannot become integrated. 9

9.. Integration not only implies "synthesis," i.e. the formation and adaptation of

experiences" (Nijenhuis et al. 2001: 28). These ideas, which form the basis of

mentall schemas, but also the link of those schemas with a self, and, moreover, a

the phase-oriented model of trauma treatment the same authors also propose

selff in relation to both the environment and to past, present, and future. Following

(Steele et al. in press), are informed by the pioneering work of psychiatrist Pierre

Janett (1928), the latter activity is called "personification" and goes together with the

Janet, a contemporary of Freud. Because the dissociation primarily takes place

formingg of episodic (autobiographic) memories. Dissociation can thus be

between a system that is directed at individual survival and systems that are

characterizedd as a subject's "failure to synthesize and personify terrifying

directed at the interaction with the environment and the survival of the species,
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Thee memories of the emotional personality that defy integration are strongly different from
autobiographicall memories that have, eventually, processed traumatic events. The latter memories
aree "verbal, time-condensed, social and reconstructive in nature," while the emotional personality
iss caught in the here and now by "hallucinatory, solitary, involuntary experiences," consisting of
"visuall images, sensations, and motor acts, which engross the entire perceptual field" (7). For the
onee who has to undergo these experiences they breathe "timelessness and immutability." To avoid
thee pitfall of a simple opposition it should be borne in mind that "although the EP's traumatic
memoriess include reproductive elements, they are not exact replications of overwhelming events."
Likee normal memories they are prey to fantasy, misperceptions, and exclusions (7). Nevertheless,
thee traumatic memories of the emotional personality are mainly encoded as sensorimotor and
affectivee experiences without linguistic components. Hence, they are often remembered as sense
perceptionss or enactments.
Thee attempts of the apparently normal personality to perform the tasks of daily life are
hamperedd by the intrusions of the emotional personality. Because these intrusions interfere with
herr apparent normality, the behavior of the former personality is characterized by amnesia,
anesthesia,, and lack of personification with respect to traumatic memories. The apparently normal
personality'ss device thus is avoidance: "the ANP is prone to develop phobia of traumatic memory"
Ass Janet already has argued, it is this phobia that maintains the dissociation, and this phobia might
evenn extend into a "phobia of normal life" (19; emphasis in text).
Thee complexity of dissociation depends on the intensity of the stress implied in the
threat,, the duration or repetition of the threat, and the age of onset. DID, the dissociative identity
disorderr that enabled Brigitte to survive the chronic traumatization she was forced to undergo,
representss the most complex form: tertiary structural dissociation. This disorder does not merely
implyy a splitting between the emotional personality and the apparently normal personality
(primaryy structural dissociation); it also involves more than the fragmentation of thee emotional
personalityy into subsystems, a process that can be sequential or parallel {secondary structural
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dissociation). Tertiary dissociation implies both the emancipation of the fragmented emotional

whichh both imply sociality, I suggest that the theory of structural dissociation also
yieldss more insight into the tension between the autonomous and the relational
aspectss of subjectivity.

personalityy and the fragmentation of the apparently normal personality {41, table 1; emphasis
added).. The emancipation implies that an emotional personality may come into being that
"hass synthesized and personified (aspects) of the trauma into its limited range of memories, thus
intoo its personality," although this personality will be "unable to adapt to present reality" (9). The
fragmentationn of the apparently normal personality is the main feature that characterizes tertiary
dissociationn because it is only set in motion after enduring threat and stress. The fragmentation
enabless the traumatized person to avoid the intrusion of thee emotional personalities; it can be seen
ass a reaction to the "inescapable aspects of daily life [that] become associated with past trauma" (16).
AA fragmented apparently normal personality, i.e. the phobia-induced occurrence of different alters,
thuss indicates that a chronic, cumulative process is at stake.
Structurall dissociation explains the tension between the Silent One and "the others"
ass caused by the mutually exclusive working of an emancipated emotional personality and a
fragmentedd apparently normal personality, respectively. This tension is further enhanced by the
"devilishh dilemma" implied in the caretaker-induced trauma concerned; because the persons who
shouldd take care of the child are the same ones who cause the dangerous threat, the dilemma
inducess a dissociation between the defense system and the attachment system (15). This conflict
betweenn two operating systems can lead to dissociation from very early on. Hence, the attachment
problemss signaled in the previous chapter might result in dissociative behavior. This dissociation,
inn turn, hampers the emotional development of the child, because the child was not yet a fully
integratedd personality before the threat started. As a consequence, the psychic organization of
thee developmental child might be permanently influenced by chronic violation, emotional abuse,
andd neglect.
Thee theory of structural dissociation thus underscores the importance of the affective
dimensionn of subjectivity and the working of different registers of experience. It also explicates
ann intrapsychic aspect of what I have called specific disablement, that is, the dissociation resulting
fromm early abuse by caregivers, whether emotional, sexual, or physical. Additionally, Brigitte's
alterss show that the defense they enact is also structurally set, as it is influenced by the intersubjectivelyy shared means of representation that constitute subjectivity. Whereas their coming
intoo being points out the working of a specific disability, the forms these alters take demonstrate
theirr structurally defined formation. Moreover, if they are understood as signs that try to make
sensee of a situation while avoiding any pitfalls, they demonstrate an awesome inventiveness,
whichh can be used for social criticism. The critical potential is exemplarily represented by the
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Crazyy One when she confronts the viewers with the question who is mad: she or we?
Thee filmmaker contributes to this criticism by the way he makes Brigitte's story a matter
off public interest. I will not further elaborate on the political statements implied in the film story.10
Instead,, I will draw attention to a therapeutic moment, an attempt to make contact with Brigitte
whenn she is intruded upon by an emotional personality, because this scene is emblematic for the
affectivee constitution of subjectivity. I will argue that Brigitte has been given the opportunity to
"re-connect"" by means of an affective holding that mirrors the subjectifying function of a primary
caregiver.. An explicit reference to the empowering function of a "mother" is made during the
therapeuticc group session involved. In this specific scene the two therapists help Brigitte to make
thee transition from physical (self-)mutilation to affective and emotional feelings. For me, it is one
off the most moving scenes of the film, and it gains in significance when read through Winnicott's
interpretationn of "the mother's face."

ThtTht Precursor of tht Mirror is the Mother's Fact

Givingg the floor to the actors of the therapy session concerned, the role of the inter-viewer coincides
withh the activity of the camera. This camera, going back and forth between medium shots and
close-ups,, constitutes a triangulation between Brigitte and her two therapists. Brigitte is seated on
thee floor while the male therapist is sitting before her; he is seen from behind in a three-quarter
view,, his back filling the right side of the screen. On the left side sits the female therapist - mostly
seenn in profile - who acts as mediator, that is, as both co-operator and translator (Dutch-English).
Att the end of the scene she even "mediates" Brigitte's affective feelings, thus enabling Brigitte
too feel primary trust. The main focus of the camera is on Brigitte's face and the interaction of
hands. .
Thee issue of this therapy session is Brigitte's compulsion to self-mutilation; she appears
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to regularly pinch herself or hurt herself with sharp cutting devices. In an earlier fragment the

10.. For such a critique, see Ba! 1992.

invisiblee interlocutor asks her why she cuts herself, whereupon Brigitte explains that bleeding
enabless her to experience that she lives. With another example of the logic implied in her
dissociativee behavior, she spells out: "when I see blood then it hurts and I do feel pain. Pain I
recognizee and then I know that I exist." This arid rationalization - through blood as visible sign
off hurt - indicates that Brigitte, or probably, her fragmented emotional personality, has dissociated
bodilyy sensations as well as feelings: she does not feel hurt in an immediate, bodily way but she
becomess aware of hurt by seeing blood. Put differently, it is not the act of cutting - implying the
sensee of touch and hence referring to proximity - but the seeing of blood - indicating the more
distancingg sense of sight - that makes her aware of herr existence. Still, the knowledge produced
byy the sight of the tangible substance of blood remains emphatically body-oriented, because it is a
physicall sign that leads to her sensation and recognition of pain and to her subsequent knowledge
thatt she lives. Brigitte's self-mutilation indicates that for her only signifiers of physical life mark
thee borderline between feeling alive and feeling dead. The artificiality of this borderline at the same
timee emphasizes, however, that for non-dissociative subjects bodily and psychic suffering is far less
easilyy split.
InIn the fragment under scrutiny the therapists try to breach the destructive vicious circle
off feeling alive through damaging the body. They intend to reconnect Brigitte with her psychic
feelingss and to let her discover that such feelings need not be harmful or overwhelming. First the
malee therapist gently leads her self-pinching fingers away from her arm towards the hand of the
femalee therapist and encourages Brigitte to squeeze this hand of another person. By allowing and
evenn provoking her "to squeeze" another person the male therapist helps Brigitte to overcome the
anxiouss feelings that are triggered when she is confronted with physical touch. Moreover, Brigitte
iss enabled to discover that the female therapist will not object to holding (hands), even if the touch
iss painful. At the same time, the male therapist explicitly stresses that he is an emotionally available
other,, by using the word "us" while trying to give Brigitte confidence: "Let us try... it is a big risk."
Firstt Brigitte trembles and shakes her head, but she does not let go of the hand: "Now squeeze...
feell it."

"179
Graduallyy the male therapist draws her attention away from her hands to her head:

"Noww your head is going to do it..." And then from the head towards the eyes: "Look in those
eyes..."" (The therapist points to the eyes of his colleague, who is holding Brigitte's shaking hand.)
Thee persistence of Brigitte's avoiding look makes clear how difficult and anxiety-raising the
confrontationn with the eyes of others is for her, but both therapists continue to support her:

"Noww feel that energy... from your eyes (the therapist accompanies his words with gestures)... to
thosee eyes... from her eyes to her heart... down this arm... to this hand... up to your arm to your
heart..."" Meanwhile the other therapist assures Brigitte with a very soft voice that this relational
circlee will work. And it does work: suddenly Brigitte dares to look into the eyes of the other; she
startss laughing and after a while cannot stop looking anymore. She continues looking in a steady,
intensee way, revealing an immense longing for an affirmative other. Both therapists now reveal that
theirr feelings are completely in concert with this precious moment of affective confirmation and
understanding:: the one sheds tears, the other finds words to value it. Neither tears nor words are
necessaryy for this nonverbal understanding, although they do confirm and amplify the interaction.
Becausee the therapist develops the circular relationship of body parts - from the head
towardss the heart via eyes, hands, and arms - by naming them, the therapist seems, at first sight, to
makee these body parts into metaphors of emotional feelings. As the film fragment tellingly shows,
however,, the chain of body parts is more than a visible substitute for otherwise unrepresentable
mentall processes, as it is also more than an exposition of ritual acts. Seen from the perspective of
thee affective genesis of subjectivity, the signifying force of the body language involved, including
thee tone of the therapist's voice, cannot be overlooked. The scene is a demonstration of a nonverbal,
performativee therapeutic practice, whose meaning does not simply depend on the content of the
wordss that are used. It is the other way around: the words gain additional meaning because of the
exchangee of affective feelings. Seen as such this scene clarifies that, like in early infancy, it is not
(verbal)) language that structures affectivity but, on the contrary, it is affective interaction that
structuress the acquisition of language.
Thee performative aspect of the therapy is manifested in the emphasis that is laid on the
eyes,, which, although they are part of the head, are used as the starting point for a relationall look.
Thee verbal communication underscores the indexicality of looking and the eyes' working at the level
off secondness: "Look in those eyes... now feel that energy... from your eyes... to those eyes..." The
eyes,, then, partake in a process in which energy - the capacity to do something - goes from one
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person to another: the therapist's act of looking affects Brigitte. This affective force is supported by

i i .. Neurophysiologist Jonathan Cole's study About Face (1998) explores the social
importancee of facial expressions through analyzing the experiences of people with
failuress of expressiveness resulting from blindness, autism, or other neurological
impairments.. The absence of what Cole calls "facial embodiment" appears to be
veryy damaging for emotional understanding and social interaction. Observing that

thee actual touch of hands and by the enclosure of the heart in the connecting gestures. The latter
bodyy part is the only one in the circle that has strong metaphorical overtones, in addition to the
indexicall relation between heartbeat, rhythm of breathing, and the unspecified affective tone of an
interaction. .
Thee eyes, however, are not solely instruments of directing and connecting; they partake in
faciall expression. Highlighting them as means to signal and respond without words - an exchange
off energy is involved - the therapist exemplifies that facing each other is what makes sharing of
feelingss and mutual understanding possible. As I have argued, it is not the eyes as such but their
embeddednesss in the face and their communication of affective feelings that define their major
function:: they constitute an interpersonal relationship.11 The relationship between Brigitte and
herr therapists, then, is constituted by an affective communication in which the nonverbal aspect
appearss to play the decisive role; "literal" body language gives the conceptual content of the words
"head,"" "heart," and "energy" affective resonance. As a consequence, the paralinguistic elements
off the verbal utterance, the tone and intensity of the words, whether or not reinforced by gestures,
aree as important - if not more - as the content of the words.
Becausee both tears and words of the therapists produce meaning performatively, a meaning
manifestedd in a relationship, both utterances can be seen as holding, enabling gestures that offer
Brigittee the possibility to participate in a Winnicottian space. The male therapist makes the
comparisonn with the transitional space of early infancy easier, when he clarifies the function of the
eyess with the help of the image of a caring "mother." Amplifying Brigitte 's affective connection with
thee female therapist, he hints at the preverbal interaction between a "mother" and her baby: "Babies
knoww about it... real mothers know about it; every time you pinch yourself you long for it..." Brigitte
nodss her head in ongoing understanding and, starting to acknowledge the enormous implications
off her discovery, finally asks with the voice of a little child: "Do mothers do that?"
Thee scene brings to mind Winnicott's idea about the mirroring function of "the mother's
face."" Film text and theory reinforce each other here. In Playing and Reality Winnicott starts the
chapterr entitled "The Mirror-role of the Mother and Family in Child Development" with a firm

faciall expression, which is based on a musculature that is the most complex and

higher cognitive function, and even perhaps to consciousness"; (201) and, "our

refinedd of the body, "is the first place for emotional communication in babies," Cole

compulsion to look each other in the face" reveals "our innate desire to enter into

supportss the idea that the development of subjectivity is channeled and catalyzed

other minds, and our intense social being" (202).

byy facial expression (165). Hence his conclusion: "So, in the end, the face is involved
inn theory of mind and the development of social intelligence as a precursor to
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statement:: "In individual emotional development the precursor of the mirror is the mother's face"
(1996:: i n ; emphasis in text). He thus complements Lacan's mirror stage with a relationally defined,
preverball ancestor. Parenthetically, by taking "infants who have sight" (in) as his explicit starting
point,, he also hints at the problematic lack of the "facial embodiment" that is analyzed by Cole (see
notee n). Specifying his initial statement later on, Winnicott hints at a subject constitution that
almostt seamlessly fits in the developmental framework of this study:

Whatt does the baby see when he or she looks at the mother's face? I am suggesting that,
ordinarily,, what the baby sees is himself or herself. In other words the mother is looking at the
babyy and what she looks like is related to what she sees there. I am asking that this what is naturally
donee well by mothers who are caring for their babies shall not be taken for granted. I can make
myy point by going straight over to the case of the baby whose mother reflects her own mood,
orr worse still, the rigidity of her own defences. In such a case what does the baby see?
(112;; emphasis in text)

Thiss fragment can be interpreted as a relational constitution of subjectivity manifested in an
empowering,, asymmetric looking. In the first part of the fragment the mother uses her powerful
positionn in a positive way: a baby is allowed to "see himself or herself," that is, to become a subjectin-relation.. Her productive look enables the baby to become a responded and, hence, responding
subject.. I would like to call this constitutive act of lookingg a nonverbal "gift of love" that is also an
"actt of meaning."12 Despite the affective charge of this productive looking, the fragment first and
foremostt points out the baby's dependency implied in this relationship: the baby's response is
impliedd in the "mother's" way of looking, it is to be "seen" - which is not the same as "reflected" inn her face: "what she looks like is related to what she sees there" (emphasis added).
Thee danger of a counterproductive look is articulated in the second part of the text, in
whichh Winnicott acknowledges that a mother's looking need not be directed at the coming into
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being of the subjectivity of her baby. By drawing attention to the possible negative effects of a

12.. The two terms respectively echo Silverman's argument concerning the "active
giftt of love" (1996: 73-81) and the title of Bruner's study (1990) about the
"prelinguisticc readiness to meaning" (72) and "enactive knowledge," a learning
throughh action {85). Linguist and cognitive scientist Bruner argues not only that
childrenn "do meaning" before they can "tell about," but also that production of
meaningg in general is a narrative activity.

mother'ss "mood" or "rigidity of defences," Winnicott proposes that the gift of subjectivity can be
facilitatedd as well as threatened by the (lack of) affective capacity in primary caregivers. He thereby
hintss at the problems of attunement and attachment that interfere with a child's development.
Inn interaction with the film scene, the entire fragment clarifies that the analogy between a baby and
aa traumatized person relies on the same existential need: both are dependent for their well being on
relationshipss with caring or productively-looking others.
Thee film fragment figures the affective force implied in the cognitive content of Winnicott's
fragment.. Supported by the male therapist, the caring look of the female therapist, who opens
herself-- her hand, her eyes, - to Brigitte, allows Brigitte to feel trust and, hence, to realize, to know
whatt it is like to trust another person. The Silent One is offered the opportunity to fuel her capacity
too relate. Not surprisingly, the interaction of film fragment and Winnicottian theory brings me back
too what I have indicated as the relational and intersubjective space par excellence, the potential space.
Thiss chapter in its entirety has suggested that the precondition for this space is the holding
environment,, because only such an environment brings about the emotional development that
leadss to the basic trust and, hence, to playing and feeling alive. Developmentally seen, this trust
needss to be internalized - a matter of forming emotion habits - before the potential space can come
intoo being for the baby. In Winnicott's words: "The potential space happens only in relation to a
feelingfeeling of confidence on the part of the baby (...) confidence being the evidence of dependability that
iss becoming introjected" (1996: 100; emphasis in text).
Forr the infant the potential space thus "happens" only after having been enabled to
activelyy participate in an affective, subjectifying interaction and to form the mental representation
off that relationship. However, for the good-enough caregiver, i.e. an emotionally mature adult
whoo has developed (self-) confidence, the space "happens" when she presents herself as the
emotionallyy available and responding other. By creating a relationship with her baby she actually
invitess her baby to enter into her (a) potential space at that moment. In other words, the capacity
too (emotionally) relate as manifested in responsiveness and the existence of the potential space are
intertwined.. This does not mean that this capacity cannot be jeopardized. A subject's encounter
withh traumatized others will put pressure on her position as responsive listener and, consequently,
onn the potential space. As I have argued, becoming vulnerable to a traumatized subject puts the self
seriouslyy at risk.
Itt is the notion of empathy that best contributes to the understanding of thee capacity to
relate,, in the sense of being able and willing to create a space in which (inter) subjectivity can come

aboutt and be negotiated. For empathy, which is not the same as sympathy, takes into account
thatt this willingness and the risk of self-loss it includes, also has a nonverbal dimension.^ As the
meaningg of "feeling into" already indicates, em-pathy bears, to begin with, on the ability to feel into
thee affective state of another person. Thanks to this specific, nonverbal aspect of empathy, affective
contagionn can be part of the empathie communication between persons.
However,, empathy is more: whereas the capacity to feel into another leads to a sharing
off feelings or "feeling-with," empathy only works in combination with the capacity to pretend
playy - doing and imaging "as i f - and, subsequently, to realize and verbalize "how it is to be like."
Inn other words, affective sensitivity should always be complemented with (embodied) imagination
andd verbalized narration as well as (self-) reflection. Only then can feelings turn into narratives of
emotionallyy defined experiences and only then can self and other function as both separate and
related,, both different and similar subjects.
Thee notion of empathy brings to the fore that the potential space I am articulating is a
relationall space that is based on affective encounters and emotional relationships between people.
Itt is a space that presupposes a sociality that, above all, is manifested on an interpersonal level, an
interactionn that is mediated by nonverbal and verbal communication. Although the interaction with
otherr human beings is decisive for the understanding of the relational quality of the space, it can
alsoo function on a transpersonal level. That is to say, sociality can be complicated by a subject's
interactionn with semiotic objects - this film, for instance - that appeal to this subject's potential for
"playing"" with meaning and subjectivity.
Winnicott'ss theorizing helps clarify how the potential space I have in mind - the location
off embodied, relational (inter)subjectivity - combines the qualities of a holding environment, a
transitionall space, and a space for playing or creative living. A semiotic space emerges that implies,
firstly,, emotional availability (manifested in trust as well as self-confidence), secondly, the capacity
too integrate nonverbal and verbal experience (manifested in emotional "literacy"), and, thirdly,
thee capacity to play with symbolization (manifested in the enjoyment of that playing). The latter
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emphasizes that the affective quality of the space also bears upon vitality and the motivation to live.

13.. See Feagin for an exploration of the difference between empathy and sympathy.

psychology-informed field of German Aesthetics (Wispé 1987, Van Mechelen 1993).

Herr ideas about the process of simulation as necessary to imaginatively feel into

According to James Elkins, however, empathy is originally "an Enlightment term";

thee affects of a fictional character are also relevant to the understanding of

it was used by Pierre-Louis Moreau de Maupertuis "to describe the effect of a

embodiedd thinking (1996: 83-142). The term "empathy," a translation of the

mother's emotions on her developing fetus." (1999: 24) My approach to empathy

Germann "Einfiihlung," refers to a notion developed in the nineteenth century by the

is indebted to Carl Rogers' client-centered psychotherapy - his idea of "as-if-

Finally,, defined as it is by the willingness of a self to let another (a subject as other) and otherness
(neww meaning) come about while this self is put at risk, it is the space where the borderline
betweenn meaning and meaninglessness and the limits of (inter)subjectivity can be investigated.
Thee intertwinement of empathy and potential space explains how the "devilish dilemma"
thatt brought the Silent One into being pertains to the specific aspect of discursivity, that is, to the
capacityy to function as an integrated subject and to form mature emotional relationships. Being
deprivedd of an empathie environment, Brigitte has been deprived of the capacity to trust her
caregiverss and, hence, to inhabit a potential space. However, by giving this incapacitation a name,
shee provided "us others" - therapists, filmmaker, public, you and me - with a possible sign. To give
meaningg to that sign - to see it as a sign of traumatic pain - a potential space is needed. Because
Brigittee cannot create that space herself, we have to do it. In the last section I will argue how the
filmm story, and especially its end, demonstrate that this potential space is the result of a joint
venturee that exceeds the interpersonal field. I will also argue that the invitation to enter into our
potentiall space does not assert Brigitte as a victim; on the contrary, offering her this relational space
impliess that she is enabled to be alone in the presence of (many) others.

RoomRoom to Play

Afterr the crucial scene analyzed in the previous section the filmmaker rather suddenly moves to
aa close-up of the Beach Girl who is absorbed in her play on the seashore. She is carefully drawing
andd modeling in the sand: having outlined a space with one finger, she divides it into two by
meanss of an intersecting line. Subsequently, the interrelated spaces are raised into modest piles,
thee surface being flattened with the palms of the hands, both spread out over the sand. In this way
thee hands expose their vulnerable but agile surfaces to the raw material, which is transformed into
aa recognizable form. Apparently, hands need not be instruments of harm and pain anymore: they
cann make a space that is whole and divided at the same time.

identification""

(1975). It

resonates

with

recent

interactionist

views

of

(psychoanalytic)) therapy, which turn the therapist from an "outside listener" into an
"insidee listener"; see Van Strien Empathie (1999) and Eisenberg et al. 1987.
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Byy connecting as well as separating two "worlds" the hands appear to give form to precisely that
spacee that gives them the force to become instruments of connective touch and feeling. However,
itt is not only Brigitte's modeling activity that produces the meaning of potential space. Because this
shott follows the one just analyzed - the affective breakthrough - Brigitte's activity on the empty
beachh can also be read as the figuration of the capacity to be alone, in the internalized presence
off another, and the implication of that capacity: playing and creativity. Seen as such, the image of
Brigittee becomes a sign of hope: the traumatic pain maintained by the Silent One gives place to the
capacityy to play with symbolization. The positive meaning of this interpretation is further enhanced
whenn I link this image to the poetic line from Tagore quoted by Winnicott in Playing and Reality to
introducee his chapter "The Location of Cultural Experience": "On the seashore of endless worlds,
childrenn play" (1996: 95). In this chapter he most explicitly formulates the need for a potential
spacee "between the individual and the environment," as he formulates it (103).
Readd as visual complement of Winnicott's text, the use of this shot at this time in the film
narrativee thus suggests that Brigitte has been given the opportunity to play. But who precisely has
offeredd Brigitte this opportunity? Who has created the potential space in which this activity can
takee place? The foregoing scene gives the impression that the therapists made the invitation with
thee help of their holding gestures. However, it is the filmmaker's way of telling that makes the
connectionn between those gestures and the enabling space visible, and it is my interpretation of
thesee images that makes them into explicit signs of a potential space. Because Brigitte's encounter
withh her therapists is embedded in the film story that is, in turn, embedded in my analysis imaginee three concentric circles - the idea of the potential space as layered or embedded
constellationn becomes thinkable.
Thee idea of one complex space, first of all, underscores that Brigitte is the center of the
concentricc circles. It is Her life. A real person thus is the center of attention of therapist, filmmaker,
andd analyst. The concentric circles further indicate a certain increase of complexity as far as the
therapistss are mainly interested in supporting Brigitte in her attempts to survive; the filmmaker
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has a combined interest in Brigitte, her therapy, and his task as public story teller; and I, the
culturall analyst, add a theoretical framework and reflection to the preceding interests. This increase
off interests need not imply a decrease of empathy for Brigitte, although it does indicate a transition
fromm personal to transpersonal - public and general - interest.
Thee final film fragment demonstrates how the filmmaker gives Brigitte herself the
opportunityy to resolve the possible tension between personal and public interest. He thereby

makess a statement not only about Brigitte's competence but also about his function as filmmaker
andd the function of the viewers. It is no coincidence that this final shot of the film is also the
onlyy one in which Brigitte directly addresses the viewers: she more or less winks at them. This
immediatee and intimate address, however, is at the same time a message through which Brigitte
getss the viewers to understand that they are not needed anymore. Thanks to a change of position
inn the narrative - she appears to be upgraded from embedded to main focalizor - Brigitte can make
publicc that, from now on, she is aware of the possibility to make her own choices.
Significantly,, the force of Brigitte's look is fed by a tremendous rage, indicating that the
borderlinee between self-destruction and self-estimation can be fragile for traumatized people.
Duringg the moments that precede the final, light-hearted shot Brigitte confronts the (male) therapist
inn a desperate way. Violently crying, she lets out her anger, while trying to convince him that it
shouldd be her right to choose whether to commit suicide. Instead of focusing on the destructive
aspectt of her rage, the therapist enables Brigitte to turn that same anger into an empowering force.
Inn other words, he helps Brigitte to understand that her fight against utter powerlessness - as he
sayss to her, she "never ever, ever, ever" has had any "real choice" in her entire life - can also be
seenn as a sign of strength, because it reveals the justified wish to be in control.
Thee transition from negating dependency to relative autonomy implied in this moment
iss adequately and beautifully given form by the final scene of the film. A woman next to Brigitte
offerss her a handkerchief to wipe away her angry tears. Brigitte loudly blows her nose in it and
thenn presents the filled snot rag to the spectators with a gesture that tells the public something
like:: "Blow you, I don't care what you think of me. From now on it is my life." Because everyone
startss laughing, the story is transposed into a playful tone. The last shot pictures the "winking"
Brigittee who rubs the tears from one eye, while the other eye defies us; her mouth is laughing.
Thee ambiguity of this concluding look - one eye open, one eye closed - signifies the half-way state
shee is in: a transition into new life might be actualized, eventually. Half-crying and half-laughing,
shee casts a glance that is as direct as it is ironic, indicating both the possibility of confronting the
outerr world anew and the difficulty in taking distance from her traumatization.
Inn the same move, however, the viewers are "shut-out" by Brigitte's direct gesture and
look.. Consequently, they can take distance too. By means of the playful last shot the filmmaker not
onlyy empowers Brigitte, he also helps the viewers to end their engagement in a traumatic history
withoutt negative, numbed, or destructive feelings. They can "go home" with an intact vulnerability,
whichh makes it possible for them to use their empathie imagination for further reflection.

Moreover,, by having withdrawn himself from the scene, the filmmaker intimates that, eventually,
thee film story is a matter between Brigitte - and the many others like her - and her "public." Not
beingg able to look over his shoulder anymore, the public cannot hide behind him either. Brigitte's
storyy has definitively entered the transpersonal space of social, cultural, and political responsiveness
andd responsibility.
II felt myself addressed by Brigitte's look both as a person, a moviegoer, and a cultural analyst.
Correspondingly,, my response concerned a living person, a character in a film story, and a
traumatizedd subject. Nevertheless, I found it difficult to draw explicit borderlines between my
differentt relationships with "Brigitte"; the analysis of this film confronted me with the intertwinementt of lived experience, the working of art texts, and theoretical thought. Not surprisingly,
itt was a documentary that reminded me of the necessary implication of lived experience in the
practicee of cultural analysis. For, this genre is characterized by the inherent tension between real
lifee and fiction or imagination, a tension that entails the issue of "genuineness" as the opposite of
deception. .
Thee two concluding points I wish to bring up for discussion bear on Denial's status as
documentaryy film and this tension. The first one concerns the presentation of the Silent One in
thee film story and the imaginative and rhetoric force that is needed to save this alter from being
neglected.. The second point pertains to the therapeutic scene in which Brigitte discovers the power
off feeling; the scene raises questions about the alleged genuineness of the (unconscious) working
off body language and my response to that scene.
Withh respect to the figuration of thee Silent One I leave aside the filmmaker's possible
lackk of awareness of the specific significance of this alter. Here, I merely draw attention to the
underexposuree of this alter - through the briefness of the scene - as a textual shortcoming that
undervaluess the reason for or meaning of its hidden existence. The persuasiveness of the film
storyy might have been greater if the specificity of the Silent One had been more clearly outlined.
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I use this critical note only to clarify that the documentary film, in particular, is subject to a difficult
andd delicate power relationship, that between a filmmaker who functions as the primary organizer
off the film story and a Brigitte who is a "live" main character. I claim that the balance is best
sustainedd if the filmmaker purposefully complements his position of empathie listener with that
off a mirroring listener who, by using his own words (images) to "repeat" what he has heard (seen),
makess it easier to find a common ground for mutual understanding.

Thiss mirroring way of "telling with" is demonstrated by the scenes in which the other alters figure.
Byy more or less "staging" the scenes of the other five alters, the filmmaker, performing another
aspectt of his task of inter-viewer, amplifies what Brigitte is telling us by means of her alters.
However,, all these scenes show personalities who are able to speak. Thus underscoring the logic
off speaking and responding, the filmmaker at the same time foregrounds the existential need of
someonee who is not able to speak. Hence, there is all the more reason for the filmmaker to function
ass an auxiliary, engaging subject of semiosis. Put differently, whereas Brigitte affirms the reality of
thiss alter by naming her "Silent One," she needs the imaginative power of ann amplifying listener
too make this embodiment of "discursive silence" productive for the story. That such imaginative
interventionn can make use of simple but effective means is indicated by the opening credits of the
film,film, in which the blackness framing the title pictures Brigitte's emotional and social isolation.
Thiss blackness can retrospectively be interpreted as a reference to traumatic pain. In that meaning,
itt is aligned with Perec's rhetoric of gaps and, most tellingly, the "(...)" on a blank page, through
whichh he made an "impossible scream" conspicuously visible.
Thee second point of discussion concerns my own reaction to the scene in which Brigitte
makess eye contact with the female therapist, who starts to cry. When I viewed the film for the
firstfirst time, I cried like the therapist. Although it was an act of empathy, including its openness
too contagion, I did not empathize with the therapist or with Brigitte separately, but with the
relationship.. Steered by the camera movements that focused on Brigitte looking at the therapist,
II was moved both by Brigitte's immense involvement in the nonverbal interaction and the
therapist'ss demonstration of being affectively touched by this precious moment. I thus became
doublyy involved in an interaction that felt crucial, transformative, positive, and, perhaps most
importantly,, genuine. Why?
II give several reasons. To begin with, because I knew it was a documentary, the
foreknowledgee that the characters were real persons who did not perform a play influenced
thee starting position of my viewing. Hence, I took the realness of the characters' existence and
thee genuineness of their behavior more or less for granted. The general tone of the film convinced
me,, moreover, that this scene was not part of a pervasive tear-jerking rhetoric or other deceiving
manipulation.. The idea of genuineness was further enhanced by the emphasis on body language
inn this specific scene, the working of which was optimized by the iconicity implied in the medium
off film. Because even very good actors cannot purposefully perform the subtlety of unconsciously
workingg body language, the latter reason seems the most relevant.

Nevertheless,, since the idea of genuineness can only become manifest in my own feelings and
thoughts,, not the genuineness of the characters' behavior, as such, but my belief in their realness
ass related to my own feelings and ideas is decisive. The foreknowledge that I witnessed real persons
madee me sensitive to the genuineness exhibited by the characters of the film and, hence, to the
adequacyy of their behavior. That adequacy, in turn, affected me, or, to be more precise, the scene
reallyy changed me: it made me feel and believe that real people do communicate and relate in a
nonverball way. What counts, then, is this combination of feeling and knowing; together they
contributedd to my reality, to my realization that not only in fantasy but also in real life persons can
genuinelyy relate and trust each other. While this scene has provided me with this valuable insight,
thee scenes after this one help the viewers bear in mind that for Brigitte herself only one short
momentt of relief had as yet been made visible.
When,, later on, I cried my eyes out about the film, I became aware that it was not a
contagiouss or empathie response to the story anymore but a reaction concerning my personal
past.. In the next chapters I bring this belated impact of thee film into relation with my own intense
longingg for affective understanding, thus drawing attention to the possible resonance of infantile,
dissociatedd emotion schemas. There, the tension between lived experience and imagination is put
inn the framework of the formation of autobiographic memories, an activity that cannot take place
withoutt the integration of different levels of experience.

huisje huisje

boompje boompje

beestje beestje

vader vader

moeder moeder

kindje kindje

6..

My First Picture Book
R e a l i z i n gg Who I " A m "

Sincee all writing is done by some-body for some-body, it is not merely permitted, but downright
valuablee (...) to re-member who you "are" as you write. S u s a n

Suleiman

II suppose that everyone has a paramount interest, a deep, driving propulsion towards something.
Iff one's life lasts long enough, so that looking back becomes allowable, one discerns an urgent
tendencyy that has integrated all the various and varied activities of one's private life and one's
professionall career. D . W , W i n n i c o t t 1

Old-tnough,Old-tnough,

Cood-tnough

Yes,, I am old-enough now - I am fifty-eight, my children have left home, and my dissertation is
comingg to its end. Being old enough to look back, however, does not imply a simple, temporal logic;
itt is more than an evaluation of thee past in order to envision the future. My self-reflective turn to
agee has to deal with its now, that is, to use Eliot's words, it has to allow for "a lifetime burning in
everyy moment":
Homee is where one starts from. As we grow older
Thee world becomes stranger, the pattern more complicated
O ff death and living. Not the intense moment
Isolated,, with no before and after,
Butt a lifetime burning in every moment
T . S ..

Eliot,

'East

C o k e r ' , Four Quartets

(1959: 27)
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i.. As in the opening epigraphs of this study and that at the beginning of Chapter 5,
thee title of the publication, Home Is Where We Start From, enriches the meaning of
thee motto. It is a reference to Eliot's poem quoted below. In this study, a title's
surpluss value has directed my choice between including it in an epigraph or leaving
itt out.

Suchh a lifetime has indeed a before and after but is, at the same time, fully present as felt
reality.. Due to the fire implied in Eliot's figure of life, this now takes the form of a concrete,
physicall momentum defined by energetic potential. Similarly, my burning moments have an
inherentt force, an affective load, and a bodily presence that cannot but be translated into terms
off vitality, value, and motivation. In short, my commitment to life is at stake, my sense of being
good-enough. .
Inn this and the following chapter I will deal with such a commitment to life and, more
specifically,, with the effect of early traumatization on the interpersonally as well as culturally
definedd motivation to live. I will make a case for my claim that the semiotic crisis inherent in this
traumatizationn entails a subject who, besides being barred from the possibility to relate, is also
handicappedd with respect to the force or willingness to live. As I have argued, early traumatization
cannott be defined in terms of a failure of verbal interaction but should be approached in terms of
thee motivational, evaluative forces that are substantiated in body language. The emphasis on the
affectivee dimension of (inter)subjectivity thus foregrounds a subject who is, consciously or not,
strivingg for well-being: for feeling real or alive, creative and dynamic. In approaching the failure
off this affective semiosis as an incapacitation of the regulation of affects and their subjectconstitutingg function, I try do justice to the felt and forceful aspect of meaning and subjectivity.
Thee disorganization of this vital dynamics also explains why psychiatrists define trauma as
"overwhelmingg experience."2
Ass the act of looking back suggests, my own subjectivity is explicitly involved in the present
argument:: I will explore a process of traumatic overwhelming and incapacitation through an art
objectt - a picture book - that I have made myself and that was prompted by my own life history.
Hence,, I will probe the traumatizing obstruction of "the affective force we live by" from within my
personall experience, in the same move addressing the "deep driving propulsion" that has motivated
myy artistic and academic search in general. Presenting mijn eerste prentenboek (My First Picture Book,
henceforthh indicated as MFPB) as an object of analysis, I will argue that it gives form to a
11 <J 2,

traumatizing acculturation.

2.. See, for instance, Van der Kolk et al., Traumatic Stress; The Effects of Overwhelming
ExperienceExperience on Mind,

memories. This idea, in turn, points to the debate about the mediated, discursive

Body, and Society (1996). The phrase "overwhelming

quality of experience and, correspondingly, about the impossibility of so-called

experience"" indicates a discussion point raised by Van Alphen: the incompatibility

"immediate" experience. (See also Scott 1992: 22-40.) Martin jay wants to go

off the terms "trauma" and "experience," manifested in his explanation of trauma as

beyond this opposition, i.e. beyond a "sterile choice between naive experiential

"aa failure of experience" (1997: 42-45). As I have mentioned in Chapter 1, Van

immediacy and the no less naive discursive mediation of that experience" (1998:

Alphenn starts from the idea that experience depends on the narratability of

78). I believe that my articulation of a nonverbal, felt, and enacted affective

Thee book consists of six photographs accompanied by six words (see inserted picture book). These
words,, forming a well-known Dutch phrase: huisje, boompje, beestje, vader, moeder, kindje (little
house,, little tree, little animal, father, mother, little child), sum up basic components of the nuclear
family,, for a child, her daily cultural environment. When I made this book in 1988,1 did not
presentt it as an autobiographical account but as an exemplary life story of a girl constrained by her
entrancee into a western, patriarchal, Catholic, bourgeois, white, nuclear family. Now I would use
thee term "autohistory" in order to indicate that both my own and comparable lives were at stake.
Att the time I did not know that my entrance into the symbolic order had structural
traumatogenicc aspects, and I certainly did not know anything about an interaffective precursor of
linguisticc (inter)subjectivity. But, in retrospect I have become sensitive to the traces of trauma traumaticc pain - in this photographic picture book, and, more importantly, I realized that the main
issuee was the traumatization of an infant that could not yet make use of verbally mediated thoughu
Itt is the hybrid text form of the picture book - its specific combination of words and images - that
hass triggered my sensitivity to this early, developmental trauma. As I will argue, the book's hybridity
firstt and foremost refers to different - nonverbal and verbal - registers of experience and mental
organization.. Therefore, MFPB enables me to delineate the problem of infantile traumatization and
too elaborate a nonverbal version of discursive silence and traumatic pain. As this story concerns an
infant,, this discursive crisis should be approached in terms of a development gone wrong through
aa failure of affective framing or holding. Through the focus on an infant's trauma, I drive home the
specificspecific aspect of the discursive problems that can hamper traumatized subjects.
Claimingg that MFPB addresses such a traumatizing start of (inter)subjectivity, I will read
thee picture book as being motivated by and, in turn, having motivated, my intense, often tested,
thwarted,, sometimes obsessive, sometimes gratified longing for an empathie understanding of
myy own and other people's lives. This reading can be seen as a specific form of "autobiographical
reading,"" a method that is introduced by cultural analyst Suleiman in the book from which the first
epigraphh to this chapter has been taken. The term does not necessarily involve reading one's own
text.. Suleiman thereby breaks a lance for a critical practice that is intersubjective par excellence.

discursivityy not only helps to clarify the discussion on experience in general; it also

of experience. To say it once more, in the present study the term infancy indicates

justifies,, in particular, the use of "overwhelming experience" with respect to trauma,

the developmental stage in which the transition from nonverbally mediated to

becausee "being overwhelmed" indicates that traumatization has a felt aspect, an

verbally mediated thought takes place. Although the real infant I refer to was about

indicationn that is confirmed by the phenomenon of dissociation.

fourteen months old and therefore had started to speak, according to Schore her

3.. Because the word "infant" - unable to speak - is a reminder of not-yet verbally

"socioaffectively-driven expansion of language" did not use "private speech, that is,

mediatedd "thought" or "imagery," I make use of the term to underscore this aspect

thought" but "imaginal dialogues that represent the child's autobiographical
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II see Suleiman's autobiographical reading as strongly akin to the notion of reading I am developing
andd practicing, because she explains that such an autobiographical reading "consists of reading
another'ss story 'as if it were [her] own.' This could have bun my story" (1994: 8; emphasis in text).
Importantly,, according to Suleiman, autobiographical reading is bound up with a writing that is not
straightforwardlyy autobiographic, although it involves self-exploration. She therefore presents this
kindd of writing as "mediated autobiography," stressing the relational quality of this practice by the
considerationn that the writing brings "the critic's self into play, and into risk" (3 and 6).
Suleiman'ss autobiographical reading-cum-writing - the two appear to be mutually
constitutivee - is particularly pertinent to my argument as she explicitly foregrounds motivation
andd action. Specifying the relevance of the notion of mediated autobiography, Suleiman formulates
att the same time three "compelling reasons" for her writing: "self-recognition, historical awareness,
andd collective action" {3). Although Suleiman's enterprise is fully contemporary - she writes about
encounterss with contemporary texts - this triad has a temporal pattern that emphatically links the
pastt (historical awareness) and the future (collective action) with the present (self-recognition).
Thiss temporal organization makes the present both dynamic and uncertain: "being contemporary"
iss referred to as "an unstable condition, a process of movement toward an open future" (10). She
indicatess a force field in which motivation can lead to future action.
Remarkably,, this future action is not an individual but a collective undertaking, which
pointss out both a joining of forces and an intersubjective potential space. Hence, it is even more
significantt that for Suleiman collective action is essential "in the case of traumatic events such as
war,, forced emigration, or other experiences of radical loss" (8; emphasis added). It will come as no
surprise,, then, that the notion of autobiographical reading is developed in the chapter in which she
addressess (her) memories of World War II.4
Suleimann presents herself in that chapter as "a voracious reader of Holocaust Literature
andd World War II Literature" (200), summarizing her method as a search for an autobiography that
"triess to recover, through writing, an irrecoverable absence" (214). Apparently, as the word
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"irrecoverable" indicates, Suleiman realizes that a traumatic past cannot be recovered. However,

narrativee constructions of his affective transactions with the world" (Schore 1995:

structured by the semiotic behavior of symbolic adults, an infant might be

489).. Schore thus hints at the non-conscious imagery - I would say emotion habits

approached as a child with a symbolically, be it nonverbally mediated unconscious.

-- that predates and facilitates the use of verbal thought. Seen from a Lacanian

This unconscious is not so much "structured like a language" as Lacan's dictum

perspective,, an infant is "presymbolic" to the extent that she does not yet

has it, as semiotically structured. See Mullen996 and the next chapter for Bucci's

(consciously)) make use of the differential terms and positions offered by the

discussion on mediating, (symbolic) mental imagery,

symbolicc order. Nevertheless, because the interaffective genesis of subjectivity is

4. See her chapter 11: "War Memories: On Autobiographical Reading."

shee also shows an insatiable desire for sharing experience and models of identification; Suleiman
appearss to be specifically interested in memories of Jews who, like herself, were young children
inn Europe during the war. She is motivated by the stubborn wish to understand what happened.
Moreover,, Suleiman admits that, willingly overlooking the textual quality of thee writings, she forgets
herr position of literary critic. To use her words, her reading is "shamelessly, unsophisticated^,
referential:: What happened? When? Where? How did it feel?" Moreover, she measures the quality
off her experience from her own breathlessness and the moments that make her cry (205P She
concludess that her reading has nothing to do with literary appreciation and that she is merely
focusedd on "autobiographical resonance" (206; emphasis added).
Itt is this resonance, and the longing for it, in which I am especially interested. Looking
forr such resonance, that is, for comparable lived experience, apparently need not be restricted to a
searchh for conceptual content. The yearning for identification is not only about sharing verbalized
beliefss and desires but also about sharing feelings. It is a desire to actually feel - to remember
andd know through feelings. In short, it is a desire for an embodied production of meaning.
"Autobiographicall resonance" highlights an affective response from which feelings evolve, and
itt is the genesis of such feelings that generates the idea of sharing. Resonance thus hints at the
"feelingg into" aspect of empathy. This autobiographical reading is a performative, relationally
definedd production of subjectivity, which, as follows from earlier chapters, is comparable to the
wayy a caregiver subjectifies a baby and, vice versa, to the way a baby motivates caregivers to take
theirr positions as such. The term "resonance" clarifies that in these interactions joining forces and
separatelyy functioning do not exclude each other.
Accordingly,, I would like to say that my embodied thinking explicitly joins forces with
Suleiman'ss argument at this moment, as it will do with other arguments in these two chapters.6
Nevertheless,, my engagement with Suleiman's text is not merely justified because I recognize
myselff in her autobiographical reading and want to value her notion of mediated autobiography by
performingg it through this text. My engagement is also informed by the fact that, using the word
resonance,, Suleiman implicitly draws attention to the nonverbally constituted level of experience

5.. Hirsch has mentioned a comparable reading experience with respect to her own
childhoodd and youth as a jew in Europe {1997: 219). She refers in a note to
Suleiman'ss "autobiographical reading." I will return to Hirsch's arguments about
familiall framing in the following chapter.
6.. My ample use of epigraphs should be seen as a sign of such resonating practice.
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thatt I want to foreground in this chapter. It is relevant to dwell on this experience and its failure
becausee it points to an imaginative potential that has its roots in the time before linguistic
competence. .
Laterr on I will elucidate the trauma that lies at the heart of MFPB with the help of Stern's
ideass about non-attunement and Winnicott's deliberations on the failure of basic provisions
(thee holding environment), primitive agonies, and the fear of breakdown. However, I will not only
clarifyy that MFPB is an attempt to make an early traumatization representable; I will also exploit
itss theoretical, self-reflective potential. Interpreting the hybrid text form of MFPB as a reference to
differentt registers of experience, I will bring in a crucial problem: linking feelings and words.
Myy analysis of MFPB thus underscores the body-base of subjectivity as well as the integration
necessaryy for an embodied functioning. More importantly, the picture book specifically foregrounds
thee problem of textualization of {an infant's) nonverbal feelings and enactments, a process that, as I
willl argue, requires nonverbal imagination as well as verbal thought. This transposition of
interpersonal,, affective interaction to the transpersonal level of texts is further complicated by
anotherr problem: the interaction between imagination and autobiographical memory. The
respectivee frameworks of children's picture book and family album structure this problem, a
structuree that is manifested in the division into two chapters, as I will make clear below.
II here present my interpretation of MFPB as a mediated autohistory that feeds on
Suleiman'ss practice. Only, I work the other way around: whereas Suleiman reads another's story
ass if it were her own, I will read my own story as if it were another's, thereby making plausible that
itt could have been another person's story. This interpretative move requires the meta-position and
thee mode of writing characteristic of a cultural analyst. This temporal splitting of my subjectivity
iss a form of play and creativity, resembling the pretend play that fuels all learning and especially
thee learning propagated by the picture book for children, the framework on which I will elaborate
inn this chapter. My intentional splitting of subject positions illuminates, rather than obscures,
thee interaction of nonverbal feeling and verbal (self-)reflection. Hence, it is the opposite of
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traumatic dissociation; it enables an imagination that empathizes with both self and other.7

7.. See Alfred Margulies' study The Empathie Imagination (1989). The argument of

location where "symbol making" is situated (146). He thus reinforces the

thiss psychiatrist, a theorizing based on clinical experience, supports my ideas about

importance of the potential space, parenthetically, without referring to Winnicott's

thee subject-constituting function of empathy. Margulies also uses the phrase

concept or studies,

"feelingg into" to underline the affective force implied in such a constitution. Arguing
thatt empathy explains how the self "finds and defines itself through the other" (xii),
hee concludes his study by foregrounding "the space of play and caring" as the

Beingg a cultural analyst, an artist, and, last but not least, a living person, I am "good enough" and
"oldd enough" to do that.

HowHow to Put Fêtllngs

into Words

(...)) to assist y o u n g c h i l d r e n in r e c o g n i z i n g and n a m i n g o b j e c t s . Front f l a p of
TheThe First Picture

Book: Everyday Things for

Babies

Thee image offered us (...) now becomes really our own. It takes root in us. It has been given
uss by another, but we begin to have the impression that we could have created it.
G a s t o nn

Bachelard,

The Poetics of Space

Too make you realize that empathie imagination is an activity in which both bodily sensitivity and
affectss guide the act of interpretation, I invite you to focus on MFPB as a material object. I ask you
too amplify your acts of visualization with the senses of touch and hearing. This semiotic exercise
mayy begin with the mental simulation of holding the object into your hands. Imagine first of all
thatt it is a book: a palpable, manipulatable thing with a certain weight - about n o o grams - and
aa surface that feels smooth enough though slightly coarse because it is made of black linen cloth
gluedd to cardboard.
Perhapss surprisingly, the book appears to be a shallow, handmade box, resembling an oldfashioned,fashioned, stylish cassette for a series of gramophone records. It is not square, however, but oblong:
29.55 (height) x 31.5 (width) x 2.3 (depth) in centimeters, imitating the format of a picture book for
children.. Its format thus enhances the effect of the title, although the solemnity of the black cover
counterss this impression.
Thee front and back of the box-book are almost alike: in both a small rectangle (8.5 x n.5 cm)
hass been encased just above the center - feel the edge. The white labels that have been stuck in the
rectangless are not centered either: they seem to be hanging from the upper edge, while the words
printedd on them - at the bottom - seem to be supported by the lower edge of the label. Apart from
indicatingg a need for support this decentration also suggests a field of forces in which tension and
movementt play their roles. Moreover, both the decentered title on the front label and the name and
yearr on the back leave an empty white space, which strongly contrasts with the wide surrounding
framee of black cloth.

Onn the one hand, the framing and embedding of the cover can be read as signs of narrative
organization,, referring to the layered and situation-dependent structure of the subject positions
thatt make texts into narratives. The story of the book might reveal other stories, and every story
mightt imply different points of view and frameworks. On the other hand, there are also signs thee blank spaces of the labels in combination with the title - indicating that images have pride of
placee in the book. The labels are ambiguous signs, however: while leaving ample room for pictures,
theyy also leave the subject of those pictures open. In this way the cover of the book stresses that
imagee space always involves mental imagination.
Whenn the box-book is opened, a second surprise awaits the reader: a pair of white gloves
liess on top of the pages, lifeless as the crossed hands of a dead person. They hide the pages - the
photographss as well as the words printed underneath them. For insiders to the world of visual art
thesee gloves are immediately identifiable as a means to protect an original photographic print and
itss passe-partout from possibly dirty hands of viewers. In general, however, they put up a barrier
thatt can also be understood as saying: take care, or take your time, or take some distance, or even,
beware:: something has to be uncovered.
Beforee satisfying your curiosity by exploring the content of the book, I would like to address
anotherr covering gesture: the object's disguise as a picture book for children, which is indicated by
itss oblong format, its combination of words and pictures and its title: My First Picture Book.
Apparently,, not just any (picture) book is indicated, but a very specific subdivision of this hybrid
textt form, presented as being "first" or the beginning of some process. At stake is the genre of
picturee books that inaugurate preschoolers into the world of visual representation, (written)
language,, imagination, narration, fantasy, and learning. Such picture books can be seen as the
firstt aesthetic objects that accompany the acculturation of children. Correspondingly, Ellen Handler
Spitz,, a psychoanalyst who has argued the value of these specific objects for children's development,
callss them "primary art objects" (1989).8
Thee most pertinent feature of the genre for my argument is that the use of a children's
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picture book substantiates a potential space in more than one way. Firstly, its viewing presupposes

8.. John Updike concludes his comment on The First Picture Book from which the

picture book, originally a collaboration of Steichen (photographs), his daughter

initiall epigraph to this section has been taken by stating that it is "a collection of

Mary Steichen Calderone (physician; preface), and Harriet M. Johnson, director of a

glowingg archetypes, a magic book of signs, a wordless primer of'first affections'."

nursery school (introduction). The remake is published in London by Jonathan

Thatt "first" picture b o o k - m e r e l y consisting of photographs of objects familiar to

Cape, in association with the Whitney Museum of American Art, New York,

thee infant - has been made by the famous photographer Edward Steichen (1930).

Apparently the Art Institutional framework of the latter publication guided Updike's

Seee the cover text and Updike's afterword (1991: 66) to the republication of the

wording, as he refers to "the photographic genius of Steichen."

aa holding environment, the necessary precondition for this relational space. This facilitating
environmentt is especially manifested in the physically shared position of holding and sitting on
someone'ss lap. Although it is a supportive position, it is asymmetrical by definition. This
asymmetryy is reinforced by the fact that the book is designed for childrenwho cannot yet read,
hencee the child needs to be read to by another person. Such a bodily - vocal, gestural, and postural
-- interaction is inevitably influenced by the emotional intelligence of the adult, manifested in
faciall expression and a capacity to attune his overall behavior to that of the child. The impact of
thee holding environment, then, depends on the adult's "self-acceptance, emotional equilibrium
andd sense of humor" (Spitz: 1988: 436).
Secondly,, picture books stimulate playing, which according to Winnicott indicates the
decisivee capacity for living creatively. Moreover, playing marks a process of emotional maturation
simultaneouslyy manifesting and being manifested by the potential space. The children's picture
bookk contributes to the child's playing because it helps her to compare inner fantasy life with outer
reality.. Picture books first and foremost provoke the play of imagination, which is connected to
bothh fantasy (illusion) and pretend play (reality testing), and can be characterized as a process of
makee believe. According to Spitz this imaginative make believe is crucial for the lessons implied
inn picture books: "Imagination (make believe) is central to all learning" (1989: 363).
Thirdly,, the potential space is also suggested by Spitz's observation that picture books
implyy a confrontation with cultural conventions and myths. It thus explicitly turns into what
Winnicottt calls the space of cultural experience, that is, the mature successor of the transitional
space.. According to Spitz, possibly negative effects of this confrontation with the "nurturing
matrix"" of culture are avoided, because "the roots of cultural knowledge [are] pleasurably
implanted"" (1989: 367). The holding aspect of thee reading situation I have delineated above
thuss is enhanced by a cultural convention that works as a safety belt: "The picture book depends
cruciallyy upon the working of convention to secure positive and meaningful experience"
(Spitz:: 1988: 436).
Anotherr reason that makes the framework of the (children's) picture book relevant for my
argumentt is the fact that it makes use of a composite text: an interplay of words and images.
Ass the word "interplay" suggests, the picture book undermines the traditional hierarchical
oppositionn between the visual and the verbal. As a consequence, it also defies the idea that the
developmentt of children should be seen as a necessary "movement away from images and toward
thee preeminence of words" (Spitz 1989: 353; emphasis added). Interpreting the hybrid character of
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thee picture book as a reference to the existence of different but cooperating mental systems, I
proposee that the interplay of the visual and the verbal contributes to the developmental problem of
howw to put feelings into symbolic - visual or verbal - imagination and narration.
Thee focus on picture books for children makes clear that, eventually, such books
accompany,, facilitate, and frame not only children's use of symbolic communication, but also
theirr access to the reading and interpretation of semiotic objects; and these objects or texts are,
byy definition, mediated by different textual media. In this way picture books thus mark the
transitionn from live, enacted communication into a transpersonal communication mediated by
texts.. Importantly, the fact that the textual enunciators are - for the time being - translated by live
auxiliaryy interpreters, underscores that acculturation depends on the quality - mood, tone, light off the holding environment. Hence, the function of picture books enhances the idea that empathie
readingg feeds on live understanding.
However,, the specific object of analysis, MFPB, problematizes reading through the
frameworkk I have just outlined, for several reasons. Firstly, despite the connotation of a children's
picturee book, the fact that it is an art object brings about a transformation of the communicative
situation.. Seen as such the object does not need two persons to make its meaning manifest On the
contrary,, it proposes the communicative situation of a written book: it is handled in privacy, alone;
otherr people might even disturb the concentration that is needed for reading this text. That is to
say,, the reading changes from a two-person into a one-person activity in which the production of
meaningg takes place mainly intrapsychically, albeit in interaction with the art object.
Secondly,, the privacy of this mode of reading is reinforced by the rhythmic structure of
thee text: huis-je, boómp-je, beést-je, vd-der, moé-der, kind-je reads like a rhyme. Such a reading solicits
comparisonn with the linguistic communication implied in poetry. Poetry can be seen as a specific
languagee game substantiated in specific rules that define the (text-immanent) relationship between
thee enunciating subject and the reading instance (Van Alphen et al. 1996:14-23). Most of the time
thee lyrical subject of a poem does not extend its role to other textual subjects (as in narratives) but
performss a monologue that is not explicitly addressing another person (as in arguments). The
intimacyy of a lyrical monologue turns the reader into a more or less undesirable agent, who is only
allowedd to look over the shoulder of the lyrical subject.
Thirdly,, instead of interpreting the phrase as a (nursery) rhyme it can also be seen as a
lesson:: a coherent sequence of nouns indicating basic categories of cultural knowledge.
Thee presentation of the text as a first one enhances the educational thrust. In this way MFPB

resembless an alphabet primer: an "abc" of culture.9 So, what kind of cultural object is it exactly, art
object,, poem, or lesson? I consider MFPB as the material metaphor of the connection between
thesee three cultural objects: as an aesthetic object it is either a lesson in acculturation in the form of
aa rhythmically structured text, or the other way around.
Fourthly,, black-and-white photography is not the most appropriate medium for children's
picturee books. On the contrary, such books are preferably provided with imaginative, colored
images,, usually drawings. For many artists picture books - especially the ones for older
preschoolerss - appear to be a challenge; they seem to invite artists to join the fantasy and play
off the children they are addressing. In contrast, realistic, black-and-white photographs seem not
too work for little children; photographic picture books have not been very successful on the
children'ss book market.10 Instead, I hold that, due to their high reality effect, photographs are more
compatiblee with the presentation of MFPB as autohistory. The use of the photographs connotes a
familyy album.
Finally,, however, the suggestion of a family album is not fully satisfying either, because, at
firstt sight, the highly idiosyncratic photographs do not resemble the family snapshots that normally
fillfill such albums. Moreover, the photos are combined with unusual captions of over-general items.
Hence,, what could be a simple lesson is problematized by very specific imagery. The incongruence
impliedd in the unusual, uneasy way of "assisting young children in recognizing and naming
objects"" is further enhanced by two other disturbing elements: the white gloves and the object's
appearancee as a black box. They form an address that, on the one hand, warns the reader against
thee confrontation ahead and, on the other hand, points to the possibly decisive role reading can
play.. The text may contain the only traces that can lead to the explanation of a disaster.
Inn order to make the ambiguity and intricacy of MFPB productive for the exploration
off infantile traumatization, I take the initial category, huisje (little house), as my starting point.
Beginningg with a house and ending with family members (father, mother, little child), the items
off the program of acculturation in its entirety suggest both a distinction and a connection between
thee space implied in a concrete place and the space implied in personal relationships. These two

9.. According to Spitz such abc books are the "historically oldest and
developmentallyy earliest type of picture books" (1989: 356).
10.. With respect to the picture book made by photographer Steichen, Updike
suggestss that the limited success of the book might have been connected to its use
off the medium of photography: "photography, for all its contemporary abundance,
stilll plays a minor part in the vast world of children's illustrated literature" (66).

meaningss of space, which mark the difference between spatial interactions (with a non-human
object)) and relational interactions (with human subjects) respectively, define the term "home," the
housee as lived place.
Interpretingg huisje as home, I can lay out two facets of the nonverbal mental imagery that
accompaniess the genesis of intersubjectivity. To begin with, I will draw attention to the complexity
off the bodily experience on which embodied imagination is based. Differentiating between the
sensorimotorr (spatial) base and the affective (relational) base of mental organization, I argue
beloww that affective interaction cannot be understood without sensorimotor experience. I clarify
thiss interrelation of spatial semiotics and affective semiotics by interpreting spatial organization
inin terms of affective interaction with the help of thee idea of force field.
Furthermore,, the notion of "home" introduces the connotation of holding environment
andd the possible conflation of family and house. In the framework of the children's picture book,
whichh structures the rest of the present chapter, this conflation highlights the difference
betweenn the fantasy (ideal home or family) and the reality of the home that is at stake - its lack of
holding.. By means of this failure of holding the item of huisje also functions as a prelude to the
changee of framework - from picture book to family album - that constitutes the transition to the
nextt chapter. Because the framework of family album foregrounds a specific family history, in that
chapterr the connection with (my) autohistory will be made explicit.
Itt should not be forgotten that huisje is signified in two ways in MFPB: as word and
ass photo. To avoid the trap of a word-image or verbal-visual opposition, I will first embed the
constativee meaning of the word in its paralinguistic frame of sound. This framework foregrounds
thee possibility of formally enacted affective feelings; I will subsequently make this performative
wayy of meaning production useful for my analysis of the photograph of huisje. The picture book
thuss supports the argument that putting feelings into words - a case of learning conscious symbol
usee - is mediated by imagery, that is, by mental, nonverbal imagination as well as textual figuration.
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n .. In Fiction in the Age of Photography Nancy Armstrong argues that the ideology

Armstrong makes plausible that the "realism" deployed in Victorian novels is

thatt conflates family -

informed by photography to the extent that such fiction "sees" reality through/as

private life -

and material house is facilitated by
and radically portable,"

photographs: in their eyes the world resembles a collection of photographs instead

photographss reproduced and circulated houses, gardens, and interiors that "could

photography.. Making the visual field "suddenly

of the other way around. This idea also offers an explanation of the growing power

containn and give comfort to a single family" (1999: 116-118). This last phrase

of the field of vision in both mental imagination and textual figuration,

emphasizess how easily the house is provided with a "holding" function. Generally,

Hom*Hom* \t Wh$r* On* Starts From

hufs-je e

T r a u m aa reveals t h e ways in w h i c h o n e ' s a b i l i t y t o feel at h o m e in t h e w o r l d is as m u c h a
p h y s i c a ll as an e p i s t e m o l o g i c a l a c c o m p l i s h m e n t .

Susan

Brison

Thee ambiguous term home links a concrete place with the life it houses. Home specifically conveys
aa feeling of belonging, a feeling that implies a relationship with a place: you call a place home
becausee you feel you belong there. Moreover, you feel you belong there, usually because that is
wheree your family lives. In short, in the concept of home, place and family are easily conflated.
Thiss self-evident aligning of family and place has several implications. On the one hand,
itt underlines that the family is an institution, a social norm that gives society and its individuals a
hold:: it structures social life. Because norm and ideal are interconnected, cultural myths about the
familyy and its material environment always resonate in the meaning of home. On the other hand,
thee term home also refers to the house of a specific family. It makes that specific house or place
intoo an inhabited space, indicating the environment that holds the family together and, by indexical
extension,, the holding function of that specific family. The term home, then, reveals a (western)
ideologyy that is liable to cultural as well as personal fantasies and, significantly, this ideology
impliess a conflation of place and personal relationships.11
Introducingg this section with the home from where one starts, I purposefully accentuate
thee lived space implied in every house, using the word space to keep the ambiguous, spatial and
affective,, meaning of home intact. My emphasis on the idea of home should make it apparent to
youu that (almost) every subject's history starts as a family story and that this family story is always
embeddedd in a concrete environment that holds and holds together. The term home not only
suggestss that family, house, culture, and subjectivity constitute each other, but also that somewhere
inn this constitution a holding environment participates or, at least, should participate.12

12.. The complexity and ambiguity of the concept of home is also explored by artist
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as a disruption or absence of potential space. The reference to the potential space

Aniaa Bien in her installation "HOME." in the Jewish Historical Museum in

is intimated by the article written by Liesbeth Levy, who incorporates the ideas of

Amsterdam,, September-November 1993. Confronting "HOME." as concept

Levinas in her argument. (See the catalogue accompanying the installation.) Levy

(indicatedd by the use of the period) with three photographs of street h o m e s - t h e

summarizes Levinas when she states that people cannot lead a fully human

(non-)homess of homeless people-Bien addresses "homelessness" as a "being in

existence "without an intimate space where (they] can be happy" (no page

exilee from being." She thus comes very close to my explanation of traumatization

numbers). I will elaborate on that happy, intimate space below.

However,, the process of acculturation imagined in MFPB does not start with the word "home" but
withh "huisje" (little house). Because the qualifying diminutive applies to the concrete object, not to
thee institution, the term stresses the material form of the environment in which human subjects
comee about. Moreover, the meaning of huisje is complicated in several ways. First, the use of italics
iss a hint that there are different ways of learning involved in socialization. Italics, referring to
slantedd handwriting, link printing with writing, a process that refers to bodily skills. This letter
stylee indicates that the entry of a subject into the cultural space is through learning to write.
Itt emphasizes that imprinting cultural patterns is more than a verbal, conceptual understanding:
itit also involves skills and habits. Furthermore, handwriting is a reference to a specific, writing
person,, it signifies autograph, and hence, autobiography; in this way the italics also point to the life
off the author and, hence, to lived experience.
Second,, the employment of the diminutive "huis-je" makes the content of the word
anythingg but a dangerous or imposing environment; it rather turns the house in the direction of
cozinesss and closeness, a move that enhances the meaning of holding and safety. Third, the vocal
aspectt of the word is particularly important. As the accent and hyphen in the notation huis-je marks,
thee word should not only be read in silence but also be spoken or heard. When spoken and heard
thee trochaic meter acquires the added formal dimension of sound and, thereby, highlights the aural
experiencee of accentuation and raising, then falling of tone (high-low). This aural aspect is
enhancedd by the repetition that marks the entire sequence.^
Thee vocal, musical aspect of the spoken text makes the framework of motherese (or
parentese)) relevant. According to Keith Richardson, a lecturer in education, motherese indicates
thee melodic sound stream implied in babytalk; it facilitates the social interaction that results in
learningg one's mother's tongue. With the help of motherese Richardson clarifies how a caregiver
constrainss interactions by enabling a baby to focus on what matters most. Motherese, then, has
nothingg to do with the content of the talking but merely effects preferential attention. I use the
notionn of motherese as the key for my own preferential attention to the nonverbally mediated
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experience addressed by MFPBM Richardson argues that:

13.. As I will explain later the aural experience of repetition, accentuation, and fall in

an ongoing production of new "invariances" or ordering structures of the

tonee can be translated into other sense modalities and bodily behavior with the help

interactions. Invariant structures should not be seen as static givens; they are

off the constants implied in them, that is in this case, the respective constants of

usually dynamic as far as they are liable to change and refinement. Moreover, more

rhythm,, intensity and shape.

specific systems do not replace more general systems, but the former are

14.. Richardson elaborates an ecological systems view of developmental psychology.
Thee interactions between human organisms and their environment are defined by

embedded in the latter; hence the interactions of the infant and its environment
have a "nested hierarchical nature" (2000: i o n ) . For example, the specific

Neonatess detect and preferentially attend to the regular use of exaggerated rise and fall of
tonee of voice (invariances of prosody) used by "mothers," apparently everywhere, called
"motherese."" The "motherese" is an undifferentiated, generic form of communication, and its
effectss are pretty undifferentiated, as they do not specify any specific facts [that] will be learned,
butt the preferential attention to "mother" does typically ensure that learning about how prosodie
featuresfeatures relate to other aspects of mother's behavior, and to the infant's feelings, about how prosodie
featuresfeatures co-vary with words, etc. does occur. Preferential attention to 'motherese' constrains
learningg in that attention is focused on these limited aspects of the world, not on others,
( n ;; emphasis added)^

Althoughh Richardson suggests that motherese has a function in the integration of different kinds
off preverbal interaction (168), he does not explicitly connect it with affective interaction but, first
andd foremost, emphasizes the aspect of attention. Consequently, the dynamic invariances involved
-- motherese signals should be obvious, repetitive, limited in number, and attention getting (171) aree primarily presented as evolving differentiation of sensory information, pertaining to the sense
off hearing. He specifies these invariances as "exaggeration of tone of voice, loudness change,
frequencyy extremes and speed variation" (169).16 Nevertheless, because the preferential attention
highlightss the mediating role played by the mother, I make a connection between the constraint of
learningg Richardson pinpoints and the genesis of interaffectivity and (inter)subjectivity.
Therefore,, I contend that the invariances implied in the vocal expression of motherese do
nott function apart from invariances implied in facial expressions and the entire bodily behavior.
Correspondingly,, invariances not only structure attention but also affective communication and
feelings.. I will explicate this contention by connecting the working of motherese to that of the
affectt attunement as described by Daniel Stern (1985:138-161). Stern's attuning implies an affective
interaction,, in which the behavior of thee primary caregiver not only imitates but also amplifies,
grades,, and differentiates the infant's bodily behavior. Attunement, then, is a matching and recasting
off behavior - Stern's terms - that makes sharing and differentiation of affects possible by means of
enactments.. Because this attunement involves a transposition of facial expressions and vocalizations
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interactionn between a baby and the face of a primary caregiver is embedded in the

with the ideas of Kristeva about the semiotic and the symbolic (not to be confused

moree general interaction with physical gravity.

with the Peircean terms). According to Kristeva these two modalities of significance,

15.. The reference to motherese as "an undifferentiated, generic form of

together partake of the one signifying process that constitutes language. The semiotic

communication"" is in agreement with the functioning of Peirce's emotional

is connected to the pre-oedipal primary processes, of which "the endless flow of

interpretantss as manifested in feelings that belong to the modality of Firstness.

pulsions is gathered up in the chora (from the Creek word for enclosed space,

Furthermore,, the characterization of motherese as "musical" also suggests a link

womb)" (Moi, 1986: 12). The semiotic precedes the establishment of the symbolic

orr linguistic sign, because "the chora precedes and underlies figuration (...), and is

contrastt to my study, in Neefs study the intermediality of texts and the sensitivity

analogouss only to vocal and kinetic rhythm" (94). Silverman also acknowledges the

off the reader do not explicitly take an affective dimension of subjectivity into

pre-oedipal,, even uterine, traces of this model for identification with the mother,

consideration.. For the discussion about the relationship between feeling (lived

whenn she presents the "acoustic mirror" as the audile counterpoint of the Lacanian

experience)) and form (in text or art object), Stern's notion of "vitality affects" is also

mirror.. However, she stresses the retroactive, symbolic re-working of this audile

relevantt (53-61 and 157-161). Inspired by philosopher Suzanne Langer's exploration

imageryy (1988: 150).

off "forms of feeling," Stern draws attention to feelings that cannot be properly

16.. David S. Miall presented a paper entitled "The Poetics of Babytalk" at IGEL

qualifiedd as sense perceptions or as basic affects; nevertheless, they are experienced

{Internationalee Cesellschaft für empirische Literaturwissenschaft) in Toronto in the

(inn self and others) as "forceful." These feelings of vitality - think of the experience

summerr of 2000. By comparing the formal aspects of babytalk - verse pattern,

off breathing, for instance - pertain to the "momentary changes in feeling states

metricall structure and phonetic variation and contrast - to those of poetry, he

involvedd in the organic processes of being alive" (156). Vitality affects are "captured

arguess that this early "talk" initiates the necessary "defamiliarizing process" that

byy dynamic, kinetic terms, such as 'surging,' 'fading away,' 'fleeting,' 'explosive,'

helpss to put in question stereotypic emotional and cognitive schemas. According to

'crescendo,'' 'bursting,' 'drawn out,' and so on" (54). For example, in the phrase

Mialll this "dehabituating" is also central to literary experience. Although his

"burstt into laughing" a vitality affect specifies the force - the explosive character -

argumentt does not point out a specific affective dimension of (inter)subjectivity, it

off the affect joy.

iss consistent with my elaboration below of motherese through Stern's affect

18.. This distinction between visibility and visuality differs from that made by

attunement,, a process that is both familiarizing and defamiliarizing.

Jonathann Gary (1990). In his study about a historically defined transformation of

17.. I make a difference between intermodality, as referring to the interaction of the

seeing,, "visibility" refers to a model of representation that is based on "natural"

differentt (sensory) modalities involved in bodily experience, and intermediality, as

visuall perception (through the eyes), while "visuality" refers to a model of imaging

referringg to the interaction of different formal aspects of a text as related to the

mediatedd by technological, optical advances. The latter model explains how the use

differentt senses. The concept of intermediality invokes a reader who willfully

off optical instruments not only changes the appearance of pictures but also the way

engagess her embodied experience in the process of interpretation. The term

off seeing and, hence, the way "reality" looks like. (For this summary of Gary's

"intermediality"" I have borrowed from the dissertation by Sonja Neef (2000). In

argumentt I am also indebted to Armstrong 1999: 76-77.)

intoo other behavioral aspects, such as gestures and postures, it contributes to the development of
affectivee body language. In light of the developmental semiotics elaborated earlier, it can be said
thatt affect attunement bears upon the iconic and indexical learning implied in preverbal
communication. .
Accordingg to Stern, the intersubjective matching and sharing of affective states through
bodilyy behavior requires the assumption of "amodal properties," which he summarizes as intensity,
timee (rhythm, duration), shape, motion, and number {1985: 152-154). These amodal properties can
bee seen as invariances or constants that explain how intermodal matching of behavior - in one
personn - and crossmodal matching - between persons - can occur. Stern thereby suggests that the
innate,, non-consciously working grounds that make the use of nonverbal iconic and indexical
communicationn possible are accompanied by a mental organization that makes use of invariances.
Thee supposition of invariances gives an explanation for the way in which bodily behavior can signify
affectivee feelings.
Mostt important for this argument, these invariances also suggest how feelings might be
figuredd in texts in a non-verbal, non-constative way. Hence, with the help of Stern's amodal
propertiess I can demonstrate how the phenomenological tone of affective feelings can take the form
off qualitative and quantitative differences without conceptual content: how they can be enacted by
forms.. Consequently, a possible connection between intermodal experience and the (inter)mediality
off texts (semiotic objects) surfaces, a connection that is mediated by mental processing of nonverbal
experience.. As I will argue, further exploration of this connection will yield insight into both
embodiedd imagination and infantile trauma.1?
Becausee the object under study is a picture book, I limit my focus to the field of vision and
thee problem of visualization. In my argument, visuality differs from visibility in that the former
specificallyy refers to textual figuration whereas the latter is a feature of every object of looking.18
Myy limited concern is the transposition of visible affective signals into visual images, and,
conversely,, the reading of these images or figures as signs that refer to an affective quality. To give a
simplee example: an angry face and an angry rising outburst of sound express a feeling of anger.
Thee anger becomes more visible when the cry is matched and enhanced, amplified, by a sudden,
forcefull upward gesture. The integration of face, cry, and gesture crystallizes the affective meaning
off the latter: the gesture per se becomes angry or threatening. A forceful, upward thickening, and
heavyy pencil stroke, in turn, can visualize this gesture. The matching of gesture and stroke can be
explainedd through constants of intensity, movement, and shape.

Itt is, in the first place, by virtue of Peircean iconicity that the similarity between rising voice,
gesture,, and pencil stroke makes sense. As one of Peirce's examples of the icon - the diagram demonstrates,, the icon does not provide a realistic, mirror image of its object but reveals its
characteristics,, even if such object does not actually exist. Hence, for Peirce the icon is "the
basiss of all learning" (Muller 2000: 52). Through my interpretation, an icon contributes to the
figurationn of affect, because an icon can be understood as enacted affect: the gesture enacts the
affectivee load of the vocal expression by resembling its exploding quality as well as its rise in tone,
andd the visual pencil stroke enacts the load of the gesture by resembling the forceful movement.
Bothh enact their affective quality and force through a formal resemblance, that is, through a
performativee production of meaning. Moreover, because the gesture is a manifestation of body
language,, it can be seen as body-based semiosis. Hence, the visual pencil stroke can be seen as a
signn that produces meaning through the register of experience on which embodied imagination
iss grounded.
However,, the inversion of the process described, that is, the interpretation of a visual
pencill stroke as an icon that enacts anger, is more problematic. This visualized gesture can only be
readd as a sign of anger if the sign is read with the help of a bodily code, a habit, and from within a
framee that justifies the expression of anger. The viewer of the sign thus has to connect, on the one
hand,, the movement of the pencil with force - an act of embodied imagination - and, on the other
hand,, with the plausible choice of a frame that connects that force with the expression of anger.19
Consequently,, if the viewer of a visual image embodies her acts of looking and puts this
imaginationn in a context that validates its affective load, the visual forms and space of a text can
gainn affective meaning. In this way the two-dimensional surface of the image of huisje and its
illusive,, three-dimensional space can become fields of affective forces, in which viewing becomes
aa practice motivated and evaluated by affects.
Thee framework of motherese as extended to affect attunement, then, has resulted in the
specificationn of what I have called an empathie mode of reading. However, the detection and
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exploration of signs of affective feelings and action readiness in the formal features of a (visual)

19.. In their chapter on "Orientational Metaphors" LakofT &. Johnson summarize

of embodied experience, they nevertheless indicate how spatialization also works at

severall examples of the verbal metaphors we live by as: "sad is down" or "happy is

the word level of written texts. Importantly, the use of verbal, spatial metaphors also

up."" They thereby clarify how the spatial orientation implied in "up-down, in-out,

helps to point out that such metaphors are not necessarily visual, although

front-back,, on-off etc.," which structures our thinking, is based in physical

visualization would be an almost self-evident means of representation to translate

experiencee (1980:14-21). Although in opposition to the suggestion implied in these

the meaning of the words into nonverbal signs. Instead, such metaphors trigger

examples,, LakofT &. Johnson only implicitly take into account an affective dimension

mediating, visual imagination.

textt not only embodies the act of looking but also anthropomorphizes the visual image.20 It turns
thee visual space into a visualization of the affective force field that is implied in all relationships
off human subjects and the outer world. But, empathie imagination does even more: it widens
thee force field by generating an affective relationship between viewer and (visual) text, a relation
thatt is triggered by the concrete, material aspects of the text, that is, by its formal aspects. This
formalityy thus highlights the transpersonal space of interaction in which the relationship between
textss and viewers/readers is located. It is in this potential space - to be situated neither entirely
outsidee nor entirely inside a subject - that the concrete (visual) object can appeal to the nonverbal
registerr of experience of the interpreter. Only on this level of experience can forms affect - move
andd touch.
InIn order to fully explain and justify the connection between forms and feelings,
however,, one must take into consideration the complexity of the mental processes - the chain
off interpretants - that mediate signification. One must realize that the processes that convey
meaningg to feelings require more than the constants I have mentioned up to now, that is,
Richardson'ss invariances or Stern's amodal properties. These constants are embedded in the
emotionn schemas that pertain to primary emotional relationships and that I have presented as
thee mental schemas that represent emotion habits. Stern calls these prototypical images or
schemata:: "representations of interactions that have been generalized" or "RIGs" (1985: 94-99
andd 111-123).

Finally,, it is the connection of constants with emotion schemas or habits that has been of
greatt help in my search for traces of affective experience, as yet not conceptualized but felt, in the
photographicc images under scrutiny. For instance, this framework enables me to read the general
themee of immo(va)bility - the absence of a force field - in terms of a basic anxiety and the
deprivationn of affective relationships. As a result, the spatial and relational organization of the
photoss helps me to explore their affective mood. Formal aspects enable me to feel myself into the
affectivee quality that is enacted. I will support these first intuitive interpretations by an exploration
off the images as descriptions of situations or narrative moments.

20.. A radical anthropomorphizing perspective is suggested by Etkins, when he
startss his study Pictures of the Body: Pain and Metamorphosis with the telling
sentence:: "Every picture is a picture of the body" (1999:1). I find it remarkable that
Elkinss succeeds in almost completely leaving out the role of affects and emotions in
hiss argument.

Thatt with which I have dealt here, has led up to the notion that a reading attitude that makes it
possiblee to differentiate between feelings without and with verbal content, is especially relevant
forr the interpretation of traumatic pain. Although this concept refers to an experience that lacks
conceptualizationn by definition, it does take the existence of nonverbal traces of traumatic
experiencee into consideration. Therefore, empathie reading is especially pertinent to the
interpretationn of MFPB, a work through which I investigate the traumatic pain of an infant.
Becausee this pain is induced by a developmental period that lays the foundation of emotional
competence,, my analysis brings about a prototype of what I have called specific disability.

LittleLittle

Houst

AA house that has been experienced is not an inert box. Inhabited space transcends geometrical
space.. G a s t o n

Bachelard

Paull Klee described the act of painting in similar terms: "not to render the visible, but to
renderrender visible" - that is, to render visible forces that are not visible in themselves.
D a n i e ll

Smith

FirstFirst of all, the photograph points out that a house is a building: leaving out any reference to people,
itt emphasizes the material object and its location. Huisje thereby is the item par excellence that
foregroundss the role of spatial organization - a sensorimotor agent - in embodied imagination.
Inn order to read this house as the visualization of (my) affectively defined preverbal intersubjectivity,
severall moves are necessary. To begin with, I have to anthropomorphize the picture: I must place
thee picture into an affective force field that can invoke (nonverbal) affective feelings in its viewer.
Further,, to make my (felt) response to the photo sharable, words are required. This remark seems
too state the obvious, but is aimed at underlining the less obvious reversal that putting affective
feelingss into words requires imagination. To trigger such an empathie imagination a language is
neededd that invokes a concrete, lived, recognizable world.
Writingg down my first, rather undifferentiated and associative response to the overall mood
off the photograph, I use words like: cold, black, static, uninviting.. The first three adjectives do not
directlyy refer to basic affects or their derivatives, but to sensation, color perception, and locomotion,

respectively.. Only by deploying the frame of human relationships - the anthropomorphizing
movee implied in the term "uninviting" - can I interpret the lack of warmth, light, and aliveness
ass involving a lack of affective interaction. This interpretation highlights the difference between
affectivee and other physical experiences as well as their inextricable interrelation; it shows that the
verball meaning of affective interaction is a metaphorical extension of an imagination that feeds on
alll kinds of physical experience.
Thee composition on the two-dimensional plane also performs the affective mood of
thiss picture. Formal aspects make the photo static and almost centralized: a (black) square ann emblem of fixed movement in itself- also functions as the main focal point, a compositional
devicee that arrests; moreover, these effects are enhanced by the use of a strong contrast between
blackk and white. The impact of these formal elements can be grasped by engaging the entire body
-- feeling, sensing, and moving - in the mental activity of looking. Through such looking the want
off warmth and safety - of home - is intensified by the absorbing force of the black square in the
nearr center of the picture plane: as an attention-structuring element the house freezes the act of
looking.. The movement of the look gets jammed, as it were, in the focal point of the picture. The
centripetall force of the picture thus enhances its immobility: the look is entrapped in a circle, an
environmentt that locks up its center. In terms of human relationships the circle visualizes an
egoo centric force field, in which a self automatically excludes others: the self is entrapped in its
immobilee position. The circle is the opposite of an ellipse, which makes room for two focal points
and,, accordingly, for a relationship. I therefore see the ellipse as the emblem of relational
subjectivity. .
Thee meaning of entrapment is indicated in still other ways and can be made explicit by
extendingg the two-dimensionality of the picture plane to the three-dimensional illusion implied
inn the photographic medium. The black square works like a wall, a barrier that, by its sheer
materiality,, forces movement to a standstill. Furthermore, the insertion of the strange, gray
shapee into the black square, which suggests some depth, indicating an interior, at the same time
obstructss the entrance into that interior. Door and window only exist as traces that disappear into
thee monolithic presence of massive concrete, which blocks, again, any movement. There is no
doorr and no window; hence, there is no way in and no way out. The house that is visualized not
onlyy freezes all movement, it also makes the relationship between inside and outside impossible;
correspondingly,, it problematizes the coming into being of that space in which self and other intrasubjectivityy and intersubjectivity - are interrelated. It blocks the potential space.

Throughh the interpretation of the previous paragraph the peculiar visual ambivalence of this house
iss brought to the fore: its hovering between the picture surface - a reference to children's drawings
-- and the depth effect inherent in photographs. This ambivalence complicates the ambiguity
impliedd in the entire object MFPB, by adding another frame of reference to those of the children's
picturee book and the family album, the frame of children's drawings, to which I will return below.
Forr now, I connect the three-dimensionality of the photographic illusion with narrativity or rather,
withh description, a device often used in narratives to focus the reader's attention on the appearance
orr specific characteristics of the object of focalization.
Thee imaginary move into three-dimensional space and its corresponding frame of real
lifee helps to connect the movements of my viewing actions with real objects. Therefore I will now
explicitlyy deploy the realistic mode of reading that the medium photography solicits. For instance,
thee photograph does not show a typical house, not even a typical building; not only are door and
windowss missing, but the house also lacks a protecting roof. Rather, the roof seems to be cut off,
revealingg a neat, clear cut, which presents a contrast to the organic, detailed, shaded mountain in
thee background. Moreover, the top of a mountain is visible, a circumstance that transposes the
wholee scene onto a higher level: it positions the house on top of the world, above everything else,
disconnectedd from the world below. Nevertheless, there is some flat space around the house, where
thee asphalt conveys the suggestion of trespassing and traffic. Hence, the place in its entirety does
nott stand outside the cultural structure, although the house in it appears to defy the meaning of a
livingg room for human beings.
Thee ideas of structure and culture also foreground the solid post to the right, which seems
too appear out of the blue. If the picture plane is extended to the real world, the post points to the
existencee of some wider constellation, an as yet invisible construction, perhaps even a roof. Within
thee picture frame it is, however, a loose part, separated from the black square by its position.
Significantly,, its separate position is enhanced by formal aspects: the post differs from the house
ass a line differs from a plane, a line indicating connection - a force - in contrast to a plane, which
iss enclosed in itself. How can they interact?
Ass a result of these visual aspects, the house signifies simultaneously entrapment in
itselff and being disconnected from others, in fact, entrapment as disconnection or vice versa.
Thiss entrapment has taken the form of centrality, immobility, and lifelessness: of uninhabitability.
Huisje,Huisje, then, signifies anything but a holding environment. By stressing a lack of dynamics the
picturee emblematically visualizes that the affective force through which we live is blocked. I will

clarifyy later why Stern uses the term "aloneness" for the psychic state - the traumatic pain invokedd by this house. For now, it should be kept in mind that this form of aloneness does not
referr to a feeling of loss, but indicates that the absence of potential space is manifested in an
incapacitationn to relate.
Thee analysis of huisje appears to be the opposite of "the images of felicitous space" or "the space
wee love" explored by philosopher Gaston Bachelard in The Poetics of Space (1994: xxxv; emphasis
inn text). The opposite of what makes huisje uninhabitable is the "domain of intimacy" to which
hiss study is devoted (12). As the word intimacy - closeness, familiarity - indicates, Bachelard's
interestt is directed at the inhabited space, the space that rums a house into a home. In light of
thee absence of holding capacity that characterizes the image just analyzed, the imagination of
inhabitedd space around which his study pivots - Bachelard calls these investigations "topophilia" cann be approached in terms of holding environment (xxxv). Observations like "we live fixations,
fixationss of happiness" and "we comfort ourselves by reliving memories of protection" support
thiss view (6).
Thee term "holding environment" as such is especially relevant to an analysis of intimate
spacee as it combines affective and spatial parameters, underscoring the body-base of the experience
thatt is at stake. Bachelard turns the house into the site of intimacy par excellence, presenting "the
housee image" as "the topography of our intimate being" and elaborating a "poetics of the house" as
startingg point of his argument (xxxvi-xxxvii). He justifies this specific focus by highlighting that "the
childhoodd home" is the entity that is "most firmly fixed in our memories" (30) and claiming that
"aa great many of our memories are housed" (8). By introducing his objects of analysis as "eulogized
space[s]"" or "images that attract'' instead of "hostile spaces," Bachelard indicates that it is not the
spatiall but the affective aspect of these "housed" memories that matters most (xxxv and xxxvi;
emphasiss in text).
Thee relevance of Winnicott's notion of holding environment to the idea of the (inhabited)
housee becomes most explicit when Bachelard draws attention to experience - "human being" beforee conscious life and, moreover, to a positive start of life: "Life begins well, it begins enclosed,
protected,, all warm in the bosom of the house" (7). The house thus becomes the emblem of an
intimacyy that is manifested in feelings of well-being and safety. The holding quality also resonates
throughh words like "vital space," "first universe" (4), and "cradle" (7). The Winnicottian flavor of
Bachelard'ss argument becomes even stronger when he speaks about "the maternal features of the

house"" and an "enveloping warmth [that] welcomes being" (7). Bachelard's house images, then,
havee the facilitating function of a good-enough mother.
However,, Bachelard is not so much interested in the subject-constituting aspect of these
sitess of intimacy as in the space of imagination, that is, the location of the poetic play he calls
"daydreaming."" This idea is most clearly articulated when he sums up "the chief benefit of the
house"" as "the house shelters daydreaming, the house protects the dreamer, the house allows one
too dream in peace" (6). The house even becomes the precondition for imaginative power as such,
whenn he claims that the house is "one of the greatest powers of the integration for thoughts,
memoriess and dreams of mankind," an integration that is enabled by the "binding principle" of
daydreamingg (6). Housed memory thus produces a space of imagination that, thanks to its holding
function,, can be understood as a mental disposition that fuels the integration of nonverbal
andd verbal imagination.
Readd through a Winnicottian frame, Bachelard's poetics of the house legitimates, first of
all,, the reading of a house image in terms of an affective state. Moreover, it makes understandable
thatt it is not the spatial that determines the affective, but the other way around: the space can
becomee a sign for the affective quality of an enabling relationship. Semiotically seen, the analysis
off a house image in terms of home can be explained by means of the indexical relationship between
thee affective and the spatial environment on which early, nonverbal infancy is based. Hence, the
feelingss of trust and confidence that substantiate the good-enough quality of primary relationships
cann be transferred to the spatial environment. The safety applied to a home, in turn, iconically and
indexicallyy refers to the safety of secure attachment. Because this semiosis can take place before the
entrancee into language, it points out a nonverbal, bodily process of signification. As I will argue in
thee next chapter, this bodily semiosis leads to the nonverbal symbolic imagery that facilitates verbal
thoughtt and narration. Seen as such Bachelard's "housed memory" is the symbolization of an
emotionn schema.21
Furthermore,, because Bachelard's argument demonstrates the way in which the function
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a

°f personal relationship is shifted to a concrete environment, it also provides an explanation for

21.. The idea that a surrounding space becomes a sign for a holding relationship
bringss to mind Winnicott's remark that the (function of) primary caregiver can be
"representedd (...) by a cot or a pram or the general atmosphere of the immediate
environment"" (1990a; 30).

thee conflation of house, safety, happiness, primary relationships, and family implied in the notion
off home.22 The argument thus clarifies that affective forces feed both the personal fantasy and
sociall ideology that turn the home into the space of the happy family, while also foregrounding the
cooperationn of fantasy and memory. However, because Bachelard merely addresses the intimate and
nott the familial aspect of the lived space, he keeps the house and the family more or less separated,
therebyy stressing the difference between the two. This difference indicates that a holding capacity
doess not depend on family relationships alone. Family relationships do not have a monopoly on
thee production of thee feelings of safety and the entailing potential space, although the family has
aa powerful position with respect to its genesis. As will be clarified later on, my own traumatization
cann be explained - at least partially - as an overlooking of the importance of non-parental, primary
care.. This example also underscores that family as such need not imply happiness, an observation
thatt solicits a critique of the ideology of the happy family.
Itt now becomes clear that the image of a house that is specifically presented as a childhood
homee but defies functioning as a "space that attracts" turns into a sign of basic unsafety or
unhappiness.. The latter point is underlined by the counter example to intimacy that Bachelard
offerss at the end of his chapters about the poetics of the house. Significantly, it concerns children's
drawings.. Bachelard brings in the work of psychologist Francoise Minkowska, who organized an
exhibitionn of children's drawings made by Jewish and Polish children after World War II (1949).
Minkowskaa describes unhappy houses that reveal traces of "distress" in terms of "motionlessness,"
"rigidity"" and a lack of "kinesthetic features" in contrast to houses that are "lived-in" and "inviting,"
thatt is, houses with walkways and knobs on the door, so that they can be reached and opened
(Bachelardd 1993: 72-73).
Thee description of such a motionless house not only seamlessly matches the absence of
motionn and emotion in the image of huisje; it also supports the idea that the holding environment
andd potential space should be seen as dynamic force fields in which the body in motion and the
affectivee body cannot be easily disconnected. Seen as children's picture book, MFPB thus teaches
thee viewer to use her affective sensitivity or empathie imagination for the interpretation of the

22.. This conflation also hints at the possibility of affective displacement; that is to
say,, the lack of a holding relationship can turn into the affective investment of a
placee to compensate this lack and the entailing feelings of anxiety (and perhaps
rage). .

photograph.. This lesson emphasizes that the word huisje cannot convey meaning without lived
experiencee and that nonverbal imagination predates and facilitates the use of words. As Bachelard
putss it: "the image comes before thought" (xx; emphasis in text). This claim will be further
elaboratedd when, below, I address infantile - specific - traumatic pain.

IrremediablyIrremediably

Alone

Herr little daughter is irremediably alone. No sustenance is offered.
AllAll

in the

M ieke

Bal,

Family

Andd being together is the chaotic adventure of subjectivity.

Kelly

Oliver

Withh the help of the phrase I cite in the subtitle Bal puts the affective charge of a relationship
betweenn a mother and her child into words. She draws attention to the emotional deprivation of
thee little child in the photograph by observing that the mother "refuses to allow familial affection to
bee inscribed in the photograph. "23 This reference to a lack of affective interaction is a reminder that
thee photograph of huisje refers to the absence of interaffective, familial looking. The qualification
"irremediably"" keeps resonating with the aloneness implied in this absence. Because a failure of
interaffectivityy is at stake, I call again upon Stern's study.
Arguingg that a successful attunement is indispensable for intersubjectivity to emerge,
Sternn also emphasizes that its failure is "disastrous" for the infant (1985: 207). Even though Stern
doess not explicitly deal with trauma theory, I read disastrous as traumatizing; it pertains to what
II labeled a specific disability, because it involves a deprivation of the holding environment that
enabless the sharing and differentiation of feelings and the emergence of mature emotional
relationship.. As a consequence, the severe failure of attunement or the mis-attunement that Stern
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calls "non-attunement," characterizes traumatization as a particular form of "aloneness" (204-207).

23.. See Bal 1999b: illustration 5. The little child who poses with her mother is a

power that can break. The grandmother I never knew refuses to allow familial

photographh of Bal's own mother and grandmother. Bal describes the affective

affection to be inscribed in the photo. Her little daughter is irremediably alone. No

impactt of the photograph as follows: "The latter [the adult], beautiful as she is,

sustenance is offered. Here begins the sadness that marks the glamorous studio

repulsess me. There is no relation between the adult and the child. However hard I

portrait" (241), This studio portrait is a portrait of her mother as "marriageable girl"

try,, I do not see anything of the ambivalences of the familial in the picture. All I can

(231; illustration 3).

seee is the one side of it: the authority that looms over the child like a shadow of a

Thiss aloneness does not simply refer to an effect; it rather pinpoints a becoming subject who is
byy definition barred from adequate, intersubjective sharing. In other words, Stern's aloneness
shouldd not be conceived from within a relationship, in terms of a wish. It rather refers to the
absencee of a basic need, i.e. the capacity to creatively relate; nevertheless such an incapacitation
hass a bodily felt aspect that, retrospectively, will often be interpreted as a feeling of being
disconnectedd from other people. In the following statement this specific form of aloneness is
indicatedd by the use of the word "never":
Itt is clear that interpersonal communion, as created by attunement, will play an important role
inn the infant's coming to recognize that internal feeling states are forms of human experience
thatt are shareable with other humans. The converse is also true: feeling states that are never
attunedattuned to will be experienced alone, isolated from the interpersonal context of shareable
experience.. (151-152; emphasis added)

Laterr on, differentiating "aloneness" from "loneliness," Stern not only goes further into the
feelingg of aloneness but also implicitly addresses the distinction between trauma and severe loss:
"Wee would anticipate a pervasive feeling of aloneness - not loneliness, because the child would never
havee experienced the presence and the loss of subjective sharing" (207; emphasis added). Aloneness
thuss refers to a feeling to which the idea of sharing has no relevance at all: there is no possible
intersubjectivee experience. Loneliness, on the contrary, includes the possibility of a sharing other:
althoughh such others are presently absent, their past or future existence remains an option. The
ideaa of aloneness, then, points to a vacuum that is both relational and temporal. It refers to the
absencee of the dynamic, affective force field implied in (inter)subjectivity.
Thiss vacuum does not indicate a conceptual negativity; instead it is experienced physically
ass a "pervasive feeling of aloneness." It is precisely this bodily dimension that justifies the use of
thee negative, thereby indicating that some feeling of deprivation is at stake. The aloneness described
byy Stern highlights a form of felt experience that is not bound to (inter)subjectivity. Stern explains
suchh non-(inter)subjective experience by delineating bodily agencies - he calls them "emergent self'
andd "core self - that precede the (inter)subjective self. In sum, aloneness takes into account an
alreadyy existing, bodily-subjected agency, which is barred from (inter)subjective sharing.
Thee failure of attunement that Stern describes can be compared to Winnicott's "failure of
basicc provision." According to Winnicott these failures are the more damaging to the infant because

theree is not yet a subjectivity that can predict and hence deal with such a failure. Therefore, these
failuress "result in the annihilation of the individual whose going-on-being is interrupted" (1990b:
256;; emphasis in text). Stern's notion of aloneness matches Winnicott's notion of annihilation.
Bothh aloneness and annihilation point to traces of deprivation that defy subjectivity but nevertheless
aree bodily felt, that is, connected to some bodily agency.
Inn my interpretation of huisje such traces of deprivation are primarily signified in
spatiall terms, but I have linked kinesthetic and organic signs - lack of movement and lack of
warmthh - with meaning produced by an affective force field, that is, with feelings that motivate
action,, feelings of vitality, and creativity. This integrative interpretation has revealed that MFPB
startss with outlining a non-holding environment, a non-potential space, in short, a noninhabitablee space. Huisje, then, refers to a place that explicitly does not invite playing; it defies
feelingg alive.
TheThe "little house" that has been photographed marked a high frontier between Austria
andand Italy: no trespassing was allowed when I was there in the winter of 1984. The place
tooktook me by surprise, I was caught: I had to make photographs.
MyMy entry into the world was a cold one too: I was born in the most severely freezing
nightnight of the winter of February 1944, during World War II. It was a period of fear,
(emotional)(emotional) exhaustion, shortage of fuel, and (breast) food. However, frost was not the
onlyonly cold. A young woman who became my primary caregiver in the first year of my life
supportedsupported (replaced?) my (depressive?) mother. She left when the war was over. Up to
recentlyrecently it was never acknowledged that her departure might have had a strong impact
onon me: "she" was not my mother after all...
ThereThere are no photographs

of the first three years of my life.

Throughh these observations I make a connection with my life history. This move introduces the
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change of frame that parallels the change of chapter. However, the transition from children's
picturee book to family album does not simply indicate that the interpretation of MFPB needs the
supportt of my life story to be understood. On the contrary, the significance of the familial frame
iss first of all suggested by the picture book itself; it is the major lesson implied in the art object.
Hence,, that lesson sheds light on my autohistory of traumatizing acculturation instead of the other
wayy around.

Puttingg my argument into the frame of the family, I will set out the reasons why the failure of
affectivee framing signified by MFPB is visualized as an absence of familial looking. This specific
absencee of affective framing foregrounds anew that the failure of nonverbal interaction, manifested
inn specific discursive silence or emotional isolation, is the pivot around which my interpretation
off MFPB turns. The emphasis on affective body language and, accordingly, on the figuration and
verbalizationn of affective feelings makes empathie reading indispensable for my practice of cultural
analysis.. In the next chapter I will therefore argue that realizing and remembering who you "are"
(Suleiman)) cannot occur without lived relationships with other human beings; I thus take into
accountt both the annihilation and the creativity implied in familial framing.
Finally,, the theoretical partition into two chapters also makes visible that dissociative and
integrativee forces have contributed to the coming into being and the analysis of MFPB.

y.y.

In the Frame of the Family

Photographicc images are stubborn survivors of death.

Marianne

Hirsch

Whenn scholars and artists get personal, when (...) they offer their family photographs to public
scrutiny,, they blur the familial gaze. This process can be both exciting and deeply uncomfortable.
L a u r aa

Levitt

Thee choice of the family album as framework of this chapter is indicated by My First Picture Book's
turnn from huisje (little house) to family members and their implicit relationships: vader, moeder,
kindjekindje (father, mother, little child). Through the transition from children's picture book to family
albumm the learning of names inherent in the rhythmic phrase is emphatically placed into the frame
off real life and autobiographic memories. Thus the change of frames helps to put into words the
suggestionn made by the art object that nouns or names have to be animated - provided with
qualifierss - in order to reveal their relational capacity, their connectibility. Moreover, this lesson
aboutt encounters with the real world shows a hierarchy from simple to complex tasks, presenting
familyy relationships as the top of complexity at the end of the sequence. The effect of the phrase
iss further enhanced by the visual presentation: by formal aspects as well as the use of a specific
medium. .
Ass learning process the series starts with the most simple and predictable interaction,
thatt with an inanimate object (house). It goes on with a sentient organism without locomotion (tree)
andd then proceeds with a living organism that is defined by locomotion (animal). Finally, it arrives
att the most complex interaction, that with the core human and social entity: the (nuclear) family.
Significantly,, these steps have been visualized in a way that reinforces as well as refines the
graduation:: there is a shift from the description of an object, to personifications - the tree
resembless a human fist, the halo of the animal suggest a saint - to human characters. That is to
say,, the gradual transition to persons slowly guides the reading attitude from an objective distance
towardss a subjective, relational response. Moreover, the reality effect of the photographic medium
denotess that real, living persons are at stake. Hence, the change to the family album is accompanied

byy a visualized warning that the life at stake in MFPB refers to a lived family life whose reality is,
att the same time, increasingly intricate and accordingly, increasingly difficult to control.
II recall once more that the turn to reality through the family album, that is, the turn to
relationshipss dependent on real persons, does not entail a search for a lost family history. In my
interpretationn the turn to family life is mainly motivated by a far more basic search, which I call
thee need for reality testing - the necessary encounter with the concrete, bodily felt world implied in
Peirceann secondness. Not family history as such but being in touch with my start in the real world
off family life is the point, a moving as well as motivating experience that is always framed by
humann relationships. As family album, MFPB indicates a need to bring all kinds of mental images
off my/the family - memories, fantasies, dreams, illusions - in connection with an existence in the
outsidee world. Moreover, I claim that the motor of this testing is the need to feel alive, to feel
groundedd in reality. Hence, an embodied presence in the world is at stake, which takes into account
thee vitality, the energetic potential of affects. Because this way of living can only be substantiated in
aa potential space, the reference to family history can be read as a longing for such space. Seen as
such,, the frame of the family album intensifies the working of that of the children's picture book.

FramedFramed by Sil$nc*
Touchingg takes place on the undecidable edge between inside and outside.
E r n s tt

van

Alphen,

Affective

Reading

Memoryy of course is all important, but mainly as a mediator, instrument, or channel for
communicatingg representations of interpersonal relations; it is not important as a more
orr less truthful description of events. G e m m a
TheThe Mind's

Affective

Corradi

Fiumara,

Life

Att first sight, these photographs seem to defy categorization as family album because they do not fit
inn the two rooting traditions described by Hirsch. They do not resemble the photographic portraits
thatt go back too Renaissance portraiture nor the family snapshots that were introduced by the box
cameraa - the Kodak - invented by George Eastman in 1888, a device that brought photography
fromm the studio into the hands of the family (1999: xv-xvi). Like huisje the affective charge of the
otherr photos invokes an overwhelming feeling of isolation. Moreover, this isolation seems to be

forcedd upon them rather than chosen. Conspicuously, the relationally defined items of father,
mother,, and child are also figured as separate persons. The series breathes forced separation.
Thee absence of connections is intensified by the compositions of the images, whose formal
strategiess I will specify in the course of the analysis below. At this point, I merely observe that this
formallyy effected intensity makes the pictures work like concise statements, each indicating an
absencee of affective interaction. This general mood has different guises: the frozen atmosphere
off huisje resonates through the mutilation of boompje, the entrapment of beestje, the death of vader,
thee immovability of moeder, and the dangling dependency of kindje. I do not merely interpret these
guisess as differentiations, but I see them first of all as variations on a theme; in other words, I do
nott so much emphasize the principle of difference at work in my initial semiotic act as I draw
attentionn to its principle of sameness. Consequently, all items refer to the same traumatic pain:
thee same "aloneness" that defines the incapacity to form human relationships. Moreover, I read
thee intensity of the affective statements as revealing a force that, hiding a violent potential, can be
turnedd upon itself.
Nevertheless,, the belated, visualized repetition of this aloneness inevitably brings about
differentt aspects. The two pictures following huisje: boompje (tree) and beestje (animal) can be
interpretedd as personifications. As such they lead to the anthropomorphizing and animating move
thatt is the base of an empathie reading. From the two photographs, boompje is the most obvious
personification.. It resembles a human fist, while its (human) aliveness is accentuated by the texture
off the bark - the skin of the tree-fist. As the image of a pollarded tree it figures a mutilation that not
onlyy reveals the violence of the act of overwhelming constraint, but also the reactive violence hidden
inn such traumatizing events. This simultaneous force of disempowerment and potential reactive
destructionn is formally enhanced by the centralized composition and the size of the tree, its position
withh respect to the horizon. The composition literally foregrounds a big, massive, thick tree, which
turnss into a weighty person who has been curtailed; this "person," cut off from the possibility to
groww in her own way, is deprived of freedom and power. The use of many gray tones in the field in
whichh the tree stands - low contrast at the dark side of the tone scale - has a dissipating effect, as
iff the gloomy mood is slowly creeping into every blade of grass.
Thee picture of beestje (animal) is a special case of personification, because it turns an
animall into a saint. Through its halo the animal ascends to that almost unreachable species
off human beings who have become detached from the common world and its human misery.
Thee spotlighting on the pale fur of the rabbit not only repeats the effect of the halo, but also makes

thee divine intervention the focal point of the photo. At the same time, however, there is some
strangee passivity implied in a holy animal that seems to be incapable of taking advantage of the free
spacee - freedom of moving around - that lies outside the hutch into which it has been seduced and
forcedd to live. Hence, the idea arises that the animal is paralyzed or trapped, a thought that changes
thee rabbit's innocence and caressability into numbness.
II have willfully chosen the verb "numbing" to characterize the disposition of the animal
inn the picture, because I interpret it as an exemplary instance of what is known as learned
helplessness.. Numbing links this disposition with the dissociation of affective feelings, a reaction
too life-threatening danger and overwhelming stress. If maintained for a long time such dissociation
makess persons helpless in the end, because they are prevented from connecting signals of danger
withh their own feelings of fear, feelings that should enable them to learn from the dangerous
situation.. Seen as such, dissociation can become as damaging as the traumatic occurrences that
causedd the mental disintegration.
Learnedd helplessness, a notion resulting from animal experiments, indicates that animals
cann be conditioned - taught - to forget their flight or fight instincts, by repeatedly being shocked
whilee held in cages with closed doors. After having learned such helplessness, the animals will
remainn in their cages when they are shocked anew even if the doors are wide open.1 For the
animall in my image the door is wide open indeed, but the rabbit has become too "holy," too
goody-goody,, to notice possible danger and to develop the vital energy and aggression that is
neededd to productively cope with it. The surrounding environment of garbagee cans is not very
invitingg either. Learned helplessness provides an insight into the effect of a dangerous, constraining
education;; family life can be terrorizing, even unintentionally. The two meanings of the word terror,
ass manifested in the active and the passive use of "to terrorize" - threat and fear - are in line with
thiss conclusion.
Thee ironical use of the halo in beestje further complicates the genesis of this familial
terrorr by highlighting a possibly unhealthy interaction between Roman-Catholic education and the
culturall suppression of emotions. Being a saint, that is, being liberated from earthly temptations, is

1.. Bloom & Reichert 1998: 109-112. The writers also make a connection with the
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safety and protection needed for normal brain development. They may never

biochemicall level of the brain and the influence of overwhelming terror on the

develop normal modulation of arousal. (...) Under such circumstances, children will

internal,, physical system of arousal. Hence their contention that: "Children who are

understandably do anything they can to establish some level of self-soothing and

exposedd to repeated experiences of overwhelming arousal do not have the kind of

self-control" (112; emphasis added).

likee being numbed, that is, being taught to forget effective resistance to danger. This interpretation
alsoo opens up the possibility that the myth of the nuclear family - the ideal of the holy family iss the effect of a cultural history of abusing power relationships. Hence, MFPB is not so much
aa family album as it is a critique of the family album and, correspondingly, of the nuclear family
impliedd in the conventional function of this album. In this way MFPB also becomes a textual
commentt with a defamiliarizing, resisting potential.2
Myy remarks on boompje and beestje bring to mind that the need for reality testing brought
aboutt by the framework of the family album, involves more than a merely indexical relationship
withh real life in MFPB. The affective load of these pictures indicates that this indexical relationship
shouldd be specified as an affective one. For, my interpretations suggest that the images present
tracess of affective interactions. It is the search for these traces of (my) reality that motivates the
connectionn between the argument at hand and (my) autohistory. I claim that through this
connectionn - another act of framing - the transition from personal traces towards in ter subjective
signss in MFPB is facilitated and, hence, opened up to further analysis.
Thee connection with my autohistory can be divided into the two different moments of
readingg I mentioned in the Introduction. Firstly, MFPB can be seen as the result of the interaction
betweenn pre-text {my life) and artist (my professional self in 1988), and as such it contains
materializedd and textualized traces of my own life history as being "framed by silence." Secondly,
thee present argument is the result of the interaction between MFPB and its analyst (my professional
selff in the process of analyzing and writing in 2002). These different moments will be described in
thee sections "Work as Labor" and "Work as Product," respectively.
Itt is this temporally informed division of subject positions that has helped me recognize
tracess of familial silencing as signs of affective deprivation and a specific disability. This staged
processs - and especially my involvement in the work as product - has forced, and perhaps therefore
inn fact enabled me, to put the almost unnamable feelings involved in this felt absence into words.
Thus,, the distance between subject positions has given me a second chance. I am finally able to give
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myself the space and time needed for empathy with the self, including its (self-)reflective quality.

2.. See also Hirsch's critical position with respect to family photography (1997,
1999)--

Myy argument will make clear that the present interaction with MFPB takes place in a potential
space,, while reinforcing that this space combines emotional availability, the integration of nonverbal
andd verbal experience, and playing with symbolization. This space has not been the result of my
affectivee sensitivity and artistic creativity alone; it could not have come into being without theoretical
thinking.. Hence, three modes of semiotic behavior - feeling, imagination, and reflection - are
involvedd in its production, i.e. the three conditions for embodied, integrated functioning. Most
importantly,, the three together also explain the numbing or dissociation of affects caused by
traumaticc occurrences in terms of a forced disembodiment. I will revert to this point in the last
section. .
Despitee the involvement of my autohistory in this analysis, I am emphatically not arguing
thatt only I could have analyzed MFPB. Other people could also have made MFPB their object
off analysis, although the results would depend on their empathie abilities and their knowledge of
andd sensitivity to the specific problems of people traumatized during infancy. What I do argue
goess in the opposite direction. My personal involvement has made it easier to grasp the enduring obsessivee but vital - force that has motivated my personal, artistic, and academic inquiries. I do
argue,, moreover, that my strong emotional investment in the process of reading underlines the
adequacyy and plausibility of my argument; I really feel supported by the many moments of searing
insightss that have occurred to me. Likewise, I also need to share those moments for these insights
too become socially accepted knowledge. Finally, because this understanding has been personally
ass well as theoretically productive, it is another indication of the necessary interrelation of the
specificc or (inter)personal and the structural or transpersonal - social, cultural, general, public,
andd political.
Ass my "work as labor" and "work as product" are embedded in the general course of my
life,, I will introduce those different moments of production with a short auto-historical account.
Normally,, in the case of a chronologically structured autobiography, childhood precedes mature and
professionall life. But since childhood is too easily conflated with family life, this sequence implicitly
reinforcess the split between personal or familial (private) and social or professional (public) life.
Becausee the premise and argument of my entire study concerns the inextricable interaction of the
twoo areas, I will work the other way around, starting with my professional career, which is personal
ass well as social.

AA Path to Bt

Traced

Readingg between poetry and philosophy, always close to analysis, Cixous insists on the notion
off a path to be traced, rather than that of the beautiful road, or the method to be applied.
V e r e n aa

Andermatt

Conley

Att issue here is not an absolute truth but a sense of a coherent and a plausible storyline that
makess sense of a life history and memories and a person's current senses of self. This is not
too say any story is acceptable (...).

Nancy

Chodorow,

The Power of Feelings

Thiss section traces the path of my motivation, the force that kept me going, and deals specifically
withh the motor of my academic and artistic adventures. I start with my entry into university in the
earlyy 1960s, that is, years before the roaring political outbursts around 1968. My initial choice was
historyy - looking for (social) origins - but that field of study disappointed me almost immediately.
Retrospectively,, I ascribe my feeling of utter boredom to the exclusion of my contemporary, sexual
ass well as emotional woman's life from historical inquiries. There was no place whatsoever for a
"livedd me" there. At the time I was so naive, however, that I did not realize that gender had a lot to
doo with my feeling neither at home nor alive in the history department.
Thee change to history of art resulted in a second disappointment, which can belatedly also
bee explained as a symptom of academic life before feminist and other differentiating interventions.
II could not become really involved because I was not allowed to look at art productively - to engage
myselff in the act of looking; at university we just talked about art, surrounding it with distancing
thoughts.. In other words, we did not relate to art objects, we did not put them in potential space;
wee could not feel addressed as responsible readers. Moreover, I did not accept the rigorous division
off arts with respect to their mediality. Why was viewing pictures so different from reading books?
Andd why was art so exclusive, so strongly separated from social culture, political history, and,
significantly,, from daily life? As a result, I did not finish my study, and, as did so many women
studentss of the time, I left university prematurely.
Inn the meantime I married a family doctor, and, after a long period of hope, we had
twoo children. However, it took me much longer - in fact until late into the 1990s - to make
aa connection between my unconscious deferral of family life, my recurring depressions, my
patriarchal,, Roman Catholic upbringing, my initially conventional way of living, my later, more
creativee explorations, and my very early childhood. In retrospect, I can do no more than record

thatt it was not only the complexity of my personal history, (bipolar) constitution, personality and
personall fantasies that made my search for understanding so lasting and difficult; the ideologically
informedd assumptions about family, society, gender roles, and sexuality inherent in the theory held
byy the psychoanalytic institute where I looked for help and, even more importantly, its reluctance to
acknowledgee the possibility of an early trauma, also played their slowing roles.
Ann important turning point in my life - it felt as if I switched on another mental potential
-- was my decision to devote myself to photography. It was an impulsive act, because I had never
seriouslyy touched a camera before. Apparently, I was ready to actively make images instead of
passivelyy look at them. I was such an eager student - I still am - that I changed from amateur to
professionall courses. A personal anecdote may clarify my childlike, uncompromising eagerness:
whenn I was leaving home to go to my first course in photography, my elder daughter, then seven
yearss of age, obviously recognized my elation, for she wished me: "Have fun, Mom!" She thereby
repeatedd the phrase I used whenever she went to some children's party. I still cherish the memory
off her intuitive feeling that I was doing something that I really liked; it was a gift from my daughter
too me, akin to the first smile that gave me the chance to feel myself into motherhood.
Whyy photography? At the time it seemed a logical choice: I wanted to make things visible II wanted to visualize - and had no talent for figurative drawing. The possibility of writing did not
enterr my mind in those days. Moreover, acknowledging my preference for associative thinking, I
wantedd to grasp many things at the same time and, preferably, in a very short time, a wish that
couldd only be met by a camera. The technical aspect of photography also attracted me: the technique
wass both forbidden (because a men's preserve) and mechanical, that is, not so difficult to master.
II now believe that the most significant reason for my choice was the childlike wish to grasp, hold,
test,, and question traces of concrete reality. All things considered, I was exploring the subjectconstitutingg function of photography.
Finally,, the practice of printing my own photos provided me with an easily defended "room
off my own," at the same time making me more sensitive to the beauty of the specific formal
abstractionn implied in black and white imagery. The side effect was that I became addicted to the
processs of development - to the magic of patterns that slowly become visible on the picture plane in
thee developing tray, a process that begins in the darkest areas. Retrospectively, my addiction to this
developmentt yields an additional meaning considering the many moments of emerging insight that
appearr to have structured my autohistory. The process can also be seen as a metaphor that sheds
lightlight on the working of different mental registers.

Childrenn were the initial focal point of my photographing practice. This choice of subject appears
aa form of displacement. I displaced my longing for the missing baby pictures of myself- I was
nott photographed before age three - on to picturing my own and other people's children.
Inn addition, my own children turned me into a photographing mother, who took the opportunity to
simultaneouslyy explore her own life - as both daughter and mother - and their lives. Maybe I used
themm because I needed them, but I could not use them without giving them specific attention and
recognitionn in return: I appreciated and amplified their activities of play by honoring them with my
camera.. Apart from that significant interaction, I became especially interested in children from age
sixx to twelve, who liked to disguise themselves in all kinds of clothes. As a result, Playing with
IdentityIdentity became the first serious, publicly presented project. The subjects of this initial inquiry:
children,, identity, play, gender roles, and the interaction as well as tension between individual and
sociall components have remained recurring elements in my work.
Duringg my photographic investigations I was never looking for the picture or a picture
thatt was already there in my mind; my working method was, and still is, gathering impressions.
Motivatedd by a mood engendered by the day or the place at hand, I exercised my looking and
framingg skills, my empathie imagination and my capacity for association; in short, I was constantly
onn a voyage of discovery by means of photographing. This process of collecting visual imprints of
myy moments of "being there" - I kept my camera at hand for a long time - was more intuitive
thann planned or staged. I tended to always leave some room for unexpected possibilities, a
permanentt alertness that hovered between fear and hope. To give an example of this game of
chance:: I intentionally chose a very misty day for my first photographic exploration of the outside
world.. To let things happen was, and still is, part and parcel of my working process, be it
photographicc or academic.
Thee many explorations have resulted in a huge image reservoir.3 This also entailed that I
havee seldom designed the series I made for exhibition beforehand, most of the time I assembled
themm out of already existing pictures.4 My preference for series was motivated by the discovery
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that I rarely found a single image to be self-sufficient. Just as my associative way of thinking is a

3.. In the course of my academic life I realized that this personal, home-made image

imagination by performing a visual dialogue through an exchange of images. See

reservoirr could be enlarged with all kinds of visual images circulating in the outside

Lam 1999:15-22.

world.. In other words, apart from understanding the idea of intertextuality and

4. An exception to this rule is the series My Mother, My Setffiyyo). After my mother

interdiscursivity,, I also became aware of the intersubjective aspect of (mental)

had died and her house had been emptied, I withdrew into the place to make a

imaginationn and the role of visual images in that process. Edwin Janssen, another

series of self-portraits, disguised in my mother's clothes.

artistt working in the field of vision, and I explored together this intersubjective

never-endingg story, one image seemed never enough to meet my inexhaustible need of narration
andd interaction. This also explains my later predilection for combining words and images.
However,, the use of words to accompany my photographs also has a more specific
motivation.. I slowly became aware of my focus on processes of acculturation, and hence, of the
factt that becoming a woman is more than a matter of visual models of identification. Linguistic
mediationn could not be left out. It is this specific line of my photographically informed thinking that
engenderedd the need for theoretical support. Following my intuition that reading literature could
offerr a model for reading images, I discovered the existence of semiotics. I still can recall the feeling
off sheer intellectual exhilaration when I found out that there appeared to be a huge body of theory
addressingg the problems with which I had been struggling.
Nott surprisingly, I also became acquainted with the work of my current mentors, Mieke
Ball and Ernst van Alphen, a discovery that resulted in still more excitement and empowerment.
Theirr work motivated me to go on. I went back to (another) university, finished my study in history
off art, which I could luckily re-read with the help of feminist and postcolonial critics. I specialized
inn the history and theory of photography and comparative literature, which resulted in Reading
aa Book of Photographs, a thesis in which I analyzed Nick Waplington's Living Room {1991) as a
critiquee of the nuclear family. This plea for what I then called "dynamic subjectivity" and "dynamic
family"" is the predecessor of the plea for a more radically relational subjectivity I am articulating in
thiss study.
Throughh an invitation to participate in a team project about the "limits of representation"
withh respect to the Holocaust in art and literature, the idea occurred to me to investigate the
interrelationn between childhood and trauma - both being discursive border areas - through
thee analyses of artistic texts. Unfortunately, the overall project was cancelled, but a scholarship
fromm ASCA made it possible to pursue my specific subject of study. And here I am, writing my
dissertationn about childhood, trauma, and imagination, while engaging my picture book as well as
myy autohistory in a theoretical enterprise aimed at contributing to cultural analysis. All points of
interestt of my former, photographic as well as academic, investigation come together in the
interactionn of the social and the individual in children's development, while I put the problem in
thee framework of trauma theory. However, what precisely motivated me to connect My First Picture
BookBook and my autohistory with the critical limits of subjectivity implied in the notion of trauma?
Too answer this question I will focus on the coming into being of MFPB.

WorkWork as Labor

Thee identity between the work and its subject - between work as labor and work as product iss not unified.

M ieke

Bal

Thuss the subject as nonsubject is reintroduced with existential overtones, not as full nor as
dividedd subject but as one that (...) is constantly in the process of having birth and helping
otherss have their birth.

Verena

Andermatt

Conley

Inn 1988, the year of birth of MFPB, before I re-entered university, my work with photographs
consistedd of two separate activities: taking pictures and constructing series. The former resulted
inn a reservoir of images that became the resource of the latter, although the activities were not
necessarilyy related to each other. My method thus had a built-in interval, which I like to call an
incubationn or latency period, thereby indicating that it gave room for the unconscious processes
thatt precede conscious reflection. On purpose I created a space-in-between to take into account the
suspensionn of meaning production implied in every work as labor. This play for the production of
meaningg is comparable to the later playroom generated by the split between work as labor and work
ass product. The different phases of the genesis of MFPB constitute these spaces of suspension and
change,, that is, their semiotic potential.
II did not relate MFPB to trauma at the moment I made it. Nevertheless, the conception
off the picture book left an indelible memory. The specific, unconscious force that brought about
thee idea made me realize that a painful subject was at stake, yet this pain was indefinite,
unnamable.. The idea for the work was born in one of those moments in the early morning
when,, awake but motionless, I hover between sleep and bodily activity. I have learned to
recognizee this experience of being in-between - half-asleep, half-awake - as creative moments
off playing with associative thoughts. At that moment my play was structured by the phrase: huisje,
boompje,boompje, beestje, vader, moeder, kindje. I don't remember how that common phrase came to mind;
II only remember that photographs from my own memorized archive gradually accompanied
thee words.
Withoutt any hesitation the right pictures appeared before my eyes; I was not aware of
anyy act of choice, the images just happened to be there: they were immediate as well as significant.
Moreover,, their coming into my consciousness was completely disconnected from the moments

off photographing. Suddenly, in a flash of insight that took me by surprise, I realized that these
picturess summarized my life story. This was all the more remarkable as the pictures were no
familyy snapshots; they were not even pictures of my own father, mother, or myself. After rising,
II did not directly feel the need to analyze or explain the images: they just had touched me as very
pertinentt and to the point, visualizing something that I could not (?) or did not yet want to (?)
expresss in words. The idea for MFPB, then, was not the result of conscious planning.
Onlyy retrospectively am I able to confirm that it was the start of a long process of (affective)
discoveryy and (emotional) insight, in which different registers of consciousness, memory,
experience,, and the different lands of interpretants that inhabit those registers, complicated the
semioticc events.
Workingg out this specific combination of phrase and photographs was a far more
consciouss process. This second phase began with my admission that the series about my
childhoodd was not suffused with a very cheerful spirit. My history was imagined by a desolate,
closedd house; a beheaded tree; a trapped animal; a dead father; a monumental, immovable,
(sexualized)) mother seen from behind; and lastly by a dangling child, oscillating between playing
andd being hanged. At the time, I connected this depressive mood with my education into girlhood,
thatt is, with my forced position of inevitably second best gender, in which process personal
problemss seemed to be reinforced by cultural constraints. Although feminist critiques made me
realizee that I was not the only girl to be hampered by abusive learning processes, I could not
connectt this cultural exclusion with trauma, because I was as yet ignorant of both cultural analysis
andd trauma theory. I saw it only as another confrontation with the complex interrelation of the
personall and the social.
Becausee the process of acculturation implies learning, I chose the form of a book for
figuringg my childhood, although the book actually is a cassette containing six separate pages. My
FirstFirst Picture Book intentionally became an object meant to be handled as well as "read." Importantly,
despitee the self-evidence of their contents, the words below the pictures were as significant as the
picturess themselves, although I could not explain exactly why.5 Likewise, the use of italics was not

5.. I still remember my disappointment and hurt when people did not understand
whyy I found the words - in italics - so important; a common comment was that they
weree superfluous. The fact that I could not convincingly counter the critique - I did
nott find the right words - was one of the reasons that triggered my desire for more
theoreticall background. Another reason for further study was my discovery of
semiotics,, which made me incurably interdisciplinary.

ann arbitrary choice; as I have explained, it simultaneously refers to writing as exercise - learning
ass doing - and to auto{bio)graph(y).
Havingg finished my artist book, with professional help for the cassette and the printing,
itit took another seven years before I took the next step: in setting up my dissertation I presented
MFPB,MFPB, in line with Felman's argument mentioned in Chapter i, as a figuration of the
traumatizingg genesis of female (inter)subjectivity, at least, for women of my generation and my
patriarchall background. I thus presented it, first of all, as a case of structural traumatogenic
components.. I could not have drawn this conclusion without the theoretical knowledge provided by
thee academic education that I started after I had made this photographic text. In other words, my
imaginative,, visual work was ahead of my theoretical thinking, or conversely, my academic work is
aa belated understanding.
Naturally,, this retrospective understanding also took its time. I slowly realized that my
ideass about affective, relational subjectivity and the potential space not only had implications for
thee structural and specific aspects of trauma, but I also sensed that these ideas could explain the
affectivee silence of MFPB. My first attempt to tackle this problem was an unpublished paper
entitledd "Self-Reflection Through the Other," in which I introduced Winnicott's predecessor of
Lacan'ss mirror: the face of the mother. However, I had difficulty in making the link between the
affectivee aspect of relational subjectivity and my own life history. It was only after a breakdown, a
severee depression, and some therapeutic (mis)encounters, that I became aware of the traces of an
earlyy trauma implied in my picture book.
Thiss awareness came about in the space of reflection made substantial by the analysis I am
performingg by means of this writing. Accordingly, it is the transition to this space of reflection that
enabledd me, and is still enabling me at this moment, to approach my work as product and to
disentanglee the nested constellation of the specific and structural silences addressed in MFPB.
Inn the next section I will further explore these silences through my analyses of the last three
picturess - the family members - in which analysis the major focus remains the nonverbal aspect 2 3 22

imagery - implied in infantile traumatization.

6.. Despite her use of the word "code," Bucci's theory is not semiotics-oriented. She

traumatized subject; she speaks of an "internal silence" that refers to the

presentss her study as a contribution to metapsychological thinking. Anthropologist

suppression [dissociation] of recollections, and an "external silence" substantiated

Robertaa Culbertson's article about the discrepancy between bodily memories and

in both the inability of the social environment to "hear what is said" and the

tellingg - she describes her traumatic past in terms of memories of different levels

incapacity of the traumatized person to "make the leap to words." What Culbertson

off experience - is supportive of Bucci's argument as well as mine. Culbertson

calls "the paradox of the distance of one's own experience" thus has both

introducess an illuminating distinction between two "silences" that hamper the

intrapsychic and interpersonal aspects. Moreover, she links the phenomenon of

First,, however, I introduce a theoretical framework that explains and specifies the creative process
inherentt in my work as labor. Delineating the existence of different intrapsychic systems of
informationn processing, this theory shows how the genesis of MFPB can be clarified as staging the
transitionn from affectively defmed, bodily feelings to verbal thought. It is a theory that emphatically
takess the functioning of different mental registers into consideration. Hence, this framework is not
onlyy pertinent to this particular argument about infantile traumatization but also to trauma theory
andd embodied (inter)subjectivity in general.
Inn her study Psychoanalysis and Cognitive Science (1997) Wilma Bucci develops a "multiple
codee theory." She constructs an integrative theory of mind, combining psychoanalytical theory with
recentt views from cognitive science, while being supported by clinical and experimental research.
Ass Bucci's major aim is to develop a "new model of emotion and cognition that is applicable to
psychoanalysis,"" she forcefully incorporates the subject of emotion into her theorizing (124).6
Bucci'ss central notion is "the referential process," by which she means the "linking of
feelingss and words," the crucial problem of her argument (214-228). With the help of this process
Buccii highlights the primary role of the physically experienced, affective interaction and the
prototypicc imagery of "emotion schemas" into which these feelings are manifested (195-213).
Bucci'ss major theoretical contribution is that she complicates the intrapsychic working of the
mindd by specifying the nature of affective interaction as being dominated by what she calls
"subsymbolkk processing." Hence a subsymbolic register of experience surfaces that predates
languagee acquisition, remains at work during the entire life span and can never be fully integrated
inn linguistic experience. This brings Bucci to the radical conclusion that "emotion and speech have
differentt roots," which in turn suggests the existence of different kinds of thinking (222).?
Bucci'ss model of the mind is linked to developmental subjectivity, because she explicitly
acknowledgess that processing affective interaction, a process that is defined by "interaction of
perception,, action and visceral experience," is rooted in early infancy, "in the context of the motherinfantt interaction" (138). However, although this affective interaction is predominantly processed in
aa subsymbolic way, it does not follow that symbolic codes are necessarily absent in infancy.

layeredd experience to ideas about the mental exercises of shamans (1995:169-178).
7.. Bucci's views are compatible with that of evolutionist theorists who hold that the
capacityy for affectively defined adaptation of behavior predates that for linguistic
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situations that impinge on an organism and its behavioral response, permitting
flexible

adaptation of the organism to the environment" (216). She thus emphasizes

the enacted aspect of affective feelings. Her terminology is somewhat confusing, to

communicationn and is, therefore, not species specific. As Bucci makes clear,

the extent that she does not make the distinction between affects and emotions in

"emotionss function primarily to mediate response to current situations rather than

the way I do. Nevertheless, I maintain her term "emotion schema," because it refers

too evoke situations in their absence. They mediate between the constantly changing

to that form of mental organization I have called "emotion habits."

Thee difference between symbolic and subsymbolic codes will clarify this. Bucci generalizes that
"thee representation of entities in their absence, in image or word, is the domain of the symbolic;
immediatee response based on intuitive, implicit processing is the function of the subsymbolic mode,
operatingg in human adults and infants, as in other species" (216; emphasis added). Seen as such,
subsymbolicc processing can be understood in terms of the automatic affect exchange - the
contagionn - implied in Kumin's intermodal exchange of affective signals and feeling states. Put
semiotically,, subsymbolic processing foregrounds the innate, non-conscious working of Peircean
iconicityy and indexicality to which I drew attention in Chapter 4.
Buccii characterizes the subsymbolic process, which is not mediated by language, as defined
byy a way of processing that functions without explicit intention or direction. As she argues, "We
carryy out this processing without being able to specify the basis on which the judgments are made"
(174).. Such processing - like tasting or smelling - is called analogical or continuous and has to be
distinguishedd from the categorical processing that is manifested in the discrete, separate entities or
symbolss of symbolic experience.8 The analogically working, intuitive immediacy is decisive for the
distinction: :
Thee essential feature of subsymbolic processing is not that it is nonverbal, although it usually is;
nott that it is automatic, unconscious or implicit, although it may be; but that it operates without
thee parameters of an action or task having been explicitly defined, without discrete elements being
identified,, or explicit processing rules being required. (214; emphasis added)

Thee possibility to differentiate between continuous and categorical processing starts at birth, or
perhapss even in utero (140); moreover, it is not specific to human beings. As a consequence,
subsymbolicc codes cannot merely be seen as the developmental predecessor of the symbolic; and
symbolicc codes should not be conflated with verbal symbolization either.
Inn Bucci's argument subsymbolic codes have two kinds of symbolic counterparts: nonverbal
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symbolic codes (symbolic imagery) and verbal symbolic codes (words) (174). It is this distinction

8.. Analogical processing implies that the triggering of one element activates an
entiree network of associated information; it does not work through simple linear or
seriall connections. For an explanation of analog and digital schemes and systems
inn terms of density and differentiation, see Goodman 1976:159-164.

thatt compelled me to separate nonverbal language from verbal language. Bucci summarizes the
nonverball symbolic imagery as "the pivot of the emotional information-processing system," because
itt mediates between affective feelings and verbal language (266). As mentioned, this mediation
takess the form of emotion schemas, which refer to that specific kind of memory schemas resulting
fromm interpersonal, affective interaction that Sroufe calls "schemata of relationships" or "emotional
constructs"" and Stern refers to as "Representations of Interactions that have been Generalized
(RIGs)."" To transpose this to the terms of the present study: symbolic imagery - manifested in
conceptionss of emotion habits - mediates between (bodily) feeling and (verbalizable) emotional
content.. It also matters that Bucci's symbolic imagery does not necessarily refer to visual images.
Bucci'ss own conclusion is that she replaces Freud's bipartite system (primary and secondary
process)) into an at least tripartite system that consists of subsymbolic and different kinds of
symbolicc - nonverbal as well as verbal - codes. Moreover, this hybrid system works in both parallel
andd sequential ways.
Thee transposition from subsymbolic to symbolic codes is the task of the referential process,
whichh Bucci specifies as "the function of integration of thee multiple, diverse components of the
humann information-processing system, connecting the disparate, modality-specific representations
andd processes of the nonverbal system to one another and to words" (178; emphasis added). When
Buccii explicitly describes this process with respect to verbalizing affects and emotions, a process
thatt is central to human (inter) subjectivity, she divides the cycle of transition into three stages:
1.. The subsymbolic arousal: the activation of an affect, which can operate within or outside
awareness,, that is, with or without conscious intentions, actions, subjects and/or objects. In this
stagee (nonverbalized) affective feelings tend to precede conceptual knowing. 2. The symbolizing
phase,, which can be divided into: a) the construction of prototypic imagery or emotion schemas
[i.e.. prototypic self-other relationships implying a need or wish and (re)actions related to this] and
b)) narratives of prototypic images and episodes. According to Bucci these narratives can take the
formm of "memories, including screen memories, fantasies, dreams, or events of current life" (218).
3.. The reflection phase: understanding and verification; in this stage emotions are categorized and
identifiedd by means of (inter)subjective and interpersonal understanding.
Itt is relevant to the present argument that referential activity starts with affective arousal,
thatt is, with a Peircean feeling interpretant. Such a beginning indicates that motivational forces feelingss pertaining to action readiness - come first, which justifies my emphasis on motivation.
Thee motivational function of this initial arousal is further clarified by "the referential cycle of

discovery."" This process elucidates the (intrapsychic) production of innovative meaning in "both
creativee scientific work and in the arts" in terms of referential activity (223). On the basis of this
processs I can say that the genesis of MFPB was set in motion by the need to link affective feelings
withh words, and in this process emotion schemas play a crucial role.
Buccii argues that the referential cycle or spiral of discovery is also determined by four
phases,, specifying them with the help of the terms used by mathematician Hademard as
preparation,, incubation, illumination, and verification (224-226). These four phases perfectly
matchh the steps I described above with respect to my work as labor: 1. The preparation was the
moree or less arbitrary gathering of images (and other information); 2. the incubation was the
waitingg time inherent in the "reservoir of images" as being not (yet) series; 3. the illumination was
thee unexpected coming into being of the word-image connection: the (verbal) rhyme and the (visual)
photographs;; it also was the emerging of the idea that the affective load revealed by this connection
pertainedd to my own painful life history; 4. the verification involved the materialization of the idea
ass well as the resulting reflection, analysis, and theorizing.
Thee way in which Bucci elaborates on the different phases of this process of discovery
augmentss their importance for my argument. 9 With respect to preparation Bucci stresses the need
forr "a 'back-translation' movement from verbal-symbolic to subsymbolic forms," which generates a
specificc creative potential that is not known but felt: it is a working "without direction, 'in the dark'"
(224).. I see my intuitive gathering of visual impressions as a form of such preparation.
Explainingg the importance of incubation, Bucci underlines that "the subsymbolic search
occurss to a large extent outside awareness and without intentional control" (224). I interpret
thiss incubation as the period in which the schematic imagery can be formed that facilitates the
laterr verbalization. Such a process is unmistakably implied in the silent existence of my image
reservoir,, which I have indicated as creating an in-between space. Strikingly, the decisive feature of
illuminationn is described by Bucci as "the connection that has been sought appears as if coming
fromm outside" (224). Its relevance to the birth of my idea: the linking of images and words in
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half-awareness as well as the connection with my autohistory, stands out. Finally, the articulation

9.. Because I had already formulated my working method before I read Bucci's study,
myy account cannot have been (un)consciously motivated by the wish to fit the
frame. .

off what Bucci calls reflection and verification needs no further explication either, because it is
presentedd as making the results precise, which means making them understandable: sharable,
usable,, controllable, plausible, and lasting - in short, intersubjective.
Ass affective arousal and emotions depend on interpersonal, affective interaction, the frame
off the family album becomes even more relevant. So far, I have emphasized the need for reality thee need for any relationship whatsoever - triggered by the family album. In the next two sections
II will deal with the way in which this picture book makes visible that the nuclear family has played
aa decisive role in that need, and hence, in my infantile "aloneness" or traumatization. For this
argumentt I am indebted to Hirsch's distinction between "familial gaze" and "familial look," a
differentiationn that makes it possible to specify the familial terror already signaled in beestje, as an
absencee of constitutive familial looking.

WorkWork as Product:

In Starch

oftht

Familial

Look

AA human being could not become a person, in any of the diverse senses of the term, were
shee or he not in "second person" contact from earliest infancy. L o r r a i n e

Code,

WhatWhat Can She Know?

II would like to suggest that photographs locate themselves precisely in the space of
contradictionn between the myth of the ideal family and the lived reality of family life.
M a r i a n n ee

H i r s c h , Family

Frames

Thee analysis of my work as labor brought about a moment of illumination in which I realized that
sixx photographs invoked by six words conveyed my autohistory, while at the same time indicating
howw that autohistory could take form. The moment thus suggested how the felt traces of my
familiall reality, could become a sharable text, though in the guise of an as yet unnamable pain.
However,, only the materialization of this idea as a concrete product, in which the necessary
cooperationn of images and words was effected, made it possible to get hold of that pain - to turn
thee images and words into possible signs.
Soo far, the ungraspable, unverbalizable reality of that pain has already become more
concretee - more liable to (empathie) imagination - by the recognition of the motionless

inhabitabilityy implied in huisje, the mutilating constraints of boompje, and the nimbus-informed
numbnesss of beestje. However, the pain appears to receive its most radical articulation in the
picturee of vader (father), which shocks the viewer through a confrontation with real death, albeit
byy means of a photograph. That is to say, the turn towards the real family members of the family
albumm starts with an embarrassing address: the viewer has to face an almost space-filling corpse,
whichh gives the picture plane the function of a coffin. The absolute condition of this death,
itss reference to finality, is formally enacted in the horizontal position of the man lying dead, a
levelingg down that is enhanced by the horizontal lines of the brick wall. This horizontality aligns
immobilityy with powerlessness. Furthermore, the strong, blocking wall - right behind the corpse,
leavingg no space between corpse and wall - materializes rigidity, which inscribes the opposite of
dynamicc vitality as well as a ban on trespassing. As in huisje and beestje the enclosed space refers
too entrapment instead of security. Lastly, the closed eyes of the dead man state that there can be
noo exchange of looking whatsoever. Thus, the image of the dead father gives the absence of a
mutuallyy constructive affective interaction the decisive load of concrete, dead matter. Physical
deathh seems to have the last word and thus signifies the utter aloneness implied in the incapacity
too relate.
Itt is impossible for me not to go into the ambiguity of this monument for a dead father or
thiss death of a monumental father. In particular, the dead body is still waiting for the final laying
outt in a coffin and thus brings a waiting room, a space for the suspension of meaning, to the fore.
Whenn my own father died, I was an adolescent who was not capable of mourning. I tried to work
throughh this problem many years later by intentionally engaging myself in photographing - being
presentt with, consciously looking at - my ill, then dead father-in-law, who had given me his
generouss consent to do this. My self-inflicted will of "being there" helped me to be present, to feel
involved.. During this process of belated mourning - which continues in this act of writing - I was
finallyy able to differentiate between my hatred of the patriarchal culture that so utterly wronged me
andd the sympathy for my father(s), who had also been trapped by culture and history, though in a
totallyy different way.
Hence,, this image of a dead father - of dead fathers - also signifies the aloneness implied
inn a hierarchical, destructive opposition between (female) weakness and (male) power. Moreover,
itit is not only my fathers' aloneness that is imaged but also my own or that of any empathie viewer
whoo might feel affected. To repeat once more, this reciprocal production of meaning is not a matter
off identification, nor of projection, but is implied in an empathie act of reading. It is empathy,

then,, that creates the relational space in which the relationship and its constitutive elements are
generatedd at the same time. Importantly, in this case, this empathie act does not resolve my father's
alonenesss or mine; it only creates the sharable space in which the traumatic pain of discursive
silencee can be located. Nevertheless, this space, which enables the pain to become connected with
aa traceable wound, does not make that pain curable by definition. The death in the picture of vader
indicatess that this pain is irremediable, imaging, explaining as well as justifying why I present
"discursivee silence" as "discursive death."
Thee image of moeder (mother), which figures the other adult in the nuclear family, also
makess it difficult to leave out my personal memories. Like the genesis of MFPB the act of
photographingg was a moment that I will probably never forget. I took this photograph during
aa holiday, in a very fast, very intuitive instant, in which my only thought was: this is the most
importantt picture of my holiday. It was. It also was a nearly impossible undertaking due to a
suddenlyy arising fog that forced us to retrace our hiking steps some minutes later. The experience
thuss is another example of an image simultaneously coming out of the dark and being endangered
byy foggy circumstances. Moreover, my own mother was a big, fat woman.
Thee mother in the picture is not signified by the visible presence of her child, although her
toweringg position presupposes a little child, looking up to her back. That back is as conspicuously
presentt as her face is absent. Again, centrality and size are supportive of the woman's powerful
position,, which is reinforced by the massiveness of herr body. Moreover, she stands on two strong
legs,, although the high heels might jeopardize her posture. The mother's gender is embodied as
fully-fleshedd sexuality, but this sexual exposure has the appearance of a forced act, because the
motherr is taken from behind. Due to this intrusive act, which makes her faceless at the same time,
shee has been put in an unfair position. Hence, the strength of her back turns into a sign of
vulnerability,, a change of meaning that aligns the mother with the invisible child. The mother is not
merelyy not-looking, she has also been prevented from looking.
InIn this way, the power-without-a-face becomes a sign of disconnection from other people,
ann aloneness that affects both mother and child. Again, as in the image of vader, an empathie act of
viewingg makes room for the reverberation of the aloneness that is visualized in this picture. Both
imagess thus present - make present - the mutually isolating effect of the absent looking, while, at
thee same time, they give the opportunity to put that absence into a shared space. In this space the
connectionn with reality can be found. This is the connection I have been looking for with the help
off the family album. Paradoxically, it starts as a space of shared aloneness.

Theree is still another aspect of the mother image that asks for attention; it has to do with the overall
graynesss of the picture, which heightens the uncertainty about the mother's activity. What is she
doing,, for heaven's sake? Moreover, what is that other (faceless) person doing in the background?
Iss there a contact between the two or not? Significantly, this is the only picture in which a second
personn figures, although as a hardly visible extra in the background. What makes the picture still
moree revealing, however, is that another unclear person functioned as primary caregiver in my life.
Ass I mentioned at the end of the previous chapter, a young woman played an important role during
thee first fourteen months of my life, replacing my mother in many respects. She left our home
afterr the war, and I was supposed to have been too little to remember.10 Now I know that I was
nott able to cope with the anxiety or overwhelming stress at that time, because the distress was not
attunedd to: I learned - was conditioned - very early that I was alone, and this lesson had a great
impactt on my life.
Itt should not come as a surprise, then, that the kindje (little child) figuring in the last
picturee of the book is alone, apparently not in the presence of another. Thereby, this picture refers
too Winnicott's precondition for playing and creativity, albeit in the negative. Seen from this
perspective,, the dangling child emphatically misses the terrafirmaof a real, enabling relationship.
Thee image thus seems to be in line with all foregoing ones, at first sight at least. Correspondingly,
II interpret the desolation of the playground as a sign of the absence of potential space. The
alonenesss implied in this desolate space is matched by the amorphousness of the child - she is
enwrappedd in a black, formless cloak, which indicates that she cannot normally differentiate herself
intoo a subject with varied adaptive possibilities.
Thee isolation is enhanced by the drabness of the space, which is not only abandoned by the
sunn but also by other playthings and playmates. Nobody is there to look at her, a lack of eye contact
thatt is amplified by the fact that her own eyes and face are hardly visible. No wonder, then, that the
swingingg activity resembles a hanging, an obvious association in the Dutch language, because the
"knot"" in the rope - in Dutch "knoop" - is a part of the Dutch verb "op-kno[o]p-en," by means of
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which the acts of "hanging oneselP as well as "being hanged" are named.

10.. The severity and duration of the effects of the loss of a primary caregiver, an

the core of the film La Balia (The Nurse) made in 1999 by the Italian director Marco

eventt that makes a child vulnerable to traumatization, fully depends on the way such

Bellocchio after a novella by Luigi Pirandello. The film is particularly relevant for my

aa loss is emotionally and socially framed. Hence, the problem of "split motherhood"

study as it explicitly appeals to the affective sensitivity of the viewers by means of

orr "co-mothering" as addressed in Suleiman's study that I introduced before, is a

formal enactments. Audio-visual elements play a decisive role in the way the film

subjectt that deserves attention in every critique of the myth of the nuclear family and

engages the empathie imagination of the viewer; moreover, the film specifically calls

inn every society that cares about child care (1994: 13-63). Maternal splitting forms

for an analysis of the use of interactive (familial) looking.

Thee environment of this child is conspicuously not the playground inherent in the potential
space.. Correspondingly, it signifies the "irremediable aloneness" forced upon a person who has
too struggle for life without the safety belt - trustworthiness - of a holding environment.
Nevertheless,, like the other images in MFPB this one is also open to a more complex interpretation.
For,, the suggestion of a playground remains at work, after all, which alludes to the need for
playing.. Moreover, there is some movement in this picture; the child is swinging. And what about
herr age? This is not an infant; the girl seems old enough to go to school and to learn other than
familiall lessons.
Takenn together my analyses of vader, moeder, and kindje lead to two seemingly contradictory
points.. On the one hand, the pictures drive the meaning of MFPB home by highlighting the
conspicuouss absence of constructive human relationships, thereby emphasizing the powerlessness
andd isolation implied in the deprivation of the capacity to relate. Although the common
denominatorr - aloneness - is differentiated by three kinds of powerlessness: death, facelessness,
andd dependency, respectively, this differentiation appears, at first sight, solely to amplify the
meaningg of affective deprivation. Moreover, the incapacity to relate turns upon all members of
thee nuclear family involved. Consequently, MFPB, seen as family album, not only makes the
traumatizingg acculturation of my own past visible, it also exposes and unsettles the ideology of
thee nuclear family.
Onn the other hand, the mere fact that my reading has made a connection between my own
infantilee aloneness and that of the parents in the pictures has created some relational space, which
iss most concretely indicated by the playground of the last picture. Put differently, my analyses have
alsoo traced the ways in which the pictures, despite their emphasis on isolation and powerlessness,
didd more than outline one traumatizing emotion schema: as figurations that implicitly address
empathiee viewers, they appear to create a space for a paradoxical shared aloneness, in which, at the
samee time, reflection about differences can take place.
II will further explore the seeming contradiction implied in this space with the help of
Hirsch'ss "familial look." As the terminology suggests, this notion points to an entanglement of
"familiality"" - Hirsch's term - and the field of vision. By putting Hirsch's familial looking in the
frameworkk of the affective dimension of subjectivity or interaffectivity, I wish to draw attention to
thee decisive role of the jace in the mutual, familial acts of looking. In the following section, I will
presentt the familial look as an empathie reading attitude that can provide the absence of such
lookingg in MFPB with its necessary felt dimension. The emphasis on the face not only yields

insightt into the semiotic and subject-constituting potential of familial looking in general; it also
makess visible the traces of the traumatic pain that is implied in what I havee called a specific
discursivee disability or specific silence.

LookingLooking as Facing

(...)) for the face of the other requires me to respond and enter into a relationship, but a
relationshipp that I cannot fully control, that neither of us can fully control.
J o n a t h a nn

Cole,

About

Face

Somethingg happened and came from without, but in order for it to be personally
meaningful,, it also must be created from within at the same time. N a n c y
TheThe Power of

Chodorow,

Feelings

Thee interpretation of family photographs and their manifestations in "meta-photographic imagetexts
iss the central subject of Hirsch's Family Frames: Photography, Narrative and Postmemory (1997).
II invoke this study, and the volume Hirsch has edited, The Familial Gaze (1999), because Hirsch
complicatess the construction of the (nuclear) family by means of photographs through a distinction
betweenn the familial gaze and the familial look. The former is manifested in the dominant,
culturallyy confirmed, family rites and romances, while the latter refers to the interaction of looks
thatt is bounded to subject, place, and moment and that defines specific family relationships.
Inn Hirsch's own formulation:

Thee familial gaze situates human subjects in the ideology, the mythology of the family as
institutionn and projects a screen of familial myths between camera and subject. Through
thiss screen the subject both recognizes and can attempt to contest her or his embeddedness
inn familiality. The looks family members exchange, on the other hand, are (...) local and
contingent;; they are mutual and reversible; they are traversed by desire and defined by lack.
(...)) A familial look is thus an engagement in a particular form of relationship, mutually
constitutive,constitutive, mediated by the family gaze, but exceeding it through its subjective contingency.
{1997:11;; emphasis added)

Att first sight, this passage seems to be somewhat confusing. The familial gaze is explicitly linked
too the making and reading of photographs - Hirsch speaks of "a screen of familial myths" that is
projectedd between camera and viewer. The familial look, in contrast, is defined as an exchange
betweenn family members, an activity that can refer to all kinds of familial interaction and, hence,
exceedss the interaction between photograph and viewer. Nevertheless, through this apparent
incongruity,, the quote hints at the inequality of the two concepts. This inequality, which makes the
conceptss so difficult to compare, is also implied in Hirsch's observation that "the field of the look,"
whichh suggests a force field, might replace "the regime of the gaze," which suggests strict rules (15).
Thee familial gaze as ruled by a screen of projections, is best understood when mediated in
objectifiable,, visible imagery. To the extent that the family album is a common, socially approved
substantiationn of familial memory and history, it primarily materializes the familial gaze. Because
itt visualizes as well as objectifies the family, the photographic album is one of the foundational
contributorss of the institutionalization of the (nuclear) family. One can even contend that the
ideologyy of the nuclear family involves a family that has been photographed. Nevertheless,
accordingg to Hirsch, the cultural embeddedness that is made visual through this screen can be
contested,, and therefore she stresses the role of the viewer with respect to family photographs and
thee family album, a function that needs verbal mediation - imagetexts - to become transpersonal
knowledge.. Moreover, arguing that '"families' are shaped by individual responsiveness to the
ideologicall pressures deployed by the familial gaze," Hirsch suggests that such a viewer should
makee use of familial looking (10; emphasis in text).
Inn contrast to the familial gaze, the familial look is by definition not objectifiable, because
itit is reciprocal, which implies that subject and object of looking cannot be separated. In Hirsch's
words:: "I am always both self and other(ed); both speaking and looking subject and spoken and
lookedd at object; I am subjected and objectified" (9). Furthermore, because the familial look is
"traversedd by desire and defined by lack," a motivated looking is at stake, which implies a personal,
intrapsychicc dimension that cannot make sense without autobiographical memory, fantasy, and
bodilyy experience. To further clarify this looking I will put it in the framework of interaffective
subjectivity,, an act of framing that underlines the vital function of holding. The frame of
interafFectivityy is made plausible by Hirsch's own formulations. When she describes familial
lookingg as "mutually constitutive" she hints at the relational, subject-constituting aspect of
interaffectivity;; "subjective contingency" fits the person-bounded and felt aspect of affects, and
thee "mediation by the gaze" can be interpreted as discursively defined or culturally shared.

Thee affinity between the familial look and the affective dimension of subjectivity is also indicated
byy Hirsch's analysis of the reading practice elaborated by Roland Barthes in Camera Lucida,
withh which she opens Family Frames. One point is especially pertinent to my argument, because
itit also supports the idea that a looking for felt traces of reality motivates the use of photographs in
MFPB.MFPB. Through Barthes' meta-photographic text Hirsch draws attention to the role of presence in
photographs,, a presence that she connects with affectivity. For example, Hirsch not only states that
Barthes'' punctum embeds the photographic image "in an affective relationship of viewing" (4), she
alsoo observes that "Barthes - via the metaphor of umbilical cord - makes photography akin to the
veryy processes of life and death" {5). Hence, Hirsch's conclusion that "reference, for Barthes, is not
contentt but presence" (6). Because the notion of presence cannot become meaningful without
bodilyy sensations and feelings, the reading of photographs turns into an embodied practice in
whichh looking affects a living subject. Seen in Peircean terms, familial looking generates feelings
thatt motivate bodily action as well as imagination and thought processes, a semiosis that is
mediatedd by emotional, energetic, and logical interpretants.
Hirschh makes an explicit connection between the familial look and nonverbal interaffectivity,
whenn she characterizes "the ways in which the individual subject is constituted in the space of the
familyy through looking" as a "nonverbal form of familial relationship" (1997: 9). At the same time
shee admits, however, that "we have no easy access to these nonverbal exchanges which nevertheless
shapee and reshape who we are" (9-10; emphasis added). I contend that Hirsch's notion of familial
lookingg itself gives access to that nonverbal exchange, if it is approached in terms of "facing."
Inn other words, the face is the common denominator of familial looking and nonverbal relating.11
Developingg an eye for a reciprocal facing, Hirsch's argument hints at the preponderance of
faciall expression in affective interaction. As I have argued, the sense of sight and the musculature
off the face have pride of place in emotional development, although touching, vocal expression, and
gesturess also support facial interaction. It thus is the major role of the face that further justifies my
amplificationn of Hirsch's familial look with interaffectivity, and especially with the nonverbal,
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interaffective looking through which (inter)subjectivity can come into being. Moreover, seen

11.. Hirsch's remark about the lack of easy access to nonverbal exchanges might also

12. I believe that the decisive role of the face in subject constitution might add to

explainn her observation that winnicott "conflates the mother with the mirror" and

the meaning of the concept of "facing" developed by Sasha Vojkovic in her

thatt in his account "looking is unidirectional and specular" (157). As I have argued,

dissertation Subjectivity in the New Hollywood Cinema (2001). She argues that facing

Winnicott'ss ideas resonate better with a reading that takes the early affective

- giving and acquiring a new face - plays a decisive role in "fathering," that is, in

developmentt of (inter)subjectivity into account, a theorizing that does justice to the

the eventual reconstruction of the father, an integrative process that appears to

factt that Winnicott offers the face as a predecessor of the mirror.

counter the deconstruction of subjectivity implied in the narrative strategies of the

throughh that frame, the face becomes a clue for the reading of MFPB. The photographs of vader
(closedd eyes; dead) and moeder (no visible face) confront the viewer with a conspicuous absence of
thee familial, mutually constitutive looking. Both parents cannot be taken "at face value."12
Inn the case of the dead father this absence is absolute, as irreparable as the term discursive
deathdeath suggests. In the case of the mother the absence also seems to be irremediable because her
backk is turned to the viewer. However, the emphasis on the back also indicates that looking depends
onn the front of the body: it is a function of the face and the eyes. Therefore the image also leaves
roomm for hope: she might turn around. Nevertheless, both the dead father and the faceless,
immovablee mother first and foremost indicate the absence of a holding environment, which
preventss the infant from becoming a separately functioning human being that can creatively live
andd enjoy life. The failure of empowering forces results in the powerless dependency that is made
visuall by the dangling child in the last picture.
Amplifiedd with its affective dimension, Hirsch's notion of familial looking thus clarifies
thatt the reading of MFPB as a figuration of a specific disability - to be distinguished from a
structurall one - is highly plausible. Through an emphasis on the incapacity to look, the
interpretationn makes traces of a traumatic pain visible that should be explained in terms of the
inabilityy to adequately relate. However, because the lesson implied in MFPB also teaches readers
andd viewers that every life starts as a family life, it leads to the sad conclusion that family life in
generall is potentially traumatizing when familial looking fails to be productive. Moreover, the
dangerr of such a specific traumatogenic environment becomes the more threatening when the
structurall negligence of thee function and expression of emotions is taken into consideration.
Thatt is to say, a developmental subject hampered by a specific emotional abuse that is embedded in
structurall emotional ignorance or constraints is confronted with a twofold discursive silencing.
Bothh constraints severely endanger the integrative capacity of this subject in becoming.
Thiss interpretation underscores that MFPB is not a family album nor an autobiography in
thee proper sense; it functions primarily as a work of art, the critical and theoretical potential of which
iss suggested in the present study. Exceeding the frame of a particular history, i.e. functioning as

filmss under scrutiny. Vojkovic offers facing as an alternative for the Oedipal

«figuration from within by its implicit reference to the (absent) working of affects,

trajectory:: instead of a son who takes the place of the father, the son recreates the

It might be productive to interpret facing as related to fathering through the frame

fatherr by supplying him with a new face. I would argue that through this emphasis

of the cultural suppression of emotions and their possible return,

onn the face Vojkovic stresses the relational aspect of subjectivity and thereby
implicitlyy the affective dimension. As a consequence, facing simultaneously
refiguress the relationship between father and son and problematizes that act of
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autohistory,, it turns into the imagination of a failure of holding or familial framing in general.
Besidess elucidating a specific traumatogenic environment, Hirsch's notion of familial looking helps
too formulate the critique of the nuclear family implied in MFPB as a critique of the ideological
conflationn of family and emotional holding. This critique reinforces the interpretation of huisje and
thee ideological conflation of home and family. However, as the family does not automatically
providee the precondition for emotional maturation, familial looking as such cannot automatically
contestt the regime of the familial gaze. Only if familial looking is "good enough" can it produce the
potentiall space in which playing with meaning and subjectivity can take place.
II therefore claim that Hirsch's plea for an intensification of thee indexical relationship
withh photographs as inspired by Barthes' reading practice, entails the assumption that life stories
requiree the resonance of good-enough (old-enough), empathie readers and viewers. Because they
cann feel real and alive, they are capable of holding as well as taking risks. Hence, the interpretation
off family photographs or photographs that otherwise refer to family life - and by extension, every
practicee of cultural analysis I would add - has to be put in a potential space. The intensification of
Hirsch'ss familial look with the affective dimension of subjectivity, then, embeds looking in a force
fieldd that exceeds the field of vision and embodies the subject of (nonverbal) looking.
Inn the final section I will return to MFPB as an imaginative picture book that is
characterizedd by its interplay of imagination and reality. By foregrounding the mediating function
off (symbolic) emotion schemas in the process of linking feelings and words, further insight is
givenn into infantile traumatization. In this way the present argument underscores and clarifies
thee developmental account of subjectivity I have elaborated in Chapter 4, because it demonstrates
howw traumatogenic emotion schemas that are dissociated, can still take form. The focus on
MFPBMFPB as the figuration of maladaptive experience also makes evident that the driving force behind
ann (inter) subject's motivation to live is the regulation of affective forces with the help of other
humann beings. Hence, through attention to infantile trauma, traumatic pain can be reduced to
itss core, to the primary agony that threatens a subject's basic vitality and results in a basic
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aloneness.

13.. The so-called "sensorimotor psychotherapy for PTSD," as developed by Pat

specific feeling and emotional content) of bodily behavior. This differentiation

Ogdenn for instance, also makes use of a distinction between sensorimotor and

enables a traumatized person who is caught in traumatic (re)living to make a

affectivee aspects of experience, offering it as a means of support to mere psyche-

distinction between her bodily agent that belongs to the traumatic (past) events and

orientedd therapies. It is relevant to my argument as far as it makes the working of

her subjectivity that lives her non-traumatic (present) life. In other words, a

thee more general physical agent visible, by differentiating between the merely

traumatized person's awareness of the physical aspect of her reactions makes it

physicall sensations (for example, the way of breathing) and the affective charge (the

possible for her to take distance from that merely physically engaged agent. It thus

Byy means of this renewed emphasis on the imaginative potential of MFPB, I will mend the
analyticallyy motivated division into two chapters, which provisionally made the split between
spatiall (sensorimotor) organization and relational {affective) organization visible. My integrative
movee thus counters the dissociation enacted by the splitting of chapters and promotes the idea that
ann affectively and discursively defined, embodied (inter)subject cannot function without the support
off a more general, physically defined agent'3 This mending will demonstrate anew the productivity
off the skin as the interface par excellence between self and other as well as between inner and outer
world.. Therefore, it is the most adequate metaphor to signify the complex in-between quality of the
potentiall space. Nor will it come as a surprise that I will finish the present text, as my picture book
does,, by drawing attention to a playground.

AA Skin

I

Short

Inn the beginning there may be the word, but there is also the wordless.
C h r i s t o p h e rr

Bollas

Onlyy in the context of this meta-photographic textuality and in this self-conscious contextuality
cann photographs disrupt a familiar narrative about family life and its representations, breaking
thee hold of a conventional and monolithic familial gaze. M a r i a n n e

Hirsch

Too take full advantage of the semiotic potential of MFPB I make a last analytical move. Returning
too Bucci's concept of referential process to address the problem of dissociation involved in MFPB,
II will present the images of MFPB as figurations - externalized symbolizations - of a particular
kindd of mental imagery, i.e. as pathological, maladaptive emotion schemas that are resistant to
changee (1997: 200-207). Precisely because they are not open to change these schemas differ from
adaptivee ones. Bucci describes emotion schemas in general as "prototypic representations of the self
inn relation to others, built up through repetitions of episodes with shared affective states" (195).

helpss traumatized people to master involuntary intrusion of experience that has not

form of information processing than do its more evolved counterparts. (...)

(yet)) been fully integrated, so that they can devote more energy to a process of

Sensorimotor processing relies on a relatively higher number of fixed steps and

emotionallyy and cognitively working through. This therapy starts from the idea of
hierarchicall information processing, which implies three levels of experience sensorimotor,, emotional, and cognitive.. "Sensorimotor processing is in many ways
foundationall to the others and includes the features of a simpler, more primitive

sequences" (Ogden et al. 2001: 2-3). As will be clarified in the next section, Bucci's
theorizing suggests that this sensorimotor experience is "subsymbolic."
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Ass mentioned, Bucci problematizes the dominance of linguistic thought by drawing attention to
aa different mental register, which she calls "emotional thought."u She also foregrounds two
differentt ways in which the nonverbal aspect of this information can be processed: first, there is a
subsymbolic,subsymbolic, continuous processing, which remains at work during the entire life span and functions
mostlyy automatically, outside of awareness; second, there is a symbolic, categorical processing that is
manifestedd in prototypical imagery or emotion schemas. These schemas are not rooted in language,
andd they function independently from verbalization, although they facilitate the transposition of
feelingss (affects) into words. Since MFPB refers to traumatizing events, I will focus on Bucci's
argumentt about "pathological" emotion schemas, later amplifying her theorizing with Winnicott's
"fearr of breakdown."
Thoughh Bucci does not explicitly deal with trauma theory, she establishes a causal link
betweenn the formation of pathological emotion schemas and an increased vulnerability to PTSD
{207);; moreover, she underscores the relevance of affect attunement by observing that in case of
inadequatee affect attunement "the referential process itself will not develop, and the construction
off emotional meanings will be blocked" (208). She also acknowledges the operation of dissociation,
characterizingg it as a situation in which "the connections between the subsymbolic and the
symbolicc components of the schemas are cut" (202). By emphasizing that the subsymbolic core of
pathologicall schemas that are dissociated is the most difficult to link with words, she does more
thann offer an explanation for the disintegration implied in dissociation; she also helps to explain
whyy a specific disability entails a problem of translation, which interferes with changeability.
Ass she puts it, it is "the dominance of certain types of subsymbolic input [that] has the potential to
makee the emotion schemas particularly resistant to change." When she attributes this resistance,
inn turn, to the fact that the content of emotion schemas is basically defined by "sensory and somatic
components,"" she points out the bodily felt aspect of this dissociated experience (198).
Bucci'ss work thus suggests that coping with early traumatization is complicated by the fact
thatt (repeated) mis-attunement leads to fixed, somatosensorily defined mental schemas that are not
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easily liable to change, precisely because of their subsymbolic bodily base. Her theorizing clarifies

ar,

d n ' 5 account of a baby's trauma in Playing and

14.. I do not suggest that the difference between emotional thought and linguistic

15. See Winnicott 1992: 87-95

thoughtt can be explained by the existence of two hemispheres of the brain. As Bucci

Reality (1991: 97); see also Abram 1996: 263 et passim. It should be kept in mind

andd others observe, the working of (embodied) cognition as well as the brain

that in Winnicott's writings the term "trauma" was not yet framed by the separate

cannott be reduced to the simple duality of analytical, verbal as opposed to

pathological category of PTSD; moreover, although he emphasized emotional

visuospatial,, emotional.

development and although his idea of "mutuality" is akin to Stern's affect
attunementt (Abrams: 71), he did not yet explicitly take the regulation and

howw cumulative and prolonged emotional abuse reinforces dissociation and, as the theory of
structurall dissociation indicates, might develop into a permanent division of experience, manifested
inn different kinds of personalities. The view of trauma as generating a specific disability thus has to
takee the dissociation of threatening emotion schemas into consideration. This disability implies the
absencee of adequate schemas as well as the difficulty in forming new ones. As a consequence, the
primaryy means to counter the devastating effect of trauma as breach is not so much finding words
ass the constitution of renewed or new emotion schemas; and because this process depends on the
formationn of new emotion habits or skills, repetitious doing (the performative aspect of utterances)
iss as important as gaining insight (the constative aspect).
Thee focus on emotion schemas heightens MFPB's relevance to understanding infantile
traumatization.. For, the images, presented as six variations on the general theme of aloneness,
makee still more sense if they are seen as figurations of what Winnicott calls "primitive agonies"
inn the context of his articulation of the "fear of breakdown." This latter concept elaborates the
deprivationn of fundamental provisions, which I discussed in the previous chapter. Winnicott
arguess that the fear of breakdown, a fear that can also be disguised as a fear of death and feelings
off emptiness or non-existence, is in fact a defense against a breakdown that has already happened,
althoughh it has not yet been experienced. Winnicott even concludes that a psychoanalytic therapy
hamperedd by such a fear cannot end "unless the thing feared has been experienced. And indeed one
wayy out is for the patient to have a breakdown (physical or mental) and this can work very well"
(1992:: 92; emphasis in text). The concept thus points to those hidden agonies that explain
"psychotic"" symptoms as "disintegration, self-holding, depersonalisation, primary narcissism,
autisticc states etc." not as symptoms of illness but as symptoms of a defense against an "unthinkable
statestate of affairs" (88; emphasis added).15 It is specifically this unthinkable state of affairs that forges
thee connection between Winnicott's ideas and my semiotic approach of trauma theory.
Winnicottt connects the fear of breakdown with the agonies - the term anxiety is not strong
enoughh for him - that result from very early events. Like Stern, he allows for a form of bodily
agencyy that is somehow aware of these early events: "It is surprising how early (even before birth,
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differentiationn of the basic affects into consideration. In fact, Winnicott's

urgency that comes from a past unacknowledged as such and the inaccessibility of

explorationss of the deprivation of basic provisions and primary agonies were made

an event that, although belonging to the past, is subjectively placed in the future"

inn the framework of psychosis. Max Hernandez, a psychoanalyst who stresses the

(1998: 137). It was Hernandez' article, published in the special issue of Diacritics

importancee of Winnicott's notion of "fear of breakdown" for trauma theory,

about trauma, that drew my attention to the relevance of Winnicott's ideas for

describess this fear as "an implicit demand for an understanding at once urgent and

trauma theory. Hernandez also presents Winnicott's transitional space as an

inaccessible."" He specifies this remark further as "both the belatedness of an

extension of Freud's protective shield.

certainlyy during the birth process) awareness or a premature ego can be mobilised" (95). That these
earlyy events may be interpreted in terms of non-attunement is indicated by Winnicott's description
off early traumatization (1996a: 97). He there observes that the distress of a baby becomes
traumatizingg if the stress that is suffered surpasses the coping ability. To give an example: an event
iss traumatizing if a caregiver remains absent for too long. Transposed in affective terms this means
thatt the baby is overwhelmed: she cannot adapt to this extremely stressful situation, because she
iss not yet a subject of mature memory and experience. Nevertheless, Winnicott holds that such
primitivee agonies leave their traces: they become manifest as defenses against these feelings of
annihilation.. The feelings behind the defenses can come into being in analytical encounters and are
describedd by Winnicott as "a return to an unintegrated state; falling for ever; failure of indwelling;
lossloss of sense of real; loss of capacity to relate to objects" (1992: 89-90; emphasis added).
II interpret these descriptions as verbal, imaginative transpositions of nonverbal,
dissociatedd emotion schemas. Although they can become meaningful through this verbalization,
thee extremely painful content of this meaning, which can only be understood with the help of
empathiee imagination, also makes clear why these nonverbal schemas were dissociated to begin
with.. Winnicott's last two formulations, in particular, match the "aloneness" that is visualized in
MFPB.MFPB. This observation suggests that the images in MFPB are mediating imagery: they visualize
aa dissociated primary agony. This interpretation is supported by the overall isolation invoked by
thee images, an isolation that, most importantly, embodies a static immo(va)bility that enacts the
absencee of a dynamic, affective force field. Paradoxically, it is the static aspect of these stills of life
thatt hints that bodily life is not immune to traumatic pain. The respective inhabitability of huisje,
constrainingg mutilation of boompje, numbness of beestje, death of vader, and immo(va)bility of
moedermoeder reveal a persistence of theme that signifies the resistance to change of the primary
disastrous,, disempowering events. Not so much the differences between the images as their
relationn to the overall static aloneness is decisive: they all mark the deprivation of the movement
withoutt which no connections can be made. Only the dangling move in kindje seems to indicate a
possiblee escape, a possible connectibility.
Winnicott'ss agonies, then, foregrounding the incapacity to relate and the entailing
incapacitationn to feel real, underlie my theoretical explanation of infantile traumatization as a
deprivationn of affective holding and, in its wake, of potential space. Moreover, my articulation
off the affective dimension of subjectivity, which through Bucci's theorizing is refined with an
additionall mental register of symbolic imagery, provides an explanation for the storage of affective

deprivationn - dissociated affective experience remains subsymbolic. Put alternatively, the affective
dimensionn brings with it the understanding that primitive agonies can leave bodily traces, which, if
theyy are recognized as traumatic pain, signify the nonverbally mediated discursive silence that has
beenn explained as specific disability. Apparently, there are possible signs that refer to a traumatizing
absencee that merely bears on the capacity to nonverbally relate to other people; it is the involvement
off this precondition for (inter)subjectivity that makes an infantile trauma "specific" par excellences6
Infantilee traumatic pain thus underlines that subjectivity is fundamentally relational. In light of
this,, MFPB's theoretical potential results from its figurative force, i.e. from its potential to affect a
sensitivee reader by its figuration of irresponsiveness to an (inter)subject's most basic need.
Finally,, my own lived experience, especially the feelings triggered by both my work as labor
andd my work as product are in agreement with this theorizing. Winnicott's concept of the fear of
breakdownn not only provided me with the terms to make (my) infantile traumatization subject
off meaningful thought; it also enabled me to articulate the circumstantial evidence that further
supportss this argument. It was in realizing the affective load implied in the pictures that I relived
ann unnamable silence that often hampered my writing. While suffering from anxieties (fear of
death;; depersonalization), I first and foremost struggled against an increasing feeling of not
beingg able to make any comprehensible point. Never before have I had such strong feelings of
becomingg overwhelmed, shattered by the abundance, the inextricable complexity of my argument
andd the futility of the attempts to make my pain - "the unthought known" and "the wordless" recognizablee (Bollas 1987). Never before have I so desperately longed to be empathically
understood.. Now, at this moment of near ending, I am aware of the impossibility as well as the
needd of a real closure.
Too simultaneously conclude my argument and prepare for a new start I would like to re-introduce
thee image of the umbilical cord Barthes used in Camera Lucida. Barthes' imagetext not only
beautifullyy suggests that being in touch with reality is a matter of embodied subjectivity;
hiss deployment of metaphors also clarifies that the semiotic playroom he offers is inherent in

16.. This kind of absence or deprivation indicates an unconscious that cannot be
definedd in terms of repression and neuroses that merely refer to conflicts and
compromisess between wish and defense.

hiss relational viewpoint. In the quote under scrutiny Barthes explores the triangular relationship
betweenn a photograph, its referent (a person), and its viewer. An empathie act of looking is
conveyed:: the response to an affective impact that, in my view, brings a potential space into being.
Ass narrator and focalizor of the text, Barthes articulates it as follows:
AA sort of umbilical cord links the body of the photographed thing to my gaze: light, though
impalpable,, is here a carnal medium, a skin I share with anyone who has been photographed.
(1981:: 80-81; emphasis added)

Threee different metaphors - umbilical cord, (impalpable) light, and skin - are deployed to
substantiatee the semiotic encounter with the photographed body; together they specify the affective
characterr of this event. The umbilical cord not only emphasizes the bodily nature of the address,
butt also invokes a relationship of lived proximity: a touchability that has an affective resonance.
Subsequently,, the narrator elucidates this address by focusing on the light that mediates the
encounter,, calling it a "carnal medium" and "a skin I share." I interpret this light - this impalpable
butt nevertheless carnal medium that entails the feeling of sharing - as another reference to the
affectivee quality of interaction.
Becausee the narrator approaches looking in terms of light, he does not highlight the
guidingg act of focalization but a precondition for looking. It is an enabling light, which not only
outliness the subject of looking but also stresses the relationship between the viewer and the
referent.. Hence, a space of interaction is opened up, which simultaneously produces a relationship
andand its participants.
Moreover,, because that light is shared like a skin, not only bodily sensations but also
affectivee feelings are at stake. As I have argued, sharing affect initiates the semiotic events that
constitutee (inter)subjectivity: it is affective forces that move and motivate us to live; to be more
specific,, while serving interest and well being, affects define the direction and intensity of
2 5 22

motivation. Approaching this semiotic force in terms of an umbilical cord - the embodiment of
bothh sharing and separating life - Barthes' text clarifies how meaning and subjectivity occur in
alternatingg movements of sharing and separating. Correspondingly, the metaphor gives insight
intoo the sameness and difference implied in interaffectivity, an alternation that in Stern's
terminologyy is indicated as matching and re-casting affective behavior. It is the play between
sharingg and separating that characterizes the creativity of the potential space - its semiotic

potentiall - in relational terms: creativity is the capacity to make different connections. Creativity
iss connectibility per se.
Thee metaphor of the skin, then, marks the turning point as well as the end of my
argument.. It makes me recognize that the meaning of playground in the last photograph may
overrulee the meaning of threat, being hanged or hanging oneself. Now I am able to make the
ambiguityambiguity of the picture productive, as I (and others) might do with the first five images as well.
Althoughh all pictures are variations on a single theme, the differences between them also reveal
aa possibility for change. The fact that the picture of kindje is a photograph of my own younger
daughter,, has certainly contributed to this positive turn. When I made the photo, I was not
consciouslyy projecting my past onto her life. Retrospectively, I used her, her image, to enact and
workk through a hidden aspect of my personal history. However, being my daughter, she also
remindss me of a daughter's potential of familial looking: I have daughters who can make me
feel,, that is, who have made me and will make me feel a good-enough mother. Life or love is not
aa linear, causal, one-way enterprise, but an intricate web of intimacy, in which history is lived
andd narrated from within the present.1? I photographed my two daughters, and they made me
realizee myself. As a form of self-reflection through the other that mirroring, amplifying, and
creativee practice helps me understand that life can start anew and can go in many directions.
II owe them a lot.
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17.. This thought is inspired by Catherine Lord's dissertation The Intimacy of
InfluenceInfluence (1999). She demonstrates, while enacting her point with her writing, how
aa destructive interaction with texts that feeds on anxious rival7 can be transposed
-- and has been transposed, in fact, by many women writers - into a textual
companionshipp that gives way to the intimacy characteristic of the debates and
disagreementss between friends.
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C h i l d r e nn in Search o f T h e i r

We,, too, are in search of our parents. C h r i s t i a n

Parents

Boltanski

Sincee one cannot thrive on memories, on a relationship with projections, what keeps alive the
hopee o f wholeness is an interchange of love, longing, frustration, and anger in the vicissitudes
off a real relationship. A n n i e

C.

Rogers

Inn the Introduction I invited you to participate in a potential space in order to prepare you for the
relationall aspect of (inter)subjectivity and, consequently, for the enabling function of a responsive
reader.. While providing (inter)subjectivity with a place of semiotic interaction, the notion of
potentiall space also enabled me to explain traumatized subjectivity in terms of the loss of subjectconstitutingg and meaning-producing relations with the environment. My aim was to draw your
attentionn to the notion of traumatic pain - as manifestation of an absent potential space - and to
makee you vulnerable to figurations of that pain. As I havee argued, traces of this pain emerge if we
aree willing and able to notice them. They refer to the violence-cum-agony-induced silences with
whichh traumatized subjects are confronted.
Byy foregrounding the affective dimension of (inter)subjectivity I argued that both failure
off affect regulation and lack of adequate representational means contribute to the trauma or breach
thatt disintegrates (inter)subjectivity. The attention to the affective genesis established the relevance
off empathie imagination for the understanding of traumatized subjectivity. The awareness of this
embodiedd thinking is substantially indebted to what art and literature, in spite of themselves, reveal.
Therefore,, my practice of cultural analysis serves to highlight the mutual relationship between
affecting,, imaginative and thought-provoking semiotic objects and a subject of interpretation who
cann integrate feeling, imagination, and (self-)reflection in her acts of interpretation. I was motivated
byy the hope that transpersonal encounters with traumatized subjectivity, encounters mediated by
culturall objects that carry traces of traumatic pain, might be socially productive. By making real
interpreterss more open to the silenced presence of real traumatic pain, a social context can emerge
inn which silenced pain can be heard.

Ass in the invitation, a work of Boltanski will guide my goodbye remarks. Whereas his inwardstructuredd Boite d'épingles helped me to make visible the relevance of embodied imagination and
figuration,, some parts of his multiple and multimedial installation Diese Kinder Suchen Ihre Eltern
(Children(Children in Search of Their Parents) in Cologne (1993-1994). hi combination with one of his later
texts,, help me to send you on your way to participate in such a trace-reading world.
Boltanskii not only works with social sites but also stresses the historical specificity of his
space-orientedd productions by explicitly presenting them as art "after" the Holocaust.1 Hence, his
workk also stimulates reflection about a trauma-organized culture, addressing entire generations that
havee to cope with past and present genocides and with the ongoing threat of destructive, humaninducedd - interpersonal or intergroup - violence. While problematizing traditional views of history,
Boltanskii creates sites for making other histories: he uses socially accepted platforms where history
cann "happen" from within encounters in the present. I will argue, then, that Children in Search
ofof Their Parents proposes to approach cultural memory as an alternative conception of history,
namelyy history seen as a social construction of the past that emphatically takes place in the present
andd between people. Seen as such, cultural memory is a discursive activity that is realized by and
realizess living persons who are willing to become involved in some shared future life.
Passengerss who visited Cologne railway station between 28 November 1993 and 28 January
19944 were handed leaflets bearing photographs of children (cf. figures on pages 26,120,154-155,
andd 254). The text on the leaflet stated that the subjects of these photographs were German children
whoo had lost their parents during the Second World War. Why were passengers put face to face
withh these children? The answer was given on the back of the leaflet: "If you recognize yourself, or
iff you know who these children are, please write to Christian Boltanski."
Becausee the text addresses its reader directly as "you," this reader becomes involved in
thee search for recognition. At the moment of reading you - we - realize that the potential lives
off the children depend on our confirmation of their existence. Only our act of recognition in the
heree and now can give these identity photos their concrete referents, living or dead. Hence, our
engagementt with these photographs can make a lot of difference. This active and collective appeal

1.. See, for instance, an interview with Doris von Drahten in Hemken 1996: 237.
Boltanski'ss view of art is explained by Van Alphen 1997.

forr involvement appears to be a general aspect of Boltanski's Cologne project - and not only of this
onee - because he makes use of sites where many people can be reached: Boltanski apparently aims
att exploiting the meeting and exchange potential of both communal places (chapel, museum) and
publicc information channels (Internet, book). As a result of this emphasis on public connections
andd encounters, Boltanski's art is, above all, a form of address to the social function of readers and
viewers;; they are addressed as members of a group or community.
Butt what does the address imply? For what exactly the addressee is needed? The book
thatt accompanied the Cologne project, in which most of the photographs of the German children
appear,, makes it possible to answer this question. The cover of the book bears a large red cross.
Thiss cross designates that the children were photographed by the Red Cross in order to be
identifiedd and possibly reunited with their parents. The texts below the pictures consist of
informationn about the children that was available at the moment they were taken under the care
off the organization. In contrast to the blurred and death's-head photographs in other installations
byy Boltanski, these Red Cross photographs do not exclude the possibility of recognition. Although
theirr quality is poor and the words "unknown" and "probably" occur frequently, the persons in
thesee photos are identifiable in principle.
Thee book starts with a short introduction in three languages (French, German, and
English)English) with Boltanski's name underneath each version. The first version is in French, Boltanski's
motherr tongue, and is entitled Ces enfants cherchent leurs parents (demonstrative pronoun included).
However,, the rest of the text problematizes the obvious conclusion that the title refers to the
Germann children. I quote the English version:
Childrenn in Search of Their Parents
Inn devastated post-war Germany, thousands of children were left displaced or homeless.
Theyy did not know how to find their parents, and in some cases did not even know their own
namee or age. The Red Cross took up their cause, and printed posters with their photographs
andd information on special characteristics in an attempt to find a family for them again.
Noww fifty years have passed, and when I look at the faces of these lost children I find myself
tryingg to imagine what has become of them. They have become part of the post-war history of
Germanyy with all its changes. Has fate brought them happy or unhappy lives, made them rich
orr poor? I should like to find them again. They are about my own age, and their history is similar
inin some ways to mine, to ours. We, too, are in search of our parents. (7; emphasis added)
Christiann Boltanski

Byy the omission of "these" the English text explicitly refers to children in general. Thus only the
versionn in the language that has become the international linguafrancastarts with a pointer that
preparess the reader for the conclusion in the last sentence: "We, too, are in search of our parents."
Thatt is, not only particular children, "these German children," but all of us, at least those of us who
aree about the same age, are searching. Moreover, the intervention of the Red Cross is described as
"ann attempt to find a family for them again." The conspicuous use of the indefinite article (in all
versions)) indicates that not only their specific family but any family will do for "these lost children."
Paradoxically,, the search is not aimed at strengthening family ties of a specific person; instead the
conceptt of family itself is ultimately broadened to encompass all contemporaneous "we."
Consequently,, the looking for "our parents" cannot be interpreted as a search for real
parents,, because most people know who and where their parents are. Still "we" are supposed to be
lookingg for them. This suggests that what is being referred to is not personal family life linked to
personall history, but rather a more general family life linked to a public history. "Parents" become,
firstt of all, persons who form a connection with a past; they provide people with a historical plot by
accountingg for the beginning of that history. If "we" are "lost children," it is precisely that
connectionn that has become problematic. Boltanski thus problematizes the idea of the chronological
historicall plot that starts in the past - with an origin - and leads to the present - the effect. At the
samee time, however, a common search for a relationship that resembles the dependence of children
onn their parents is brought up: "We, too, are in search of our parents."
Thee "we" of this last sentence is, again, a form of address because it includes the readers of
thee book. Here, Boltanski's text is directed to an inclusive we, simultaneously indicating in subtle
wayss that we have different culturally and historically defined positions in the present. To start with,
wee are addressed in three languages, which implies that there is no self-evident understanding
betweenn people who speak different languages. Translation is necessary. Further Boltanski
demonstratess that translation is not simply a linguistic exchange, but a matter of semiosis and
interpretation:: the German and English versions of the text slightly differ both from the French text
andd from each other. Bringing historical differences to light by means of misinterpretations or
mistranslations,, Boltanski thus emphasizes the relation between history, narration, and
interpretation. .
Forr example, the second to last sentence in French reads: "lis ont a peu prés mon age et
leurr histoire est aussi la mienne, la nötre." This could be literally translated as: "They are about my
ownn age, and their history is also mine, ours." But the English text reads: "They are about my own

age,, and their history is similar in some ways to mine, to ours." This sentence thus stresses that
thee history concerned is not alike in its entirety, but only in some ways. The German text goes even
furtherr in its differentiation: there the (German) history is only "ein wenig" (a little bit) similar.
Despitee these differences, however, the three texts address a collective "we" at the end. This joining
off all of us implies that the German children Boltanski refers to can be interpreted as also standing
forr "we": being children of different national histories, we all have to deal with a past that is marked
byy the Holocaust. Including us - the readers - in a history of lost children, Boltanski makes it
apparentt to us readers that we are collectively burdened with a past that defies understanding.
We,, too, are confronted with a definite breach in history.
Presentingg this impossible history as a search for parents - the parameters of a personal
pastt - Boltanski blurs the borderline between individual and general history. Because individual
historyy depends on autobiographical memory, Boltanski draws an analogy between personal
andd collective memory, a comparison that underscores the intertwinement of (inter)subjectivity
andd (auto)history. By making both the living subject of history and the narrative organization
off history visible, Boltanski's text proposes that history can be approached in terms of cultural
memory.. It is the subject-forming aspect of the process that explains why the problems of
history-after-Holocaustt are best understood in terms of cultural memory.
Forr the argument of this study it is most relevant that through the approach of history
inn terms of cultural memory an affectively defined narrating comes to the fore, because
rememberingg is a practice that depends on acts of interpretation from within and in the service of
presentt interests. Moreover, although these acts of memory need inter subjective ratification, they
aree manifested in the living subject who is involved in that process, that is, in acts of memory in
whichh actual recollections and what can be claimed to be remembered are intertwined. Cultural
memory,, then, implies an affectively invested practice, which simultaneously gives subjects a voice
inn what is memorable history and explicitly places that empowering moment in the present time of
thee subject of memory.
Duee to this embodied and present aspect of making history, Boltanski's "lost children"
needd not only refer to the impossibility of history; because they - we - live in the here and now,
thee possibility of making connections from within the present is not excluded. This suggestion is
impliedd in Boltanski's emphasis on the vital relationship with parents, because this relationship
foregroundss what I have called the specific aspect of the capacity to relate. By means of his focus
onn a search for parents Boltanski hints at the precondition for recounting and, consequently, at the

discursivee border area situated in between enabling relationships and "telling about from within."
Thee text contains the possibility of a potential space and enhances the conclusion that it is the space
wheree the willingness to become involved in a personal relationship - emotional availability and
competencee - creates the possibility to produce new meaning.
Itt is noteworthy that the reference to familial relationships points out that a facilitating
environmentt cannot come into being without concrete interpersonal interactions. In this view,
handingg out leaflets in Cologne, i.e. attempting to provide lost children with a family again, makes
clearr that, despite cultural and historical differences, a holding listener is the most appropriate
answerr for being lost. Hence, the address implied in the leaflets should be understood as an appeal
forr responsive listening, inviting the train passengers of Cologne to facilitate the coming into being
off a potential space through personal involvement. At the same time, Boltanski's use of concrete
placess in Cologne suggests that the potential space does not function in a vacuum. His work
emphasizess that his art needs the interaction with the social sites in which he presented it.
Becausee a railway station is characterized by departures and arrivals, it is no coincidence
thatt Boltanski chose this platform to actively confront people with the problem of "being lost."
Moreover,, the particular Holocaust effect of trains, and especially that of a station in Germany,
turnss this site into an emblem of a historical trauma that defies being simplified in terms of
departuree from the past and arrival in the present.2 For post-Holocaust generations in general
departuree connotes disconnection from traditional views of subjectivity-in-relation-to-history,
whereass arrival points to the possibility of making new connections. Hence, the two-directional
characterr of this specific social site underscores that the realization of a traumatic "loss" does not
necessarilyy inhibit the potential to start anew, although others than traumatized people are needed
too make that start happen. As space of transition and change of direction this platform reveals its
inherentt semiotic potential
Nevertheless,, the leaflets handed out on the railway platform would not have had the same
impact,, had they not been part of a plural art manifestation made by a famous artist. Therefore,
itt is particularly remarkable that Boltanski does not give preference to the museum, the generally

2.. The term "Holocaust effect" is introduced by Van Alphen in his study Caught by
History:History: Holocaust Effecti in Contemporary Art, Literature, and Theory (1997).

acceptedd platform for the presentation of art. On the contrary, he dislikes the museum as the
locationn to "make a collage with reality" as he formulates it:

Itt is very important for an artist to know where he is working. When I am making a book, t am
makingg a book. When I am working in a church, / have to realize where I am. (...) I am making
aa kind of collage with reality (...): a collage with a church. When I work in a museum, it is more
difficult,, because a museum is nowhere; most of the museums are only white boxes. (...) In the
museumm there is the absence of atmosphere and the terror of stigmatizing. (...) People must
arrivee and say, "I don't know what it is, but something happens." From the moment you can
putt a name on it, it is definitely over. (1997: 13; emphasis added)

Inn this fragment Boltanski mentions the three social institutions he uses most frequently: the book,
thee church, and the museum. By equating his books with his installations on location he draws
attentionn to the fact that not his art as such but its working is important, that is, its function in
relationn to some social practice through which people's real lives are structured. As he formulates it
inn the same publication: "If the work is in real life, it moves more easily" (13). The aim of presenting
artt thus is "moving people," an activity implying that the production of meaning is a process in
whichh meaning starts as an interaction that affects.
Becausee something can "happen" even if one "does not know what it is," a layered process
iss indicated, in which sensations, feelings, or other bodily (re)actions predate reflective knowing.
Significantly,, the performative aspect of the production of meaning - meaning as effect of an
interactionn - seems to give more creative latitude than conceptual, constative content, for by
"puttingg a name" the process "is definitely over." Although, semiotically, it is precisely naming that
makess conscious sharing of meaning possible, Boltanski's latter observation leaves no doubt that
producingg meaning in the form of restrictive labeling obstructs the happening of creative events.
Suchh an obstruction seems to hamper the work with museums; Boltanski uses the word
"stigmatizing"" to qualify its atmosphere. He explains that in comparison to other social sites the
workk in museums "is more difficult because a museum is nowhere; most of the museums are only
whitee boxes". This "being nowhere" of a museum makes sense in the frame of the traditional
conceptionn of art as product of an autonomous practice that presents itself as functioning outside
orr at a distance from real life. Boltanski underlines the asocial or neutral character of museums
byy calling them "white boxes," and this colorless quality of the museum indicates more than its

appearancee of whiteness: "there is the absence of atmosphere and the terror of stigmatizing" (13).
Fixingg the idea of art by connecting it to a place of "nowhere" thus makes it impossible that
somethingg can "happen." In short, people are not moved in a museum.
Throughh his aversion to museums - "I prefer working outside the museum" - Boltanski
demonstratess that in his works not only traditional history is problematized; he also clarifies that
thee museum is not the right social platform to make the connections with people that are necessary
forr making cultural memory. It thus is first and foremost the absence of social relevance that
preventss art from taking part in the lived experience of people. The established ideas about art
aree the obstacle: "If the concept of art would be left out, something real could happen, something
relatedd to human existence" (13).
Hencee my conclusion that in order to move people, make things happen, create
meaningfull events, give traumatized people the opportunity to become integrated and socially
connectedd people again, not art as such matters, but its connection with real listeners, who live in
aa social "somewhere." This brings me back to the specific listener at stake in the present study,
i.e.. the cultural analyst and her involvement in transpersonal encounters with traumatized subjects.
Thee return to this listener suggests that she, too, plays - should play - her part in an environment
wheree she can make her increased sensitivity to traumatic pain productive.
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myy house and cheered me up. And I think of designer Caro de Gijzel who

insomniaa every so often. But while keeping you awake at night, I

decidedd to make the best of a far too small budget for a lay-out.

preventedd our lives from becoming a real yawn by day. Knowing myself, I

Alongg with all these people, there was the amazing Dorine Duyster

willl never stop doing the latter. Finally, thank you for having so self-

withoutt whom this text would not look and read as it does. She not only

evidentlyy become a househusband and for being such a fantastic father

taughtt me to walk (in the mountains), but also gave me the first assist in

forr our daughters.

thee process of writing in English. In addition, Dorine prepared my text for

Ameii and Odeke, thank you for being happy for me that I did work I

print,, a task undertaken with a dedication and scrupulous attention to

liked,, although I know that you also worried about the stress involved.

minutiaee that cannot be praised too highly. Thank you, finally, for the

Theree were many moments when you longed for the return of normal

solidd backing given at the last moment. And on the score of emotional

lifee as much as I did. Still, I am glad that you were part of the process,

support,, how can I express thanks to all the friends and family members

thatt you expressed your concerns and that I could tell you something

whoo continued to believe in me, meet me and like me, despite my

aboutt a text that is as difficult to read for you, as it is for many other

frequentlyy demanding companionship and whimsical tennis playing?

people.. Not blaming you for having become impatient, I thank you for

Claarr Willems deserves a special place as one of my earliest and most
intimatee friends. You immediately understood the quality of those non-

makingg me laugh, play and relax, and, particularly for relating to me in a
wayy I never could to my parents. I deeply regret that they cannot see this

verbalizablee silences dating back to infantile disconnections that I was

book,, just as they did not see most of my photographs. I feel the need

strugglingg to put my finger on. No wonder we share a specific sensitivity

too say goodbye to them again, sending them my love posthumously

forr the affective address of art works. If we give ourselves the time to

fromm within and at the end of this text.

visitt still more art exhibitions together, we will journey further into
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Summaryy in Dutch - Samenvatting
Dee begrippen kindertijd, trauma en verbeelding verwijzen naar drie grensgebieden van
subjectiviteit.. Het zijn de kernpunten van het ontwikkelingsperspectief op trauma dat deze studie
biedt.. Het uitgangspunt, de relatie russen subjectwording en traumatisering, brengt de vraag naar
vorenn hoe de begingrenzen en de kritische grenzen van subjectiviteit op elkaar inwerken.
Hett uitwerken van deze vraagstelling leidt tot het markeren van het derde grensgebied, de
ontwikkelingsfasee waarin de overgang van non-verbaal naar verbaal communiceren en denken
-- betekenis produceren - plaatsvindt. Bij deze overgang van een lichaamstaal, die betekenis
produceertt via doen en voelen, naar een taal die "vertellen over" mogelijk maakt, speelt verbeelding
eenn bemiddelende rol. Het onderzoek van de verschillende grenzen van de subjectiviteit, die ik als
discursievee grenzen benader, geeft inzicht in de traumagevoeligheid van kinderen en in de
ervaringscrisess waarmee zij, als kind én als volwassene, te kampen hebben. Daarmee wordt de
stellingg onderbouwd dat een vroeg trauma de vorm kan aannemen van een langdurig en cumulatief,
destructieff proces.
Mijnn betoog is een cultuuranalyse die zich baseert op gedetailleerde interpretaties van een
aantall kunstuitingen - transpersoonlijke culturele objecten of semiotische teksten - van
verschuillendee aard. Zo gebruik ik het theoretisch potentieel en de verbeeldingskracht van een
kunstvoorwerp,, een literaire tekst, een documentaire film, een fotoboek en een onderdeel van een
meervoudigee en veelzijdige installatie. Het theoretische kader waar ik van ben uitgegaan, is de
discursievee benadering van trauma zoals geformuleerd door Van Alphen (1997). Hij verklaart
traumaa als het spaaklopen van ervaring, voortkomend uit de discrepantie tussen de
representatiemiddelenn die de symbolische orde biedt, en het tot verhaal maken, het tot narratieve
herinneringg omvormen, van interacties met de buitenwereld.
Hett zwaartepunt van deze studie ligt in de presentatie van de "affectieve dimensie" van
subjectiviteitt als een dimensie die subjecten van een affectief voelende "huid" voorziet.
Dezee presentatie verduidelijkt subjectiviteit als een belichaamd en relationeel begrip. Het gaat om
hett zowel affectregulerende als subjectvormende proces dat de basis vormt van iedere
subjectwordingg en dat tegelijk de aanzet geeft voor de emotionele ontwikkeling. Anders gezegd, een
zelfstandigg functionerend of autonoom subject wordt mogelijk gemaakt door de affectief bepaalde
interactiee met primaire verzorgers. Indien succesvol leidt deze interactie tot een constructieve
relatie,, tot de "grondtoon" van vertrouwen waarop de creatieve ontwikkeling tot zelfvertrouwen is
gebaseerd.. Primaire relaties bepalen dus of het handelingspatroon van een zich ontwikkelend

subjectt op wantrouwen of vertrouwen berust.
Hett belichaamde, relationele aspect van subjectiviteit wordt verhelderd door de aanname
vann verschillende ervaringsregisters, c.q. bewustzijnsniveaus en herinneringsvormen. Het bestaan
vann meerdere registers veronderstelt naast de mogelijkheid van parallel functioneren ook het
vermogenn tot integreren van verschillende soorten ervaring. Het moment van integratie waarvoor ik
mett nadruk aandacht vraag, is het onder woorden brengen van de non-verbaal bemiddelde,
lichamelijkk gevoelde ervaring van de affectieve dimensie. Zo kunnen door het erkennen van
affectievee gevoelens bepaalde handelingen uitgroeien tot bewuste en verbaal gemotiveerde "geleefde
ervaringen".. In deze studie staat daarom een geïntegreerd, belichaamd (inter)subject centraal.
Daarbijj sluiten relationele en autonome aspecten elkaar niet uit, maar ondersteunen elkaar.
Voorr een goed begrip van de relatie tussen dit (inter)subject en trauma zijn twee, elkaar
aanvullendee concepten van cruciaal belang: "traumatische pijn" en "potentiële ruimte".
Inn combinatie geven zij antwoord op de hoofdvraag van het onderzoek, de vraag om "wiens pijn"
hett gaat bij de confrontatie met vroeggetraumatiseerde subjectiviteit via culturele objecten. Beide
begrippenn worden ingeleid in de Introductie, aan de hand van Christian Boltanski's Boite d'épingles
{Doos{Doos met spelden), die is afgebeeld op de omslag van dit boek. Traumatische pijn is de manifestatie
vann het wegvallen van de potentiële ruimte; het is de pijn die veroorzaakt wordt door de afwezigheid
vann of de onmogelijkheid tot het vormen van een betekenisproducerende relatie met andere
subjecten. .
Hett woord "pijn" geeft aan dat het wegvallen van de potentiële, relationele ruimte
lichamelijkk gevoeld wordt. Ik beargumenteer dat het een subjectvernietigend moment betreft, dat
gepaardd gaat met een primaire angst, een doodsangst die op zijn beurt leidt tot mentale
disintegratiee of dissociatie. Het begrip trauma duidt in deze studie dan ook op een "breuk".
Inn overeenstemming met de oorspronkelijke betekenis van het woord, doorboring van de huid,
wordtt deze breuk geïnterpreteerd als de onmogelijkheid om zich als een geïntegreerd subject tot
anderee mensen te verhouden. Dit verhouden tot betreft zowel het delen van ervaringen als het
vormenn van niet-destructieve relaties.
Doorr de complexiteit van deze breuk te relateren aan affectregulatie en emotionele
ontwikkeling,, wordt Van Alphens verklaring van trauma "verdikt". Niet alleen het tekortschieten
vann representatiemiddelen, maar ook dissociatie, een proces waarbij het gaat om het mentaal
afsplitsenn van ervaring, speelt een rol bij het spaaklopen van ervaring. Dit afsplitsen wordt
verhelderdd met behulp van de recent gepubliceerde theorie van "structurele dissociatie" (Nijenhuis
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ett al. 2001). De affectieve dimensie van (inter)subjectiviteit en dissociatie samen maken duidelijk
datt emotionele verwaarlozing de belangrijkste traumatogene factor is, die de ontwikkeling van jonge
kinderenn bedreigt met een permanente discursieve handicap.
Tegelijkertijdd suggereert de koppeling tussen een desastreuze emotionele ontwikkeling en
traumagevoeligheidd dat het omgekeerde ook het geval is: een relatie met een emotioneel
competentee ander is de belangrijkste voorwaarde voor de mentale en sociale (her)integratie van
getraumatiseerdee kinderen en volwassenen. Bij deze integratie gaat het om een ervaring die niet
zozeerr in termen van vertellen "over" moet worden benaderd als wel van belichaamd vertellen, een
vertellenn "van binnenuit". Om open te staan voor de complexiteit van traumatische pijn, zijn
affectievee sensibiliteit en flexibiliteit vereist. Culturele objecten kunnen behulpzaam zijn bij het
ontwikkelenn van deze affectieve gevoeligheid en de verbeeldingskracht die daarmee gepaard gaat
(Feaginn 1996).
Dezee studie demonstreert een leeswijze die gericht is op het onderkennen van de sporen
vann traumatische pijn in de culturele teksten die object van analyse zijn. Het is een empathische
leeswijze,, waarbij een lezer betrokken is die in zijn interpretatie een weg kan afleggen van
ongedifferentieerdd affectief voelen, via invoelend verbeelden, tot reflecteren over zichzelf en
anderen.. Zo'n leeswijze creëert de potentiële ruimte waarin deze zowel (inter)persoonlijke als
transpersoonlijkee betekenisproductie plaatsvindt. Het betoog is opgebouwd uit twee delen, die zijn
verbondenn door een theoretisch intermezzo dat de integratie van beide delen bevordert. In het
eerstee deel (de hoofdstukken 1-3) worden de problemen geformuleerd die in het tweede deel
(hoofdstukkenn 5-7) worden uitgewerkt; hoofdstuk 4 functioneert daarbij als katalysator.
Deell I gaat uit van W ou Ie souvenir d'enfance (W of de jeugdherinnering), Georges Perecs
autobiografischee fictie van zijn jeugd in de Tweede Wereldoorlog (1975). Perecs tweesporige relaas
vann een "land van oorlog", onderbroken door blanco pagina's waarop alleen het teken "(...)"
voorkomt,, signaleert de samenhang tussen onbelichaamd vertellen en het fenomeen dissociatie.
Bovendienn suggereert deze tekst dat primaire verzorgers (specifieke personen) en de symbolische
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orde (sociale structuur) ieder een andersoortige rol in zijn traumatisering hebben gespeeld. Om dit
verschill analyseerbaar te maken - het leidt tot verschillende soorten discursieve problematiek maakk ik een onderscheid russen specifieke en structurele aspecten van traumatisering.
Ditt onderscheid maakt duidelijk dat de traumagevoeligheid van kinderen gelaagd is en wordt
bepaaldd door het ontwikkelingsproces. De verdeling van mijn analyses over drie hoofdstukken laat
ookk de verschillende stappen van een empathisch leesproces zien.

Hett eerste deel eindigt met de vraag naar de rol van affecten en emoties in de
subjectwording.. Deze vraag structureert de rest van de studie. Voor het Intermezo, het enige
hoofdstukk dat niet op de analyse van een kunsttekst gebaseerd is, vormen psychologische en
psychoanalytischee teksten het uitgangspunt. Met behulp van deze teksten en Peirceaanse semiotiek
wordtt een subjectwording beschreven die gebruik maakt van affectieve gevoelens en signalen en die
dee aanname van een voortalige, semiotische competentie impliceert. De interactie tussen
baby/peuterr en primaire verzorgers wordt als een op culturele conventies berustende, discursief
bepaaldee semiotische praktijk gekarakteriseerd, die subjecten aardt in zowel hun lichaam als de
socialee omgeving. In dit betoog spelen de verschillende "interpretanten" van Peirce een belangrijke
rol.. Daarnaast breidt ik zijn begrip "habit" uit met het idee van "emotion habit", te vergelijken met
watt anderen een emotie-schema noemen. "Emotion habits" zijn de bron van de verbeelding die
bemiddeltt tussen voelen en verwoorden. Al met al maakt dit hoofdstuk duidelijk dat het specifieke
aspectt van traumatisering moet worden begrepen als het doorboren van de affectieve huid van het
subject.. Het betreft dus de emotionele ontwikkeling. Wat ik een specifiek discursief probleem
noem,, ter onderscheiding van een structureel discursief probleem, verwijst naar emotionele
incompetentie.. Deze incompetentie kan de vorm aannemen van inadequate affectregulatie en
-differentiatie,, dissociatie van "emotion habits" en destructieve relaties.
Inn deel II wordt dit specifieke aspect van traumagevoeligheid en traumatisering nader
bestudeerd.. Het begint met de analyse van de film De ontkenning van Thom Verheul (1992).
Daarinn wordt een vrouw geportretteerd die als kind langdurig seksueel misbruikt is en daarom aan
eenn dissociatieve persoonlijkheidsstoornis lijdt (hoofdstuk 5). De manier waarop het filmverhaal
verteldd wordt, maakt het mogelijk emotionele beschikbaarheid (empathie) te specificeren in termen
vann Winnicotts "holding" of "facilitating environment". Dit brengt ook het uitwerken van zijn
conceptt van "potential space" tot een gelaagde en complexe potentiële ruimte met zich mee.
Bovendienn helpt een van de gedissocieerde persoonlijkheden, De Stille, het begrip traumatische pijn
tee verduidelijken, omdat zij als de belichaming van deze pijn kan worden geïnterpreteerd.
Mijnn betrokkenheid als cultureel analyticus bij deze studie wordt op de spits gedreven in de
laatstee twee hoofdstukken van deel II, waarin ik een door mijzelf in 1988 gemaakte fotografische
tekstt presenteer. Deze tekst heeft mijn eigen acculturatie tot onderwerp en belicht een
vroegkinderlijkk trauma, veroorzaakt door het verlies van een primaire verzorger aan het einde van
dee Tweede Wereldoorlog. Omdat het om een periode gaat waarin ik nog niet bewust en verbaal
bemiddeldd - symbolisch - betekenis kon produceren, leent zich deze analyse bij uitstek voor het
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ingaann op de problematiek van het verbinden van gevoelens met woorden. Bucci noemt dit het
"referentieproces"" {1997). Daarbij komt de bemiddeling van non-verbale, symbolische verbeelding
aann de orde, die geworteld is in het affectieve ervaringsregister. De zes foto's van mijn eerste
prentenboek,prentenboek, de verbeelding van huisje, boompje, beestje, vader, moeder, kindje, worden geïnterpreteerd
alss zes variaties op het thema van emotioneel isolement, een verwijzing naar een gedissocieerde
"emotionn habit". Er wordt ook aandacht besteed aan de relatie tussen affectief en sensomotorisch
voelen.. Omdat mijn eerste prentenboek een autohistorisch werk is, krijgt niet alleen het begrip
motivatiee speciale aandacht, maar ook de relatie tussen mentale verbeelding en tekstuele figuratie.
Dee conclusie, ten slotte, is verbonden aan een ander werk van Boltanski, zijn uitgebreide
projectt dat in Keulen plaatsvond eind 1993 en begin 1994: Diese Kinder suchen ihre Eltern.
Inn dat project werden pamfletten op het station uitgedeeld aan reizigers met afbeeldingen van door
hett Rode Kruis verspreide foto's van kinderen die hun ouders in de Tweede Wereldoorlog zijn
kwijtgeraakt.. Met behulp van die pamfletten en het boekje dat Boltanski daarvan heeft gemaakt,
plaatss ik culturele analyse nadrukkelijk in een sociale context. Ik beschouw Boltanski's werk als en
uitnodigingg om de productie van geschiedenis - na de Holocaust - in een interpersoonlijke en
transpersoonlijkee potentiële ruimte te plaatsen. "Geschiedenis" wordt een vorm van culturele
herinneringg die begint als sociale interactie. Ik eindig mijn studie dus met een pleidooi voor het
"bedrijven"" van geschiedenis als een activiteit die in het heden plaatsvindt en de relatie tussen
mensenn centraal stelt.
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